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ABSTRACT

Taming Teotl: the Making of an Aztec Pantheon in Colonial Mexico

David Horacio Colmenares González

My dissertation investigates how an Aztec religious antiquity was defined and codified in colonial Mexico by focusing on the transformation of Aztec figures of power (Nahuatl: teteoh) into
“pagan gods.” Through a wide range of texts, images and pictorial manuscripts produced in colonial Mexico as well as in Santo Domingo, Spain, Italy and the Low Countries, I argue that the
dominant interpretation of the Aztec gods that arose in the sixteenth century was an instance
of the “reception of reception”: the result of the creative deployment, by central Mexican native
elites, of the interpretative strategies of the Conquerors. I eschew traditional ethnohistorical
approaches by arguing that the figures that came to be known as the Aztec gods were in fact
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century constructions that emerged from the convergence of three
phenomena in Post-Conquest Mesoamerica: fifteenth-century Castilian historical culture, early
modern antiquarian and humanist intellectual practices, and “native exegesis”—native interpretation and re-creation of tradition, often influenced by rivalries between central-Mexican indigenous elites. I contend that native and mestizo elites held a far greater degree of intellectual
agency in creating an image of their own past than what is conveyed by their common characterization as “informants.” Under the epistemic conditions that obtained within a budding colonial
society, central-Mexican elites managed to selectively present some of their ancient teteoh under a new light—as deified rulers, founders of political lineages, inventors of important arts and

trades, or even as forerunners of an autochthonous monotheism. The Aztec pantheon emerged
from an interplay between European and Native forms of exegesis, thus foreclosing clean-cut
distinctions between “production” and “reception,” or between “social facts” and “interpretations.” At the same time, the pantheon codified an image of New Spain’s pagan past: a reflection of Classical Antiquity that manifested Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s political hegemony over and
against other local traditions. A construction of unparalleled efficacy, the Aztec pantheon still
shapes our understanding of Mesoamerican civilizations up to the present day.
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Chapter 1
The Gods are in the Detail
In unserer Sprache ist eine ganze
Mythologie niedergelegt. (A
whole mythology is deposited in
our language.)
L. Wittgenstein, Remarks on
Frazer’s Golden Bough, §24
Reconocer al otro la capacidad de
una relación distanciada con
respecto a sus propias palabras es
una primera marca de cortesía.
Emmanuel de Vienne

Is it a goddess or is it a tree? Or perhaps a sacred mountain? Is it a single Great Goddess, or
many goddesses intertwined? Is it a Teotihuacan ruler in full regalia? Or rather his mortuary
bundle? Or perhaps a Pre-Columbian ball game?
The image ensemble that has elicited these questions appears in the so-called Tlalocan mural paintings that decorate the residential compound of Tepantitla (ca. 600-750), in the PreColumbian city of Teotihuacan (see fig. 1.1 and fig. 1.2).¹ The mural depicts an anthropomor¹Similar composition are found on only two other Teotihuacan sites: a mural paintings at the Tetitla compound, and a stone relief in the West Plaza of the Avenue of the Death.
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Figure 1.1: The Great Goddess of Teotihuacan. Portico 2 mural of Tepantitla, Teotihuacan, Early Classic.
Copy of by Agustín Villagra. Mexico City, Museo Nacional de Antropología.

phic figure, laden with attributes and artifacts—some of which suggest a female gender. The figure dons an avian headdress, a nosebar with fanged pendants, and a zigzag-patterned costume.
From her head emerges a tree, the branches of which are populated by many kinds of birds, insects and spiders. At her feet, in a rarefied abstract space, a multitude of tiny people float in the
vermilion background as in a dreamscape, engaged on many activities related to the Mesoamerican ball-game. The Tepantitla figure, particularly in North American scholarship, is commonly
characterized as a fertility goddess that presides over earthy waters.² But is it a goddess at all?
In its complexity, its integration of disparate elements, scales, and even planes of existence,
into a composition without clear delimitations, the Tepantitla murals not only captures the
complexity of Teotihuacan visuality, but also the fickle and contingent scholarly criteria accord²Berlo, “The Great Goddess Reconsidered,” 147.
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ing to which the ritual and iconographic ensembles generally described as the Mesoamerican
“gods” have been interpreted. The gods are, indeed, in the detail.
These murals stand in stark contrasts to the catalog of Nahua deities found in the first folios of fray Bernardino de Sahagún’s Florentine Codex, an illustrated manuscript completed in
central Mexico in 1579 (see fig. 1.3). In the Florentine Codex’s catalog, the Nahua deities have
adopted a fully anthropometric shape, taking full possession of their attributes into an iconographic stasis, sanctioned by the revealing presence of a proper name.
This dissertation studies the process through which a number of Pre-Columbian ritual sequences and iconographic ensembles associated to power and rulership were segmented, rearranged and transformed into the figures we have come to known as the Aztec gods.
The process is best illustrated by the interpretation of the Tepantitla murals as the Great
Goddess of Teotihuacan, a deity that did not arise from deep recesses of cosmogonic myth, but
from scholarly interpretation.

1.1 One, Many or None at All?
In 1967, George Kubler noted that the central figure depicted in the third mural of Tepantitla
possessed female attributes, and thus should not be confused with the Post-Classic “rain god”
Tlaloc.³ Alfonso Caso, who unearthed the murals and published them 1942, had identified the
central figure as Tlaloc, and the whole program as a representation of the Tlalocan, Tlaloc’s
mythical abode described by sixteenth-century writers as the Nahua “paraiso terrenal.”⁴
³Kubler, The Iconography of the Art of Teotihuacán. For a detailed reconstruction of the Great Goddess hypothesis, see Paulinyi, “’Great Goddess’: Fiction or Reality?”; Paulinyi, “La Diosa de Tepantitla” and Mandell, “Gender
Attribution of the ’Great Goddess”’.
⁴Caso, “El paraíso terrenal en Teotihuacán”. Cf. “Tlalocan, el reino del dios de la lluvia, en la cumbre de las
montañas.” Seler, “Los cantos religiosos de los antiguos mexicanos”, 283.
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Kubler’s suggestion was taken up by Esther Pasztory, who in her dissertation developed an
elaborate interpretation of the Tepantitla figure as a rain goddess.⁵ From then on, the idea of
a Teotihuacan great goddess gained traction. Over the years, as iconographic studies kept enlarging the principal or “diagnostic” attributes of the goddess to encompass a wide range of
motifs, the goddess became ubiquitous. From the original three main attributes found in the
Tepantitla mural—the headdress, nosebar and costume—scholars began to refine, divide and
propose further attributes, enlarging the list to over a dozen—most of them not found in the
original Tepantitla mural, nor on the two other known instances that resembled its composition. Through this process, the traits associated to the goddess grew exponentially, while at the
same time, the inclusion of many elements not found in the mural lead to an uncertainty about
which elements were diagnostic and which were secondary.⁶
The diversity of purportedly diagnostic attributes lead to a wide range of identities and
denominations: the Rain Goddess (Kubler); the Goddess of Teotihuacan or the Teotihuacan
Xochiquetzal (Pasztory); the Teotihuacan Spider Woman (Taube); the Mother of Water, Earth
Goddess or Mother Goddess (Furst); the Great Goddess of Teotihuacan (von Winning, Berlo,
Berrin); the Lunar Goddess (Milbrath)… Or, more recently, simply the Tepantitla Deity (Mandell).
Once the existence of the Great Goddess at Teotihuacan was ascertained, its disembodied
attributes became in themselves synecdoches of the great goddess, even in the absence of the
most common features. Disembodied from any specific representation the Great Goddess grew
to encompass a large part of the totality of Teotihuacan figurative art, and to become the cen⁵Pasztory, The Murals of Tepantitla.
⁶Cr. Mandel: “[T]here is an overall lack of consensus among scholars as to the Goddess’ principal identifying
attributes.” Mandell, “Gender Attribution of the ’Great Goddess”’, 34.
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tral deity of the Teotihuacan “pantheon.” At the point of maximum centrifugal expansion, the
Tepantitla figure was no longer conceived of as a goddess, but as a murky “deity complex,” a
loosely-bound composite of synecdochic attributes.⁷
This expanded yet diffuse identity lead to many paradoxes. Understood as a complex, the
goddess no longer fully corresponds to any specific representation, while on the other hand,
the “diagnostic” features on which the goddess hypothesis was based in the first place could be
mostly absent. At its most extreme, the very absence from the archaeological record was taken
as proof of the existence of as supra-sensory deity, which transcends specific representations, as
has been argued for other Mesoamerican supreme or creator deities.⁸ As a scholar once quipped,
these supreme and abstract Mesoamerican deities were “present everywhere—except in the historical records”.⁹
And if Kubler’s original intent was to cast doubt on the validity of drawing parallels between
Teotihuacan and the much later, Post-Classic Nahua ones, Teotihuacan scholarship came full
circle, as the Great Goddess acquired its contours in the looking glass of much later and distant figures, be it the Xochiquetzal of sixteenth-century Nahua (Pasztory), or the Spider Grandmother of nineteenth-century Zuni, Hopi or Navajo (Taube); or the Spider Woman or Great
Mother of the Kágaba peoples of northern Colombia (Berlo).
In the hands of these scholars, the interpretative trajectory that began with George Kubler’s
passing remark about the gender of the Tepantitla Tlaloc, lead to a veritable quest for the Great
⁷The notion of deity complex was developed, for Post-Classic central Mexico, by H. B. Nicholson (1971). He
organized most Aztec goddesses as part of what he called the “Teteoinan complex”. The goddess complex theory
for Teotihuacan was advanced by Clara Millon, and later Berlo, “The Great Goddess Reconsidered”, 147-8.
⁸See, for example, Nicholson’s treatment of Ometeotl: “As the personification of godhead in the abstract, Ometeotl was, in wan sense, the recipients of all prayers, offerings and sacrifices…” Nicholson, “Religion in Pre-Hispanic
Central Mexico”, 411.
⁹Haly, “Bare Bones”. See chapter 5 of this dissertation.
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Figure 1.2: “Detail of flowering tree from Tepantitla mural.” Schele Drawing Collection, no. SD-7310.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art.
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Goddess of Teotihuacan. The quest was likely compounded by a resurgent trend, in second-wave
feminist anthropology, of what one scholar has called the “Myth of Matriarchal Prehistory.”¹⁰
From Johann Jakob Bachofen to Jane Ellen Harrison; and from Robert Graves to Marija Gimbutas, the hypothesis according to which the earliest stages of human society were matriarchies
structured around the cult of powerful female deities never ceased to stir the imagination of
scholars of antiquity.¹¹ Quite tellingly, the goddess hypothesis never took hold of Mexican or
Latin American Teotihuacan scholarship. The volumes dedicated to Teotihuacan mural paintings in the landmark La pintura mural prehispánica de México, continued to refer to the Tepantitla figure as Tlaloc or the “dios de la lluvia,” and made but cursory of references to Esther
Pazstory’s many publications on the subject.¹²
Other scholars, however, have explicitly called the goddess hypothesis into question. Zoltán
Pauliny, for example, concluded that the Goddess complex was in fact an amalgam of six or seven
independent and unrelated deities, among which Pauliny included the Tepantitla figure.
A few scholars have ventured further and questioned the very notion of a Teotihuacan goddess. María Elena Ruiz Gallut was perhaps the first to suggests that the Tepantitla figure was
not a goddess at all, but rather the mortuary bundle of a Teotihuacan ruler, while María Teresa
Uriarte proposed a cohesive interpretation of the Tepantitla murals not as a representation of
¹⁰Eller, Gentlemen and Amazons.
¹¹Bachofen, Das Mutterrecht (1861); Ellen Harrison Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion (1903); Graves,
The White Goddess (1948); Neumann, The Great Mother —An Analysis of the Archetype (1955); Marija Gimbutas,
The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe (1974). The matriarchal turn of the influential Lithuanian-American scholar
Marija Gimbutas, Professor of Indo-European studies at UCLA, is roughly contemporary to Esther Pasztory’s
publications. For a full-fledged theory of the Mother Goddess in Mesoamerica, see Solares, Madre terrible, who
follows the model of Neumann and the Eranos Circle.
¹²Fuente, La pintura mural prehispánica en México. Similarly, Eduardo Matos Moctezuma continued to subscribe Caso’s interpretation: “It has been suggested that the scene shows Tlalocan, the paradise home of the god
Tlaloc and destination of all those who died by drowning.” Matos Moctezuma, Teotihuacán, the City of the Gods,
178.
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Figure 1.3: The Aztec Pantheon. Florentine Codex, bk. I, fols. 30-35, ca. 1575–1577. Florence, Biblioteca
Medicea Laurenziana, Med. Palat. 218, c. 204v.
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the Tlalocan, but of the Mesoamerican ball-game.
More recently, Annabeth Headrick has abandoned the Great Goddess idea altogether, in
favor of an emphatically lowercased concept of a “mountain-tree.”¹³

1.2 Aberrations of Coherence
The reader of this fifty-year-long scholarly polemic is tempted to conclude that the problem does
not lie on the correct intelligence of iconographic minutiae, but rather on the shortcomings of
the predominant model of analysis as a whole. In classical formal logic, a theory or model of
analysis is considered inconsistent when it is able to prove both a statement and the contradiction of that statement. Similarly, the undecidability not only between interpretations, but even
about what constitutes the positive basis for interpretation, suggests the inadequacy of conventional terms such as “deity”, “diagnostic attribute”, “deity complex”, and the implicit conception
of Mesoamerican deities they convey.
But more importantly, the Great Goddess hypothesis shows to what extent the “threshold of
positivity” of Mesoamerican deities is predicated on changing scholarly criteria.¹⁴ Some of these
criteria are internal to the discipline—methods of analysis and truth-validation—but others, as
we have seen, are external, and reflect the epistemological status of a discipline, as well as global
trends in the humanities.
It is not a question of bad faith nor faulty science, but rather, of how changing epistemic
criteria determine the positivity of the object.
¹³Headrick, The Teotihuacan Trinity, 33, 55-6, 140-1.
¹⁴I draw the notion of “threshold of positivity” from Foucault, Archaeology of Knowledge, vi, chap. 6.
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The Great Goddess of Teotihuacan is what I would like to call an aberration of coherence.
Understood in its astronomical sense, an aberration is not merely an error, but rather the “apparent displacement” of an object that arises as a result of the relative position of the observer
and the opacity (or internal structure) of the medium of observation. In this sense, an aberration is not the result of bad scholarship or unsound epistemological criteria, but rather a side
effect of an otherwise functional means of observation. The apparent displacement of the object
is not an index of error, but rather, of the internal consistency of the medium of observation—
what I would like call its coherence. In this context, an means of observation—understood in a
wide sense as encompassing intellectual devices, theories and methodologies—can be said to be
coherent when it is prone to account for any phenomenon without contradiction. This, however, does not mean that it can account for phenomena exhaustively and without deficit. In
other words, a coherent theory is one that can make sense of an object in terms that are logically
consistent—devoid of contradiction—within the parameters of the theory, but that do not necessarily account for every aspect of the object. In fact, one could argue that objects can only be
fully accounted for within a coherent theory in so far as their problematic aspects, those that
pose a challenge to the foundation of a theory are left out—discarded as irrelevant or as noise.
The notion of aberration allows us to go beyond the question of what is left out, and focus instead on phenomena that arises when a threshold of coherence is crossed. A coherent system or
theory is bound to produce artifacts, that is, “objects” that do not exist outside the context of
observation.
The notion of Nahua or Mesoamerican “gods” is affected by this kind of apparent displacements or methodological artifacts. The gods arose from early and overly successful interpretative
strategies, and an implicit theory that was able to make sense and disentangle a series of figures
10

from their ritual contexts.
According to this implicit theory, the notion of “deity” or “god” is an universal category, attested throughout every world culture. The gods are either visible manifestations of
invisible forces, or they veiled representations of natural phenomena. For the followers of
the Naturmythologie school, the Mesoamerican gods were a veiled mimetic representations
of natural cycles, particularly astronomical ones.¹⁵ The gods, as bearers of proper names and
defining attributes, are regarded as individuals. They preside over specific realms of society or
the natural world and the worship devoted to them is a form of propitiatory exchange, in which
sacrifices and offerings are meant to secure their good will. In the specific case of Mesoamerica,
their identification with natural phenomena or astronomical cycles warrants the identification
of deities across ethnic and linguistic boundaries, often across millennia.¹⁶
This implicit theory goes hand in hand with an approach to Mesoamerican pictography that
could be called iconographic-taxonomic, and that was developed by two of the founders of modern Mesoamerican studies, Eduard Seler (1849 —1922) and Paul Schellhas (1859 —1945).¹⁷
This approach considered the visual motifs of deity ensembles as signs of identity. Considered
in isolation, these traits operated pars pro toto identified the specific deities they generally belonged to. Hence, the systematic classification of this traits was regarded as the steppingstone
to the wider goal of clarifying the “underlying system of deities.”¹⁸
¹⁵Seler, Collected Works in Mesoamerican Linguistics and Archaeology, iv, 149-175; Neurath, “La escalera del
padre sol.”
¹⁶See infra, “An Hermeneutical History”.
¹⁷This method, and program, were later continued by 5; Miller and Taube, An Illustrated Dictionary of the
Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and the Maya; Mikulska Dabrowska, El lenguaje enmascarado and Tena, La
religión mexica, all of whom undertook the task of establishing an unified pantheon. For an insightful criticism
of the method, see Gillespie and Joyce, “Deity Relationships,” 1998, based on a classic theoretical distinction on
taxonomy approaches in archaeology by Rouse, “The Classification of Artifacts in Archaeology”.
¹⁸For an overview of this paradigm of analysis, see Stuart, “Gods of Heaven and Earth”, 247-51.
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To be sure, the method was extremely successful at producing functional and preliminary
taxonomies, that estalbished the groundwork for more refined and subtle analyses. However,
followed to the letter, it also produced aberrations such as the Great Goddess of the Tepantitla
murals. The literature on this deity shows to what extent it is ultimately impossible to distinguish unambigously between diagnostic and secondary attrbutes, and the logic of pars pro toto
resulted in the expansion of the deity to incorporate instances that clearly belonged to other
figurative ensembles.
While the Great Goddess of Teotihuacan is perhaps an extreme example of scholarly fabrication, it offers crucial insights into the process through which, during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, a number of figures, mythic sequences and iconographic ensembles were
transformed into Aztec gods.
The coherence of the iconographic paradigm has been buttressed by a series of compensatory
language games–a motley lexicon of empty signifiers drawn from the annals of the History of
Religions. These language games produce a semblance of understanding, and permit to overstep
the perplexing nature of Mesoamerica teteoh.
Thus, for example, deities that are intuitively perceived as equivalent without being identical are described as “manifestations”, “aspects,” “versions,” or even “avatars” of the same deity
(see fig. 1.4). The grand notion of a “deity complex”—the central category of Nicholson’s influential organization of a Nahua deity system—is but the most refined instance of this Platonic
procedure by means of which the unity of disparate and contradictory iconographic analysis
is warranted by an ideal type never fully expressed in the archaeological record. By the same token, deities became gradually disembodied, supra-sensory numina, independent of any concrete
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Figure 1.4: Two representations of Tezcatlipoca, Borgia Codex, fol. 58, ca. 14th to early early 15th c.
Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.

instance but presiding over a whole set.¹⁹
¹⁹Nicholson, “Religion in Pre-Hispanic Central Mexico”. See Daniele Dehouve’s remark: “León-Portilla (1957:
164-178) fue uno de los primeros en argumentar que, si Tezcatlipoca, Quetzalcóatl y Xiuhtecuhtli llevan los mismos nombres que el dios de la dualidad Ometéotl, es porque representan una faz de este último. A partir de entonces se volvió casi una tradición pensar que los dioses que comparten una apelación comparten una identidad.”
Dehouve, “Los nombres de los dioses mexicas”, 11.
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Alternatively, inconsistency are dealt through another language game that, following the
German Egyptlologist Jan Assmann, we can call “theological onomasyology.”²⁰ This mechanism,
fundamental to pantheon comparisons, skirts the problem of iconographic analysis by positing
heuristic definitions based on trivial statements of the form “x is the god of y.” Thus, a deity
might be identified as “the god of fire,” “the god of rain,” “the earth goddess,” etc.
In an overview of taxonomic proposals for Maya deities, the epigraphist David Stuart voiced
his criticism of the “somewhat unfortunate term of ‘aspect’ ” through which the problem of
iconographic variability has been often tackled, noting that “[a]ssertions of ‘aspect’ relationships
have far too often [been] used as an excuse for undisciplined iconographic analysis.”²¹ With
Stuart, we could ask “what precisely do we mean by a ‘deity aspect’?” And as he notes, the term
is just a way of asserting an undefined relation between one deity and another.²²
Finally, there is the most tenacious of all language games: mere denomination. In this regard,
the question is not what do we mean or how do we define a Mesoamerican “deity”, but rather
a more basic one: to what, precisely, do we attached such a name? The case of iconography is
once again illustrative, for it shows that “deity” has generally been ascribed all too easily to any
unaccountable figurative ensemble.
In 1902, Paul Schellhas organized over a dozen Mayan figurative ensembles into “gods,” identifying each god by a letter, from a to p (see fig. 1.5).²³ Along the same lines, in 1964, Bodo
Spranz sought to organize the accouterments iconography in the Borgia Group of codices into
over thirty “deities”, a difficult task considering that according to his own analysis, the distri²⁰Assmann, “Translating Gods.” See infra, chapter 3.
²¹Stuart, “Gods of Heaven and Earth,” 248.
²²Stuart, 248.
²³Schellhas, Representation of Deities of the Maya Manuscripts.
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Figure 1.5: The Mayan pantheon. Paul Schellhas, Representations of Deities of the Mayan Manuscripts,
Cambridge, Mass., 1904.

bution of Elementen was quite haphazard (see fig. 1.6).²⁴ And in 1970, Peter David Joralemon
published an important study of Olmec iconography, in which he claimed to have identified
over a 175 individual iconographic motifs, that he organized into ten cluster-figures, that he
named as Gods i to x, quite likely following Schellhas’s still influential classification system.²⁵
While it might be argued that in such uses “deity” are meant simply as taxa (i.e. a taxonomic
category), or placeholder devoid of any content, the truth is that denomination carries its own
weight. As any reader of Jorge Luis Borges knows too well, taxonomies quickly morph into (perceived) realities.
²⁴George Kubler summed up his endeavor more succinctly: “[Spranz] finds it very difficult to find out who is
who because they [i.e. the gods] are always wearing each other’s clothes.” In Coe, “Olmec Jaguars”, 16.
²⁵Joralemon, Olmec Iconography. See discussion in Coe, “Olmec Jaguars”, 3, and Knight, Iconographic Method,
118.
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Figure 1.6: Table depicting all types of corporal paint and coiffures found in Borgia-group deities. Spranz,
Göttergestalten in den mexikanischen Bilderhandschriften der Codex Borgia-Gruppe, Wiesbaden 1964.

I believe, however, we can go much further, and pose the question of to what extent the Aztec
pantheon, which as shown in the case of denominational anachronism is taken for granted and
at face value, is also the effect of similar procedures.
Following Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Remarks on Frazer’s Golden Bough (1931), quoted in the
epigraph, we can question to what extent these seemingly descriptive categories have in fact
determined the nature of the object they aim to describe.²⁶
²⁶Wittgenstein wrote his remarks on Sir James George Frazer’s The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Reli-
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A whole mythology is deposited in our language. According to Wittgenstein’s twenty-fourth
remark, language is never as transparent as it pretends to be. Wittgenstein suggested that
language is already “mythological,” in so far as it is suffused—in its words, metaphors and
expressions—with the kind of magical thinking that forms the core of Frazer’s grand synthesis
of Victorian anthropology. Even the purportedly neutral and descriptive language of the
Human Sciences is permeated by a whole range of language games, empty signifiers and
periphrases that have sedimented (niederlegen), acquiring a semblance of reality of their own.²⁷
Conversely, it is possible to read his aphorism against the grain and, along the lines of Max
Müller’s theory of myth, to claim that mythology—understood in a broad sense as a discourse
on the gods—is the result of sedimented language games and aberrations of coherence that
result from successful interpretations.²⁸
As successful interpretations deposit and sediment, they provide the bedrock of certainty
through which subsequent interpretations are carried out. In the case of the Great Goddess of
Teotihuacan, the bedrock against which the conjectural identification was carried out was the
Post-Classic central Mexican pantheon, as expounded in the histories, religious chronicles and
pictorial manuscripts produced during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Mexico.
gion (1890-1915) in 1931, but were only published in English in 1967. The most recent editions is Wittgenstein,
The Mythology in Our Language.
²⁷Cr. Michael Puett’s commentary: “A mythology that is present not as historical remnants from a previous
period of human evolution but a mythology that is with us still, as it is in the Beltane ritual. That is with us still in
all the complexities of being human, including our unsettledness and our sinister sides. But we miss it because of
our emphasis on theory, explanation, means-end rationality” (142).
²⁸Cf. Max Müller famous formulation of his view on mythology as a “disease of language” in his Lectures on
the science of language: “Mythology, which was the bane of the ancient world, is in truth a disease of language. A
mythe means a word, but a word which, from being a name or an attribute, has been allowed to assume a more
substantial existence. Most of the Greek, the Roman, the Indian, and other heathen gods are nothing but poetical
names, which were gradually allowed to assume a divine personality never contemplated by their original inventors”.
Müeller, Lectures on the Science of Language, vol. i, lect. i, 12. See Lincoln, Theorizing Myth, 66-8.
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However, can we go further and posit that this Post-Classic pantheon, as “recorded” in the
grand histories of Bernardino de Sahagún, Diego Durán or Torquemada, is not itself a sedimented mythology, the effect of the most consequential interpretation of central-Mexican
tetetoh? Could the central-Mexican Post-Classic pantheon, the measure against which every
Mesoamerican religious phenomena is compared, be also constructed and artificial, equally affected by aberrations of coherence? This dissertation is an effort to respond to this question.

1.3 Hermeneutical History
This dissertation explores the transformation of Nahua teteoh into “pagan gods” during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Unlike the gods of ancient Greece and Rome, the teteoh were
neither fully individualized nor static beings, as they were in a constant state of transformation,
absorbing attributes, fusing with other figures, or unfolding into multiple entities.
Like other Amerindian non-human figures of power, Nahua teteoh are better thought of
as epiphenomena of ritual processes, conducted through the usage of powerful and precious
artifacts and activated through ritual enunciation. The teteoh were most often associated to
rulership, and rituals of enthronement generally consisted of the donning of the teteoh’s regalia.
The agentivity of these artifacts—the fact that they were endowed not only with power, but
also with agency—suggests that the teteoh were emergent conglomerates of powerful regalia,
rather than individual entities. The teteoh were known by a plurality of names, and an essential
aspect of their ritual was the exegesis of these names in a highly abstract and oblique enunciation.
The enumeration of their attributes, regalia and the exegesis of their ritual names, like a litany,
mark the rhythm of ritual. Their identities were evanescent and fragmented. While they were
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usually depicted in human form, this was meant to express their agency—not their individuality. And yet, following the works of sixteenth-century Franciscan lexicographers, teotl has been
unambiguously translated as “god.”²⁹
Through a wide range of texts, images, pictorial manuscripts and artifacts produced in colonial Mexico as well as in Santo Domingo, Spain, Italy and the Low Countries, I argue that the
dominant interpretation of the Aztec gods that arose in the sixteenth century was an instance
of what Martin Mulsow has called the “reception of reception”, the result of the creative deployment, by central Mexican native elites, of the interpretative strategies of the conquerors.
I eschew traditional approaches by arguing that the figures that came to be known as the
Aztec gods were in fact sixteenth—and seventeenth-century constructions that emerged in the
context of the establishment of a new society in Mesoamerica. In the course of the sixteenth
century, the teteoh became fixed; their iconographies simplified and codified. These gods were
organized into pantheons, extracting them from their traditional ritual function. Some of them
would become mythical founders of polities, inventors of the arts or trades, and equated to
Graeco-Roman gods. Others would emerge as symbols of Providence or forerunners of an Aztec
monotheism. This dissertation studies the processes through which local agents—both European and indigenous—interpreted, selected, simplified, and deliberately manipulated native
traditions and gave birth to an Aztec pantheon.
The aberrations thus described arose from a set of interlocking epistemic imperatives that
has characterized the study of Mesoamerica. The first one is the imperative of restoration. Like
the Italian humanists and antiquarians of the Quattrocento, whose groundbreaking studies of
Roman archaeology were inseparable from a moral injunction to “restore” (instaurare) the glo²⁹Cr. Molina (1553, 1571): “teotl: dios”.
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ries of ancient Rome, the study of the Pre-Columbian Mexico has often been influenced by a
need to vindicate Pre-Columbian civilizations. In the hands of influential twentieth–century
Mexican scholars and intellectuals, the Mesoamerican past was construed as an Antiquity –a
notion of lasting complexity, which far from being a descriptive temporal category, is infused
with values and expectations. To be sure, if from Petrarch to Winckelmann, the Ancient world
has been seen as a repository of eloquence, science, morality and beauty, the project of restoring
a “Mesoamerican ancient world” endowed it similar expectations.³⁰
The second is what we could call the ethnohistorical imperative. This is based on the assumption on the survival of recoverable Pre-Columbian historical traditions. It assumes that
the sixteenth and seventeenth century documents on the Pre-Columbian world can be read as
composing a gradual process of discovery, by which knowledge of the past increased over time.
According to this perspective, anything that appears in a historical sources can be projected
backwards in time to earlier documents, even if some of those themes were late crystallizations.
This is, for example, the reason behind the use of Post-Classic deities to explain the artifacts and
expressions of earlier ages, even if they predate Post-Classic documents by thousands of years; or
the use modern ethnographic data to adumbrate Post-Classic documents. Thus, the ethnohistorical imperative obscures the diachronicity of interpretation and knowledge. In other words,
it obscures the fact that interpretations and meaning crystallize and condense over time, that
new themes emerge, and that successful interpretations are naturalized into seemingly real phenomena.
³⁰See León-Portilla, “Have We Really Translated the Mesoamerican ’Ancient World’?”, written as a response
to those who had questioned the possibility of recovering Mesoamerican antiquity. The question in the title is, of
course, rhetorical. See Payàs, “Translation in Historiography”.
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The third imperative stems from the most successful and lasting model in the study of PreColumbian central Mexico: the paradigm of the “cosmovisión Mesoamericana”. By favoring
an ideal of culture as a universal symbolic system that determines the meaning of every social
behavior and praxis, this approach posits the existence of a fully integrated and coherent system, known as cosmovisión or worldview, a term ultimately drawn from Wilhelm Dilthey’s concept of Weltanschauung.³¹ According to this view, Mesoamerican civilizations shared not only
a fully coherent and self-consistent worldview, across millennia and an expansive territory, but
this worldview stood out among world cultures for its coherence and perfect, almost symmetrical integration. The result is a veritable petitio principi, by which the effects of scholarly reconstruction are mistaken for an unique attribute of Mesoamerican civilization.³² As Michael Coe
noted at a round table held at Dumbarton Oaks in 1970, apropos the perfect duality found in
Mesoamerican notions of the divine, “it is almost as though Lévi-Strauss himself had invented
Mesoamerican religion.”³³
As a consequence, the meaning of even the most fragmentary or banal cultural phenomena
is determined by its function in the cosmovisión, and the task of the ethnohistorian or anthro³¹“As a sentence expresses its sense or meaning, so these [Worldviews] would express the sense and meaning of
the world.” Dilthey, The Essence of Philosophy, 40. The idea of a Mesoamerican worldview was first propounded by
Alfredo López Austin, for example, in his grand Cuerpo humano e ideología (1980).
³²Consider Alfredo López Austin’s reflections in “Cosmovisión y pensamiento indígena”: “Si bien toda cultura
mantiene la relativa coherencia de sus componentes, las llamadas culturas tradicionales poseen, en contraste con las
denominadas modernas, una coherencia mucho más fuerte. […] La tradición mesoamericana se caracteriza, precisamente, por su coherencia” (empasis added, 2). It’s impossible not to be reminded of Mary Douglas’s witticism about
the status of “cosmology” in ethnographic research: Cosmology is what “primitive societies” used to have in the
1950s (Abramson and Holbraad, Framing Cosmologies, 1). While seemingly laudatory, López Austin follows the
implicit attribution of cosmology to pre-modern societies that according to Johannes Neurath characterized midcentury anthropology: “ ‘Primitive societies’ were thought as natural wholes and ordered totalities”, as opposed to
complex modern societies that can no longer be expected to share a coherent worldview (Neurath, “Cosmology
or Chaosmology?”, 2).
³³Coe, “Olmec Jaguars,” Discussion, 13. Coe’s comment, however, was not facetious. On the contrary, in the
Discussion following his article Coe expressed being “struck” by the ways in which Mesoamerican peoples resorted
to “a series of structural oppositions used to make certain points that they wanted to define”.
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pologist is to reconstruct the metaphorical chains that permit to mediate between cultural practices and transcendent symbols. Thus, cultural analysis becomes an act of top-down deduction,
starting from general ideas and proceeding down to specific phenomena. And when faced with
historically situated phenomena, it finds it justified to proceed retrospectively, understanding
past statements in light of present knowledge.
Without really clarifying or problematizing the ontological status of cosmovisión, proponents of the model retained from Kant’s and Dilthey’s Weltanschaung a rather psychologistic
understanding. Thus, they generally understand cosmovisión as either a grand system of beliefs
or a quasi-philosophical system (“pensamiento indígena”), that Mesoamerican peoples of every stripe would have held as a mental representation explaining the meaning of their actions,
symbols, practices and ritual utterances. Under the equivocal form of Mesoamerican thought,
it even been regarded as a philosophia perennis or “ethnophilosophy” of sorts. And in order for
this worldview—as opposed, for instance, to mere opinion—to have such a status, it must have
been share across social hierarchies, gender lines, and ethnic and linguistic differences.³⁴
To be sure, the “gods” play an important role in this vitalizing construct. The “gods” represented aspects of the natural world or important social activities, and were thus worshiped following the classic idea of a propitiatory exchange. Mesoamerican “gods” were dynamic beings–a
nod to their iconographic entropy— but because the were composed of “two opposed but complementary qualities”, they ultimately existed in a state of “complementary opposition”, that
³⁴For a rare critical stance regarding the validity of this paradigm from the perspective of actual ethnography, see
Galinier, La Mitad del mundo and, more recently, “¿Existe una ontología otomí?”. Building on Crick’s important
criticism of culture as a system of universal and trans-hierarchical representation (Crick, “Anthropology of Knowledge”), Galinier noted that the semblance of an universally valid worldview only arises as a result of the ethnographer’s injunction: “Hasta donde sé, ningún indígena ha construido por sí mismo una teoría de su sociedad, salvo
como resultado de una relación demasiado personal con el etnógrafo.” Finally, consider also Russo, “Renacimiento
vegetal”, who notes “[la] importancia de analizar los procesos históricos que transformaron y siguen transformando
las concepciones cosmológicas”.
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gave way to harmonious cosmogonic cycles. Thus, regardless of the factual difficulties of establishing cleat-cut identities in the archaeological record, Mesoamerican deities were ultimately
conceived as integrating a “holistic taxonomy” –a veritable dream of order and symmetry.³⁵
The assumption of a high-order coherence characterizing the Mesoamerican pantheon explains
the unavowed Platonism of iconographic analysis: while the visual and archaeological record is
messy, from the perspective of worldview deities exists in as a dynamic yet ultimately orderly
totality.
This forceful imperative has shaped dominant accounts on Precolumbian religion and pantheon, and has had important methodological and theoretical implications. Gillespie and Joyce,
for example, have noted the unwarranted assumption that “all of Mesoamerica shared a single,
fixed pantheon of gods”, and thus an idea of cultural continuity that has allowed scholars to
identify deities across a vast geographical space, and often across millennia, from the Classic
or Formative to the Post-Classic period.³⁶ In the Teotihuacan example, Alfonso Caso, finding
similarities with Post-Classic iconographies, identified the Tepantitla deity as Tlaloc; a generation later, Esther Pasztory other rebuked the identification but, deploying the same procedure,
identified the Tepantitla deity as Xochiquetzal—another Post-Classic deity.
In recent years, the cosmovisión model came under serious revision by a new generation of
scholars working in various fields: from ethnography and linguistics, to contemporary debates
in anthropological theory.³⁷
For my part, I would simply add that the ideal of a fully-integrated coherent whole, devoid
of contradictions, exerts a great force towards coherence, out of which aberrations inevitably
³⁵López Austin, “Cosmovisión y pensamiento indígena”, 4.
³⁶Gillespie and Joyce, “Deity Relationships,” 1998, 281.
³⁷In this respect, the publication of Díaz, Cielos e inframundos has been an important steppingstone.
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arise. If a self-coherent symbolic totality is assumed to exist, it is only natural to expect that
every aspect of social life and cultural practices find a place in it; that every piece is integrated
into a larger whole. As such, the cosmovisión model not only infringes the first rule of ethnographic courtesy described by Vienne in the epigraph of this introduction–to grant people the
possibility of having a detached, skeptic or ironic distance from the “beliefs” attributed to them
by the cultural anthropologists—but more importantly, for this discussion, the model makes it
impossible to account for contradicting accounts, partial or fragmented identities, or practices
that do not necessarily derive their meaning from wide-spread cultural symbols.

This dissertation is an effort to resist the imperatives of coherence. It assumes, as a point of
departure, a methodical doubt and a ground-up approach. Instead of assuming the universal
meaning of symbols or the allures of symmetry and grand integration, it looks at the process
through which meaning is first constructed. It assumes that when it comes to social behaviors
and cultural phenomena, meaning is always secondary—an effect of observation, and not the
cause of practices or symbols.
This has important methodological implications for the study of the Nahua pantheon. Traditionally, the early modern visual and textual documents that form the basis for any historical
anthropology of Nahua deities have been read in an uncritical way. They have been interpreted
as fragmentary pieces reflecting a grand unified system. This obscures not only the relation between fragments, but more importantly, it makes it almost impossible to think their diachronicity: the basic fact that the texts, images and documents that describe the Nahua gods exist in
time, as historical documents and material artifacts, holding not only genetic relations, but also
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reflecting milestones and turning points, moments of synthesis and influential interpretations
that are folded back and naturalized as facts in later documents. As a result of the injunction
of coherence, contradictions and inconsistencies—the historicity of documents—is erased. The
cosmovisión model has been crafted in a eminently uncritical way, cherry-picking information
from the sources—often hapax legomena—that help the ideal of integration, and simply discarding contradictory accounts or perplexing information as noise in the historical record or
“mythical excrescence.”³⁸ A grand edifice built on shaky foundations.
My approach to the visual and textual documents offers instead to regard them as part of a
diachronic and contingent history of interpretation. What I here propose is an hermeneutical
history of the Aztec pantheon. This means, on the one hand, the history of how the Nahua gods
were first interpreted, how some of those interpretations were successful and were passed on to
other interpretative agents, and how this contingent process, full of false starts and contradictions and steered by a variety of interests and concrete socio-political conditions, resulted in a
simplified and standardized Aztec pantheon.
But at a deeper level, an hermeneutical history assumes that, particularly when it comes to
cultural phenomena, meaning determines reference. This formula expresses a seeming paradox at
the heart of philosophical hermeneutics: that sense and meaning, while never primitive social
facts but rather effects of interpretation, nevertheless seem to determine the order of intention
and reference. In other words, that successful interpretations are what allow us to perceive phenomena in the first place. In the case of the Nahua teteoh or other Mesoamerican figures of
power, this implies that these figures only acquired their fixed and legible contours as they arose
as objects of knowledge and representation. In fact, the transformation of teteoh into pagan
³⁸Gillespie, The Aztec Kings.
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gods is perhaps among the best historical examples of the dialectics of interpretation, in which
certain phenomena quite literally materialize as a result of a process of interpretation. In the
following chapters, I will examine in detail the conditions of knowledge and the practices of
interpretation under which the smooth and continuous teteoh were segmented and fixed, crossing for the first time the threshold of positivity on which every subsequent encounter with the
Aztec gods has relied upon.

1.4 Exegesis and Etic Displacement
In parallel to new efforts to move beyond the Mesoamerican worldview paradigm, scholars
have also proposed new forms of understanding Mesoamerican deities from an emic perspective.
For example, Susan Gillespie’s and Rosemary Joyce’s reconstruction of the category of traveler
“gods”, and David Stuart’s reconstruction of Classical Mayan deity taxonomies, are solid and persuasive forays into emic conceptions and grammars of deities.³⁹ Other scholars, such as Molly
Bassett and James Maffie, have proposed conjectural reconstructions of emic notions such as
teotl or ixiptla, within new philosophical paradigms more attuned to a purported Mesoamerican metaphysics.⁴⁰
This is not the path this dissertation follows. Instead, this dissertation is committed to a
detailed analysis of the etic apparent displacement. Instead of proposing yet another effort at
unveiling an “original” meaning of teotl or recovering the true Aztec pantheon, this dissertation
³⁹I follow the standard definition of emic/etic dichotomies first proposed by the linguist Kenneth Pike in 1957,
and then developed by Marvin Harris and other anthropologists in the 1960s. The emic description of social behavior or cultural symbol is based on an “insider’s perspective”, and thus corresponds to the views, values and categories
of a group. An etic description, on the contrary, is an “outsider’s perspective”, and responds to criteria, values and
methods developed outside of the culture on which the observation is based.
⁴⁰Gillespie and Joyce, “Deity Relationships,” 1998; Stuart, “Gods of Heaven and Earth”; Basset, The Fate of
Earthly Things Aztec Gods and God-Bodies; Maffie, Aztec Philosophy.
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assumes as a point of departure the radical constructivity of the process through which centralMexican figures of power were transformed into pagan gods. What follows is an effort to beyond
the injunction of restoration and to focus instead on how and why certain figurative assemblages
were arranged at concrete historical junctions.
This dissertation studies the processes through which a wide range of local agents–European
and indigenous— interpreted, selected, simplified, and deliberately manipulated native traditions in order to give birth to an Aztec pantheon. I eschew traditional ethnohistorical
approaches by arguing that the figures that came to be known as the Aztec gods emerged
from the convergence of three little-studied phenomena in the context of colonial Mexico.
The first is Castilian historical culture, a culture with deep Medieval roots in the Iberian
peninsula and that during the process of Iberian expansion underwent many transformations.
In particular, the Castilian historiography that flourished in Spain during late fifteenth and
early seventeenth century inherited from the grand historiographic projects of Alphonse X a
tendency towards integration and synthesis. In these works, the totally of available traditions
of the past were seamlessly woven together into tapestries in which local histories coexisted
with ancient chronology, Biblical history, and even Graeco-Roman myth. As a veritable
machine capable of leveling all kinds of pasts and integrating them into grand narratives,
Castilian historiography was particularly deft at dealing with the pagan gods. From Hercules
to Osiris, and from Tubal to Espan, for the historiographic culture that disembarked in the
New World in the sixteenth-century there was nothing more familiar than a pagan god. And
while the visible semblance of Mesoamerican “idols” struck fear in he hearts of the soldiers and
Mendicant friars who first encountered them, the noticas according to which these idols stood
for this or that “god”, was perfectly consistent with the way in which Castilian historiography
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had dealt for centuries with its own past.
The second cultural phenomenon that coalesced in colonial Mexico was early modern humanism and antiquarianism. In the Iberian context, humanism involved not only direct knowledge of the ancient world or what has been called the Classical Tradition, but also the vernacular
humanism that flourished in fifteenth-century Castile. It was this culture–and not an unmediated and pristine knowledge of Classical antiquity— that, I argue, constituted the immediate
intellectual context in which a saber of Nahua gods emerged in the sixteenth century. As for antiquarianism in its early modern Iberian contexts, it is here understood broadly as a general orientation towards non-textual artifacts, a budding sensibility towards the evidentiary status of artifacts, images, buildings, or social practices. At concrete historical junctions, however, the construction of an Aztec pantheon intersected with full-fledged antiquarian trends in the Iberian
peninsula. The genealogies of Iberian antiquarianism and the New World have just begun to be
explored, and this dissertation aims at contributing to these studies by analyzing specific sites
of knowledge production in which antiquarianism influenced the establishment of an Aztec
pantheon.
The third element is a practically unstudied phenomenon in Mesoamerican ethnohistory or
colonial studies. Following the formulation of Jacques Galinier, one of the few Mesoamerican
ethnologists to have reflected on it, we will call this phenomenon “native exegesis”. While often
overlooked by ethnohistory and historical anthropology, the phenomenon of native exegesis is
very well known by ethnographers, and ethnographic literature abounds with anecdotes and
accounts of encountering it in the field. To put it simply, native exegesis is the speculation of
informants about the meaning of a social behavior, a ritual, or a cultural artifact. The problem
faced by ethnographers is of course that Native exegesis is rarely emic: as it is predicated on an
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etic injunction, it often adopts the categories, patterns and metaphors of the external observer.
Marvin Harris defined this as “the problem of the over-informed informant”, noting that socalled informants are particularly deft at learning the expectations of the ethnographer, and
tailoring their responses accordingly. Galinier noted that the phenomenon of native exegesis
exposes the ethnographer with several critical questions. On the one hand, that the existence
of universal or cross-hierarchical cultural symbols is doubtful, even within a small social group.
And on the other, the idea of the informant is predicated on the unwarranted assumption that
members of a social group possess a full and coherent mental representation of the totality of
a culture. But perhaps more pressingly, as Galinier and others have noted, social or cultural
phenomena only acquire “meaning” in the context of an exchange with an etic injunction.
It goes without saying that in colonial contexts, when ethnographic injunctions are framed
within explicit forms of coercion, Native exegesis is even stronger, as coercion places a premium
on responses that reflect the questioner’s expectations. In the contexts of sixteenth-century Mexico, a number of phenomena compounds the incentive to native speculation even further. The
first is the emergence of an assimilated Nahua nobility in the first few decades after the Conquest. Raised since childhood in the Christian humanism that formed the curricula at the educational institutions created by the Franciscans, this nobility quickly acquired a familiarity
with European hermeneutical tools. And just as these elites proved to be remarkably deft at navigating Castilian institutions and the intricacies of nobility and power, validating their lineages
and acquiring coats of arms as early as 1524, they also proved extraordinarily deft at mobilizing
Castilian historiography and its hermeneutical tools to their own ends. In the context of the
changing political landscape of sixteenth-century Mexico, Nahua nobilities resorted to the past
as a way to lay claims of power, often pursuing Pre-Columbian rivalries by new means.
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The convergence of these three phenomena in the construction of an Aztec pantheon forecloses a common narrative that emphasis the simple projection of European categories in the
New World. Castilian historiography, Christian humanism and early antiquarianism did not
necessarily offer a systematic knowledge, but primarily a set of interpretive tools and patterns
of meaning, that were deployed in creative ways at the local level. On the other hand, after the
wave of absolute condemnation had receded, mendicant orders encountered an artifact that
European antiquarians would only encounter a generation later: pictorial manuscripts in the
Mesoamerican tradition. Many of the documents generally known as codices were produced as
an effect of this novel antiquarian encounter with the visual language of Mesoamerican pictography.
The Aztec pantheon emerged from an interplay between European and Native forms of exegesis, thus foreclosing clean-cut distinctions between “production” and “reception,” or between
“social facts” and “interpretations.” A construction of unparalleled efficacy, the Aztec pantheon
still shapes our understanding of Mesoamerican civilizations up to the present day.

The argument of this dissertation is presented in five chapters.
The first chapter, entitled “New Spanish Euhemerism and the Unfolding of Historical Time
in Mesoamerica”, examines the hermeneutical shift through which certain Nahua teteoh escaped
demonological condemnation and acquired discursive visibility. The chapter argues that this
took place through the inscription of certain Nahua teteoh into historical time. I pursue this
through an analysis of the earliest occurrence of euhemerist interpretation found in New Spain:
fray Bernardino de Benavente Motolinía’s “Epístola proemial” (1540) to his Historia de los in30

dios de la Nueva España. In this letter, Motolinía sketches out the origins of the peoples of
central Mexico, reconstructs the dynastic history of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and provides the earliest Euhemerist interpretation of Quetzalcoatl, that Motolinía presents as a deified law-giver
and ruler.
Unlike previous analyses of this text, however, I contend that the Epistola is a multilayered
and polyphonic piece that attempts—for the first time and unsuccessfully—to integrate various contending traditions about the past hailing from rival central Mexican polities (altepeme),
such as Tlatelolco, Texcoco and Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Through a critical and diachronic reading of these textual strata, I argue, it’s possible to understand the historical interpretation of
Quetzalcoatl—a figure otherwise associated in the Historia to a rituals of rulership and centered at Cholula—as an “aberration,” that is, as the side effect of an integration of disparate
traditions of the past into a partially unified narrative. The Euhemerized Quetzalcoatl emerges
as a synthetic figure, that condenses several aspects associated to rulership within a cultural area
of Puebla, Tlaxcala and Cholula, and the dynastic histories of central Mexico. The chapter then
steps back and identifies key hermeneutical patterns of this partially unified narrative besides
Euhemerism, such as genealogy, etymology, and the age-old tradition of the origines gentium,
and reframes the “Epístola” within wider trends in Castilian historical culture. The chapter concludes by arguing that these multiple negotiations, centered around the figure of a deified ruler
called Quetzalcoatl, are indexes of the transformation of Mesoamerican social memory into a
new regime of historicity.
The second chapter, entitled “Between Mars and Hercules: the Foundational History of
New Spain,” examines the political implications behind the first full-fledged Euhemerization of
a Nahua teotl in sixteenth-century Mexico, a successful interpretation that would be replicated
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in many other context during the two centuries to come. Two prominent teteoh were associated
to power and rulership in central power in central Mexico: Huitzilopochtli in Tenochtitlan and
Tezcatlipoca in Texcoco.
However, during the sixteenth-century, the former one would become the founder of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan, while the latter one would become a disembodied god of Providence. In
this chapter, I investigate these diverging hermeneutical trajectories, focusing on the earliest
accounts of Huitzilopochtli. Among these, the most remarkable is a little-studied letter
sent be viceroy Antonio de Mendoza to the Emperor and to his brother, and that Giovanni
Ramusio copied and sent to Fernández de Oviedo in Santo Domingo. The letter provides
one of the earliest accounts of the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and describes the
establishment of this polity and its ruling line by a warring captain called Huitzilopochtli.
Within the exchange of letters that ensued between Oviedo and viceroy Mendoza, an image
of Huitzilopochtli emerges from the overlap of tacit parallels and associations, and implicit
ideas about rulership, cities and their founders. In particular, I argue that the dominant
interpretation of Huitzilopochtli from the sixteenth century inwards was shaped by two
overlapping political ideologies that converged in the Mendoza-Oviedo exchange, and that
were expressed in two tacit identifications: Huitzilopochtli as Hercules and Huitzilopochtli as
Mars. Echoes of these parallels are still heard in standard characterization, found throughout
the literature, of this central Mexican teteoh as the “patron god of Mexico-Tenochtitlan” or as
the “Mexican god of war.” The Herculean parallel emphasized notions of military rulership and
señorío natural, consistent with Antonio de Mendoza’s program of viceroyal governance based
on the vindication of Nahua ruling lineages. The Mars parallel, advanced by Fernández de
Oviedo, patterned Mexica political history after Roman historiography, and subjected Mexica
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idolatry to critical assessment that mirrored Titus Livy’s take on Roman religion. Through
an analysis of the alternating identifications of Huitzilopochtli the chapter sheds light on the
political and ideological at play during the inception of the new viceroyalty.
The third chapter, entitled “Apologetics and Commensurability: the Aztec Pantheon within
World Antiquity”, examines a seeming paradox: the fact that the Aztec pantheon was considered
within a world-scale comparative framework before being fully spelled out by local agents in
Mexico.
The chapter argues that knowledge about Mexican gods was consolidated through various
concentric efforts to integrate individual figures first within organized pantheons, and then
within the larger context of the world’s religious antiquity by means of explicit parallels and
cotejos. These reframings of Mexican religion within wider context predated the development
of more local and detailed codification of Aztec deities in New Spain. While fray Bernardino de
Sahagún’s Florentine Codex drew a famous catalogue of Aztec deities and their Graeco-Roman
parallels, this chapters focuses on several other less-studied instances, the earliest of which predate Sahagún’s catalogue by almost half a century. The chapter begins with an analysis of the earliest systematic parallel between Mediterranean and Mexican pantheons in the work of Fernández de Oviedo. This alignment of two distinct antiquities is predicated on two important epistemic moments: first an intra-American comparison between central Mexico and Nicaragua,
where Oviedo found similar customs and practices as those of central Mexico, and secondly,
Oviedo’s little-known involvement in the campaigns against witchcraft in Basque country. The
chapter then identifies a site in which the elaboration of a world antiquity and systematic cotejos were drawn, around the Escorial, and formed by the Jesuit humanist and bibliographer Juan
Páez de Castro, the Dominican fray Bartolomé de las Casas, and the Augustinian fray Jerónimo
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de Román y Zamora. Páez de Castro’s work, in which he explored “la conformidad que hay entre
las costumbres, y religiones destos indios occidentales con las antiguas”, did not survive, but part
of its materials were used by Las Casas and Jerónimo Román to pursue two unique world-scale
tableaux of religious customs, in which the commensurability of people’s religious antiquities,
and the formal equivalences of their gods was convincingly established.
The fourth chapter is dedicated to the grand Sahaguntine synthesis on the Nahua gods,
and bears the following title: “Teotl Deconstructed: The Formation of a Theologia Mythologica in Bernardino de Sahagún’s Workshop.” This chapter focuses on the formation of a theologia
mythologica–a discourse on Mexican gods–in the manuscripts produced by the two workshops
led by Fray Bernardino de Sahagún at Tepeapulco and Tlatelolco. Through a diachronic approach to the whole range of Sahagún’s manuscripts, it investigates the various textual and visual
strategies through which this discourse took shape at various stages. The chapter focuses on the
visual and hermeneutical devices through which the Mesoamerican teteoh, which were in fact
ensembles of overlapping identities in a constant transformation, entered a process of stasis and
individuation. Through pictorial sources, the chapter reconstructs the stages of the casting of
an “antiquarian gaze” over the visual representation of the teteoh: first, their extraction of from
the traditional setting of the tonalamatl (divinatory almanac); secondly, through a process of
individuation proper of the gods, and finally, in Sahagún’s early manuscripts, by the adoption of
a lexicographic model that transposed the attributes of the gods into iconographic conventions.
The fifth and last chapter is entitled “Pictorial Conjectures: Envisioning an Aztec Monotheism in Colonial Mexico.” The chapter examines one of the most consequential and crucial conjectures sustained by indigenous neophytes and Dominican friars in colonial Mexico: the existence of a Pre-Columbian monotheism. This conjecture, that mobilized a network of interpre34

tative agents across the Dominican provinces of Mexico and Guatemala, has so far been overlooked by the historiography.
The chapter begins with an assessment of sixteenth and seventeenth-century Iberian sources
from the East and West Indies that established–often with good reasons— the geographical
spread of apostolic presence it the East, and the arguments and evidence furnished in order to
posit apostolic presence in the West Indies. This is done through an analysis of understudied
work printed in Baeza in 1625. Gregorio García’s Predicación del evangelio en el Nuevo Mundo
viviendo los Apóstoles, a veritable compendium of these arguments and a testament to the expansion of antiquarian evidence during the sixteenth-century. An important and little-studied
phenomena, mentioned by García an other authors, are the numerous accounts that mention
the existence of pictographic documents, throughout Mesoamerica, that suggested the presence
of traces of this primitive preaching. By analyzing a few of these accounts, such as the ones surrounding a miraculous cross at Huatulco, in the Pacific Cost, I examine the ways in which local
populations drew on scholarly conjectures to single out their connection to sacred history. The
chapter then turns to the sole existing corpus of pictorial documents that pursue this line of
investigation by means of image: Codex Telleriano-Remensis and the Codex Vaticanus A. Together with wealth of Dominican reports and accounts, these documents develop through a
visual arguments the hypothesis of an apostolic presence in the New World. Finally, the chapter examines the identification, by early modern authors, of a primitive form of monotheism in
ancient Mexico. It argues that Texcoco, a place that received the earliest exposure to Franciscan
education, was the locus for this elaborations, around the figures of Tezcatlipoca and Ometeotl.
In this way, “Taming Teotl” seeks to reconstruct not only the history of the interpretation
of the Aztec pantheon, but also the political and epistemic conditions under which such inter35

pretations were made possible in the first place.
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Chapter 2
New Spanish Euhemerism and the Unfolding of
Historical Time in Mesoamerica
Folio 8v of the sixteenth-century pictorial manuscript known as the Codex TellerianoRemensis, produced in Mexico between 1560 and 1565, contains a detailed representation of
Quetzalcoatl.¹ “Queçalcoatle” appears in a section on the tonalamatl, the divinatory calendar,
which comprises one of the three sections of the codex, and dons the regalia of Ehecatl –the
“Lord of the Wind” (fig. 2.1).²
Under the effigy, in a neat hand, the main commentary explains that Quetzalcoatl was held
to be the maker of the world and the creator of the first man, which was conveyed by his characterization as the Lord of the Wind. However, judging from the blotches and crossed-out fragments, the other glossators that commented the Telleriano-Remensis strongly begged to differ.
To be fair, the neat-handed glossator had already identified “Tonacacigua” (Tonacacihuatl), the
¹Montoro, “Estudio codicológico del Códice Telleriano-Remensis,” 185–6.
²Quiñones-Keber, Codex Telleriano-Remensis.
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first deity of the tonalamatl, as the “God Lord Creator [and] Ruler of Everything.” And while
the glossators provide extra information and alternative interpretations, a clear point of contention arose from a disagreement about the status of Quetzalcoatl as a figuration of the Christian god.
The Dominican fray Pedro de los Ríos, the sole commentator of the Telleriano-Remensis
whose identity has been preserved, had a different story to tell. In a marginal note, he recorded
a tradition according to which Quetzalcoatl was born from a virgin, survived the Flood, and
became a penitent—tropes that evoke both Noah and Christ.³
In the same breath and not deterred by a sense of contradiction, the Dominican suggested
both a Christological parallel next to the more conventional demonic attribution, in contrasts
with the running commentary that emphasize a parallel with God the Father. Later glossators,
quite likely concerned with the theological implications of some of these readings, deemed it
necessary to redact parts of the glosses (see fig. 2.2). Faced with contending traditions, inconsistencies, and contradictions, the editors and glossators of the Telleriano-Remensis vied for the
last word over the meaning of the Nahua “god.” However, while forceful, their redactions remain granular and selective; they made no effort to hide their own traces or entirely silence other
versions. As a rule, the glossators populate the margins of the image, and when they crossed out
a controversial passage in previous glosses, the passage remains largely legible.
In its indeterminacy, this stands in contrast to the general demonic condemnation that
defined the first kind of response to Nahua religion and pictorial documents. Recalling this
first stage, Juan Pomar, cronista of Texcoco, would write that “some ignorant had them [i.e. the
³An unbound tropological imagination was De los Ríos’s trademark. See Ragon, “Pedro de los Ríos”, and Chapter 5 of this dissertation. If one considers the pseudepigraph Second Book of Enoch, De los Rios’s Quetzalcoatl
corresponds perfectly with Melchizedek, born from a virgin, survivor of the Flood, and a figura of Christ.
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Figure 2.1: Quetzalcoatl. Codex Telleriano-Remensis, fol. 8v, ca. 1560-1565. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Département des Manuscrits, Mexicain 385.

codices] burned, believing they were idols, when in fact they were histories worth remembering.”⁴ And when not condemned to the fire by the first generation of Franciscans, the Nahua
teteoh’s first discoursive appearence took place in the anti-superstitious literature and the confesionarios that formed the first preaching tools of the Franciscans.
The Telleriano-Remensis also stands in contrast to the work of later historians. The creators of this pictorial manuscript were less inclined—or perhaps less successful—in systematizing their interpretations into an orderly whole. In particular the polyphony of the Telleriano⁴Pomar and de Zorita, Relación de Tezcoco.
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Remensis rules out the neat Viconian distinction between “history, legend and myth” through
which most later historiography would try to dispel the perplexing and contradictory traditions
about the past preserved in sixteenth-century documents.⁵ In all its marks and traces, folio 8v
of the Telleriano-Remensis is more revealing of the contingency and uncertainty of interpretation that characterized these documents, a contingency that later historiography would seek to
erase.
The Telleriano-Remensis’s multiple hands expresed a considerable relaxation of what the
Egyptologist Jan Assmann has called the “Mosaic distinction”: the uncompromising distinction
between true and false religion that, according to Assmann, constitutes the core of monotheism.
A relaxation that, while never questioning the exclusivity of Christianity, open the way for more
nuanced and imaginative interpretations of Nahua teteoh, rendering them available for articulations of knowledge, as well as ideological and apologetic uses.
Between the burning of pictorial codices and the destruction and temples, and the development of a New Spanish discourse on the Aztec gods, what change? What kind of conditions
obtained for this hermeneutical shift to take place?
Folio 8v of the Telleriano-Remensis already suggests an answer to this question.
At the center of the glossators’s disagreement, as express in the redactions of glosses, was
the idea according to which Quetzalcoatl was neither a demon nor a real god, but simply a
man. This is expressed in a gloss by fray Pedro de los Ríos that the later commentators found so
controversial as to cross it out (see fig. 2.2). The gloss reads: “Este solo tenía cuerpo humano y
como los hombres, y los demás dioses no [tenían].”⁶ On another gloss on the teotl Tonacacihuatl,
⁵On the persistence of Vico’s theory of myth, see Detienne, The Creation of Mythology.
⁶I follow Nicholson’s reading in Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, 2001, 68. In her edition of the codex, Quiñones Keber
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who rejected sacrifices, De los Ríos had expressed a similar view when he wrote that “all the other
[gods] to whom they made sacrifices had been men” or “demons.”⁷
Regarding the nature of the Nahua teteoh, in particular, the opening to various interpretations beyond generic condemnation, can still be heard in the writings of fray Gerónimo de
Mendieta (1525–1604), the second-generation Franciscan author of the Historia eclesiástica
indiana, completed in 1596.⁸
In a chapter about the Mexican “gods,” Mendieta wrote that “some Indians suggested” that
their ancient gods “were or had been originally men, later included among the gods because
they had been principal rulers, or because of the feats (hazaña) they had accomplished.” Others,
however, claimed that “they did not believed that their gods were men,” but rather “those who
returned or appeared or showed under another guise (figura), through which they spoke or
made something that suggested they were more than men.”⁹
Thus, at the center of the contending views about the Nahua gods was the question of
whether the gods had been originally men. Such view is generally described in mythographic
literature as Euhemerism.
Drawing on Mendieta’s own suscint formulation, Euhemerism can be defined as the doctrine
according to which the pagan gods had been originally men, great rulers or benefactors, and had
paraphrases these lines as follow: “He adds that of all the gods Quetzalcoatl alone had a human body (crossed out)”,
Codex Telleriano-Remensis, 165.
⁷“[A] este dios nunca le hazian sacrificio por q[ue] dizen q[ue] no lo quiere. todos los demas a quien sacrificaba[n] fueron hombres, o a los tiempos, o demonios.” Telleriano-Remensis, fol. 8r. The implied idea is that sacrifices were only demanded by men or demons.
⁸Martínez, “Gerónimo de Mendieta.”
⁹“Algunos de los indios daban á entender que sus dioses eran ó habian sido primero puros hombres; pero
puestos despues en el número de los dioses, ó por ser señores principales, ó por algunas notables hazañas que en su
tiempo habian hecho. Otros decian que no tenian á los hombres por dioses, sino á los que se volvian ó mostraban ó
aparecian en alguna otra figura, en que hablasen ó hiciesen alguna otra cosa en que pareciesen ser mas que hombres.”
Mendieta, Historia eclesiástica indiana, bk ii, ch. 6, 83.
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been elevated to the rank of the gods because of their contribution to the polity. The doctrine,
transmitted by Christian apologists of late antiquity and widespread throughout the Middle
Ages, is generally known by the name of the Greek poet Euhemerus of Messene (ca. 340–260
BC), who in a work entitled Ἱερὰ Ἀναγραφή (Sacred Record or Sacred Inscriptions), described
the burial sites of Olympian gods, thus suggesting that even the Olympians had been originally
men.¹⁰ In the Iberian peninsula, the doctrine was transmitted by Isidore of Seville.¹¹

This chapter analyses the foundational moment of New Spanish Euhemerism in one of the earliest historical texts written in New Spain: fray Toribio de Benavente “Motolinía”’s “Epístola
proemial.” Between the earliest “memoriales” drafted by Motolinía around 1528 and the signing of his “Epístola” in 1541, the bulk of European, and concretely Castilian, exegetical practices regarding the gods had been fully rooted in New Spain. Beyond tracing the history of
Euhemerism in New Spain—an important task in itself–what I propose is to reconstruct the
conditions under which the earliest Euhemerist hypothesis was formulated in New Spain.
By studying this multi-layered text as a complex hermeneutical device, I’m interested not
only in describing the first iteration of an idea of long-lasting effects, but more importantly,
on the way this device had deep repercussions on Nahua social memory as a whole. The Euhemerist interpretation at the center of the “Epístola” proves to be foundational not only for
¹⁰Euhemereu’s work did not survived in Greek, and what is know about its doctrine content comes from the
fragments transcribed in Diodorus Siculus Bibliotheca Historica and Ennius’ Latin poem Euhemerus, translated in
the 1st Century. Euhemerism reached the Latin West through the works of Eusebius (esp. De prae. evan., bk. III,
chap. 3 and bk. II, chap. 9), and Cicero’s Nat. deo., bk. II, and from there on to Augustin and Isidore of Sevile. See
Cooke, “Euhemerism”; Winiarczyk, The ’Sacred History’ of Euhemerus; Roubekas, “What Is Euhemerism?”.
¹¹of Seville, The Etymologies,viii.xi, “De diis gentium.” See discussion in MacFarlane and Isidore of Seville,
“Isidore of Seville on the Pagan Gods (Origines VIII. 11)”.
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Figure 2.2: Quetzalcoatl, detail. Codex Telleriano-Remensis, fol. 8v, ca. 1560-1565. Paris, Bibliothèque
nationale de France, Département des Manuscrits, Mexicain 385.

New Spanish discourses on the Nahua gods, establishing the conditions for their incorporation
into historiographic visibility, but more importantly, it proves to be a foundational moment for
Mesoamerican History itself.
This chapter focuses on the earliest full-fledged Euhemerist interpretation of a Nahua teteoh
in sixteenth-century Mexico. The chapter frames this exegetical innovation at the center of contending and contradictory traditions on the past, that the earliest forays into historiography
in New Spain sought to disentangle. In doing so, historians such as Motolinía resorted not
only to what was familiar to them, as so often has been said, but also to the patterns, cognitive metaphors, tacit tropes and schemata that conformed the deep texture of Mediterranean
notions of the past—particularly the pagan past. This chapters studies the way in which these
patterns and schemata re-organized and re-arranged Nahua social memory. In this regard, I
reframe the early historiography written in New Spain within the immediate intellectual context of early modern Iberian historical culture, as can be reconstructed from two intellectual
traditions that have rarely been taken into account in the study of New World historiography:
Spanish medieval historiography and Biblical exegesis. The chapter concludes by considering
the effects that the toolbox found in these two Iberian traditions had in the articulation of
the Mesoamerican past in colonial Mexico. This process will be described as the passage from
Mesoamerican subtext to History.
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2.1

Euhemerism in New Spanish

The presence of Euhemerism in New Spanish documents about the Nahua gods is universally
acknowledged. As Alfredo López Austin noted in a classic study, most major Nahua deities—
albeit, we must add, not all—were identified in one historical source or another as having had
a “human origin.” Within the Nahuatl-speaking peoples of central Mexico, we find Euhemerist
accounts of Camaxtle, Quetzalcoatl, Huitzilopochtli, Yiacatecuhtli, Tzapotlatenan, Chicomecoatl, Nappatecuhtli, Hahualpilli, Huemac, Opochtli, Tilacahuan, Tetzahuitl, Tlacatecatzin or
even Tezcatlipoca (a teotl otherwise considered as invisible and disembodied). Outside of central México, we find euhemerist interprettions of Hiquingaje (Michoacán), Petela (Oaxaca) and
Gran Nayar (Nayarit).¹² The Euhemerist interpretation of the Nahua gods appears in the great
works of New Spanish historiography such as Diego Durán, Bernardino de Sahagún, Gerónimo Mendieta and Juan de Torquemada and Alonso de Zurita, but also in the works of Mestizo
and Indigenous authors such as Diego Valadés, Muñoz Camargo, Chimalpahin, Tezozomoc
and Alva Ixtlillxochitl, in works written in Spanish and Nahuatl. Euhemerism even made it to
the pictorial manuscripts and Descripciones geográficas, created at the behest of the Consejo de
Indias, and to the Nahuatl text of the Florentine Codex, where a Nahuatl text even provides
something of a Nahuatl definition: they were simply commoners and men (“çan macehualli,
çan tlacatl).”¹³
To all intent and purposes, the hesitations of fray Pedro de Ríos and the scholastic dialectics
of Gerónimo de Mendieta eventually gave way to an opinio comunis according to which most
¹²López Austin, The Myth of Quetzalcoatl, 105-6; Martínez González, “Los dioses no entienden las metáforas”,
15.
¹³CF, I, ch. 1.
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of the Mexican gods had originally been men.
In his book, López Austin also noted that the “historical” interpretation implied by Euhemerism persisted well into the twentieth century, as generations of scholars “continued to
uphold the actual existence of persons who where subsequently taken as gods.”¹⁴ Indeed, influential scholars such as Henry B. Nicholson and Wigberto Jiménez Moreno embarked on exhaustive quests for the priests, rulers and “cultural heroes” that had been elevated to the ranks
of the gods, and whose unquestionable historicity had been shrouded by myth and legend.¹⁵ In
the case of Quetzalcoatl, the most important of these figures, a veritable cottage industry arose
out of a quest that, borrowing the terms of a famous nineteenth-century European scholarly
endeavor, could be called the Quest for the Historical Quetzalcoatl. But unlike the nineteenthcentury Biblical scholars who undertook the recovery of the historical Jesus from ancient texts,
the Americanist quest did not deployed the tools of textual criticism, thus resulting in something more akin to the Gospel harmonizations that predated Biblical textual criticism.
Perhaps for this reason, scholars have largely dismissed Euhemerism as an object of historical inquiry. Regarded either as a kind of commonsensical universal, present in all cultures, or as
an European misrepresentation, it has been taken for granted. In fact, Mesoamericanist historiography almost invariably subscribes it as an implicit condition for coherence: Euhemerism
remains at the center of historiographic strategies that seek to separate the wheat from the chaff,
the truly historical from myth and legend. Obscuring the history of this manifestly successful
hermeneutical strategy is at the basis of much Pre-Columbian historical reconstruction.
To a large extent, Euhemerism as an object of historical analysis is obscured by its own suc¹⁴López Austin, The Myth of Quetzalcoatl, 108.
¹⁵Nicholson, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, 2001; Jiménez Moreno, Obras escogidas.
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cess. Its success as a seemingly rational or even commonsensical explanation makes it seem devoid if of historical specificity.¹⁶ Taken as a cultural universal, its precise intellectual genealogy
and the concrete transformations that it brings about in a new social contexts have so far gone
unexamined. This oversight obscures the profound effects of Euhemerist interpretations in central Mexico during the early modern period.
Euhemerism became one of the central strategies through which the Pre-Columbian past
was interpreted during the sixteenth century. And a deeper level, Euhemerism offered Nahua
elites not only a unique way of reformulating their own traditions of the past in a better light in
the eyes of Spanish authorities, but also allowed them to create a new sense of universality and
redefine their traditions within a new historical regime. As we shall see in the last section of this
chapter, Euhemerism was instrumental in re-patterning Nahua social memory into historical
time. Through a series of hermeneutical strategies and devices, among which Euhemerism stands
out, Nahua traditions of the past were prone to be historicized in the first place. A historical
regime, based on a non-overlapping linear succession of events, that would have momentous
effects in Mesoamerica.
We shall begin by considering one of the earliest sources to present an Euhemerist interpretation of an Nahua teotl, found in the fray Toribio Benavente Motolinía’s “Epístola proemial.”

On February 24, of 1541, at the Franciscan convent of Tehuacán, recently established under the
imposing Cerro Colorado, Fray Toribio de Benavente “Motolinía” (c. 1490 – 1569) signed the
“Epístola proemial” that prefaced the work generally known as the Historia de los indios de la
¹⁶Cf. 2.
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Nueva España.¹⁷ A copy of the Historia was to be dispatced on short notice to Alonso Pimentel
y Pacheco (1514 – 1575), the 6th Count of Benavente,¹⁸ personal friend of the Emperor and
tutor to his son, the future Philip II.
Around 1540, Franciscans in New Spain felt that their mission was under threat by the reforms enforced by those opposed to their methods of conversion, so the support of the Count,
a long-time benefactor of the Franciscan province of Santiago was deemed crucial. The Historia, which chronicled the “miraculous” success of the Seraphic Order in New Spain, was to be
presented to the Count in person by three survivors of the Narváez expedition to Florida. To
lure the Count’s attention, the letter’s captatio benevolentia reminded him, with King Salomon,
that “es gloria de los señores y príncipes el buscar y saber secretos” and,¹⁹ like another Aristotle
revealing secrets to Alexander, Motolinía went on to expound in the letter’s narratio what he
had been able to learn about the greatest secret of the new lands: the origins of its inhabitants.
What Motolinía recounts has made of this letter –one of the earliest pieces of historical writing
in New Spain–since its first partial publication in Lord Kingsborough’s Antiquities of Mexico in
1848, one of the founding documents of Pre-Columbian Mexican history. And yet, the “Epístola” does not provide an single unified history, but rather a complex mosaic of stories.²⁰
¹⁷This title, that appears for the first time in the cataloger of the library of El Escorial by José de Sigüenza,
was first introduced in print by Joaquín García Icazbalceta’s first full edition of the work in 1858. The surviving
manuscripts bear the following titles: Rrelación de los rritos antiguos, ydolatrías y sacrificios de los Yndios de la Nueva
España,y de la maravillosa con- versión que Dios en ellos a obrrado (ms. M), Rritos antiguos, sacrifficios e idolatrías
de los indios de la nueva Hespaña, y de su conversión a la fee, y quienes fueron los que primero la predicaron (ms. E),
Relación de las cosas, ritos, ydolatrías y ceremonias de Nueva España (ms. H).
¹⁸“Epístola” found in surviving manuscripts. On the “Epístola”; on the problem of Motolinía’s ms., on the count
of Benavente.
¹⁹“To conceal a matter, this is the glory of God, to sift it thoroughly, the glory of kings.” Proverbs 25:2
²⁰The Memoriales’ “Epístola” is redolent of the tropes of Medieval wisdom literature, an invokes the characteristic Aristotelian incipit common to this literature (Metaphysics, I, I) when he writes: “Y porque esta obra no
vaya coja de lo que los hombres naturalmente desean saber, y aún en la verdad es gloria de los señores y príncipes
el saber secretos, según aquello del sabio: Glorua Regnum investigare sermonem, en esta declararé brevemente los
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The “Epístola” Proemial” provides at least four distinct accounts on what the Franciscan calls
“el origen de los primeros pobladores e habitadores de la Nueva España.”²¹ These four accounts
are loosely bound together by the framing narrative of the “Epístola”, and yet they vary widely
not only in content, but also, as we shall see, in scope and perspective.
The first account presents the population of the valley of Mexico by three migratory
waves, that resulted in the political composition of the lake in the eve of the Conquest,
structured around the hegemony of the rival states of Mexico-Tenochtitlan and Texcoco. The
second account, which dovetails with the first, reconstructs the genealogy of the rulers of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The third account, which Motolinía introduces with the claim that it
was provided by a well-informed member of Moctezuma II’s court, presents an altogether
different story from the previous ones. It is also a story of migration, but in this case, the
migration of seven bands or groups from a common place of origin. In so far as not all the
groups are Nahuatl speakers, the story is in fact an explanation of the linguistic diversification
of Anahuac.
Finally, almost as an afterthought, a fourth story rather artificially dovetails the third account. It tells the story of Quetzalcoatl. Quetzalcoatl is presented in the “Epístola” as a benign
ancient ruler who was venerated as the “god of wind” particularly in Cholula. This is the earliest
Euhemerist interpretation of Nahua teteoh to be written in New Spain.
que primero habitaron en esta tierra de Anáhuac o Nueva España…” (5). Kingsborough, 1831-1548, vol. 9, 1-60
(incomplete). In the letter to the Emperor, Motolinía introduced yet another version of this history.
²¹The Historia’s “Epístola”, with more precision, speaks of “el origen de los que poblaron y se enseñorearon en
la Nueva España” (emphasis added). It must be noted that at least two more, slightly different narratives of origin
penned by the Franciscan survived: one is to be found in his famous letter to Charles V (2 January, 1555), the other
in a brief chapter on the origins of the Mexicans in the Memoriales ( I, ch. 54). Based on the discrepancies of certain
dates between the known versions of the Epistola and Alonso de Zorita’s transcription of it in his Relación de Nueva
España (I, ch. 1), E. O’Gorman postulated that Zorita must have used yet another version of the document.
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Regarded as one of the earliest written sources on ancient Mexico, the diversity of narratives
and perspectives found in the “Epístola” have rarely been acknowledged. The persistent “analytical fiction” of Ethnohistory, according to which New Spanish “sources” are but the gradual
recovery and writing down of a primeval traditions, does not sits well with such a multilayered
and polyphonic document.²² The result is a general silencing of hesitations and markers of uncertainly, and the erasing of discrepancies, into the production of unified narratives. Paradoxically,
mendicant historians like Motolinía and his early readers were keenly aware of the problems
posed by conflicting traditions about the past, and the tentative or even conjectural state of
some of their claims.²³
Much more interesting is to listen to the various narratives and perspectives present in the
“Epístola,” and to understand them as signposts in the unfolding of a New Spanish exegesis—
both European and Nahua—of traditions of the past. Read under this light, the “Epístola” does
not merely reveal information about ancient Mexico, but also gives a vivid image of the process
of interpretation, sense-making and harmonization of discrepancies that took place after the
Conquest.
We shall now turn our attention to the fourth account, according to which Quetzalcoatl
had originally been a man.
²²I draw the notion of “analytical fictions” from the Haitian anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot. See Trouillot, “North Atlantic Universals”, 839-40. For an insightful critique of the ethnohistorical method, see Gillespie,
Aztec Kings, 17-26.
²³See, for example, Alonso de Zorita’s remarkable reflections on the nature of historical certainty apropos Motolinía and other early Franciscan authors in the Relación de Nueva España, I, chaps. 1-2.
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The fourth account harks back to the ancestral couple formed by Iztamixcoatl and his second
wife, called Chimalmatl. This ancestral couple had no forbears, and the Historia adds that Chimalmatl “había salido y sido engendrada de la lluvia y del polvo.” While with his first wife Iztacmixcoatl had given birth to the founders of the principal nations of Anahuac, with his second
wife Izcoatl had a single son, called Quizalcoatlh (Quetzalcoatl).
Éste salió hombre honesto y templado. Comenzó a hacer penitencias de ayuno e
disciplinas y a predicar, según se dice, la ley natural, y enseñó por ejemplo y por palabra ayuno; y desde este tiempo comenzaron en esta tierra a ayunar. No fue casado
ni tomó mujer, antes dicen que vivió honesta y castamente. Este Quetzalcoatlh dice
que comenzó el sacrificio y a sacar sangre de las orejas y de la lengua, no por servir
al demonio, según se cree, más por penitencia contra el vicio de la lengua y del óir;
después el demonio aplicólo a su culto y servicio.²⁴
After this, an excursus introduces another, rather confusing, story, the purpose of which
is to establish a link between Quetzalcoatl and the ruling lineages of central Mexico.²⁵ This is
evidenced by the fact that the Historia’s “Epístola” adds that not only the lords of Mexico descended from Quetzalcoatl, but also the rulers of Colhuacan. After the excursus, the “Epístola”
sums up its characterization of Quetzalcoatl:
A este Quetzalcoatl tuvieron los indios de la Nueva Espala por uno de los principales
de sus dioses, y llamábanle ‘Dios del aire’ y por todas partes le edificaron templos, y
levantaron estatuas y pintaron su figura.²⁶
²⁴Memoriales, EP §22.
²⁵According to this story, the ethnonym of the Acolhua (ancestors of the ruling lineages of Mexico and, according to the Historia, of Texcoco) derived from an individual who was named “Aculhua” after having tied a leather
band around Quetzalcoatl’s shoulder, which “se llama en su lengua aculli.”
²⁶Memoriales, EP §22.
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The fourth account explains that Quetzalcoatl, a figure generally identified as the “god of
wind”, considered one of the most important gods, and whose temples, monumental sculptures
and painted effigies were found throughout central Mexico, had in fact been merely a man. Unlike the other sons of Izcoatl, Quetzalcoatl was distinguished—and hence, it is implied, was later
deified—because of his moral excellence, which Motolinía describes as virtuous (honesto) and
chaste (casto).²⁷ Quetzalcoatl preached, “by example and word” certain religious practices, such
as fasting and blood-letting from the ears and the tongue, and while these practices were soon
seized and appropriated by the devil, they were originally forms of penance and expiation. In
fact, the virtuous Quetzalcoatl preached, “según se dice, la ley natural.”²⁸
Given the strong Euhemerist ring in such characterization and the puzzling mention of
the “ley natural,” is surprising that commentators have largely regarded the story as authentic.
Jacques Lafaye, for example, considered it an expression of the most ancient “traditional Quetzalcoatl,” the one described in the myths contained in the Leyenda de los cinco soles—an intriguing reference, considering that the Nahuatl Leyenda was written down in 1558, and portrays
Quetzalcoatl not as a deified human but as something more akin to a demiurge.²⁹ For his part,
Nicholson did not comment on the account’s evident Euhemerist pattern, and simply noted
²⁷Cf. Covarrubias: “HONESTO, en nuestro vulgar vale hombre compuesto, mesurado, virtuoso, bueno, ejemplar.”
²⁸This remarkable early mention of “ley natural”—a notion in full transformation in early modern Castilian
legal thought—has largely been glossed over by the historiography. What was precisely the “ley natural” taught by
Quetzalcoatl? A provisional answer can be drawn from a slightly later work of Fernando Vázques de Menchaca
(1512 - 1569). According to Menchaca, natural law “no es otra cosa que la recta razón impresa por Dios en el linaje
humano desde su mismo origen y nacimiento” and the rules and norms based on this reason, “que nos inclinan
hacia lo honesto y nos apartan de lo contrario.” Vázquez de Menchaca, Controversiarum Illustrium, XLIII, 6 and
XXVII, 11, apud Contreras, “Derecho natural, derecho de gentes y libertad de los mares en Fernando Vázquez de
Menchaca”, 179.
²⁹Problematic as it is, the reason for such claim is transparent: Lafaye surmised that the most ancient Quetzalcoatl legends portrayed him as “an Irreconcilable foe of human sacrifices,” Lafaye, Quetzalcoatl and Guadalupe,
140?. Regarding the “ley natural”, Lafaye simply noted that this kind of associations were probably the basis for the
seventeeth-century assimilations of Quetzalcoatl and Saint Thomas.
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that Motolinía’s scant information—limited to his genealogy—“generally squares well” with
other “more ample accounts.” Nicholson did not say, however, that several of these lengthier
accounts—most notably, the Leyenda and the Florentine Codex–were written decades later after the “Epístola” Proemial, and thus point to later stages of elaboration of the theme.³⁰ The
notion of a human Quetzalcoatl, however, is consistent with Nicholson emphatic belief in the
“historicity” of the legend of Quetzalcoatl—that is, the fact that the “legend” was based on an
actually existing ruler, that Nicholson constructed as a figure called Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl.³¹
The story brings together several themes that are characteristic of ancient Euhemerism: the
idea that pagan gods had in fact been mere mortals, and that such people had been elevated to
the rank of gods because of their feats or their contributions to the welfare of their people. European Euhemerism, particularly after Giovanni Boccaccio’s Genealogia deorum gentilium (ca.
1360), emphasized this later aspect, under the form of an interpretation of mythical figures as
“inventors.” Drawing on the nearly forgotten heurematic tradition (literature of invention), European Euhemerism after Boccaccio embarked in a rationalist interpretation of myth according
to which the men and women later treated as gods had in fact been the inventors of important
³⁰Nicholson, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, 2001, 52-3. Similarly, apropos what I have called the EP’s third account
(the migration from Chicomoztoc), he wrote that it “repeats a legend accounting for the peopling of aboriginal
New Spain”—curious repletion, considering that the EP’s is the earliest occurrence of such “legend.” Masterful as it
is, Nicholson’s foundational overview of the “Quetzalcoatl question” often falls prey to it’s own organizing scheme:
rather than a strictly chronological ordering, that would have fostered an hermeneutical reading and the charting
of emerging synthesis and interpretative themes, Nicholson organized his book by region of provenance (Central
Mexico, Oaxaca, Chiapas, etc.) and an unsystematic chronological order adjusted to reflect perceived importance
or length. Thus, the first subsection, “Earliest Accounts…” includes the Leyenda and the Florentine Codex, while
the next subsection includes material from Motolinía and Olmos that predates those sources by several decades.
³¹It is highly likely that this composite figure is a scholarly fabrication. Scholars inclined to distinguish between
a historical ruler and a god invoke the testimony of Sahagún—the most important source to make such a claim.
And yet, the Florentine Codex identifies Quetzalcoatl as the ruler and Ce Acatl Topiltzin… as the pagan god! The
solution has generally been to dismiss this detail as an error, and simply to invert the terms of the equation. See
Gillespie, Aztec Kings, esp. ch. 4.
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arts, industries and institutions. This theme found a fertile ground in New World historiography. Motolinía’s characterization of Quetzalcoatl as both an exemplary virtuous figure and an
“inventor” of expiatory penance seems indebted to this line of mythographic exegesis.
It’s interesting to note, however, that this portrayal strongly contrasts with the image that
emerges of Quetzalcoatl in the actual chapter of Motolinía’s works. Indeed, a diachronic reading
of the manuscripts suggests that the “Epístola”’s interpretation of Quetzalcoatl belongs to the
last stage of composition, a date closer to terminus ad quem of 1541.
As most other topics, the Quetzalcoatl material in the Memoriales and the Historia varies
considerably, and while the former tends to furnish more detail and more Nahuatl voices, the
latter does contain, on occasion, information not found in the Memoriales.³² In both versions,
the Quetzalcoatl material appears in chapters based on Motolinía’s sojourn away from the valley
of Mexico, and particularly in Huejotzingo, Cholula and Tlaxcala. In these chapters, Quetzalcoatl is presented as the most important god of the area, judged from the abundance of temples
dedicated to him, but is never presented as a human. His very denomination as the “god of
wind” seems to rule out this possibility. As for the idea of Quetzalcoatl as a virtuous figure and
his purported prohibition of human sacrifices, the Memoriales suggests the opposite: chapter 24,
describes the taking of captives for sacrifice in Tlaxcala, Huejotzingo and Cholula—the places
most commonly associated to Quetzalcoatl.³³
What happened between these two widely differing accounts?
³²The Quetzalcoatl material is distributed as follows. Historia, EP; I, chs. 4 and 12. Memoriales: EP; chs. 16, 24,
28, 29.
³³In order to explain this evident contradiction, Lafaye proposed the contrived hypothesis of “Aztecization of
the cult of Quetzalcoatl”, that is, the idea that the primeval anti-sacrificial Quetzalcoatl tradition had been perverted into its exact opposite in Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and later somehow exported back to Cholula.
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A crucial clue on this regard comes from the survival of a rare Motolinía holograph
manuscript, first brought into public attention by George Baudot in 1971. While Edmundo
O’Gorman downplayed its importance on the basis that it did not add substantial information
to the known versions of the “Epístola”, this holograph memorial does provide a unique
perspective on the history of composition of Motolinía’s work, and to single out and date
a section of the “Epístola.” By a fortunate coincidence, the hurried memorial in Motolinía
own hand consists essentially of an early version of the first account of origins found in the
“Epístola.”³⁴
Based on internal evidence, Baudot dated the manuscript to 1527-8, a period when Motolinía was the guardían of the Franciscan convent of Texcoco, and thus corresponds to the earliest stage of his investigation. Franciscans had been active in Texcoco since before the arrival
of the famous Twelve—in fact, even before the fall of Tenochtitlan. The Sevillian fray Pedro de
Melgarejo de Urrea, who traveled to Mexico with the punitive expedition of Pánfilo de Narvaez,
joined Cortés in Texcoco.³⁵ Pedro de Gante and the surviving Flemish Franciscans who disembarked in Veracruz in August 1523, established their famous conventual school in Texcoco soon
thereafter. Emerging from the Franciscan context of Texcoco, the account is perhaps the earliest
piece of historical writing produced in New Spain and, constitutes a kind of prolegomena to the
grand edifice of Franciscan historiography that was to come.
The second account, which is essentially a reconstruction of the ruling lineage of MexicoTenochtitlan, forms an independent unit and was most likely based on information gathered
³⁴Colección Jesuitas, Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid, vol. cxv, fol. 413r-v; printed in Baudot, “Les
remières enquêtes”, 29-34. The manuscript had been described, without attribution, in A. Rodríguez Moniño’s
Catálogo de los documentos de Ammérica existentes en la Colección de Jesuitas de la Academia de la Historia, Madrid,
1949, doc. nº 328. For Baudot’s dating, see 32-3.
³⁵On the little-known figure of Melgarejo—deliberately suppressed from Franciscan chronicles—see Díaz del
Castillo, Historia verdadera, ch. 66, and the documents published by Ricard, “Fr. Pedro Melgarejo”.
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in Mexico-Tenochtitlan. In 1957, Nicholson noted its similarity with the so-called “Relaciones
de Juan Cano,” written between 1528 and 1532, and postulated that Motolinía probably drew
upon them for his reconstruction of the ruling lineage of Mexico.³⁶ The third account, that as
we shall see has no precedents in Nahua traditions, can be isolated by the fact that Motolinía
felt compelled to introduce it through a new framing device, claiming that it was based on the
direct testimony and authority of an “indio de buena memoria” in Moctezuma’s court, but the
fact that most of the Nahua-speaking peoples mentioned are not from the valley of Mexico but
from the region of Puebla and Tlaxcala made Nicholson suggest that it was probably collected
therein. Finally, the fourth account is based on Motolinía’s experiences from 1531 up until the
terminus ad quem of 1541, a period during which Motolinía performed a number of missions
but was mostly based in the Franciscan convents of Huejotzingo and Tlaxcala.
As we shall see, the fourth account of the “Epístola” draws upon these experiences, but
in their last formulation, in the letter to the Count of Benavente, these are transformed into
something new. Between 1527 and 1541, between the earliest dabbing into Nahua chronology
and a full-fledged formulation of an Euhemerist interpretation of Nahua social memory, the
bulk of the Latin West’s exegetical devices and cognitive metaphors—genealogy, etymology,
onomastics and Euhemerism. A particularly dramatic moment of this shift marks the entry of
Mesoamerican “gods” into discursive visibility, under the aegis of Euhemerism.
³⁶Nicholson, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, 2001, 52. Nicholson’s argument, however, was based on the terminus ad
quem of the EP (1541), but as we have seen that Motolinía started to take notes as early as 1527, so it seems equally
feasible that the Relaciones de Juan Cano drew on Franciscan investigations. The fact that Cano commissioned his
Relaciones to an unknown friar backs this possibility.
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2.2

An Origines Novahispaniae Gentium

One of the most striking aspects of Motolinía’s account of origins, so evidently patterned
around the Biblical and mythological model, is it’s attribution to a local Indian of remarkable
good memory. This unnamed character, that the “Epístola” in the Relación mentions a certain
member of Moctezuma II’s court, who possessed a remarkable memory and was able to provide
an account free of contradiction, based on his most trustworthy “books” and opinions. The
“Epístola” in the +Memoriales, however, adds an intriguing detail:
“Estos yndios, demás de poner por memoria las cosas ya dichas en espeçial el suceso y
generaçiñon de los señores y linajes prinçipales, y cosas notables que en sus tiempos
acontençían por figuras, que era su modo de escribir, avía tanbién entre ellos personas de buena memoria que rretenían y sabían avn sin libro contar y rrelatar como
buenos vivlistas o coronistas del suçeso de los triunphos e linajes de los señores.”³⁷
Who were these people, which reminded Motolinía of royal chroniclers and Biblical exegetes? It’s likely that Motolinía was simply drawing a comparison between two seemingly parallel scribal traditions, but the possibility that Nahua scribes-scholars, by the late 1530s, were also
familiar with Biblical texts and their commentarial apparatuses, should not be ruled out. Indeed,
the circulation of Biblical texts in New Spain, through manuscript copies and excerpts, was so
widespread, that in the 1550s authorities were force to impose a moratory on their circulation,
restricting it to a limited number of authorized Epistles. Can Motolinía’s account be read as a
testimony of the penetration of the Bible in New Spain? Is it feasible that Nahua elites adopted
with surprising swiftness the commentarial techniques—and the hermeneutical baggage—that
came with the Bible?
³⁷Memoriales, fol. 1v (Dyer p. 126).
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Colonial historiography has generally overlooked the fact that, for its sixteenth-century
readership, Sacred Scripture was, quite literally, encapsulated in a complex and multi-layered
hermeneutical apparatus. A Bible of the period would have included the interlinear glosses
of Anselm of Canterbury, the Glossa ordinaria of Strabo, the literal Postillae and Moralites of
Nicholas of Lyra and the lengthy Adittiones by the converso Bishop of Burgos, Pablo de Santa
María. Franciscans would also had have access to Cisnero’s Polyglot Bible, which included lexicons and critical apparatus in its last volume. These apparatuses offered methods of reading and
sense-making of great flexibility, that could be adapted towards other ends.
We shall now overview the account of origins found in the “Epístola”. According to the text,
the population of central Mexico originated in three migratory waves.³⁸ Three kinds of people
(“maneras de gente”) arrived in successive waves: first, the Chichimecs, “los primeros señores de
esta tierra”; then the Colhuas and, finally, the Mexicans. Since the Chichimecs had no writing
nor pictography, “por ser gente bárbara y vivir como salvajes,” their history could only be traced
back 800 years, even though it was generally held that they were much older. Record-keeping
only started with the Colhuas,³⁹ who according to their records arrived only three decades after the Chichimecs from an unknown place, but where “gente de razón” and thus cultivated
the land, built houses and established towns. Regarding the Mexicans, on whose history the
remainder of letter focuses, Motolinía writes that some held them to be identical to the Colhuas because of their shared language, but that it was generally agreed that they arrived later
to the lake. The crucial difference between both people, according to Motolinía, was the fact
³⁸The survival of a rare holograph, that contains a version of the first dynastic account, allows us to date this
section of the “Epístola” to the period between 1527-1528, when Motolinía was the guardian of the convent of San
Antonio in Texcoco. This makes this section of the “Epístola” one of the earliest pieces of historiography written
in New Spain. Baudot, “Les remières enquêtes”, 33.
³⁹“comenzaron a escribir y hacer memoriales por sus caracteres y figuras”
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that, unlike the Colhuas, who were regarded as people of higher rank (“gente de más cuenta”)
and were ruled by “señores principales,” the Mexicans were exclusively ruled by “capitanes.”⁴⁰
The migratory movement turns into a description of the political composition of central Mexico, a process that results in the establishment of the contending polities (“cabezas de señorío”)
of the Colhuas at Texcoco and then Colhuacan, and the Mexicans at Chapultepec and then
Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The central theme, however, remains that of rulership, and in particular
the establishment of a Mexican dynastic line.
The account continues with a story of dynastic infighting. An unnamed Colhua nobleman
overthrows the sitting ruler, thirteenth in the line of succession since the Colhua’s arrival to the
valley of Mexico. In order to prevent future insurrections, the Colhua nobleman tried to kill
the son of the overthrown ruler, who survives thanks to her mother’s industry, and escapes to
Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The surviving heir is later called Acamapichtli, and the version of “Epístola” in the Memoriales adds that such was also the name of his father, the dethroned king. Due
to his noble extraction, the Mexicans marry Acamapichtli to the daughters and relatives of the
most important families, and his descendants become the “principales señores de los mexicanos.”
The account sums up his 46-year rule over the Mexicans and the Colhuas:
A éste favoreció la fortuna cuanto desfavoreció a su padre, porque vino a ser señor
de México, y también de Culiuaca (Colhuacan), aunque no de todo el señorío; y
dio en su vida a un hijo el señorío de Culiua (Colhua) y él quedó ennobleciendo a
México, y reinó y señoreó en ella cuarenta y seis años.
While he entrusts the rule of the Colhuas to his son, Hutzilihuitl, he remains in MexicoTenochtitlan. The letter is emphatic about the nobility of Acamapichtli, which implies, on the
⁴⁰“Algunos quieren sentir que [los mexicanos] son de los mismos de Culiua (Colhua) y créese será así, por ser
la lengua toda una; aunque se sabe que estos mexicanos fueron los postreros, y que no tuvieron señores principales,
mas de que se gobernaban por capitanes.” The implied distinction is between pipiltzin (nobles) and macehualtin
(commoners), the two main classes that composed Nahua society. See Smith, The Aztecs, 2002, 134-6.
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one hand, that for the first time, the Mexicans were ruled by a noble line and not by commoner
“captains”; and on the other, that the (noble) ruling lineage of the Mexicans derived it’s legitimacy from the Colhuas. The letter goes on to present the first reconstruction of the ruling
“dynasty” of Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
According to the first account, the origin of the ruling dynasty of Mexico is one of usurpation, legitimate-heir exposure, rescue and swift rehabilitation—a widespread pattern of hero
and ruler myths in the ancient world. Since the Sargon of Akkad (d. 2279 BC), first ruler of
the Akkad Empire, similar stories have accompanied the accounts of origins of power and rulership.⁴¹ Deeply familiar with the Biblical text, Motolinía let his recounting be carried away by
the presumed similarity of Acamapichtli’s story with Biblical parallels. Thus, in the Memoriales
“Epístola”, the version in which Motolinía’s less restrained on elaboration, he drew an explicit
parallelism with an obscure Biblical story, to the point of altering the elements of his narration.
Acamapichtli’s mother took him by “canoa o barca”to Cuauhtinchan,
[C]omo otro tiempo hizo Josauá [ Jehosheba] quando la cruel Athalya
[Athaliah]por rreynar mató todos los que era de sangre rreal; Josauá [ Jehosheba]
escondió a Joás [ Jehoash], eredero hijo del rrey que después rreynó en Jerusalém e
sobrino de la mesma Josauá.⁴²
Motolinía here refers to the story of Athalya and Jehosheba and the interruption of the
line of succession of David, as told in the Second Book of Kings. After learning of the death
of Ahaziah, her son, queen Athalia orders the killing of “all those of royal stock” (11:2), but
Jehosheba, sister of Ahaziah rescues Jehoash, “her brother’s son” and thus legitimate heir and
hides him in the Temple for seven years. The resemblance of Acamapichtli and Jehoash’s story,
⁴¹In a classic 1914 study, Otto Rank compiled and studied a large number of these exposure stories. Rank, The
Myth of the Birth of the Hero.
⁴²Memoriales, EP, §10, 124.
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leads Motolinía to add, in the Memoriales, that according to some accounts, the person who “lo
escondió y escapó” (a couple of lines earlier he’s had written that they eloped in a canoe) “no era
madre sino ama o madre de leche,”⁴³ as if this alternative brought him closer to the Biblical story.
The first account in the “Epístola” establishes a parallel between Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s ruling
dynasty and the kings of Judah—a dynasty equally characterized by violent upsets, insurrections
and interruptions—, a suggestive parallel that will be taken over by authors such as Mendieta.
The second account, in comparison, is striking for its dramatic shift in scope and perspective.
Motolinía introduced it by presenting an altogether different source:
Estos indios, demás de poner por memoria las cosas ya dichas en especial el suceso
y generación de los señores y linajes principales, y cosas notables que en sus tiempos
acontecían, por figuras, que era su modo de escribir, había también entre ellos personas de buena memoria que retenían y sabían aun sin libro, contar y relatar como
buenos biblistas o coronistas el suceso de los triunfos e linaje de los señores, y de éstos topé con uno a mi ver bien, hábil y de buena memoria, el cual sin contradicción
de lo dicho, con brevedad me dio noticia y relación del principio y origen de estos
naturales.
According to this Indian, that reminds Motolinía of “biblista” or “coronista”, the population
of New Spain originally came from a “pueblo” called Chicomuztotlh (Chicomoztoc), which according to Motolinía means “seven caves.” Later sources will depict Chicomoztoc as a mountain
with seven caves, and understand it as a mythical place of origin, but in Motolinía, it’s presented
as a town.⁴⁴ The account in the Historia and the Memoriales differs in detail and order, and what
follows draws on these variants.
⁴³Memoriales, EP, §9.2, 124.
⁴⁴The literature on Chicomoztoc is vast, but all revolves around the testimonies of Motolinía, Durán, Sahagún
and Tezozomoc.
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According to the Memoriales, the Indians of New Spain traced their origins to a primordial
couple formed by Iztacmixcoatlh and his wife Ilancue and their 6 sons: Gelhua (or Xelhua),
Tenuch, Ulmecath, Xicalancatl, Mixtecatlh and Otomithl. The Historia does not provide the
names of many of them, but claims that Iztacmixcoatlh had in fact seven sons, whose identity
will be discussed shortly. Motolinía writes that each one of these sons went about establishing
towns and populating the land, endowing their name to towns and the nations they founded.
Thus, Tenuch, the second son, gave their name to the Tenochca (another name for the Mexicans), Mixtecatlh gave its name to the Mixtecs and to their land, called Mixtecapan, while
Otomithl, the last son of the primordial couple, gave rise to the Otomi people.
While later historiography will regard the story of the migration from Chicomoztoc as a
founding myth of various Nahua-speaking groups, it’s important to note that in Motolinía’s
version, the earliest on record, the migration from Chicomoztoc is mean to account for the
ethnic and linguistic diversity of all of central Mexico. In this sense, the second account of origins is an explanation of ethnogenesis and linguistic diversification, the purview of which goes
beyond the confines of rival central-Mexican altepeme and their rulers. Both aspects—the universal scope of the explanatory scheme and its concern with ethnogenesis–links this story with
an older Eurasian tradition, that explained ethnogenesis through genealogy.⁴⁵
The similarity of Motolinía’s second account of origin with the book Genesis won’t escape
the reader’s attention. In fact, the author was candid about it. In the Memoriales’s “Epístola”, he
begins the description of the towns founded by the original couple’s sons in this way: “De estos
proceden grandes generaciones, así como se lee de los hijos de Noé.” In the last section of the
⁴⁵Two early-sixteenth-century accounts provide the name of another place of origin, Míxitl or Méxitl. This
is, however, a hapax legomenon, and no other source provides them. It is consistent, however, with this emphasis
on genealogy, and as Navarrete Linares has noted, it’s likely the result of deriving a toponym from the demonym
“mexiti” or “mexitin.” See Navarrete Linares, Orígenes de los pueblos, 116.
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letter, when marveling at the presence of such vast populations in a previously unknown land,
he wrote: “y aún en algunos indicios [the population] parece ser del repartimiento y división de
los hijos de Noé.”
Throughout the Latin Middle Ages, knowledge about the different nations of the world—
within the ancient oecumene and beyond—was grounded on two Biblical texts: the “Table of
Nations” found in Genesis 10:1-11:26, and the genealogies of the patriarchs, the twelve tribes
and important families found in the first part of book I Paralipomenon (Chronicles; i-ix).⁴⁶
The Table of Nations, in particular, was understood as recounting the origins of each nation—
and its language—from Noah’s three sons: Shem, Ham, Japheth.⁴⁷ Ancient commentators such
as Augustine and Jerome⁴⁸ weaved together all these genealogies to account for a total of 72
known nations listed in the Septuagint. The fact that these texts, according to dominant Rabbinic, Hellenistic and Christian exegesis, described the origins and distribution of nations in
terms of kinship and genealogy—a far from self-evident connection—, formed the basis for a
widespread Medieval historiographic genre know as origines gentium,⁴⁹ which flourished in Europe between 1100 and 1400 AD.⁵⁰ The origines gentium narratives permitted Medieval peo⁴⁶Another source was the Book of Jubilee, which emphasized the division of the world between the three sons.
It was used among other by Isidore of Seville, but was later considered a pseudepigraphum by the Catholic Church.
⁴⁷The use of genealogy as a general pattern is characteristic of the P source, and according to Kvanvig, Primeval
History, 185-311, the Table of Nation is most likely based on it, given its “predilection for genealogies” and its narrative style that favors “recording events in sequence, reflecting the genealogical style” (185). For a comprehensive
overview of Medieval and Early Modern interpretations of the Table of Nations, see Braude, “Sons of Noah”.
⁴⁸Augustine, Civitas Dei, I, 3 and XVI, 10; Jerome, Liber quaestionum hebraicarum in Genesim.
⁴⁹Bickerman, “Origines Gentium” reconstruct the history of the theme in Greek and early Roman historiography. Reynolds, “Medieval Origines Gentium” focuses on Medieval versions of the origenes gentium, tracing a
double tradition formed by Roman historiography and Biblical history, the later headed by Isidore of Seville. To
date, the most exhaustive treatment of the theme, specially in connection to the problem of linguistic diversification is Borst, Der Turmbau von Babel, specially vol. 2.
⁵⁰Borst, 2, II.
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ples not only to secured a connection to Sacred History—generally through Japheth’s progeny—
but also to establish ethnic and political identities.⁵¹
In what constitutes the most developed and widespread early version of the theme, Isidore
of Seville devoted a lengthy section of his Etymologies to it, called “De gentium vocabulis”
(ix.ii). The texts starts by establishing the rationale behind the interweaving of ethnogenesis and
kinship, explaining the semantic affinity between “nations” (gens) and “generation of families”
(generatio) from the common root of “begetting” (gignere)⁵². He then fleshes out in great detail
the identity, geographical distribution and the name and etymology of all 72 nations identified
in the Biblical text. Isidore passed on to Medieval historiography the recurrent trope that bound
together kinship, nation, tongue and geography, through toponymy.
At the end of the section devoted to nations that trace their origins to Japheth’s sons—
among them the “Iberians”, who he famously identified with the Spanish following Jerome—⁵³
Isidore wrote:
These are the nations from the stock of Japheth, which occupy the middle region of
Asia Minor from Mount Taurus to the north and all of Europe up to the Britannic
Ocean, bequeathing their names to both places and people.⁵⁴
“Como se lee de los hijos de Noé…” Motolinía’s direct allusion to the Biblical texts or to
the various histories that drew upon it suggests that the account of the origins of the Indians
of New Spain was patterned on the origines gentium. Motolinía’s attribution of such narrative
to a member of Montezuma’s court is certainly perplexing and, in the absence of further evidence, could be read either as a blatant projection or as an instance of the early reception and
⁵¹Reynolds, “Medieval Origines Gentium”, 376; Jones, “Foundation Legends”; Braude, “Sons of Noah”
⁵²Isidore, Etymologies, IX.ii.1, 192.
⁵³“Thubal, a quo Iberi, qui et Hispani; licet quidam ex eo et Italos suspicentur.” Isidore, Etym., IX.ii.29.
⁵⁴Emphasis added. Etym, IX.ii.37, 193.
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adoption of Biblical texts by Nahua elites.⁵⁵ Unlike later writers, Motolinía did not pursue the
matter further, nor tried to establish the precise point at which the genealogies of Noah and
Izcóatl actually intersected. But his origines novahispaniae gentium resorted to all the strategies of late Medieval historical thought: genealogy, etymology, onomastics and, central to our
discussion, Euhemerism. These intellectual tools formed the basis of two thriving and interconnected Castilian traditions, that Motolinía deployed in this reconstruction of Nahua history.
As we have seen, based on internal evidence, the second account of origins contained in the
“Epístola” can be dated to 1541, during the final phase of composition of the Historia, which
Motolinía undertook in early 1541 at the convent of Texcoco, before embarking in the long
journey that would take him to the new Franciscan convent at Tehuacan.

2.3

Medieval Iberia Confronts the Pagan Gods

In an important 2016 book, the Italian historian Giuseppe Marcocci proposed the hypothesis
according to which Motolinía modeled his foundational history on New Spain on the works of
the fifteenth-century forger Annius de Viterbo.⁵⁶ The Dominican friar Giovanni Nanni (1432?
- 1502), also known by his pen name Annius da Viterbo, published in 1498 a work entitled
Comentaria super omnia opera auctorum diversorum de antiquitatibus loquentium (1498). The
book consisted on an edition of important historical works traditionally considered lost since
antiquity, such as those of Manetho, Fabio Pictor or Berossus—the latter name becoming a
shorthand for the Comentaria as a whole. Annius accompanied his edition of the rediscovered
⁵⁵The case at hand—an ethnogenesis narrative patterned after the origines gentium that presents itself as native
or exceedingly old—is in fact not unique. Lassen, “Origines Gentium and the Fornaldarsögur Nordhurlanda” offers
an interesting parallel case. According to Lassen, accounts of origins found in Icelandic Sagas seem in fact to follow
European origines gentium narratives, while presenting the material as almost pre-historic.
⁵⁶Marcocci, Indios, Cinesi, falsari, ch. 2.
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texts with a series of commentaries, in which he strove to harmonize the long-lost works with
established knowledge based on Biblical history and well-known Classical and Patristic authorities.⁵⁷ The result was a grand historical synthesis bound to become extremely popular in the
sixteenth century, as it offered a historical “theory of everything”, connecting in a single, unitary
narrative the antiquities of all European nations. The Comentaria offered an handy blueprint
for historical writing, as it provided a wealth of material for national and civic histories to lay
claims of antiquity, as Annius himself did for his natal Viterbo. For Annius de Viterbo, all the
world’s antiquities were connected.⁵⁸
To be sure, the work was very popular in early modern Spain and Hispanic America, in part
because of Annius had strong bond to the Catholic Monarchy. The Comentaria began with a
prologue dedicated to the Catholic Kings, and included a whole book (De regibus Hispaniae)
devoted to the peninsula, as well as a treatise on Spain’s ancient history funded by non other
than Íñigo López de Mendoza y Quiñones (1440 -1515), Spanish ambassador to the Papacy.⁵⁹
These sections of the Comentaria drew extensively on Spanish historiography.
While the influence of Annius’s work in Motolinía cannot be ruled out, it is highly unlikely
that he would have access to the Comentaria in Mexico. The earliest sign of reception of Annius
in Spanish historiography is only found in the 1530s, at a time when Motolinía was already in
Mexico.⁶⁰ And with the notable exception of Fernandez de Oviedo, who drew extensively on
⁵⁷Stephens, “When Pope Noah Ruled the Etruscans:”, 204; Stephens, “Berosus Chaldaeus”; Stephens, Giants
in Those Days.
⁵⁸Bernand, “Hebreos, Romanos, Moros E Incas”, 3.
⁵⁹The treatise is entitled De primis temporibus, & quatuor ac viginti regibus Hispaniae & eius antiquitate.
⁶⁰In 1529, the Dominican historian Alfonso de Venero (1488-1565), complaining about the scant information
on Spain’s earliest rulers found among contemporary historians, used the De primis temporibus in his Enchiridion
de todos los tiempos. Shortly after, Lucio Marineo Siculo (De rebus Hispaniae memorabilibu, 1530) and Pere Antoni
Beuter (Primera part de la Història de València, 1538) used pseudo-Berossian material. Prior to these works the
only mention of Annius in Spanish sources is the brief and dismissive remark by Juan Luis Vives (1493 - 1540) in
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pseudo-Berossus to advance the argument according to which Spain had legitimate imperium
over the New World, the Comentaria only entered the stream of early modern Spanish historiography with the publication of Florián de Ocampo Crónica general de España in 1543—some
years after Motolinía had dispatched his “Epístola.”⁶¹ Ocampo chronicle greatly expanded the
sketchy chronological tables and lists of Spanish rulers found in Annius, and it was through his
work that the Viterbian fabrications became widespread in the 1540s and 1550s.⁶²
Finally, we should add that Motolinía never mentioned Berossus, Annius nor the Comentaria in his work. And more importantly, none of his references are unique to Viterbian corpus.
More than a direct influence, as proposed by Marcocci, is better to see both Annius de Viterbo
and Motolinía as two parallel expressions of the historical culture of early modern Iberia. For
different aims, Annius and Motolinía deployed the same historiographic models and intellectual tools.
In order to understand the way in which these models and tools shaped Motolinía’s foundational foray into Nahua history, we shall step back for a moment and describe the historical
culture within which the “Epístola” emerged. As we shall see, this historical culture was particularly deft not only at integrating the antiquities of foreign peoples into its fabric, but also
particularly good at dealing with the pagan gods.
the Proem to Book XVIII of his 1522 edition of Augustine’s De civitate Dei. See John, “Fictive Ancient History”,
27-36.
⁶¹“Pero en la verdad segun las historias nos amonesta y dan lugar q[ue] sospechemos otro mayor orige[n] de
aq[ue]stas partes: yo te[n]go estas indias por aq[ue]llas famosas yslas esperides (assi llamadas del duodecimo rey de
españa dicho [E]spero.” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1959, bk. ii, ch. 3,
12. The Royal Chronicler followed pseudo-Berossus in associating the Hesperides to the legendary king Hesperus.
⁶²On Ocampo’s use of Annius, see Caballero López, “Mito e historia en la Crónica General de España”, 402-4;
and Samson, “Florian de Ocampo,”.
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Since Jiménez de Rada’s De rebus Hispaniae (ca. 1243) and Alfonso X’s grand historiographic
projects, Castilian historiography had fruitfully integrated Classical mythology into the writing of history. While the redactors of the General estoria held varying views on the validity of
“fables” for historical writing, the work drew so extensively on Ovid’s works—and its Medieval
exegesis—that the redactors went to the point of claiming that the “Ovidio Major” (i.e. the
Metamorphosis) was “la Biblia de los paganos.” This remarkable formulation reveals not only
the extent to which Castilian historiography considered pagan sources on a par with Biblical
authority, but also a peculiar conception of the Bible as the source and foundation of all historical knowledge.
This conception was characteristic of the kind of Biblical exegesis that flourished in fifteenthcentury Castile. Perhaps in response to Jewish exegesis, and to influential Christian appropriations of Hebrew scholarship, such as Nicholas of Lyra’s, Castilian exegetes specialized in a form
of literal-historical interpretation. Alfonso de Madrigal “El Tostado”, the most prolific and influential fifteenth-century exegete, circumscribed his expansive commentaries—that in the Venetian princeps edition comprise over thirty volumes—to the literal sense of Scripture. Printed
under the aegis of the Catholic Kings and Cardinal Cisneros,⁶³ Madrigal’s influences was felt as
strongly in the universities of Salamanca and Alcalá as in Observant Franciscan circles, such as
the Provincia de San Gabriel in Extremadura, where Motolinía took orders, and in the conventual libraries at Texcoco and Tlatelolco. In the former, where Motolinía spent his days during
⁶³The Catholic Kings entrusted the publication on el Tostado’s Latin manuscripts to Palacios Rubios, and were
printed in Venica in 1507.
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the final redaction of his Historia,⁶⁴ he could have been able to consult a printed edition of
the Genesis, which would have been printed surrounded by a rich exegetical apparatus including Lyra’s literal Postillae and Pablo de Santa Marías’ Additiones, or even Madrigal’s influential
Commentaria in Genesim (printed in 1506), that devoted several pages to a historical interpretation of the genealogy of Noah’s sons.
In the line transmitted to the Latin West by Isidore of Seville’s Etymologies, the intertwining traditions of Castilian historiography and Biblical exegesis, as much as Annius, placed Euhemerism at the forefront of historiographic strategies. The interpretation of pagan gods as historical figures, a common theme in Late Antiquity, was the main tool through which disparate
sources could be translated and integrated into a unified narrative. Jiménez de Rada, for example, following an ancient Rabbinical tradition transmitted by Flavius Josephus, attributed the
population of Iberia to Tubal, one of Japheth’s sons.⁶⁵ In subsequent chapters, however, Rada
integrated into the narrative the purported presence of Hercules in Spain, that tradition had
identified with the lands associated to Hercules’s labors.⁶⁶ Through etymology Rada identified
a number of towns and cities with Hercules⁶⁷, mapping his labors into the Iberian landscape.
Rada articulated Biblical and Pagan sources into a unified narrative genealogy, establishing a
historiographic tradition that Annius de Viterbo’s forgery would take to an new level in the
fifteenth century.⁶⁸ Biblical narrative and Greco-Roman myth seem to provide a pattern for
Motolinía’s own via filii Izcoatl.
⁶⁴Dyer posited that the last stage of the Historia would have been written with Texcoco’s conventual library at
hand.
⁶⁵On Tubal and “Tubalism,” the bibliography is abundant. See specially Rosa Lida de Malkiel, “Túbal, primer
poblador de España,” 3, and Caballero Lopez, “El mito en la historia de España”.
⁶⁶Knapp, “Via Heraclea en Occidente.”
⁶⁷Rada, De Rebus, I, ch. 3 and 4.
⁶⁸Caballero Lopez, “El mito en la historia de España”, 86.
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For its part, Castilian exegesis delved deeply into pagan myth and went as far as to theorize on the nature of pagan gods and their fables, as well as the correct way to interpret them.
In the late 1440s, the Marquis of Santillana requested Alonso de Madrigal to translate Saint
Jerome’s Chronicon or Temporum liber, which was a Latin translation and expansion of the Second Book of Eusebius of Caesarea’s Pantodape historia⁶⁹. Jerome/Eusebius’s concise “canons” or
chronological tables, that provided parallel chronologies of Greek, Roman and Biblical histories, was then expanded by Madrigal into a six-volume vernacular commentary. The Comento
de Eusebio⁷⁰ glosses the information on pagan myth so profusely—more than 3/4 of the total
text, according to one calculation—that to all effect, the work became a unwieldy encyclopedia
of Ancient mythology. The manuscript was printed in 1506, in Salamanca, at the behest of Cardinal Jiménez de Cisneros, who had been struck by the number of vernacular treatises Madrigal
still extant in the city’s Colegio de San Bartolomé.
The printed editions of the Comento appended a short vernacular treatise on mythology,
generally known as Sobre los dioses de los gentiles.⁷¹ In this little-studied work, that draws extensively from Boccaccio’s Genealogia deorum gentilium,⁷² Madrigal summarized ideas about
the interpretation of fables that he had expounded “largamente” in the Comento. For example,
Madrigal contrasted the poet’s dealings with gentile gods with the approach of those he referred
to as “sabios”, “históricos” or “auctores.” As a rule, poets, he writes, tend to fuse many figures un⁶⁹Lugo, “Una Fuente Española Desconocida Sobre Mitología Clásica”, 195.
⁷⁰Comento de Eusebio. Interpretado en vulgar por Alonso de Madrigal, ca. 1450.
⁷¹The treatise receives two main titles in different editions: either Las diez cuestiones vulgares sobre los dioses
de los gentiles y las edades y las virtudes, or, when printed together with the four questions of Marian iconography,
as the Libro de las catorce cuestiones. To date, this treatise, composed around the 1440s, has receive scant attention.
Neither Seznec nor Allen mentioned them in their sweeping overviews of European mythography.
⁷²In his work, Boccaccio identified three main senses of myth: literal, physical (astronomic) and moral, that
he considered the task of the poet to render. Another important work of the period, Enrique de Vilena’s Los doce
trabajos de Hércules, identified three: the “historia desnuda”, the “declaración de verdad” and the “aplicación.” See
Crosas López, De enanos y gigantes : tradición clásica en la cultura medieval hispánica, 29.
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der a unique name:⁷³ “Los poetas fablaron de Júpiter assi como que uno solo fuesse; empero son
tres.”⁷⁴ In keeping with this, his method of reading consisted in disentangling poetic fables about
the gods—generally represented by Ovid—by resorting to the “historical” authority of Cicero,
Augustine, Isidore of Seville and, perhaps surprisingly, Virgil, authors who provided minute detail about the god’s various identities. Unlike Boccaccio, who sought to multiply the allegorical
interpretations of ancient myth, Madrigal appealed to the authority of the “sabios” and “históricos” as a bulwark to contain it, and to disassembled the many individuals and allusions that laid
behind a single name.
Madrigal held that both Scripture and poetic fable used a fifth “sense,” beyond the traditional four: the “parabolico, o metaphorico,” which, unlike allegorical readings, was nothing
but a “velamiento del sentido literal.” And when considering the purported invention of fables
or veiled speech by Minerva in the Comento, as reported by Livy, Madrigal argued that the fifth
sense was not an invention of pagan poets, since it was already found in Scripture.⁷⁵ Thus, the
“seso de los poetas” was neither false nor invalid, but rather an artful veiling of historical truth.
Motolinía, as most Spanish Franciscans of his time, was familiar with Madrigal’s work. He
mentions him several times throughout the Historia, and the marginal notations in the 1528
holograph, which dabble with the synchronization of Nahua chronology with universal his⁷³“Las causas d’esto largamente declaramos en los nuestros comentarios sobre Eusebio de los Tiempos.” Saquero
Suárez-Somonte and González Rolán, Sobre los dioses de los gentiles, 78. For Madrigal, the quintessential poet is
Ovid, while he generally identifies the other category with Augustin, Cicero, Isidore, Paulo Orosius and, perhaps
more surprisingly, with Virgil.
⁷⁴Saquero Suárez-Somonte and González Rolán, 78.
⁷⁵“ca Minerua diero[n] tres vestiduras y la vestidura o cobertura suya llamada Pepulim dixeron ser pintada de
muchos colores, esto conuiene ala sabiduria significada por Minerua, la qual tiene tres vestiduras, por las quales se
significan los encubrimientos del saber, y los diuersos sesos que reciben las palabras delos sabios segun que enlos
poetas y mayormente en la santa escriptura, cuya es la mayor de las autoridades todas: puede recebir o tener la
escritura cinco sesos que son parabolico, o methaforico, ystorico, alegorico, tropologico, anagogico […] delo qual
en cuanto toca a los sesos delos poetas hablamos en el libro nuestro delos hechos de Medea.” Las XIII questiones
del tostado, 248v-249r.)
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tory, seems influenced by the Comento de Eusebio. Indeed, by interweaving the traditions of
Biblical origenes gentium and mythological Via Herculea, Motolinía’s second account of origins is characteristic of the exegetical culture epitomized by Alonso de Madrigal. Motolinía’s
“Epístola proemial” is remarkable in offering us a glimpse into the productive implementation
of age-old hermeneutical strategies in an entirely new setting.
When Quetzalcoatl makes his appearance in Motolinía’s account—one of the earliest
written sources to mention him—he has already been thoroughly subjected to that range of
hermeneutical strategies that commentators usually place under the name of Euhemerism.
Mexican “gods” enter historical discourse, as it were, donning this new intellectual regalia. The
point is not to denounce the presence of “European sources” or “Christian motifs”, nor the
manipulation of local traditions, but rather to understand the way in which traditions were
reinvented through the appropriation and deployment of a set of hermeneutical techniques.

2.4

From Subtext to History

The figure of Quetzalcoatl, portrayed in the “Epístola” as the founder of a political lineage, offered a way of unifying, even through the dubious methods of etymology, the ruling lineages of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan and those of Tlaxcala and Cholula, and these within a larger framework
that unified, perhaps for the first time, all the linguistic and ethnic groups of central Mexico.
As we have seen, following the scheme of the origines gentium, all these nations were integrated
into a grand genealogical tree, structured in a similar fashion as the new genealogical trees that
began to appear in sixteenth-century Mexico (see fig. 2.3). In the García Granados codex for
example, the political lineage of the Tepanec capital of Azcapotzalco harmonizes, into a single
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“nopal genealógico” the noble ruling lineages of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Tlatelolco, and the rival
altepetl of Texcoco.⁷⁶
This genealogical pattern is a manifest innovation, the effect of the adoption of European
systems of kinship and nobility. However, we can also read such genealogies as expression something less evident: a new order of time. Genealogies pressupose a linear, progressive and nonoverlapping order, in which individuals are allotted a single fixed position, just as events are
allotted an absolute position in an homogeneous chronology. The García Granados codex and
the “Epístola proemial” express the unfolding of a new temporal regime in Mesoamerica. They
offers a vantage point into the transformation of Nahua social memory and practices of recordkeeping into a regime we shall call “historical.”
While is has become a common trope to claim that Mesoamerican peoples possessed history, this notion is generally understood in trivial terms, as synonymous to any kind of recordor time-keeping practices. Undoubtedly, from this perspective, Mesoamerican peoples—like
any other human society, for that matter—had “history.” Such reasoning, however, begs the
question, and one is left to ponder what is gained by a statement so broad that every human society is capable of fulfilling. These appraisals of Mesoamerican history are generally advanced as
belated responses to old prejudices about Amerindian societies as “peoples without history”—
Hugh Trevor-Roper’s infelicitous formula for societies that lacked the kind of “purposive movement” that the British historian associated to historical development.⁷⁷ The vindication is also
directed against those that, following the premises of the Naturmythologie school, regarded ev⁷⁶See Russo, “Renacimiento vegetal”.
⁷⁷“Perhaps, in the future, there will be some African history to teach. But at present there is none, or very little:
there is only the history of the Europeans in Africa. The rest is largely darkness, like the history of pre-European,
Pre-Columbian America. And darkness is not a subject for history.” Trevor-Roper, The Rise of Christian Europe, 9.
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Figure 2.3: Genealogy of the rulers of Tenochtitlan, Tlatelolco, Azcapotzalco and Acolhuacan. García
Granados Codex, 17th c. Mexico, Biblioteca Nacional de Antropología e Historia.
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ery Mesoamerican account of the past as mythical.⁷⁸
However, equating Mesoamerican record-keeping practices to European history tout court
not only does a disservice to intellectual precissions, but also misconstrues the Amerindian societies that such equations claim to defend.⁷⁹ First, because there has never been such a thing
as European history: there are only concrete and specific historical cultures, and the historical
culture of early modern Iberia is not the historical culture of nineteenth-century Germany. As
I have discussed above, the historical culture that disembarked in Mesoamerica during the sixteenth century had specific traits and characteristics, such as a tendency towards universalization and the incorporation of extra-Biblical, pagan histories, myths and gods into a uncontroversial tapestry.
Second, by purportedly ennobling Mesoamerican record-keeping practices as “historical”,
these are forced to conform to a set of values and expectations—such as the singularity of events,
the homogeneity of chronology, etc.—that were simply absent or meaningless in the context of
Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica.
In order to understand the kind of temporal re-schematization that Motolinía’s “Epístola”
performed, we need to step back for a moment and consider the nature of central-Mexican
traditions of the past.
⁷⁸On the rivalry of these two approaches, see Navarrete Linares, “Las fuentes indígenas más allá de la dicotomía
entre historia y mito”. His proposal for overcoming the dichotomy, however, sounds less convincing: “Se trata de
comprender las tradiciones indígenas como documentos plenamente históricos con un fuerte componente mítico”
(232).
⁷⁹See Gillespie, The Aztec Kings.
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In a number of important studies, the ethnohistorian Rudolph van Zandwijk was perhaps
the first to underscored the contentious and “factional divisions” that characterized centralMexican altepeme. The typical altepetl was not a fully unified political unit nor ethnically
homogeneous, but rather a “segmentary state,”⁸⁰ a confederacy of distinct entities called
calpulli, which were endowed with strong corporate identity and with “specific political,
social, ritual and economic functions.”⁸¹ According to recent archaeological research, most
altepeme, including Mexico-Tenochtitlan, were ethnically and linguistically diverse, as a result
of the various migratory waves through which the calpulli coalesced into existing altepeme
or founded new ones. When polities disintegrated, as so often happened in central Mexico
and in the Mayan world, it was the calpulli or equivalent entity which migrated again and
recommenced the cycle anew.⁸² If this structure made the altepetl prone to perennial rivalry
among factions, as van Zandwijk indicated, it also implied that its traditions about past were
deeply partial, as more recent studies have shown.⁸³
Within the altepetl, traditions about the past were preserved by the heads of each calpulli,
and thus showed a great degree of variation. These traditions performed what classic functionalist anthropology called “mythological charters”:⁸⁴ narratives that justified contemporary power
structures and argued for the preponderance of a given calpulli. Given the pluri-ethnicity and
differential temporality of the migrating calpulli and the contested nature of political author⁸⁰This notion, quite widespread in Africanist social anthropology, has also been used, albeit less frequently, to
describe Amerindian societies. See, for example, Fox, “Rise and Fall”.
⁸¹Van Zantwijk, “Factional Divisions,” 104
⁸²For an well-documented example of this process among the Maya-Quiché, Fox, “Rise and Fall”.
⁸³Gillespie, Aztec Kings, Navarrete Linares, Orígenes de los pueblos, Megged, Social Memory.
⁸⁴Malinowski.
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ity within and between altepeme,⁸⁵ Mesoamerican social memory was not only partial, but also
deeply fragmented. The “factional competition” described by van Zandwijk and others was in
the 1990s went in fact deeper than a mere political rivalry: it was a largely mutually-exclusive
determination of the past.
As in other segmented societies around the world, foundational stories, lineages and lists
of rulers helped galvanize the corporate identity of a calpulli, but were also invested with the
crucial function of negotiating the insertion of “intrusive lineages” into the hegemonic altepetl
ruling lines. This kind of insertion, however, must be clearly distinguished from anything resembling European notions of history.
In a groundbreaking study, the ethnohistorian Amos Megged proposed a model for the
workings of Mesoamerican social remembrance. Megged noted that Mesoamerican stories of
origin, as preserved in sixteenth and seventeenth century written and pictorial documents, were
in fact composed of two distinct strata, that operated in very specific ways. On the one hand,
the “supra-texts” were primarily invested in accounting for a particular political ascendancy, and
were thus factional and partial.⁸⁶ The “supra-text” consisted on the traditions on the past that
affected the calpulli and determined its current settlement situation, and generally consists of
events such as wars, persecution, subjection, exile, temporary settlements, etc. The fragmentary
and contentious nature of the supra-texts becomes much more conspicuous if one zooms out
from the calpulli and considers what the historian Navarrete Linares called “los altépetl y sus
⁸⁵Richards formulated the correlation between factional competition and social memory fragmentation, widely
attested in African ethnography, in this terms: “[S]ince myths and legends are used to support political claims
it follows that they are most numerous and complex where the claims are contested or the population mixed…”
“Social Mechanisms,” 177.
⁸⁶“[T]he supratext tells us of the deviant versions of history told by the dependent groups and ethnic enclaves
within the Nahua states. Dana Leibsohn adds to this point by saying that even within a community, historical
accounts might by structured to favor one particular faction.” Megged, Social Memory, 12.
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historias”: the great diversity and variation of traditions of the past found in surviving visual and
textual documents. Over 40 accounts were re-elaborated and written down during the sixteenth
and seventeenth century, each one providing the unique view of the past of one of the most
important central Mexican altepeme—Chalco, Colhuacan, Cuauhtitlan, Mexico-Tenochtitlan,
Mexico-Tlatelolco and Texcoco⁸⁷—as well as of rivals states such as Tlaxcala. Even unimportant
provincial towns like Cuauhtinchan managed to advanced their political claims by producing
a pictorial document⁸⁸that established an impressive charter.
At a deeper level than these factious claims of preponderance, Megged also identified a “subtext,” composed among, other things, of narratives of migration and foundation. As a cognitive
and mnemonic tool, migration narratives offer the advantage of spacializing temporality, thus
associating important events with specific locations. But most importantly, the fact that the
migratory narrative was common to all peoples of central Mexico across ethnic and linguistic
divides, provided a kind of substrate of mutual intelligibility in otherwise irreconcilable “supratexts.” The subtext established the conditions under which the traditions of intrusive groups
could be reckoned with, and also provided the necessary blueprint for processes of ethnic pseudospeciation and the foundation of new altepetl.⁸⁹
And yet, it’s fundamental to distinguish the subtext from a historical past: rather than actual
events, the migratory narrative was a schema, one of the “cognitive metaphors” that patterned
Mesoamerican commemoration.
In a fundamental article that theorized the relation between social memory and the transfer
⁸⁷Navarrete Linares, Orígenes de los pueblos, 12. For a table of sources and their altepet, 12-3.
⁸⁸The Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca.
⁸⁹“The subtext also brings to light a model of trans-local, cross-ethnic relationships among different settling
groups” Ibid., 16.
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of political power in Central and East African tribes,⁹⁰ the British anthropologists Audrey I.
Richards posited that, in pre-literate societies, traditions of the past must be patterned after
certain principles in order to be socially meaningful—thus acting as true “charters”–and prone
to be easily recalled.⁹¹ Richards went further and, elaborating on a classic discussion by EvansPritchard⁹², distinguished between at least two strata of social memory, functioning on very
different ways. A deeper temporal level, covering the early history of the social group, consisted
of “little more than a series of postulated zero-points for the origin of social groups such as tribes
or clan.” These themes were generally “stream-lined and devoid of detail,” and could be anything
from a geographical location, a cardinal direction, the arrival to a current tribal territory, a first
ancestor with no forebears, etc. The reader will easily find parallels to the these principles within
the Mesoamerican subtexts.
A second strata of social memory is formed by a kind of retrospective projection of “wellknown social processes” and relations. If the deeper stratum is generally composed by foundational stories, the second one is typically formed by lineages and lists of rulers: “Lineages grow
and divide and chiefs succeed each other.”⁹³ But most crucially, these lineages, or rather their
“time depth”⁹⁴ and their articulation with contending lineages, were generally manipulated to
account for present social arrangements. Among the Nuer of South Sudan, for example lineages over a dozen-generations deep tended to be compressed into five or six; among the Liv
of Norther Nigeria, the position of a specific ancestor could jump up or down one generation
⁹⁰Richards, “Social Mechanisms” This and other articles by Richards are one of the main inspirations and theoretical models for the most important study of central-Mexican kingship: Susan Gillespie’s Aztec Kings, 1989.
⁹¹Richards, 178.
⁹²Evans-Pritchard, The Nuer, 104-8; 199-201.
⁹³Richards, “Social Mechanisms.”
⁹⁴Evanns-Pritchard defined the “time depth” as the point in which a lineage intersects with or derives from
another one The Nuer, 201
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or even change gender in order to explain the present grouping.⁹⁵ In the sole available structural
analysis of kinship and kingship among the Nahuas, the anthropologist Susan Gillespie showed
that Nahua lineages exhibited similar patterns, with a time depth of only to nine degrees—after
which the cycle of rulers, together with their names, tends to repeat itself—, and an equal flexibility in determining the position and even the gender switching of certain ancestors, particularly
those found in a structural position that invests them with the power of endowing nobility to a
ruling lineage.⁹⁶
It’s important to note that, while the Mesoamerican subtext provided a means of articulation
between the fragmented stories of the altepeme—a kind of “unity in diversity”—, this articulation was not a historical one.⁹⁷ It provided a unity of meaning, not of events. In other words, the
subtext provided the minimal conditions for the mutual recognition of otherwise partial and
factional version of the past, and not the chronological progression of discreet events occurring in an homogeneous timeline characteristic of historical time. In order to do so, the subtext
had to be sufficiently general as to accommodate the stories of intrusive groups and rival calpulli
and altepeme, and sufficiently ambiguous as to warrant multiple manipulations, interpretations,
and renegotiations. Paraphrasing Audrey Richards’s elegant formulation, we could say that the
rulers, teteoh and events composing the Mesoamerican subtext were never meant to be “unique
in our sense of the phrase”, but rather, “as identical as possible.”⁹⁸ Mesoamerican peoples were
⁹⁵Richards, “Social Mechanisms”, 178. Evans-Pritchard provides a detailed description of this process in The
Nuer, 199–200. Bohannan, “A Genealogical Charter”, 309
⁹⁶In her own work on the Bemba of North Rhodesia (present-day Zambia), Richards described the custom
of “positional succession”, a mnemonic device by means of which “a man succeeds to the name, kinship position
and status of a dead person.” Richards, “Social Mechanisms”, 178. The recurrence of many rulers with the same
name—and kinship position—in Mesoamerica can perhaps be explained thus.
⁹⁷Megged, Social Memory, 16.
⁹⁸Richards, “Social Mechanisms”, 178.
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deeply concerned with repetition, recurrence and symmetry of events across time. Theirs was
a recursive ontology, in which things and events only attained their full being through repetition.⁹⁹
From this perspective, Motolinía’s “Epístola proemial” is better understood as a prism,
through which Mesoamerican “estriated” time—-qualitatively different as it progresses from
subtext to supra-texts—is unfolded into a smooth , in which a linear and homogeneous temporality, in which events can occur but once.¹⁰⁰ However, the streamlining of Mesoamerican
social memory into a linear succession of discreet events and “historical” individuals along an
homogeneous chronology was bound to produce artifacts and aberrations.
The most significant and lasting of these aberrations marks the transformation of the cluster of traits known as Quetzalcoatl or the Feathered Serpent, into the historical Quetzalcoatl.
This constructed figure, that began its career in Motolinía’s “Epístola proemial”, would have a
lasting life, ultimately bearing the name of Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, founder—or last
ruler?—of the legendary Tula.¹⁰¹ Like the Great Goddess of Teotihuacan, he would emerge in
the course of historical reconstruction as a composite figure, construed from bits and pieces
from sixteenth-century sources. To be sure, the clusters of traits generally subsumed under his
exerted a fundamental role in the transmission of rulership throughout Mesoamerica, but its
incorporation into historical time assigned him a chronological stasis, even if this was sufficiently ambiguous as to make it possible for modern ethnohistorian, working with the same
set of sources, to regard him both as the founder and the last ruler of political lineages.
⁹⁹See Zamora, “Deciphering Ontologies:”.
¹⁰⁰See Deleuze, “1440.”
¹⁰¹Within the “historical Quetzalcoatl school,” Wigberto Jiménez Moreno and H.B. Nicholson held that Quetzalcoatl was the founder and first ruler of the legendary Tollan, while Paul Kirchhoff held that he had been its last
ruler. See Carrasco, Quetzalcoatl and the Irony of Empire , 61-2. Nicholson, Moreno.
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In the “Epístola”, however, Quetzalcoatl is transformed into the founder of the Tenochca ruling line. His function as the boundary figure that in Pre-Columbian central-Mexico appeared
at every significant juncture to endow rulership, was translated into the role of the historical
founder, from whom all political legitimacy is derived.
For reasons that we shall now explore, a structural position of preponderance (marked by
repetition) can only be mapped into a diachronic axis as a position of primacy (either at the
beginning or the end of a cycle). Once again, we are confronted with an aberration, an “apparent
displacement” that arises out of the internal structure of an hermeneutical device. In this case,
the hermeneutical device is that of (historical) narrative.
In Aztec Kings, Susan Gillespie formulates this idea with great economy. She writes:
Because the historical accounts are narrative in format, many events and persons
that seem to be similar to one another are separated by chronological time and therefore appear to be distinct.¹⁰²
Susan Gillespie thus underscored an essential problem for both anthropology and history:
the problem of historical narrative as an hermeneutical device. A problem not unlike the one
posed by Jorge Luis Borges’s “El Aleph,” a philosophical fiction that revolves around language’s
incapacity to describe simultaneity, let alone the absolute simultaneity manifested by the mysterious Aleph, which contains the whole universe distinctly seen from every possible perspective.
As the narrator in Borges’s story writes: “[l]o que vieron mis ojos fue simultáneo: lo que transcribiré, sucesivo, porque el lenguaje lo es.” Whether we consider that cultural systems or the
past approach the absolute nature of Borges’s Aleph or not, the question remains of what happens to manifestly complex and synchronic systems when they are subjected to a chronological
¹⁰²Gillespie, The Aztec Kings, xxxvii.
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arrangement. If we understand narrative as the chronological arrangement of actions performed
by agents, what happen when it is deployed to organize phenomena that exists in a state of simultaneity or synchronicity?
The problem is compounded if we consider the deployment of historical narrative in relation to myth. Gillespie noted that figures or proper names that stand in positions of structural
equivalency, when translated into an unified historical account, tend to be broken down into
distinct individuals. Her insight drew on one of the least understood aspects of Lévi-Strauss’s
theory of myth.
The theory, already present in Structural Anthropology but only systematically developed in
the grand Mythologiques, states that even though myths are always narrative, they posses a structure that is simultaneously diachronic and synchronic. According to this theory, the asymmetry
between both dimensions explains, among other things, myth’s inherent tendency towards repetition and variation.
Throughout his oeuvre, the Lévi-Strauss formulated this principle through several
metaphors. In the early Structural Antrhopology, for example, he described myth’s “structure
feuilletée”—an idea not entirely transparent in the English “ ‘slated’ structure.” Thus, the
variation of myth across successive versions was to be explained by their interleafed structure,
reminiscent of nineteenth-century “Roman-feuilleton.”¹⁰³
In the same work, however, Lévi-Strauss already proposed in passing another metaphor,
that would he explore in much more detail in Mythologiques 3. Considering the diachronic
¹⁰³“First, the question has often been raised why myths, and more generally oral literature, are so much addicted
to duplication, triplicating, or quadruplication of the same sequence. If our hypotheses are accepted, the answer
is obvious: The function of repetition is to render the structure of the myth apparent… Thus, a myth exhibits
a”slated” structure [structure feuilletée], which comes to the surface, so to speak, through the process of repetition.”
Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology, 254-5. See Gillespie, The Aztec Kings, xxxvii.
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and synchronic aspect of myth, he wrote: “we should assume that it [i.e. myth] closely corresponds, in the realm of the spoken word, to a crystal in the realm of physical matter.”¹⁰⁴
In the Mythologiques, Lévi-Strauss would develop a model of analysis based on myth’s multidimensional, crystal-like structure. What happens, we may ask, when a multi-dimensional system is translated into a two-dimensional shape? The historical Quetzalcoatl is the result of this
kind of projection.
Gillespie remark was meant to address the importance of assigning equal value to all variations of a myth or a story, rather than to try to reconcile them under a unified story. But Motolinía’s “Epístola”, in all its seams and inconsistencies, offers us an intermediate state. The Euhemerist interpretation of Quetzalcoatl is the device through which a multi-dimensional, crystallike structure, is translated in to the linear chronology of historical time. But unlike later historians, the “Epístola proemial”, did not fully succeeded in attaining a full integration, leaving us
enough traces to reconstruct the process.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have studied the conditions under which the Nahua teteoh acquired visibility
in the sixteenth century, and the implications this acquired status had for the unfolding of a
potentially unitary historical narrative encompassing Mesoamerican traditions of the past.
Through a critical and diachronic reading of the textual strata contained in the earliest
historical interpretation of a Nahua teotl, I have argued, it is possible to assess the changing
hermeneutical landscape that emerged in New Spain around the 1540s. Unlike previous analy¹⁰⁴Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology, 229. Cf. Mythologiques, 3, 156-7.
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sis, I contend that Motolinía’s “Epístola proemial” is a multilayered and polyphonic text, that
attempts—for the first time and only partially successfully—to integrate contending traditions
about the past from rival central Mexican altepeme such as Tlatelolco, Texcoco, Cholula and
Mexico-Tenochtitlan. This document also marks the passage from the absolute condemnation
of Nahua teteoh into discursive visibility. By following the meandering allusions, tacit parallels
and afterthoughts that define Motolinía’s tropological imagination, it has been possible to ascertain that the discursive visibility of the Nahua gods was the effect of a series of hermeneutical
strategies derived from Castilian historiography and Biblical exegesis.
The deployment of these strategies lead to the transformation of Quetzalcoatl—a looselybound Pan-Mesoamerican ritual ensemble connected to the preservation of political lineages—
into both a founding figure of the ruling lineage of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and as a fulcrum, articulating this lineage with all the other ruling political lineages of central Mexico in the eve of
the Conquest.
The “historical” Quetzalcoatl, I argue, is an aberration: a side effect of two largely successful
interpretative strategies. On the one hand, historical narrative’s tendency to unify every matter under a unitary and coherent whole; and on the other, the mapping of structural preeminence into chronological temporality. Quetzalcoatl entry into history marked the adaptation
of Nahua social memory into the deep patterns of historical culture
At the same time, the Euhemerized Quetzalcoatl emerged as a synthetic figure, that condensed ideas about rulership and lineage continuity in central Mexico, even before the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. In the following chapter, we shall turn our attention to the
political dimension of this process, by focusing on Euhemerized teteoh bound to become the
historical predecessor of the newly established viceroyalty of New Spain.
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Chapter 3
Between Mars and Hercules. The Foundational
History of New Spain
The upper half of the first painted folio of the Florentine Codex depicts two Aztec “gods”:
Huitzilopochtli and Tezcatlipoca. Together with Paynal and Tlaloc, in the same folio, and many
others in the subsequent folios, these images form part of the visual apparatus of the Florentine
Codex’s First Book, devoted to the Mexican gods.¹ The two male figures that from their position
in the painting preside the catalog—and thus, the Aztec pantheon—don some of the characteristic regalia associated to them. The glosses above provide their name and compare them–or
identifies them, depending on how one interprets the phrase—with two Greco-Roman figures:
“Vitzilobuchtli” is “otro Hercules”, while “Tezcatlipuca” is “otro Iupiter” (fig. 3.1).
Of the twenty-one “gods” that appear in this unique catalog, six were compared to
¹“Al lector. Para la intelligencia de las figuras, o ymagines que estan aqui adelante: notara el prudente lector,
que son las imagines de los dioses, de que se trata en este primer libro: los quales adoravan estos naturales de la
nueva españa, en tiempo de su ydolatria…” FC, [9v] The images of the gods appear in fols. [10r-12v].
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Figure 3.1: Florentine Codex, bk. I, fol. 31r, ca. 1575–1577. Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana,
Med. Palat. 218, c. 204v.
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Greco-Roman figures, often for the first time.² And yet the parallels of Huitzilopochtli and
Tezcatlipoca with Hercules and Jupiter carry a greater historical density, as they bear testimony
to the momentous hermeneutical shifts, decades before Bernardino de Sahagún’s workshop
devised the paintings for Florentine Codex, through which knowledge and discourse on
the Mexican “gods” became possible in the first place, often between the lines and on the
margins of the sweeping demonological condemnation. This shift can be better grasped if we
consider the two distinct hermeneutical trajectories that the Florentine Codex’s pithy parallels
summarize.
A wide variety of documents attest to the importance of Huitzilopochtli and Tezcatlipoca
among the altepeme or city-states of the Valley of Mexico. Originally consisting of tlaquimilolli or sacred bundles, they frequently appear in the stories of migration through which
Mesoamerican groups organized their social memory, such as the Codex Boturini (fig. 3.2).³
Post-Conquest sources tell that the monumental sculptures (“idols”) of Huitzilopochtli and
Tezcatlipoca presided the Great Temples of Mexico-Tenochtitlan and Texcoco respectively,
and both played important roles in the ceremonies of enthronement of its rulers.
However, sixteenth-century authors tended to give both figures quite different treatments,
that the glosses on the first painted folio of the Florentine Codex, created around the 1580s,
condense. In the Florentine, the identification of Huitzilopochtli with Hercules was predicated
on the fact that, according to the Nahuatl text, Huitzilopochtli had been “only a commoner,
²The glosses compares Chicomecoatl with Ceres, Chalchihuitli with Juno, the Chioapipilti with the Nynphs,
Tlacalteutl with Venus, Xihutecutli with Vulcan and Tezcatzoncatl with Baccus.
³Olivier, “Les Paquets Sacrés”; Freidel and Reilly, “The Flesh of God”; Megged, Social Memory. The “sacred
bundles” have received relatively little attention, considering the prominence they held not only for the Nahuas
and other central-Mexican peoples, but also for many Amerindian societies throughout the continent. As noted
by Olivier, the fact that neither Sahagún nor Durán had much to say about them obscured the importance of the
tlaquimilolli in Mesoamerica.
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only a man.”⁴ Tezcatlipoca, on the other hand, was compared to Jupiter because, according to
the Spanish text, he was “tenido por verdadero dios, y invisible […] criador del cielo y de la tierra
y era todopoderoso.” Two exegetical trajectories, through which two similar Mexica teteoh are
transformed into a disembodied forerunner of the supreme god (Tezcatlipoca) and a deified
human being (Huitzilopochtli).⁵
Why did sixteenth-century writers provided such widely differing interpretations of two figures that held similar roles in the altepeme of central Mexico? The traditional ethnohistorical approach would respond to this question by stating that it was simply a matter of fact: Tezcatlipoca
was held to be a supreme and omniscient creator among the Nahuas, while Huitzilopochtli was
indeed believed to be their deified founder.⁶ This assumption, however, flies in the face of the
evidence, as sixteenth-century documents are far from unanimous on such matters. Thus, for
example, the locus classicus of Nahua cosmogonic myth, the Historia de los mexicanos por sus
pinturas, includes Huitzilopochtli among creator gods, as well as other other figures that later
sources will equally claim to have been deified rulers or ancestors.⁷ To complicate matters further, the Historia describe all of these figures as Tezcatlipocas, bound by ties of kinship. The archaeological record confirms the strong iconographic affinities–and even overlaps— between
Huitzilopochtli and Tezcatlipoca, whose precise relationship, in a scholarship dominated by
⁴“Vitzilubuchtli: çan maceoalli, çan tlacatl” (FC, i, 4, fol. 1r).
⁵On the equivalency of Tezcatlipoca and Huitzilopochtli, see Umberger, “Tezcatlipoca and Huitzilopochtli”.
Guilhem Olivier has noted the uniqueness of the treatment that Sahagún confers to Tezcatlipoca: he was “uno de
los pocos dioses que Sahagún no identifica con un mortal” 2, 9.
⁶In his influential systematization of Aztec religion, H. B. Nicholson placed Tezcatlipoca among the “gods of
celestial creativity and divine paternalism” (Group I), and described him as a god of “omnipotent universal power”
(Nicholson, “Religion in Pre-Hispanic Central Mexico”). Most authors followed suit, and consider Tezcatlipoca
as “the Aztec high god” (Smith, The Aztecs, 2012, 206) or “one of the four main gods” (Carrasco and Sessions,
Daily Life of the Aztecs, 56). As for Huitzilopochtli as a deified here simpliciter, consider Olivier comment about
the parallel in this folio of the FC: “La nueva elección de Sahagún se explica tal vez por la condición de hombre
divinizado que ambas trdiciones asignan a estos personajes” (2, 395).
⁷Historia, chs. 1-3, in Tena, Mitos e historias de los antiguos nahuas.
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Figure 3.2: Huitzilopochtli as a sacred bundle, detail. Codex Boturini, fol. 4, ca. 1530–1540. Mexico,
Museo Nacional de Antropología.

monographic approaches to single Aztec “gods”, remain to be fully explored.⁸ On the other
hand, there are also sixteenth-century documents that present Tezcatlipoca as a deified ruler.⁹
The contingency of these interpretations suggests that what has generally been taken as “social facts” was in reality the result of a protracted and contingent process of exegesis—an exegesis in which Nahua peoples partook perhaps as much as Spanish friars. Rather than “social
facts,” deemed to express the “real” meaning of symbols within a system of universal cultural
representations, the disparity of these various hermeneutical trajectories suggest that we turn
⁸Cf. G. Olivier’s comment on the equally vexing relation between Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcoatl at the end of
his grand study of Tezcatlipoca. Unique among these studies are E. Umberger’s, who has recently posited, on the
basis on archaeological and sculptural evidence, that Huitzilopochtli was in fact a kind of Tenochca localization
of the wider cult figure of Tezcatlipoca, and that its cult only supplanted the wider deity around the 1460s (see
Umberger, “Tezcatlipoca and Huitzilopochtli”).
⁹Las Casas, Apologética historia sumaria, ch 122 (see discussion in Chapter 5); Muñoz Camargo, Historia de
Tlaxcala, 40-1.
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our attention to the precise way in which meaning and knowledge about the Aztec gods first
took shape.
An important vantage point into this hermeneutical history is to be found in the variability of the parallels and comparisons through which the Nahua “gods” first acquired historical
visibility. Thus, for example, before becoming fixed in the imposing painted catalog of the Florentine Codex, the parallels between the Nahua and Greco-Roman gods varied considerably
through several iterations. As we have seen, the catalog of deities compares Huitzilopochtli to
Hercules, but in the Spanish texts this parallel is attributed to Quetzalcoatl, while in some of
those instances Huitzilopochti is compared instead with Mars—a god, not a hero.¹⁰
These parallels will continue to surface throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
but eventually settled around the parallel with Mars. In López de Gómara’s Historia de la Conquista (1552), Huitzilopochtli would be tacitly associated to Mars, under the guise of the Mexican god of war. In fray Juan de Torquemada’s Monarquía Indiana (1615), the grand sum of Franciscan New Spanish historiography, Huitzilopochtli was presented as “este Marte indiano.” The
same parallel occurs in Gregorio García’s Origen de los indios (1606) and Agustín de Betancurt’s
Teatro Mexicano (1697).¹¹ What do these alternating parallels tell us?
This chapter investigates these diverging hermeneutical trajectories by focusing on the earliest accounts of Huitzilopochtli. Why was Huitzilopochtli transformed from a sacred bundle associated to Tenochca rulership into the deified founder and first ruler of Mexico-Tenochtitlan?
What does this process tells us about the transformation of conceptions of power and rulership
during the early decades of New Spain?
¹⁰In the “Memoriales en tres columnas,” Huitzilopochtli is compared to Mars, but in the “Memoriales en castellano” and the FC, he is compared to Hercules. Quetzalcoatl is compared to Hercules in the two “Memoriales,” but
the parallel is later abandoned in the visual apparatus of the FC. See D’Olwer, Sahagún, n. 14.
¹¹Torquemada, I, 114; García, 300; Betancurt, 71. See Boone, “Incarnations of the Aztec Supernatural”, 57-9.
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Among the early sources this chapter studies, the most remarkable one is a little-studied letter
dispatched in 1541 by the first viceroy of New Spain, Antonio de Mendoza y Pacheco (1535
- 1550), to Emperor Charles V. The letter provides one of the earliest accounts on the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan and its ruling lineage by a warring captain called Huitzilopochtli.
Within the exchange of letters that ensued between Mendoza and the Royal Chronicler Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés (1478 –1557), Huitzilopochtli emerged into historical discourse through an overlap of tacit associations and implicit ideas about rulership. The chapter
argues that the dominant interpretation of Huitzilopochtli from the sixteenth century onward
was shaped by the two models of understanding the relation between political power, religion
and the city in Mendoza and Oviedo’s correspondence, summarized in the two contending parallels Huitzilopochtli as Hercules or Mars. The parallels coincide with a crucial moment in the
sixteenth-century Mexico: the establishment of a new viceroyal government, a task that was entrusted by Charles V to Mendoza, a member of Spain’s highest nobility and whose father had
performed a similar function in Granada.
By analyzing these two trajectories, the chapter sheds light on the adaptation of Nahua concepts of rulership during the inception of a new political order in New Spain. As we shall see
in the following pages, more than mere literary references, these parallels express the presence
of two political—and historiographic models—in New Spain during the first decades after the
Conquest; two ways of conceiving the continuity of Nahua rulership after the Conquest, which
as we shall see, meant among other things the status of the pagan gods and their myths in a
new economy of power. The parallel to Hercules—a figure that, this chapter argues, was drawn
from Castilian historical culture and not a direct encounter with Greco-Roman mythology—
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evoked the foundational myths of the Iberian peninsula, while the often tacit parallel to Mars
evoked the foundational myths of the Roman empire. This chapter traces the history of these
two hermeneutical trajectories to its earliest occurrences. In doing so, it seeks to shed light on the
deeper transformations of power and rulership that provided the backdrop for the new Viceroyalty.

3.1

Foundational Anomalies

It is perhaps not a coincidence that these alternating models of thinking about a new political
order in New Spain are to found in the same historical documents: the letters exchanged by the
Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza and Fernández de Oviedo, soon after Mendoza’s appointment.
This correspondence can be said to be foundational on many accounts. Not only is it does is
it one of the earliest historical writings produced in New Spain, but it also contains one of the
earliest histories of the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. And it is all the more significant
that this early foray into the city’s ancient past was commissioned and reported to the Emperor
by the new viceroy, entrusted with the task of pacifying the land and establishing the city as the
viceroyalty’s capital.
This is why it is surprising that this unique correspondence has largely escaped the attention
of scholars.
According to the Royal Chronicler, Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Antonio de
Mendoza dispatched a copy of this important letter to his brother, the humanist and diplomat
Diego Hurtado de Mendoza y Pacheco (1503 –1575), who had been appointed ambassador
to Venice by Charles V in 1539. A few crossed-out lines of the chapter’s title in the manuscript
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inform us that Diego Hurtado’s secretary, the famous Venetian printer Giovanni Battista Ramusio, then transcribed and sent the letter to Oviedo in Santo Domingo as a token of their
friendship.¹² A decade later, in a passage of Ramusio’s “Discoso sopra le spezierie” on Antonio
de Mendoza’s maritime expedition to the East, the Venetian editor remembered “having seen
his letters written from Mexico in 1541,” although he claimed to have seen them at the royal
court in Flandes, not in Venice.¹³ Ramusio’s admiration for the viceroy’s cosmographic, natural
and historical researches is amply illustrated in Delle navigationi et viaggi, where he published
several of his letters.
Antonio de Mendoza’s account involved, from the outset, an exchange of information, interpretations and ideas within a trans-Atlantic circuit that involved the local Nahua elites openly
engaged by Mendoza’s policies, the high Castilian humanist nobility, and various intellectual
agents throughout the Habsburg territories and the Italian peninsula. We shall briefly overview
the history of this document at the crossroads of knowledge exchange in the first half of the
sixteenth-century.
Fernández de Oviedo y Valdez had been named Cronista de Indias in 1532, and Gobernador
General of Santo Domingo. This role conferred upon him the powers to request information
from all the Spanish possessions in America, powers that he earnestly deployed.¹⁴
¹²“En que el chronista escribe, ó mejor diciendo, copia una breve relación que le fué enviada desde la cibdad
de Veneçia [por el docto é muy enseñado varón Micer Johan Baptista Ramussio, secretario de aquella ilustrissima
Señoría, amiçissimo espeçial del auctor desta General historia de Indias, la qual relaçion diçe este secretario quel
muy ilustre] adonde la avia enviado el señor visorey don Antonio de Mendoça á su hermano el señor don Diego
de Mendoça, embaxador de la Çessârea Magestad en la dicha Venecia…” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia
general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk 33, ch 50, 531.
¹³“E mi ricordo, essendo in Fiandra alla corte cesarea, aver vedute sue lettere scritte del MDXLI dal Mexico…”
Ramusio, “Discorso sobra varii viagii per li quali sono state condote fino a’tempi nostri le spezierie e altri nuovi che
se potriano usare per condurle”, in Delle navigationi et viaggi, 1942-3.
¹⁴“[D]emás de esto digo que tengo çedulas reales, para que los gobernadores envien relaçion de lo que tocare a
la historia en sus gobernaçiones para esta historia.” Valdés and Bueso, Historia general y natural de las Indias, II, bk.
14 (33), Proemio, 8a.
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His network of “informants” stretched to the further reaches of the continent, but also to
Europe, where Oviedo kept a fine-tuned circle of important correspondents, many of whom he
met during his travels through Italy. This network, together with the fact that Santo Domingo
remained the gateway into the Western Indies well into the century, put at the disposal of the
Royal Chronicler a great number of personal testimonies, official reports, private correspondence, questionnaires and personal interviews, that he duly poured—often verbatim—into the
Historia general.
When Oviedo set out to write about “the conquest and pacification and population of New
Spain,” in Book 33 of the Historia, he made every effort to secure the testimonies of the main
protagonists.¹⁵ Oviedo had at his disposal Hernán Cortés’s Cartas de relación to the Emperor, as
well as a number of testimonies and letters from Mexico. The most important of these, however,
were the letters he exchanged with the newly appointed viceroy Antonio de Mendoza.
Fernández de Oviedo had been a good friend of Antonio’s father, don Íñigo López de Mendoza, the famous Gran Tendilla, and had frequented his court in Madrid.¹⁶ Their correspondence started in late 1541, at the behest of Oviedo, and for the next couple of years would cover
subjects ranging from cosmography and natural history, to information about New Spain and
its customs. Their correspondence, however, was triggered by Mendoza’s letter on the history of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan to the Emperor, a copy of which Oviedo was able to secure in a circuitous
way.
A document at a geographical crossroad, involving Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Santo Domingo,
Venice and Antwerp, but also a document at an intellectual crossroad, in which multiple ex¹⁵“[A]quí se tractará en este libro XXXIII la conquista e paçificaçion e población de la Nueva España”. Valdés
and Bueso, II, bk. 14 (33), Proemio, 8a.
¹⁶Letter from Mendoza to Fernández de Oviedo, 11 Feb 1542, in Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia
general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk 33, ch. 53, 541).
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egetical devices, conceptualities, symbolic horizons and even personal experiences converged.
As we shall see in detail, around the account of the foundation of Tenochtitlan by a deified hero
many trajectories intersect: the recomposition of Mexico-Tenochca elites after the Conquest,
the ambitious political program of Antonio de Mendoza for the new viceroyalty, inspired by
the model of Granada and the Castilian humanism under which he was raised. To this, we must
add what could be called Fernández de Oviedo’s historiographic workshop: a political and historical culture shaped by his upbringing in the humanist courts of the high Castilian nobility in
Spain and Italy and, as we shall see, his first-hand investigations on the religious customs of the
Nicaro peoples of Nicaragua, which afforded a unique perspective on the distant but culturally
related Nahua of central Mexico.
Through the continent overlap of exegetical practices, local interests, and the establishment
of viceroyal governance, the epistemic conditions were laid out for the first sweeping formulation of Euhemerism in central Mexico.

The account dispatched by the Viceroy is unique in presenting the history of MexicoTenochtitlan as the foundation of a political order by a single individual.
In the Historia, Oviedo transcribed Mendoza’s account on the “foundation of Temistitlan”,
adding occasional asides. He begins by saying that, according to the Viceroy, a captain (capitán)
known as Orchilobos (Huitzilopochtli) marched down from the North towards the Panuco
province, a territory on the Northeast of the Gulf of Mexico. Orchilobos marched with an orderly army of four hundred men, armed with weapons of gold and silver, into Mexican territory.
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He then joined them in their war against the people of Tlaxcala. Thanks to their “industry and
effort,” the Mexicans were victorious.¹⁷
After these events, Orchilobos decided to settle down with his people. He found and adequate site in an islet or rocky outcrop, located almost at the center of the lake. In this place,
Orchilobos built a “small stone tower,” that would later held to be the “main temple of Orchilobos,” a temple “consecrated to his name.” He often “retreated” to this tower-temple—a retreat
of religious undertones, implied by the use of Spanish verb recogerse.¹⁸
Soon after this, Orchilobos began a campaign of conquest against the neighboring towns,
“ruling and subduing” them until he became the ruler (señor) of México. His conquests through
the provinces gradually increased the number of his subjects, until his original site “grew, taking
the form of a city.” Once this was accomplished, Orchilobos gave laws to his city, the most important of which was the law according to which the subsequent kings should be chosen from
the “most courageous and greatest [military] captain” among them. Finally, Orchilobos instituted religious ceremonies, the “order of sacrifice” and the laws governing combats and duels.¹⁹
When the foundation of the city Temistitlan was fully accomplished, Orchilobos congregated his people and revealed to them that, all along, he had been an “envoy of God,” and that
¹⁷“Escribe el dicho á don Diego, su hermano, que la fundaçion de Temislitan [Tenochtitlán] fué desta manera:
Que vino de la parte del Norte háçia la provinçia de Panuco un capitán que llamaban Orchilobos, con quatrocientos
hombres bien ordenados á su modo, con armas de plata é de oro, estando los de México en guerra con los de Tascala
[Tlaxcala], é que se metió á ayudar á los de México en la guerra, los quales por su industria y esfuerço fueron
vencedores…” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés.
¹⁸“[É] que viendo el lugar aparejado en una laguna que allí era, la qual tenia una estrecha entrada de peñas, que
yba á una isleta ó roca de peña que estaba quassi isla enmedio de la laguna, començô á habitar con su gente, é hiço
una pequeña torre de piedra, que después quedó por templo mayor de Orchilobos consagrado á su nombre: en la
qual se recogía…” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés. Cfr. Covarrubias: “Recogerse, retirarse, y de alli, recogido, y
recogimiento…”; and “Recoleto el reformado a recolligendo, recolletus. Ay en las Religiones Ordenes de Recoletos.”
¹⁹“[É] de allí poco á poco fué mandando é sojuzgando los veçinos hasta haçerse señor de México; y en las provincias comarcanas fué allegando assi pobladores hasta que la habitaçion cresçió en forma de cibdad. Hecho esto, dió
las leyes: la prinçipal déllas fué quel más valiente é mayor capitán fuesse entre ellos su rey. Dióles çerimonias, orden
de sacrifiçios é leyes de combates é duelos.”
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he now wished to return to Him. He instructed his people to await for his timely return, assuring them that he would do so when “they found themselves in the greatest of needs.”
The captain Orchilobos then left to Guatemala, from where he continued all the way to
Peru, as can be inferred from reports according to which in “that province certain order of sacrifices and vestiges of Orchilobos have been found.”²⁰ The Mexicans remained without a ruler
long thereafter, and renamed the city remembrance of their long-parted founder. A convoluted
etymology follows, based on a chain of metaphorical substitutions: “Orchilobos” was also the
name of a “tree”—most likely, we might add, the cactus—that grew in the original “residence”
(i.e. the tower-temple), and since the captain was also identified with the Sun, the tree came to
be known as the “tree of the Sun.” Temistitlan, having been founded by Orchilobos, thus came
to be known by its name, which according to Mendoza’s account means “fruit of the Sun.”
The Mendoza account then jumps four hundred years and recounts a series of events that
took place a generation before the Conquest, and thus connects the past foundation with the
political regime that preceded Cortés’s arrival. Around this time, a Mexican captain called
“Guatezuma”, renown for his great courage and virtuous character, was elected as the ruler
of Mexico, in keeping with the system of succession devised by Orchilobos. This mysterious
captain, whose name does not appear in any later lists of Mexican rulers, is presented by
the account as Moctezuma’s father. In an aside, Fernández de Oviedo notes that, according
to a different account he was aware of, the Mexicans also believed, “fabulosamente”, that
Moctezuma was himself the son of Orchilobos, and recounts the legend behind this purported
paternity across time. We will return to this myth, and to Oviedo’s inventive response to it in
due course.
²⁰“[E]n aquella proviçia hallan çiertas órden de sacrifiçios é vestigios de Orchilobos.”
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Mendoza’s account concludes with the intriguing report according to which, upon his arrival to Mexico, Hernán Cortés was also identified with Orchilobos, the founder of Tenochtitlan:
When Cortés and the Spaniards arrived, the natives of the land greeted him, thinking that he was Orchilobos, that according to their reckoning he had departed four
hundred years before.²¹
In what has been called the “myth of the white gods”, later sources will unanimously claim
that Cortés was identified with the returning Quetzalcoatl—a canard clearly fostered by the
conquistador himself.²² In this regard, Mendoza’s foundational account can be considered exceptional.
Considering its importance, the Mendoza-Ramusio-Oviedo exchange has largely escaped
the attention of scholars. The Italian historian Antonello Gerbi, the foremost authority on Fernández de Oviedo, noted the exchange in passing, describing it as a “curious episode that illustrates the role played by Venice at that time as a clearinghouse for information on the discoveries”, and yet another example of the many scientific, literary and commercial bonds that Oviedo
had established with Italy.²³
As for the foundational account itself, it has generally been classified as belonging to the
Quetzalcoatl mythical material—an intriguing classification, considering that the account does
not mention Quetzalcoatl at all. Both Nicholson and Graulich included it in their exhaustive
²¹“Quando vino Cortés con los españoles, los de la tierra lo resçibieron, pensando que fuesse Orchilobos, el
qual en su cuenta dellos avia quatroçientos años que era partido.” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés.
²²Townsend, “Burryig the White Gods.”
²³Gerbi, Nature in the New World, “Oviedo and Italy”, 169. In a footnote (n. 141), Gerbi did note that Oviedo’s
letter to Mendoza, in response to the account on the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, amounts to “a fullscale refutation”, and commended Oviedo’s “notable critical acumen” in deriding the legend according to which
Guatezuma “was conceived by a virgin priestess of the temple of Orchilobos”, for reasons we will explore in section
III of this chapter.
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collection of Quetzalcoatl testimonia, but neither of them subjected the account to detailed
analysis. The reason for this is simple: both scholars considered the Mendoza account as an
anomaly. Nicholson called it a “puzzlingly aberrant account,” while Graulich simply referred
to it as the “ancient and perplexing version of the [Quetzalcoatl] myth recorded by Oviedo”.
Nicholson and Graulich downplayed the Viceroy’s authorship, and referred to the account as
if it was exclusively the work of Fernández de Oviedo, thus implicitly dismissing it as a secondhand and unreliable.²⁴
There a several reasons why this account was considered anomalous by both scholars. The
most important one is the fact that the account attributed to Huitzilopochtli (Orchilobos) numerous tropes and themes that later sources tended to attribute to the figure of Quetzalcoatl. As
historiography settled for a view of Huitzilopochtli as the “patron god of Mexico-Tenochtitlan,”
the role of a civilizing hero fell squarely upon Quetzalcoatl or, more precisely, on the composite
figure of Ce Ácatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, the purported “historical” individual behind the legendary Quetzalcoatl. Thus, for Nicholson, one of the most vocal supporters of the “historical
Quetzalcoatl” theory, in “Oviedo’s account” the figures of Huitzilopochtli and Quetzalcoatl
“have been thoroughly confused and intermingled.” Similarly, according to Graulich, the account “fuses” elements of Huitzilopochtli, Quetzalcoatl and Mixcóatl, another founding figure
mentioned in sixteenth-century documents. Alfredo López Austin, on the other hand, simply
dismissed the Huitzilopochtli attribution without explanation, and decided to read it as another instance of the Ce Ácatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl legend. In so far as these authors uphold
the historical authenticity of the core of the Quetzalcoatl legend, variation and inconsistencies
²⁴Nicholson, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, 2001, 90; Graulich, Quetzalcoatl y el espejismo de Tollan. The omission of
viceroy Mendoza’s involvement in these authoritative works is perhaps one of the reasons why the account has been
overlooked.
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can only be explained away as mystifications, deliberate or otherwise, predicated on a purported
human inclination to confuse historical facts with legend.²⁵
The second reason why the account has been considered anomalous reveals an even more
blatant example of the selective use of evidence around which Mesoamerican history has been
constructed. This revolves around the explicit claim by the viceroy Antonio de Mendoza that
Hernán Cortés was identified with a returning Huitzilopochtli. As is well known, most other
sources—including Sahagún—will claim that Cortés was identified with a returning Quetzalcoatl by Moctezuma and his captains, and this purported identification has produced a vast
bibliography. That is why it’s all the more remarkable that this historiography systematically ignores not only Mendoza’s account, but also Oviedo’s detailed refutation, that appears in one his
letters to New Spain’s viceroy’s.²⁶
And yet, Mendoza’s account is coherent with Hernán Cortés’s letters. Thus, in the Third Letter, signed on May 15 1522 from Coyoacan, Cortés wrote that after his return to Tenochtitlan,
after the battle of Cempoala against Pánfilo de Narvaez, Cortés encountered a group of people
that addressed him with a rather surprising request. Considering him “a child of the Sun”, they
asked him to “put an end to their suffering” by slaying them, because “they already wished to
die and go to heaven to rest with their Uchilobus, who was awaiting them.” Cortés adds that
Uchilobos was “the idol whom they most venerate.”²⁷ And in the famous speech that the Second
²⁵Nicholson, Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl, 2001, 90; Graulich, Quetzalcoatl y el espejismo de Tollan; López Austin,
The Myth of Quetzalcoatl. On the persistence of the Viconian expedient of attributing inconsistencies to the fallibility of human memory, see @detienne1999comparativehistoricities.
²⁶Recent publications, such Townsend, “Burryig the White Gods” (who argues against the historical basis of
this theme) and Basset, The Fate of Earthly Things Aztec Gods and God-Bodies (who argues in favor of it) ignore it.
²⁷“Y llegado a la albarrada, dijéronme que pues ellos me tenían por hijo del sol, y el sol en tanta brevedad como
era en un día y una noche daba vuelta a todo el mundo, que por qué yo así brevemente no los acababa de matar y
los quitaba de penar tanto, porque ya ellos tenían deseos de morir e irse al cielo para su Ochilobus que los estaba
allá esperando para descansar; y este ídolo es el que en más veneración ellos tienen.” Cortés, Third Letter, 258.
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Letter attributes to Moctezuma, in which the Mexica tlatoani purportedly hands his kingdom
to Charles V, the identification with a returning ruler is suggested by reference to the sun: “according to the land you claim to come from, which is where where the sun raises…”.²⁸ As we
have seen, the Mendoza account reported by Fernández de Oviedo sets out to link the founder
of Tenochtitlan and the city through the etymology of its name, in which solar associations
abound.
Working on methodological paradigms not well equipped to deal with variation, historians
have assumed that Nahua teteoh had unique, even historical, identities, and thus tend to dismiss those sources that problematize these identities. Other academic fields and methodologies,
however, are better able not only to fully assume inconsistent and even contradictory traditions
about the past. In particular, structural anthropology begins by noting the fact that variation
is an essential element of myth, that identities are less important that the functions they perform, and that elements can vary widely in form or content and yet retain a strict structural
equivalency.
And while a structural analysis of foundational accounts in sixteenth-century documents is
beyond the scope of this chapter, two basic tenets of the structural method are worth invoking
here. The first is the principle that every version, regardless of its perceived deviation, should
be assigned the same validity, as each one expresses features that remain internal to the myth’s
structure; secondly, the notion according to which degree of variation is, as a rule, proportional
to relative significance. In other words, that a greater degree of variance is an indication of the
importance assigned to a certain theme.²⁹
²⁸“[S]egún de la parte que vos decís que venís, que es a donde sale el sol y las cosas que decís de ese gran señor o
rey que acá os envió, creemos y tenemos por cierto, él sea nuestro señor natural, en especial que nos decís que él ha
muchos días tenía noticia de nosotros”.
²⁹Commenting on the extreme variance found among sixteenth-century reconstructions of the dynasty geneal-
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Mendoza and Oviedo’s accounts exhibit a recurrent pattern: significant rulers—the city’s
founder, it’s tlatoani at the time of the conquest, and the first Spanish ruler—were all identified
at one time or another with Huitzilopotchli. What lays behind these associations, that sweep
within the same symbolic economy of rulership such distinct individuals?
An important clue is to consider the immediate context under which Mendoza’s foundational history of Mexico-Tenochtitlan was produced. Written in 1541, the account coincides
with a crucial moment in sixteenth-century New Spain: the establishment of a viceroyalty, as a
way to end a bloody decade of civil strife. The implementation of viceroyal governance would
be Antonio de Mendoza’s sole task, and by all accounts his efforts were successful, not only in
the pacification of the land from factional infighting, but also in reshaping the institutional, educational and even the urbanist landscape of New Spain. Hence, it is not without consequence
that, at such a critical junction, the incoming Viceroy commissioned an account on the foundation Mexico-Tenochtitlan. If Mendoza’s reforms and policies would shape the future of the
territory, the commission of histories and even pictorial documents bespeaks of an equal importance granted to the past.
In commissioning the history of the new viceroyalty’s capital, Mendoza expressed not only
a need to ground the new governance on the knowledge of the past, but also, as it were, to
endow the new economy of power with a mythical foundation. In doing so, as we shall see in
the following pages, Nahua conceptions of rulership were to be effectively re-patterned along
the lines of age-old Mediterranean conceptions of power. This age-old tradition attributed the
origin of (legitimate) political power to the foundation of cities, and hence to the establishment
ogy of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Gillespie noted that the “the high degree of discordance among the different versions
is a clue to the significance of dynastic history in Aztec though.” Gillespie, Aztec Kings, xl.
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of civic order (policía). Nothing express political legitimacy like the creation of a city, endowed
with the ruler’s own name.
For this reasons, it is hardly surprising that in Mendoza’s account, the cluster of traits generally known as Huitzilopochtli—a teotl that played a prominent role in the transmission of
Tenochca rulership—would be transformed into a prototypical founder of cities patterned after the two quintessential founders of polities in the Mediterranean: Mars and Hercules.
In the following sections, I will explore both assimilation, first, in light of deep Mediterranean conceptions of power, and secondly, within the immediate context of Mendoza’s political ideology and program.

3.2

Another Hercules

As we saw in the introduction to this chapter, the Florentine Codex’s catalog of Mexican gods
begins with the figure of Huitzilopochtli, that the gloss characterizes as “otro Hercules” (see
fig. 3.1). In establishing this parallel, Sahagún was evoking a mythographic tradition that considered Hercules not as a divine heroe, but rather as a man renowned for his feats. In the words
of Baltasar de Vitoria’s Teatro de los dioses de la gentilidad (Salamanca, 1620), “la razon mas
eficàz por donde mereciò Hercules la honra, y la divinidad que le atribuyeron los gentiles, fue el
animo, y valor tan grande que tuvo en los trabajos.”³⁰
Book 1 of the Florentine Codex, devoted to the Mexican gods, begins with a chapter about
Huitzilopochtli, that the title describes as “el principal dios que adorava[n] y aqujen sacrificauan
³⁰Vitoria, Segunda parte del teatro de los dioses de la gentilidad, bk. ii, v, 79.
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los mexicanos.” The Spanish chapter goes on to describe Huitzilopochtli in terms that explicitly
parallel Hercules:
Este dios llamado Vitzilubuchtli fue otro hercules, el cual fue robustísimo, de
grandez fuerças, y muy belicoso, gra[n] destruydor de pueblos, y matador de gentes;
en las guerras era como fuego bivo, muy temeroso a sus contrarios…³¹
The brief chapter continues to add information about Huitzilopochtli—his use of black
magic, his final apoteosis—but the description remains framed within this opening parallel to
the figure of Hercules.
As we have seen in the previous section, this assimilation of Huitzilopochtli to Hercules was
already apparent three decades earlier, in the history of Mexico-Tenochtitlan commissioned by
New Spain’s first viceroy, Don Antonio de Mendoza.
But there are reasons to believe that the assimilation began even earlier. By the time
Oviedo y Valdez raised various objections to viceroy Mendoza’s account on the foundation of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan by a military leader called “Orchilobos, the assimilation of this figure
with Hercules—as it appears in the Florentine Codex’s catalog of deities— was largely in place.
We shall now examine the ways in which this assimilation first took place. I will argue that
the essential elements of this momentous assimilation, by means of which Nahua memory
and traditions of rulership would be streamlined into historical time, took place tacitly, and
by means of an image. But in order to gauge this process, we shall begin by considering
the earliest textual evidence of the name ‘Huitzilopochtli’, or rather, its cognates and older
spellings in sixteenth-century documents.³² From there, the tacit visual operation through
³¹FC, i, ch.1, fol. 1.
³²The most common of these is ‘Ochilobos’, ‘Orchilobos’ or ‘Uchilobos’. In the 1530 edition of Anghiera’s De
Orbe Novo, he appears, in the same page, as ‘Vuichilabuchichi’, and ‘Uulchilabuchichi’ (v, 4, fol. 72r), and in 1552,
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which Huitzilopochtli was first assimilated to Hercules will become clearer. At the same time,
this analysis will reveal the adaptation of Castilian notions of rulership into sixteenth-century
Mesoamerica.

In order to gauge the significance of this transformation, we must now turn our attention to
earlier or roughly contemporary textual occurrences of Huitzilopochtli. These accounts offer
very different views, and do not refer to Huitzilopochtli as an deified ruler or founder–in fact,
some of them do not refer to him as a person or individual.
Perhaps the earliest mention of Huitzilopochtli in the sixteenth-century occurs in Hernán
Cortés’s Third Letter, signed on 1522 in Coyoacan. On his return to Tenochtitlan, Cortés recounts encountering some people who addressed him with a rather surprising request. Considering him “a child of the Sun”, they asked him to “put an end to their suffering” by slaying them,
because “they already wished to die and go to heaven to rest with their Uchilobus, who was
awaiting them.” Cortés adds that Uchilobos was “the idol whom they most venerate”.³³ While
at least since the Second Letter Cortés had mentioned the presence of the idol in Tenochtitlan’s
main temple, this is was the first time such figure was named.
The passage presents Huitzilopochtli as a supreme deity presiding over the afterlife, and
whose idol was venerated at the Templo Mayor. The passage evinces how Cortés deployed to
Gómara would call it ‘Uitcilopuchtli’ in the Conquista de México (fol. xlviiii v). A surprising twist will appear in
Vivaldi’s opera Moctezuma (1733), in which the libretist Giusti, following Solís y Rybadeneyra’s Historia de la
Conquista de México (1684), called this figure, presented as an oracle, ‘Uccilobos’, a word evidently adapted from
the Italian ‘uccelli’.
³³“Y llegado a la albarrada, dijéronme que pues ellos me tenían por hijo del sol, y el sol en tanta brevedad como
era en un día y una noche daba vuelta a todo el mundo, que por qué yo así brevemente no los acababa de matar y
los quitaba de penar tanto, porque ya ellos tenían deseos de morir e irse al cielo para su Ochilobus que los estaba
allá esperando para descansar; y este ídolo es el que en más veneración ellos tienen.” Cortés, Third Letter, 258.
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his own advantage Huitzilopotchli’s solar associations–without making it fully explicit, Cortés
suggests that he was associated, if not identified, with Huitzilopochtli.³⁴
However, this is not the only attestation of the term in the earliest surviving sources. The
Actas de Cabildo from the 1520s and 1530s, offer a unique view on how the term was used in
the daily life of México City’s inhabitants. The paper trail of Orchilobos, in the Actas de Cabildo,
is interspersed with the turmoil that beset the city in the two decades before the arrival of the
first viceroy, Antonio de Mendoza.
“Orchilobos” appears in the testimonies associated to one of the many court cases pursued
against Gonzalo de Salazar “El Gordo”, Captain General of New Spain from 1524 to 1526.
Among many of the lawsuits brought against him, one had to do with the appropriation of
several treasures disinterred from the Templo Mayor. In their depositions at the Cabildo, from
1526, plaintiffs and witnesses testified that Gonzalo de Salazar excavated treasures without notifying the Royal Treasure and thus keeping the plunder to himself. In their testimonies, Cristoval
de Oñate, García Llarena and Hernando Perez referred to the Templo Mayor as the “Orchilobo
grande de esta Cibdad.”Another document, stemming from a dispute over allotted land plots in
1527, uses the cognate “Uchilobos” to refer to the main temple, but suggests that the same term
could also refer to smaller temples, possibly within the same compound, and even to temples in
general.³⁵
It’s important to note that Fernández de Oviedo himself frequently used the term “Orchilobos” in the sense of ‘temple’ or ‘oratory’, particularly in the context of his treatment of the
³⁴On the solar associations, see section above. The Third Letter’s passage lends credence to Oviedo’s claim that
Cortés was identified with Huitzilopochtli–not with Quetzalcoatl. On the other hand, it builds on the Second
Letter’s account about Moctezuma’s discourse on a departed ruler.
³⁵Depostion of Cristoval de Oñate, January 8th, 1527: “por quanto los dias pasados al tiempo que el fator y
veedor se llamaban governadores de esta nueva España dieron ciertos solares de esta Cibdad que son frontero del
Uchilobos”. Actas de cabildo, Vol. I, p. 120.
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Nicarao people of Nicaragua. When describing Nicarao religious customs, for example, Oviedo
wrote that they “had their houses of prayer, that they call orchilobos, as in New Spain.”³⁶ Together with the presence of Nahuatl, the main language spoken in central México, as well as
the presence of the “same orchilobos or cues or temples or idols” suggested, to Oviedo’s eyes,
that “many rites of this people of Nicaragua are similar to those of New Spain.”³⁷ In fact, the
presence of “orchilobos” temples in Nicaragua was one of the reasons that supported his claim
of Southern origin of the Mexicans and “their capitan Orchilobos”, against either a Norther or
Peruvian origin.³⁸
Oviedo spent the better part of on 1528 in Nicaragua, during his third sojourn in America. In Nicaragua, he collected important documents on Nicarao religious practices, such as
Boabadilla’s Información, and conducted a unique interview with the elder cacique of Tacoatega.
However,the section devoted to Nicaragua was written much later, between 1540 and 1548. By
the time Oviedo actually wrote down his information on the Nicaraos, he had not only had at
his disposition a wealth of information stemming from México, including the letters by the
viceroy Antonio de Mendoza and Cortés’s letters to the Emperor, but had already completed
the book on New Spain. For these reasons, is difficult to tell whether Oviedo’s use a term he had
picked from documents coming from Mexico, or whether he had truly encountered the term
among the Nicaraos, before reading Mendoza or Cortés.³⁹ His experience of coastal Nicaragua
³⁶“Tienen sus casa de oraçión, a quien llaman orchilobos, como en la Nueva España, e sus saçerdotes para quellos
nefandos diabólicos sacrifiçios.”
³⁷“E los mesmos orchilobos o qües o templos o ydolos tienen tienen por aquella costa” (533); “muchos ritos
tienen éstos de Nicaragua, como los de la Nueva España”(36, 531).
³⁸“E assi pienso yo, en pensarán los que vieren aquella tierra e leyeren lo ques dicho, que es justo que se piense
que no del Perú sino de Nicaragua ovieron origen esos indios e su capitán Orchilobos” (533). “Por manera que,
resolviendo mi opinion, los anteçesores de Monteçuma son de la misma costa del Sur de Nicaragua é de aquel
golpho de Orotiña” (534).
³⁹M. León-Portilla regarded this usage, when applied to the Nicaraos, as a “manifest interpolation”, and supports the first hypothesis.
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informed Oviedo’s perspective on New Spain.
In the book of Historia general dedicated to New Spain, Oviedo described the main temple
used by Moctezuma and the lords of Mexico:
In the middle of the courtyard there was a cu, also called orchilobos or house of
prayer. It was very tall, and had been built by all the rulers up until then, and had
sixty steps to climb it…⁴⁰
This oratory was not only built by the rulers of the city, but also used as a royal burial site,
as those who had excavated them could ascertain based on the treasured they found.⁴¹
However, as we have seen, in his epistolary exchange with Antonio de Mendoza, Orchilobos
is no longer mere the name of the temples and oratories found throughout New Spain and
Nicaragua, but the deified founder of the city. In this account, the relation between the founder
and the temple in Tenochtitlan changes: the captain called Orchilobos built the temple after
he settled in the city. In order to understand this subtle transformation, we need to take now a
detour, far from the capital of New Spain, and into the wider European circulation of reports,
images and texts about the Conquest of Mexico. It is within this context that an image, as we
shall now see, first fused, without naming them, Huitzilopochtli and Hercules.

An early source provides suggestive evidence about this tacit adaptation. It is to be found in
the famous Nurember map of Tenochtitlan, a two-page print included in the Latin edition of
⁴⁰“Y en medio deste patio avia un qü, que también se llamaba orchilobos ó casa de oración, muy alto, que avian
fecho los señores todos que hasta estonçes avia ávido, é tenia sessenta gradas para subir arriba…” Fernández de
Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk. 33 (?), ch. 46, 502.
⁴¹“É después que los christianos lo deshicieron para reformar é ordenar mejor la cibdad, se hallaban aquellas
sepulturas en manera de bóvedas, y en ellas mucho oro é plata é piedras de valor, que metian allí con aquellos
señores, quando morían.” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, bk. 33 (?), ch. 46, 502.
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Figure 3.3: Map of Mexico-Tenochtitla. Hernán Cortés, Praeclara de Nova maris Oceani Hyspania Narratio, Nuremberg, 1524.

Hernán Cortés’s letters, published in 1524 (see fig. 3.3).
At the center of the lake city of Tenochtitlan, the map depicts a relatively oversized view
of the sacred precinct, recognizable by the twin temple structure and the two skull-racks or
Tzompantli. At the center of the precinct, under the twin temples and striding two pedestals, a
monumental beheaded figure in frontal view preside over the composition (fig. 3.4). The figure
holds in its hands two serpentine forms that have been interpreted as scrolls or, more frequently,
as snakes. In the latter case, a crucial detail must be noted: the overhanging of the serpent’s top
above the hands indicates that they are being seized, and under the control of the figure. Finally,
a gloss over the pedestals identifies the figure as an “idol lapideum,” or a stone idol. As I will
now show, this idol advances a visual adaptation of the main idol venerated in Tenochtitlan to
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Figure 3.4: The Idol Lapideum at the center of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, detail. Hernán Cortés, Praeclara
de Nova maris Oceani Hyspania Narratio, Nuremberg, 1524.

age-old ideas of rulership in the Mediterranean.
Reflecting an unique view of the Mexico-Tenochtitlan as it stood a few years before it was
laid waste, the Nuremberg map offers the promise of an evidence and testimony of the Aztec
capital. As such, it has been the object of exhaustive research that has set out to find its European models, as much as its reference to Nahua cartographic practices, conceptions of space,
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or native agency.⁴² What these studies often overlook is the fact that the map, that visualizes
Cortés’s conquest of the greatest city in the New World, sits at the crossroads of two entirely
different figurative regimes: the schematic referentiality of cartography and the symbolic language of heraldic.⁴³ Under such conditions, images are overdetermined: any referential content
is already codified by symbolic convention, while symbolic conventions take cues from referential forms. This caveat qualifies the nature of any iconographic research, while opening new
avenues.
In a recent article, E. Hill Boone has argued that the idol lapideum was either a “version of
one of the monolithic Coatlicue statues” or, following an hypothesis first advanced by E. Matos
Moctezuma in 1978, with the recently unearthed Coyolxauhqui stone disc. The reason for this
is that both famous sculpture depict decapitated bodies (see fig. 3.5). Boone, however, posited
the presence of yet another diagnostic trait, noting what she perceived as stretch marks in the
body of the stone idol–a trait that also appears in the Coyolxauhqui disc.⁴⁴ Regardless of what
one makes of this interpretation of traces that could well be pictorial devices do endow the stone
idol with depth and movement, there are reasons to question Boone and Matos Moctezumas’s
identification. To begin with, as first noted by D. Gresle-Pouligny, the Coyolxhauhqui relief
belong to an earlier construction phases of the Templo Mayor, and thus were already buried by
⁴²Toussaint, “Estudio histórico y analítico”, in Toussaint, Planos de la ciudad de México; Matos Moctezuma,
“Reflexiones acerca del plano de Tenochtitlan publicado en Nuremberg en 1524”; Mundy, “Mapping the Aztec
Capital”.
⁴³“L’héraldique rassemble genéralment un maximum de contenu symbolique dans un minimum d’espace. Ce
langage, on ne peut plus conventionnel, découvre, à force de symboles qui confinent souvent à l’abstraction, les
plans superpóses les plus notoires […] de la vie d’un personnage […] ou d’une communauté.” Gresle-Pouligny, Un
plan pour Mexico-Tenochtitlan, 13. Gresle-Pouligny reminds us that the very representation of Tenochtitlan that
appears in the Nuremberg Map, albeit in a simplified fashion, became part of Cortés’s armory, granted by Charles
V in 1525: “[Y] en otra meitad del dicho medio escudo de la mano izquierda a la parte de abajo podais traer la
cibdad de Tenustitan, armada sobre agua, en memoria que por fuerza de armas la ganastes y sujetastes a nuestro
señorío”(Real Cédula, March 7, 1525, apud Martínez Cosío, Heráldica de Cortés). I would add that the map itself
is already invested in an heraldic function: establishing a notorious identity of Tenochtitlan as a city.
⁴⁴Hill Boone, “This New World Now Revealed”.
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Figure 3.5: Two proposed identities for the Nuremberg map’s Stone Idol. a. Coatliclue. b. Coyolxauhtli

the time Cortés marched into Tenochtitlan.⁴⁵ And the Coatlicue was unearthed in 1790 outside
of the Templo Mayor enclosure.
The image, however, affords a different reading. As striking as its decapitation, is its location and scale. As is well known, Cortés’s Second Letter—printed in Latin in the volume that
includes the map—and many other authors who followed suit, mentioned the presence of a
“great idol” that according to Cortés presided over the temple. As we have discussed above,
Cortés never explicitly named the idol, even thought from information scattered throughout
⁴⁵Gresle-Pouligny, Un plan pour Mexico-Tenochtitlan, 242. Hill Boone acknowledges this fact, and speaks of
“versions” or “successors” or those sculptures–non of which are known. Interestingly, the two other known sculptures identified as Coyolxauqui do not consist of headless torsos, bur exactly the posit: severed heads. Indeed, the
defining traits of Coyolxauhtli—the nose-bar, the golden bells on her cheeks bearing a name-glyph, and the sacrificial plumes flowing down from the occiput—are all evidently based on her head.
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the letters is possible to ascertain that it what Huitzilopochtli. Interestingly, it was Pietro Martire d’Anghiera who, using Cortés’s letters, Andrés de Tapia’s account and likely personal conversations with participants of the campaign, was the first to identify the main idol of Tenochtitlan
as Huitzilopochtli.
In the Fifth Decade, devoted to New Spain and dedicated to pope Adrian IV, Anghiera
described the “marmoreo simulacro” (great marble statue) dedicated to their “their great god
Uulchilabuchichi” (Huitzilopochtli).⁴⁶ So while the idol lapideum might bear iconographic
traces of Mexica sculpture, such as decapitation or the use of serpents to indicate blood, it seems
clear that, in a map accompanying Cortés’s letters, it stands as a visual correlate to the “main idol”
of Tenochtitlan.
Anghiera’s passage furnished yet another interesting clue. Anghiera passage emphasizes
the monumental size of the marble sculpture, and compares its great height–“the size of three
men”— with the Colossus of Rhodes.⁴⁷ The identification with the Colossus, which according
to ancient sources was a representation Helios, and whose sun associations, as rays around
his head, were made explicit in coins and other sources, might be a clue of the mysterious
anthropomorphized Sun that appears between the towers of the Temple (see fig. 3.7 and
fig. 3.9). Interestingly, the assimilation of the stone idol with the monumental sculpture of
Helios at Rhodes was apparently picked up by later engravers, that starting with Benedetto
⁴⁶“De idolis vero qui referant narre[n]t venientes, est remebundu[m] dictu. Posthabito Vuichilubuchichi deoru[m] ipsorum maximi simulacro marmoreo, virilium statura[rx] triu[n], quod Rodio non inidet Coloso…” Angleria, De Orbe Novo, V, 4, f. 72r. In the Alcalá 1530 edition, a marginal call adds: “Idoli Uulchilabuchichi”.
⁴⁷Anghiera, De Orbe Novo, V, 4, f. 72r; Boone, “Templo Mayor Research”, 7-8. The parallel with the Colossus,
however, has been obscured by the fact that many commentators have used a faulty reading by MacNutt. In his
1912 translation, MacNutt read “statua” instead of the correct “statura.” Thus, Boone claimed that Anghiera wrote
that the sculpture “was also accompanied by three human statues” (8), when in fact he actually wrote that the
sculpture’s height was that of three men (“virilium statura[rx] triu[n],” fol. 72r), which makes more sense in this
context.
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Figure 3.6: The reconstructed stone idol. Bordone, Insulario, Venice, 1547.

Bordone’s version of the Nuremberg map in his Isolario, generally assumed that the Sun face
belonged to the stone idol, and thus re-attached it to it (see fig. 3.6).⁴⁸
Anghiera’s passage already suggests something that has become noted time and again by
scholars: the similarity of the stone idol to ancient sculptures. In the words of Boone, the image
bears the “corporeal plasticity of classical sculpture.”⁴⁹ Indeed, the stone idol’s contrapposto is
evident, and the pronounced outline, that pierces through the contour of the body adding depth
and a sense of movement, breaks down the schematism of the frontal view. And yet, we must add,
together with the tell-tale presence of a pedestal, these figurative traits are not necessarily direct
references to classical sculpture, but rather to what Michel Camille called the “gothic idol,” a
recurring theme in Medieval figurative art.⁵⁰ As in Medieval representations of the apocryphal
⁴⁸Bordone, Libro di Benedetto Bordone nel qual si ragiona de tutte le isole del mondo (Venice, 1528).
⁴⁹Hill Boone, “This New World Now Revealed.”
⁵⁰“Gothic idols” appear in depictions of idolatry in Medieval figurative art, most often in connection to the
apocryphal theme of the “fall of the idols” that took place during the Holy Family’s flight to Egypt. See Camille,
The Gothic Idol.
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Figure 3.7: Roman coin depicting Helios.

“Fall of the Idols,” the idol in the Nuremberg Map plays with the ambiguity of forms: while
the gesture, composition and pedestal—not to mention the inscription—lead the viewer to
regard it as a stone sculpture, other visual devices suggests that we are in fact seeing a human
body. A suitable visual correlate to a figure–Huitzilopochtli— that would soon after would be
interpreted as a deified human. A final iconographic detail takes us further in that direction.
The stone idol holds in its hands two forms that resemble serpents. While serpents, in Mexica sculpture, tend to represent sacrificial blood as it springs from the body, the fact that the idol
is holding the two serpents is made clear by the care with which the engraver depicted, with the
slightest of lines, the serpents’ head overhanging from the idol’s grasp. While most scholars have
tried to find iconographic motives in Aztec sculpture, less attention has been given to European
models on which this image might be based.
An important sign in this directions was provided by the art historian Thomas B. F. Cummins, who in a recent article suggested the gesture stone idol might be a reference to the most
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famous ancient sculpture of the sixteenth-century: the Laocoon (see 3.8).⁵¹ The famous Laocoon sculpture, unearthed in 1506, was to become the paradigm of ancient art for the century
to come. And yet, the Laocoon hypothesis faces some problems. The most important one is
the fact that while the Laocoon indeed caused a stir in the Roman circles, its diffusion through
drawings and prints was not as immediate, and it’s doubtful that it would have reached either
Cortés or the printer at Nuremberg as early as early the 1522. Furthermore, until the late 1530s,
all the existent prints of Laocoon depict the sculpture as it stood when it was unearthed: incomplete. As can be seen in the earliest surviving drawing on the Laocoon, produced shortly after
its discovery, the group was missing “the right arm of the father and the younger son, the older
son’s right hand, as well as some of the snake’s coils.”⁵²
Given it’s later popularity, it’s often forgotten that Laocoon’s right arm, twisted backwards as
it struggles with the serpent, was a later addition. Unlike two of the son’s feet, found nearby, the
original arm was never found. According to Giorgio Vasari, the first to restore the father’s arm
was Baccio Bandinelli, in 1524-25–that is, after the Nuremberg Map had already been printed.⁵³
A further objection must be raised. The iconography of the Laocoon, as it was understood
in the sixteenth-century, was one of misfortune and tragedy. While the Laocoon struggles to
seize serpents, he is in fact overpowered by them. It is a defeated figure, whose pathos became
the model for the befalling of misfortunes. As we shall now see, the stone idol of Tenochtitlan
draws instead on the iconography of vanquishing strong men.
⁵¹Cummins, “Toward a New World’s Laocoon”.
⁵²Frischer, “An Annotated Chronology of the ‘Laocoon’ Statue Group.” According to a testimony by the Venetian ambassador to Rome, dated April 28, 1523, the group was still incomplete by that date.
⁵³“[Baccio Bandinelli] [r]estaurò ancora l’antico Laoconte del braccio destro, il quale essendo tronco e non
trovandosi, Baccio ne fece uno di cera grande30 che corrispondeva co’ muscoli e con la fierezza e maniera all’antico,
e con lui s’univa di sorte, che mostrò quanto Baccio intendeva dell’arte: e questo modello gli servì a fare l’intero
braccio al suo.” Vasari, Le Vite, ed. Giuntina, V, 246. See Frischer.
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Figure 3.8: a. Giovanni Antonio da Brescia, ca. 1506 –1508. Düsseldorf, Museum Kunstpalast, KA (FP)
7032. b. Baccio Bandinelli: a fully restored Laocoon, ca. 1525. Uffi Gallery, Florence.

Two aspects of the stone idol are revealing: the bilateral symmetry and the act of subjecting two serpents. What I would like to propose is that the stone idol of Tenochtitlan draws
to ancient models of rulership understood as the vanquishing of monsters or animals. While
these iconographic tropes have a long history, we will focus in the figure that, in the Latin West,
condenses like no other these traits: Hercules.
An ancient Semitic and Indo-European tradition associated the subjection of beasts and
rulership, and visual motif of a strong individual flanked by two animals has a deep history.
The heraldic composition of an male or female subjecting with his or her grasp two antithetical animals–lions, griffins, serpents or dragons—is abundantly found in the figurative art of
Bronze Age civilizations, from Assyria to Iberia. In Sumerian and Assyrian art, it’s been called
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Figure 3.9: Van Heemskerck, “Colossus solis,” 1572.

“Gilgamesh motif,” in reference to an episode of the Sumerian epic poem that the motif is said
to illustrate.⁵⁴ In the Mediterranean, the motif of a woman or man subjecting two animals is
particularly widespread in Mycenaean and Minoan civilizations, where it’s generally known as
the “Mistress” or the “Master of Animals,” and is associated to hunting, and thus to power and
rulership. Classical Greece adopted it under the guise of Artemis and other heroes and gods, and
two intriguing Biblical images, in the Prayer of Habakkuk and Psalm 90, are better explained
⁵⁴Sandars, The Epic of Gilgamesh, “Introduction”, 36-7.
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as adoptions of the motif.⁵⁵ Thus, the Master of Animals expressed a trope, widely-attested in
Indo-European cultural areas, that linked the exercise of power to the slaying of beasts and monsters. In Indo-European poetry and myth, the founder of rulership–not necessarily the king—
is consistently conceived of as a “dragon slayer,” as a vanquisher of monsters.⁵⁶
In an instance of remarkable continuity, the Master of Animals motif would re-surface time
and again across the Latin West. Its iconography, standardized in the symmetrical heraldic
composition of antithetical beasts, appears in the Romanic capitals of the French Limousin,
in Anglo-Saxon stone crosses, Carolingian manuscripts, and Medieval miniature painting and
liturgical drama. The ancient Master of Animals, that in Minoan and Sumerian civilizations was
associated to hunting and rulership, became adapted to a wide variety of Biblical and apocryphal
stories, such as the depictions of Daniel in the Den of Lions, scenes of the life of Saint Marcial,
and a wide range of Christological images–identifications that exegetes, from Jerome to Bede,
had laid out. Aspects of the trope, particularly the representation of lions rampant, made its way
into the language of heraldry throughout Europe.⁵⁷
All these themes coalesced around the figure of Herakles/Hercules, the prototypical slayer
of monsters in the Graeco-Roman world. Indeed, many of Herakles/Hercules’s labors consists
of the subjection of animals and monsters: the Lernaean hydra, the lion of Nemea, the Ery⁵⁵See Hinks, “The Master of Animals”; Chittenden, “The Master of Animals”. The Biblical passages are: “Super
aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis, et conculcabis leonem et draconem” (Psalm 90:13), and an enigmatic passage in
the “Prayer of Habakkuk” that in the Septuagint and the Old Latin translation reads: “In medio duorum animalium
cognosceris” (Habakkuk 3:2). Jerome regard this translation as spurious, and in the Vulgate he translated it as “In
medio annorum vivifica illud.” In his commentary, however, Jerome reference the old reading and even provided
an interpretation, and from this source it survived through the exegetical works of Bede (Expositio in Canticum
Habacuc Prophetae) and later commentators. Surprisingly, the Old Latin translation made it to the Roman Breviary,
and thus to the liturgy (it was sang every Friday at Lauds), which perhaps explains the popularity of the motif in
Medieval art.
⁵⁶Watkins, How to Kill a Dragon, spec.secs. iv-vi.
⁵⁷Negus, “Daniel in the Den of Lions”. Another important Christian figure associated to the Master of Animals
is Saint George, even though the motif is less apparent in this case.
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Figure 3.10: The Labours of Hercules. Martire d’Anghiera, Decades de Orbe Novo, Alcalá de Henares,
1530.
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Figure 3.11: a. “Infant Hercules Strangling Two Serpents.” Moderno (Galeazzo Mondella). Italian,
Verona 1467–1528. b. Infant Hercules Strangling Two Serpents in the Cradle, Frontispiece, detail. Martire d’Anghiera, Decades de Orbe Novo, Alcalá de Henares, 1530.

manthian boar or the monster Gerion. While the iconographies of these labours vary widely,
another popular episode, not part of the standard labors cycle, adopted the motif of the Master
of Animals, and offers a striking similarity to the idol lapideum of Tenochtitlan: the episode of
the infant Hercules strangling two serpents in his cradle. Interestingly, the episode appears in
the frontispiece of the 1530 edition of Anghiera’s Decades de Orbe Novo that, as we have seen,
includes descriptions of Tenochtitlan (see figs. 3.10 and 3.11).
As is well known, Herculean imagery held a prominent place in Habsburg imperial ideology
in the early modern period, as synthesized in Charles V’s columnar device, created in 1516. The
Herculean imagery, however, stemmed from the political culture and the courtly pageantry of
the House of Burgundy and the Order of the Golden Fleece, in which the future emperor had
been brought up.⁵⁸ It’s important to note, however, that this imagery built on a deeper history
⁵⁸Rosenthal, “The Invention of the Columnar Device of Emperor Charles V at the Court of Burgundy in Flan-
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that since the Middle Ages had bonded Hercules and the Iberian peninsula.
Ancient geographers and historians identified the Iberian peninsula as the site of many of
Herakles/Hercules’s labors. In particular, most ancient commentators held that the garden of
Hesperides, and hence the killing of Geryon, had taken place in the “island” of Gades (Cadiz).⁵⁹.
Medieval chroniclers, particularly Rodrigo Jiménez de Rada (1170 –1240), expanded this identifications and for the first time consistently linked Hercules’s exploits with the Iberian peninsula.⁶⁰ Jiménez de Rada portrayed Hercules as a somewhat ambiguous figure, a strongman and
violent conqueror who at the same time founded cities throughout the peninsula in his wake.
Significantly, however, Rada reserved the role of the civilizing hero and good ruler not for Hercules, but for one of Hercules’s captains—Hispan or Espan—who he regarded as the first king
of Spain and from whom “Hispania” received its name.⁶¹
Things change dramatically when the redactors of Alfonso X’s Historia de España put pen
to paper. The redactors expanded the rather sketchy passages on Hercules found in Jiménez de
Rada, and transformed into a veritable “materia” or cycle: “we shall now speak of Hercules, who
was the man who accomplished the most distinguished exploits in Spain back then.”⁶² While
medieval chroniclers like Jiménez de Rada tended to favor the Biblical figure of Tubal or the
Greek Hispan as the founding figures of Spain, in the Estoria de España Hercules takes on this
ders in 1516”.
⁵⁹Knapp, “Via Heraclea en Occidente,” 107
⁶⁰Rada, De Repus Hispaniea, chs. 4-6. Caballero Lopez, “El mito en la historia de España”, 86.
⁶¹Caballero Lopez. The distinction between a hero and the ruler, it must be noted, is characteristic of IndoEuropean myth and conceptions of power.
⁶²“[T]ornaremos a fablar de Hercules, que fue ell omne que mas fechos sennalados fizo en Espanna aquella
sazon.” Alfonso X, Estoria de España, ch.3 apud Caballero Lopez, 89. Jiménez de Rada: “[E]t finibus Hesperiae
navium suarum stationem iocavit, et in illa parte turres fortissimas fabricavit, quae essent posteris in monumentum,
quae adhuc hodie Gades Herculis nuncupatur.” De Rebus Hispaniae, I, 4, apud Fernández-Ordoñez, Las ”estorias”
de Alfonso el Sabio, 120.
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Figure 3.12: Hercules of Cadiz as Master of Animals. Estoria de España, fol. 4r. Real Biblioteca del
Monasterio de El Escorial, Y-I-2.

role.⁶³ In many ways, Alfonso X’s Estoria de España conceives the history of rulership in Spain
against the background of Hercules.
⁶³“[L]a centralidad de Tubal queda no obstante en este relato desdibujada por la figura de Hércules […], que
cumple entre otras la función de vincular a España en el más excelso grado con la tradición grecolatina.” Rodríguez,
“La estirpe de Tubal,” 225; Maravall, Antiguos y modernos, 285.
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In the so-called “manuscrito regio” that contains the Estoria de España, Hercules became so
prominent and the material dealing with him so abundant, that the redactors decided to integrated it into a “estoria unada” (an unified story)–a single, unified story, so that it could be better
understood.⁶⁴ The Estoria de Espanna was originally envisioned to have a rich painted miniature program, even though from the over a hundred blanc spaces left for it only 7 miniatures
were completed. Significantly, three of these miniature refer to Hercules and offer important
clues on the iconography of the stone idol in the Nuremberg Map.⁶⁵
The miniatures appears in one the Estoria’s first folios, and while it purports to illustrates
the monumental Hercules sculpture at Cadiz, its iconography presents Hercules as a Master of
Animals, subduing the lion(s) of Nemea (see fig. 3.12).⁶⁶

While a direct genetic relation between the Alphonsine miniature and the Nuremberg map
seems highly unlikely, the presence of similar schemes and iconographic motifs around two
figures regarded as founders of cities and rulership, is more than a mere coincidence. The unlikelihood of direct influence suggests that these independent instances resort to a common,
deeper matrix of ideas and patterns. In particular, the Master of Animals motif condenses a set
of ideas about the nature of rulership, that ties the origins of power to the establishment of
polities, symbolically represented by the slaying of wild beasts.
⁶⁴“[V]aya toda su estoria una, commo de tan grand principe e sennor como el, e que lo entiendan mejor los que
la qusieren oyr.”
⁶⁵Vigo Trasancos, “Tras las huellas de Hércules,” 221; Dominguez Rodríguez, “Hércules en la miniatura de Alfonso X el Sabio,” 95; Comez Ramos, Las empresas artisticas de Alfonso X el Sabio, 189–95; Domínguez Rodríguez,
Miniaturas alfonsíes.
⁶⁶Estoria de Espanna, ch. 4, fol. 4r. The source is Ovid, Herodias, IX.
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The fact that the Alphonsine miniature, the Hapsburg columnar device and the Nuremberg
map—to name but three instances—could resort to the same set of ideas and motifs suggests
that, unlike what has generally been assumed, the Herculean imagery was not the exclusive domain of Habsburg imperial iconography. Conquerors, governors and later viceroys would continue to appropriate it throughout the sixteenth-century. This can be seen, to give another New
Spanish example, in the facade of the Casa de Montejo, in modern-day Mérida, Yucatán. The
plateresque facade of his private residence, Francisco de Montejo (1479 –, 1553) Adelantado
to Yucatán, displays a composition laden with Herculean imagery. This is most prominent in
the depiction of a bearded man that, like Hercules temporarily relieving Atlas from carrying the
world, supports the upper register of the facade (see fig. 3.13).⁶⁷
That at various junctures individuals continued to resort to Herculean imagery suggests that
more than sovereignty, this imagery evoked a deeper seignorial ethos. Political power in its pure
state, manifested in the foundation of cities; a power never fully captured by sovereign power,
even if the Cortes’s Nuremberg map offers the dignified urbis as a gift to the Emperor.
The part-emblematic, part-figurative stone idol at the heart of the Nuremberg map can be
regarded as the emblem of this bond between the warring founder and its city. The emblem reflects on what political power means in the context of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, in 1524. As other
scholars have noted, it’s not without paradox that an image bound to become the standard representation of the Mexico for centuries to come evokes the city as it stood before the Conquest.
Similarly, fusing of Hercules and Huitzilopochtli under the form of a Master of Animals— and
thus as creators of the political order that kings will later usufruct—the Nuremberg map imagines the political order of a New Spain in the mirror of its city’s past.
⁶⁷xi. See Barteet, Architectural Rhetoric, spec. ch. 1.
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Figure 3.13: Façade of the Casa de Montejo, 1542-1549. Merida, Yucatan.
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The consolidation of this envisioned future would, to all effects, be accomplished by the
new Viceroy—the true American Hercules?—who himself drew from a seignorial ethos in order to affirm a form of government that also threatens to keep sovereignty—the power of the
monarch—at bay.
The Nuremberg map and Mendoza’s account of the city’s founding by a warring overlord
are dense condensations of patterns, figurative motifs, and ideas. It them, Mexica notions of
rulership adopt ancient Mediterranean patterns and motifs, while these are expressed through
Mexica figurative idioms. Huitzilopochtli, becomes, to all effects, a Mexica Hercules.
In a final twist to this game of identifications and superpositions, Huitzilopochtli, as deified
founder, would adopt, in sixteenth-century Nahua exegesis, a new face. He will no longer be
the demiurge of the Leyenda de los cinco soles, the embodiment of rulership thought the bearing
of its artifacts, but a simple commoner. Or to be more precise, in the wording of the Florentine
Codex, “only a commoner, only a man” (çan macehual, çan tlacatl). Like the Iberian Hercules of
Medieval historiography, Huitzilopochtli is presented by the Florentine Codex as neither a king
nor a noblemen (pipiltin), but rather a macehual. It is not difficult to hear, in this vindication
of a macehual political legitimacy, echoes of tumultuous re-accommodations of local lineages
in the valley of Mexico during the first half of the sixteenth century, a phenomena to which we
will return in the end of this chapter.

3.3

A Mexican Mars

Significant as it was during the early viceregal period, the assimilation of Huitzilopochtli to
Hercules would eventually be surpassed by a parallel with the Roman Mars. Writing in the
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first decade of the seventeenth-century, Torquemada, for example, presented the Mexica teotl as
“otro Marte Indiano”, and deployed a lengthy exegesis to his myths without any mention of the
Herculean parallel. This sections traces back the first instances of this assimilation to Fernández
de Oviedo’s reactions to Mendoza’s account. As I will demonstrate in the following pages, this
assimilation folds Aztec religion within the fabric of the New Spanish polity.

Antonio de Mendoza’s account did not fare well with the Royal Chronicler and Governor of
Santo Domingo. For one thing, Mendoza’s account disagreed on crucial points with the narrative that Oviedo had pieced together from Cortés’s own letters and testimonies.⁶⁸ Careful not
be lay blame on Mendoza for a departure that he attributed to his sources, Oviedo mentioned
that Cortés’s account was in fact based on Moctezuma’s own words. And as proof of its validity,
he adduced that Moctezuma had not only confided the account of the origins of his people privately to Cortés, but also in public audience and in the presence of the prominent member’s of
his kingdom,⁶⁹ “[y] es de creer que Monteçuma mejor estaria informado de su generasçion é orígen que no los nuevos ó modernos informadores de agora.” According to Moctezuma—that is,
according to Cortés—Orchilobos did not hailed from the North, but from the Levant, “háçia
donde el sol sale”, and that he in fact returned and was rejected by his own people.⁷⁰ Oviedo was
⁶⁸Oviedo refers to the following Chapters V, IX, XLV, XLVIII of his Historia.
⁶⁹This probably refer to the two different speeches attributed to Moctezuma in Cortés’s Second Letter.
⁷⁰In Cortés’s letters, the departing captain purportedly mentioned by Moctezuma is never named: “[e] e también creo que de vuestros antecesores tenéis memoria cómo nosotros no somos naturales desta tierra, e que vinieron
a ella de otra muy lejos, y los trajo un señor que en ella los dejó, cuyos vasallos todos eran. […] Y él se volvió, y dejó
dicho que tornaría o enviaría con tal poder, que los pudiese constreñir y atraer a su servicio. E bien sabéis que siempre lo hemos esperado, y según las cosas que el capitán nos ha dicho de aquel rey y señor que le envió acá, y según la
parte de donde el dice que viene, tengo por cierto, y así lo debéis vosotros tener, que aqueste es el señor que nosotros
esperábamos, en especial que nos dice que allá tenía noticia de nosotros”.
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perhaps the first historian to contest the purported identification of Cortés with this parting
captain of the Mexicans—he noted that, prior to Cortés, many others had set foot in Mexico
and had not received a particularly warm welcome—but, in the discussion of Mendoza’s account
he’s was primarily invested in challenging the origins hypothesis it posited, and this would be
one of the issues he would raise in his letter to the Viceroy. As it happened, Oviedo had developed his own theory about such origins.
Oviedo started by dismissing the claims that the Mexicans might have come from Peru as
preposterous. Not only were their languages and customs entirely different, but also the word
“Perú,” used in the context of those early claims, referred most likely to an area closer to the
Darien and Panama and not to the land of the Incas. He then vented his own view: that the
Mexicans must have originated in the Southern regions of Nicaragua, a land that shared language and customs with those found in New Spain.⁷¹ It must be remembered that Oviedo had
in fact traveled through these areas, of predominant Nicao culture around 1539, and was thus
basing his conjecture on his first-hand knowledge of the place.⁷² It’s significant that throughout
his exchanges with Mendoza and Ramusio, Oviedo, in Santo Domingo, drew on his previous experiences of a culture which, as modern scholarship has established, was informed by successive
waves of Mesoamerican migrations and which, to the bewilderment of contemporary observers,
spoke a language clearly related to Nahuatl.⁷³
⁷¹“Lo que á mi me paresçe es, que no se debe creer que, caso quel origen de Monteçuma fuesse Orchilobos, él
oviesse venido de la parle del Norte ni de la del Perú , que está de la Nueva España puesta á la parte del viento
Saeste: antes se debe sospechar que fué de la parte de Nicaragua , ques provincia más oriental que Guatimala, en
la costa del Sur, de la mesma lengua que se habla en la Nueva España, la qual Guatimala está entre lo uno é lo
otro” {FernándezdeOviedo 1855@533-4}. In his Epistola proemial, Motolinía had also reflected on the surprising
finding of Náhuatl in such a far-flung regions.
⁷²Referencias sobre la presencia de Oviedo…
⁷³In last part of Chapter L, Oviedo refers to another figure who in his own career had been present in those
three places: Ramírez de Fuenleal.
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After this, Oviedo raises another objection to Mendoza-Ramusio’s account that directly
questions the purported divinity of Orchilobos. Regarding “Guatezuma’s” alleged virginal birth
from the long-departed Orchilobos, he writes:
Aquel sueño que diçe de cómo fué conçebido su padre de Monteçuma, me paresçe
mucho al cuento de Rea, madre de Remo é Rómulo, virgen vestal, que otros llaman Ilia é otros Silvia, como más largamente lo escriben Plutarco é Tito Livio; é
la una fábula e la otra se quieren paresçer. Offiçio es de las malas buscar excusas
para encubrir é dorar sus deliclos ó luxuria; ó digo dorar, porque no solamente los
encubren, pero hàçenlos miraglo. La madre de aquellos fundadores de Roma, los
quiso haçer hijos de Marte, dios de las batallas entre los antiguos gentiles. Y esta
otra que se durmió con aquella pluma en el pecho, quiso haçer á su hijo divino,
pues diçe en essa relaçion que Orchilobos era enviado de Dios, é que dixo, quando
se fué de Temistitan, que se tornaba para él. Por manera que, resolviendo mi opinion , los anteçesores de Monteçuma son de la mesma costa del Sur de Nicaragua é
de aquel golpho de Orotiña; é de allí abaxo háçia el Oçidente é por tierra pudieron
yr muchos á su placer á la Nueva España. É no es cosa nueva en el mundo á los capitanes transportarse de unas provinçias e partes extrañas en otras, é adquirir nuevos
estados é señoríos.[^rf105]
The fabulous account of Guatezuma’s brings to the mind of the Royal Chronicler another
story that links the founding of a city with a virgin birth: the story of Rhea Sylvia, the mother of
Romulus and Remus⁷⁴. As Oviedo noted, Rhea’s story was narrated, among others, by Plutarch
and Livy, and while the phrasing of Rhea’s name is reminiscent of the former, as we shall, it’s
moral interpretation was drawn directly from the latter.
The story appears in the section in which Livy discusses the rulers of Alba Longa that he
calls the “Ancient Latins”: the descendants of Aeneas who ruled before the founding of Rome
and to whose lineage Romulus and Remus belonged. One generation before the founding of
⁷⁴Hacer mención de la similitud con el mito del origen de Huitz de acuerdo al Florentino, que explica detalladamente el mismo mito, pero en el caso de que no es Huitz no es el padre, sino el hijo, y también se mencionan a
los 400 surianos.
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the city, bellicose Amulius dethrones his senior brother, the rightful king Numitor, and kills all
of his male offspring to prevent further claimants. Rhea Sylvia, Numitor’s daughter, is shunned
as a priestesses of Vesta, so that “obliging her to perpetual virginity he deprives her of all hopes
of issue.”⁷⁵ However, the vestal Rhea Sylvia is raped and has twin sons. According to Livy, she attributed the paternity of her twins—Romulus and Remus—to the god Mars, “whether actually
so believing, or because it seemed less wrong if a god were the author of her fault.”⁷⁶ As we can
see, Oviedo replicates Livy’s interpretation of the story while departing from the crucial point
of the Rhea’s ravishment, so that his debunking of the purported virginal birth is predicated on
reprobate women’s (“las malas”) tendency to disguise their concupiscence as miracles.
Regarding these parallelism between the founders of Rome and Tenochtitlan—and also,
between Vestal and Huitzilopotchli’s temples—Oviedo is laconic, merely acknowledging as a
matter of fact that “la una fábula e la otra se quieren paresçer.”⁷⁷ In lieu of a historical connection between the Ancient and the New World—an idea that he adamantly opposed—, the only
ground for comparison, if any, is the universal presence of iniquity⁷⁸. And yet, from its phrasing it seems that Oviedo’s rendering of the fable of Guatezuma’s virginal birth, as reported by
Mendoza-Ramusio, is already shaped as to make it subject to Livy’s own discrediting of Rhea’s
story. But once again, as the last part of the passage makes clear, Oviedo is primarily interested in
defending his hypothesis against the fabulous claims coming from New Spain, and it the course
of this defense he somehow deems its necessary to debunk the fables that through Mendoza⁷⁵Livy, I, 3, 11.
⁷⁶“[U]i compressa Uestalis cum geminum partum edidisset, seu ita rata seu quia deus auctor culpae honestior
erat, Martem incertae stirpis patrem nuncupat” (Livy, 1, 4, 3).
⁷⁷This parallelism has so far escaped the attention of scholars, as is not mention by David Lupher’s study on
Graeco-Roman historiographical models in New World historiography. The question arises of to what extend the
theme of virginal birth, found in later sources related to Quetzalcoatl, might in fact be shaped after this model.
⁷⁸On reckless morality as a sole ground for comparativism, see Detienne. On See David Lupher,
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Ramusio’s account become associated with a Northern origin.⁷⁹ In the still boundless territories of the Spanish possessions in the New World around the 1540s, an imaginary geography
clearly unfolds. A polarized geography, in which the still unconquered and largely unexplored
North remains the shimmering space of fable—from Cibola to Chicomostoc; from Izcoátl to
Orchilobos—whereas the South holds the promise of an all-to-human history. In Oviedo’s at
times overtly harsh reaction to the information hailing from Venice, the Southern conjecture
vies for hegemony over the whole, and the debunking of purported divine origins finds in Euhemerism a strong ally. Roughly around the same months, in the new Franciscan convent at
Tehuacan, Motolinía also reacts to the challenges of this open geography. Motolinía, who in
his Epístola proemial famously reported on Francisco de Niza’s Cibola expedition in search of
Cibola, ponders the surprising presence of Nahuatl speakers in South Nicaragua. His reaction,
unlike Oviedo’s remains more nuanced and ambiguous, for while the vexing discovery pushes
to a limit the coherence of his origenes gentium account, patterned as we’ve seen on the Genesis
Table of Nations and the Via Heraklea—“no sé cual de los hijos [de Izcoatl] fue el que llegó
ahí”—it also triggers an all-too-human historical imagination, when he posits the theory that
Nahua settlers must have reached Nicaragua when a series of droughts ravaged New Spain.⁸⁰
While describing a Orchilobos-Huitzilopochtli as the Mexican god of war has become a reflex of Americanist historiography, this identification does not seem to appear in the sources
prior to López de Gómara, who in a chapter “Delos Idolos de Mexico” writes that the from
the 2,000 gods venerated by the Mexicans, two were foremost: Tezcatlipoca and Vitcilopuchtli
(Huitzilopochtli). After a description of the monumental idols who presided the “Teucalli”
⁷⁹As for the Levantine origin reported by Cortés’s Moctezuma, it evidently does not foreclose the possibility
of a Nicaraguan migration.
⁸⁰Falta mencionar la propia reacción de Mendoza a estos problemas, en la carta que envía a Mendoza.
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(Teocalli), he wrote: “Ambos era hermanos Tezcatlipuca Dios de la providencia, y Victilopuchtli
dela guerra, que era mas adorado, y temido que todos los otros.” Gómara seems to draw this conclusion from the fact that deceased soldiers used to be dressed in the attire of Huitzilopochtli.
However, no source prior to this makes such an identification. In fact, years later, in the parallelism between Ancient and Mexican gods, Sahagún would identify Huitzilopochtli with Hercules and not with Mars.
It’s interesting to note that, while Oviedo did not describe Orchilobos as the god of war,
his interpretation of Guatezuma’s birth through Rhea Sylvia’s story does establish an implicit
connection between Orchilobos and Mars, whose Oviedo parses, supplementing Livy, as “dios
de las batallas entre los antiguos gentiles”.[^rf121] Similarly, an earlier passage of the book on
New Spain suggests the identification, without mentioning Huitzilopochtli by name. When he
describes Moctezuma’s main temple, he writes that 4 main gods were venerated there: “que á uno
tenia por dios de la guerra, como los gentiles á Marte.”⁸¹ As the later discussion of the chapter
makes clear, Oviedo is explicitly drawing on Livy’s. In particular, Oviedo various passages on
Tenochtitlan and it’s mythic founders seems to be inspired by Livy’s account of Rome. Through
a chain of associations that revolves around Mars, consider the following passage of Livy:
“The traditions of what happened prior to the foundation of the City or whilst it
was being built, are more fitted to adorn the creations of the poet than the authentic
records of the historian, and I have no intention of establishing either their truth
or their falsehood. This much licence is conceded to the ancients, that by intermingling human actions with divine they may confer a more august dignity on the origins of states. Now, if any nation ought to be allowed to claim a sacred origin and
point back to a divine paternity that nation is Rome. For such is her renown in war
that when she chooses to represent Mars as her own and her founder’s father, the nations of the world accept the statement with the same equanimity with which they
⁸¹{FernándezDeOviedo 1855@Lib. XXXIII, Ch. XLVI, 503}.
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accept her dominion. But whatever opinions may be formed or criticisms passed
upon these and similar traditions, I regard them as of small importance. The subjects to which I would ask each of my readers to devote his earnest attention are
these - the life and morals of the community; the men and the qualities by which
through domestic policy and foreign war dominion was won and extended. Then
as the standard of morality gradually lowers, let him follow the decay of the national character, observing how at first it slowly sinks, then slips downward more
and more rapidly, and finally begins to plunge into headlong ruin, until he reaches
these days, in which we can bear neither our diseases nor their remedies.”
The III Part of the Historia general y natural was published in 1547, and it’s quite likely
that Gómara used it as a source for his own work. Bernal Díaz del Castillo’s account of the
Conquest, written from notes taken between the 1550s and the 1570s, which contain much
more detail on the religious customs and the temples the Spanish troops found in their advance
towards México, does identify Huitzilopochtli as the Mexican god of war, but Bernal Díaz drew
extensively on Gómara, despite regarding him as his nemesis.

3.4

The Mendoza Archive

As we have seen, Antonio de Mendoza’a account is unique in presenting Huitzilopochlti not as
a god but as the founder of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The letter presents Huitzilopochlti as a great
military captain that through a campaign of conquests becomes the lord of México and the
founder of the ruling dynasty immediately preceded the arrival of Cortés. The account portrays
Huitzilopochtli as an ideal ruler, who promulgates laws, establishes the principle of rightful
succession, establishes public religion under the guise of ceremonies and yearly feasts, and even
lays out the foundations of chivalry.⁸²
⁸²“Dióles cerimonias, orden de sacrifigios é leyes de combates é duelos.” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia
general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk. 33, ch. 50, 531.
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Dispatched in 1540 to the Emperor, the letter is coetaneous with another foundational moment: the consolidation of the viceroyalty of New Spain, established in 1535, under the aegis
of Antonio de Mendoza. Mendoza’s tenure as viceroy and president of the Audiencia of Mexico was momentous, as it not only pacified the land after a decade of violence and civil war and
greatly enlarged the viceroyalty’s territory, but also consolidated the institutions, the urban fabric and even the civic and ecclesiastic architecture that would shape New Spanish society for the
centuries to come. Indeed, according to Jerónimo de Alcalá, the likely author of the Relación de
Michoacán–a work collected at the viceroy’s behest viceroy around 1539— Mendoza’s government had been so effective, that his tenure should be considered a second Conquest, with the
caveat that while the first was accomplished in a matter of day, the second had required many
years (see fig. 3.14).⁸³
In his ambitious reforms and policies, Antonio de Mendoza uncannily mirrors some of
Huitzilopotchli’s own feats. As another Huitzilopochtli, contemporary sources convey an image of Mendoza as a civilizing figure, who rid the republic from strife and established a lasting
peace and justice. As Lewis Hanke noted, echoing a common sixteenth-century opinion, “pocos
virreyes gozaron del respeto general como [Antonio de] Mendoza”.⁸⁴ The sixteenth-century jurist Juan de Matienzo, for example, in his Gobierno del Perú (1567), described the virtus of
the ideal viceroy as encompassing personal virtue, good name and piety, but also devotion to
the matters of the republic (“que sea republicano”) and personal knowledge about the land—
attributes that according to Matienzo had been exemplarily embodied by the first viceroy of
⁸³“Y podemos decir de v[uestra] S[eñorí]a que hace más en sustentar y conservar lo conquistado, que fué en conquistallo de nuevo; porque en lo primero fué trabajo de algunos días, y en esto, trabajo de muchos años.” Relación
de Michoacán, fol. 3r.
⁸⁴Hanke, Los virreyes, 19.
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Figure 3.14: An annonymous Franciscan (now identified as Jerónimo de Alcalá) presents the manuscript
Relación de Michoacán to the viceroy Antonio de Mendoza. Relación de Michoacan, ca. 1540. Real Biblioteca de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, C IV 5.
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Mexico.⁸⁵ And Jerónimo de Alcalá, gives us an inkling of the high regard in which the viceroy
was held by many of his subjects, as well as his skills at keeping the peace, administering justice,
listening to people high and low, and “desagraviar a los agraviados”.⁸⁶ Finally, the early 1540s
coincide with the “pacification” of the warring nations of Nueva Galicia, a military defeat that
the viceroy accomplished through the aid of an army of Nahua peoples from the main altepeme
of central Mexico.
To what extent did the history of the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan reflects and mirrors contemporary events of the 1540s? In what ways is the alleged history of the foundation
of Mexico-Tenochtitlan by the captain Huitzilopochtli also foundational for viceroyal governance? In order to understand this, we shall now situate Mendoza’s account on the origins of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan in the context of what we will call the Mendoza Archive: the device integrated by policies and knowledge that formed the basis of the first viceroy’s program of government.
Antonio de Mendoza y Pacheco arrived to the city of Mexico on November 14, 1535. The
viceroy had received the cédula real naming him Viceroy and President of the Audiencia, as well
as an Instrucción, issued in Barcelona on April 25, 1535.
⁸⁵“Que sea hombre virtuoso; cristiano probado y conocido por tal en su niñez, mocedad y madura edad, y en
toda su vida; como dice Platón, que tenga buena fama, porque no le basta ser bueno, si no tuviere buena opinión;
que sea republicano, y aficionado a cosas de república, y dado a ello, y tenga ispiriencia de las cosas de la tierra
que hubiere que gobernar, porque el que no lo sabe es más osado para intentar y hacer alguna cosa con que se
pierda la tierra.” “Quiero advertir a los gobernadores que tomen exemplo de aquel famoso Virey don Antonio de
Mendoza, luz y espejo de todos los que fueren…” de Magril, “Destrucción de La Deidad Fingida, Mentirosa Y Vana,
de Lucifer Maldito Y de Todos Sus Secuaces Los Demonios Y Juntamente Noticia Verídica Y Breve de Su Ruina
Y Abominaciones, Que Se Dirigen a Usurparle a Dios Nuestro Señor Su Imperio, Su Honra, Gloria Y Toda Su
Deidad, Si Pudiera”, 199-200; 207, apud Hanke, Los virreyes, vol.1, 19-20.
⁸⁶“[Y] lo que es notorio a todos y la verdad no se ha de encubrir, porque V.S. paresce ser elegido de Dios para
la gobernación desta tierra, para tener a todos en paz, para mantener a todos en justicia, para oir a chicos y grandes,
para desagraviar a los agraviados.” Relación de Michoacán, fol. 3r.
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The twenty seven items in this suscint document gave Mendoza ample powers, and laid
out the basis for a program of government, that encompassed everything from institutional reform, indigenous governance, labor regulation, monetary policy and land management. A second set of instructions, issued a year later in Madrid, established the basis for the cultural and
educational policies that would become a hallmark of the first viceroy’s tenure, such as the establishment of a school for Nahua nobles, in Mexico, and a school for creoles, in Valladolid (now
Morelia), and civic and ecclesiastic infrastructure throughout the viceroyalty.⁸⁷
The viceroy, however, would go even further than what these instructions stipulated, and
envisioned an ambitious program of government based on two main axis: deep knowledge of
the land and the political and economic customs of its inhabitants, and the acknowledgment
and incorporation of local forms of indigenous government, through a collaborative Nahua
elite.
A scion of Spain’s highest nobility, the young Antonio de Mendoza was educated, in the halls
of the reconquest Alhambra, in the “humanismo caballeresco” characteristic of the fifteenthcentury Castilian nobility.⁸⁸ In Granada, he was imbibed in the model of seignorial government
implemented by his father, don Íñigo López de Mendoza y Quiñones, as Capitán General of
the city. It’s not surprising that the program envisioned by New Spain’s first Viceroy was closely
inspired in Granada.
Building on the experience of the Second Audiencia, and in particular on the advice of
bishop fray Juan de Zumárraga, the viceroy was convinced that the grafting of viceregal gover⁸⁷“Instrucción a Antonio de Mendoza”, 25-04-1535, Archivo General de Indias, Patronato, ramo 63, printed
in Hanke , vol. I, doc. 2, 22-31. For a still valuable overview of the instructions, see Pérez Bustamante, Don Antonio
de Mendoza, 21-7. “Ampliación de la Instrucción a Antonio de Mendoza”, 14-07-1536, Archivo General de Indias,
Indiferente genera, 415, printed in Hanke, Los virreyes, vol. I, doc 4, 32-8.
⁸⁸Rodríguez-Velasco, “”De Prudencia, scientia et militia”.”
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nance on the indigenous polity was the only means to pacify the land, to stop the rivalry among
Spanish factions and to prevent the possibility of a native revolt that still loomed over the city in
the late 1530s.⁸⁹ Following the model of the “readapted” and converted Granada’s Nasrid nobility,⁹⁰ Mendoza went as far as to reestablish the status of the teuctli, the indigenous lords of old, by
creating in 1537 a military order for Nahua nobles, the “Order de Caballeros Tecles,” most likely
to secure the support of Nahua nobles during a period when their authority was being limited
by the cabildos. The viceroy’s proposal included the validation of Pre-Conquest insignia and a
traditional Nahua ceremony of investiture.⁹¹ The establishment of the famous Colegio de Santa
Cruz de Tlatelolco, an institution for the education of Nahua noble children, should be seen
under this light not as a way to create a local clergy–as it has generally been interpreted— but
rather as a way to form a collaborating Nahua nobility. Finally, around the same years than the
letter on the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan was dispatched, the viceroy officially founded
the Nueva ciudad de Michoacán, a city meant for Spanish settlers.⁹²
In order to pursue this policies, Mendoza’s government was based on the collection of detailed information. The instructions of Barcelona already conveyed the importance of detailed
⁸⁹Cr. Zumárraga’s letters to the Emperor (27-08-1529) and Empress (18-03-1531), reproduced in García
Icazbalceta, Fray Juan de Zumárraga, Apéndice documental, docs. 1 and 7, and overview in 40-54. See also Mundy,
“Mapping the Aztec Capital”, 101: “[Mendoza] saw the importance of a strategy of governance that included indigenous rulers, which grew out of the second audiencia’s informal strategy of using native rulership in the city,
particularly as a bulwark against the conquistador class.”
⁹⁰On the readaptation of Nasrid nobility to the new political order in Granada, see Luque Talaván, “La técnica
jurídica de la conquista” and Benavides, Memoria sobre la guerra del reino de Granada, 29-33. On the accommodation of indigenous nobilities in the legal framework of Castile, see Luque Talaván, “’Tan Príncipes E Infantes
Como Los de Castilla’. Análisis Histórico-Jurídico de La Nobleza Indiana de Origen Prehispánico”.
⁹¹“Los naturales destas partes tenían en su tiempo la orden y ceremonias en hacerse Tecles, que Vuestra Majestad
mandará ver por la copia dello que va con esta, que era una dignidad como ser caballero. y agora al presente los que
tienen principio de cristiandad, quedaban privados desta honra, y los que no son buenos cristianos, aunque de
temor no osan hacer todas las ceremonias, hacen las que pueden…” Carta de Don Antonio de Mendoza a S.M.,
10-10-1537, AGI, Patronato, 184, 27. See García Bustamante, “Nueva Roma”, Baudot, Utopía e historia en México,
61.
⁹²Herrejón Peredo, Los orígenes de Guayangareo-Valladolid. The town would receive the title of city from the
Emperor in 1545, and would be renamed Valadolid in 1578.
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knowledge for the administration and government of the New Spain, and they instructed the
viceroy to investigate (“informarse”) and record or write down (“poner por memoria”, “hacer
memorial”) a wide range of topics.⁹³ In particular, the Barcelona document commanded a detailed survey of all the cities and towns of the viceroyal, ideally through visitation by the viceroy
in person, or alternatively by resort to people of worth, as well as the creation of detailed tributary censuses of the land.⁹⁴
However, the new viceroy went beyond the Instruction and undertook what was to become one of most consistent instances of governance through knowledge in the early modern
period.⁹⁵ Mendoza not only inquired about the tributary obligations of his subjects, but also
about structures of land tenure, the genealogies of its ruling lineages and its local customs of
governance. The explorations undertaken under Mendoza’s rule are well known. During his
tenure, Vázquez de Coronado undertook his famous expedition to the Northern territories
(1540-1542), Juan Rodríguez de Cabrillo set out to explore the Alta California (1542–1543),
while Ruy López de Villalobos sailed across the Pacific to the islands that would be named the
Philipines (1541).⁹⁶ The establishment of an “especiería mexicana”—a direct trade connection
between Mexico and the East—has been interpreted as an attempt at establishment a degree of
autonomy for New Spain that placed him at odds with royal policy.⁹⁷
What is less known is that during the same period, Mendoza was also interested in cosmography and natural history. Probably at the urging of Alonso de Santa Cruz, the viceroy is known
⁹³These formulas abound in the “Instrucción” of 25-04-1535.
⁹⁴“Instruction” of 25-04-1535, §2.
⁹⁵For the context of governance and knowledge in the Habsburg monarchy, see Brendecke, Imperio e información. The author, however, does not explore the specifics of the New Spanish contexts.
⁹⁶Pérez Bustamante, Don Antonio de Mendoza, chap. 4.
⁹⁷Escudero Buendía, Francisco de Mendoza, el Indio, {ref }.
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to have observed and recorded the lunar eclipse of November 16, 1537 in Mexico City—a common method for determining longitudinal distance.⁹⁸ The fact that in his exchange with Fernández de Oviedo also requested measurements regarding the same event suggests that the viceroy
was not simply relying information to the Consejo de Indias, but was producing his own calculations.⁹⁹ According to Ramusio, who printed many documents and accounts that stemmed from
the Mendoza explorations, including the account of the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan,
the viceroy also commissioned “a book on all the natural and wondrous things found in those
discovered countries”.¹⁰⁰
The close relation between knowledge and governance during Mendoza’s tenure left an extensive paper trail. Composed of letters, accounts, maps, ordenanzas and provisions, but also
maps and pictorial manuscripts in the Mesoamerican tradition, this rich paper trail was in fact
instrumental to viceregal governance. The sum of these documents, that I call the “Mendoza
Archive”, through which a new form of governance was effected. The “Mendoza Archive”—the
sum of documents through which a new form of governance was effected—can be said to integrate a dispositif in the Foucaultian sense: a specific and heterogeneous arrangement of knowledge and power. Thus, the Archive is more than the refuse of the bureaucratic process or the
written manifestation of executive power: it’s space where viceregal governance was negotiated
between contending forms of knowledge and local claims of power.¹⁰¹
⁹⁸BAH, Colección Muñoz vol. 63, f. 40: “Carta de Virrey Antonio de Mendoza a Su Majestad,” 10-10-1537,
México, apud Portuondo, Secret Science, 224-5. The author, however, does not mention the exchange with Oviedo.
On the politics of longitude in early-modern Spanish cartography, see Kimmel, “Interpreting Inaccuracy”.
⁹⁹Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1851, ??. The royal chronicler declared
himself incompetent to produce them.
¹⁰⁰“Ma quel che mi parve sopra modo degno di grandissima laude era che ’l prefato signor Antonio scrivea in
dette lettere come egli avea fatto far un libro di tutte le cose naturali e maravigliose che si trovano in quelli paesi discoperti con le sue altezze e misure, opera veramente che dimostra un animo regio e grande…” Ramusio, “Discorso”,
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Figure 3.15: a. “Armas de la ciudad de Mechoacán”, late sixteenth-century, Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid.
b. Tariácuri divides his power between Hiquíngare, Hirepan and Tangaxoán. Relación de Michoacán
(ca. 1540), detail. According to the interpretation of fray Francisco de Ajofrín, the armas requested by
Mendoza to the Emperor represent the three rulers of ancient Michoacán, as described in the Relación
(Silva Mandujano, El Escudo de Armas de Morelia, 15, 26 and 33).

Under such conditions, the manuscript form offered a particularly flexible space of negotiation. An unique aspect of Mendoza’s Archive was the use and commission of pictorial documents. In the prefatory remarks on the letters exchanged with the viceroy, Fernández de Oviedo
wrote about the provenance of historical accounts about Mexico:
They [i.e. the Mexicans] have these and other histories in their books of sacrifices,
writen with images (figuras). The viceroy had them interpreted in order to send His
in Delle navigationi et viaggi, 1941-3.
¹⁰¹The notion of “Mendoza Archive” is inspired by an seminal article by Nino Vallen, “Healing Power”. The
author uses the notion of the “Archive of Mendoza’s America” to describe the paper trail produced exclusively by
one of Mendoza’s ventures: land-surveying. As I understand it, the Mendoza Archive does not include the cadastral
maps studied by Vallen, but all the textual and pictorial documents produced as part of the viceroyal governance.
On the notion of dispositif, generally associated to Michel Foucault and Gilles Deleuze, see Deleuze, “Qu’est-ce
qu’un dispositif ?”; Agamben, Che cos’è un dispositivo.
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Majesty a book he has commissioned…¹⁰²
In one of his letters to Fernández de Oviedo, the viceroy excused himself for any mistakes
contained in the accounts he supplied to him, claiming that while he “had been collecting and
verifying” these accounts, he could not be considered the “auctor” of them.¹⁰³
However, we know from other testimonies that Mendoza was not only collecting and interpreting pictorial documents, but also that he was commissioning them. The Relación de Michoacán—a manuscript illustrated with 40 images—is explicit about it, and even depicted the
presentation of the work to the viceroy (see fig. 3.14). And a fascinating passage in the “Parecer”
of the conquistador Jerónimo López—a document first published by Silvio Zavala—the conquistador recounts having met a Nahua master painter called Francisco Gualpuyogualcal, who
was in the process of creating a leather-bound manuscript book “commissioned by Your Highness” (por mandado de Vuestra Señoría).¹⁰⁴ And while the identity of this purported document
with the famous Codex Mendocino remains contested, it remains highly probable.¹⁰⁵
¹⁰²“É todo esto é otras historias tienen ellos en sus libros de sacrifiçios escriptos for figuras, los quales hace el
visorey interpretar para enviar á su Magestad…” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las
Indias, 1851, {MissingRefs} chap. 50.
¹⁰³“Yo las ando recogiendo é verificando, y hecho, os lo enviaré; porque me pareçe que seria cosa muy vergonzosa
que os enviase yo relaçion y que me alegásedes por auctor dello, no siendo muy verdedara.” Antonio de Mendoza
to Fernández de Oviedo, Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, lib. 33, chap. 52.
¹⁰⁴Zavala, “Las encomiendas de Nueva España,” 254–5.
¹⁰⁵In a recent article, David Domenici, a leading scholar on Mexican codices in European collections, has declared the Mendoza attribution “debunked” by recent scholarship (Domenici, “Codex Mendoza and the Material
Agency of Indigenous Artists”, 107). However, Domenici only surmises the opinion of Jorge Gómez Tejada’s 2013
doctoral dissertation, who indeed disputed the attribution, but with unconvincing arguments (see Gómez Tejada,
“Making the Codex Mendoza”, 259-63). His argument is twofold: the first is that the evidently apologetic scheme
that the Codex presents of Mexico-Tenochtitlan should be seen as a sign of the Tenocha elite’s involvement. The
author goes on to posit the elite’s desire to participate in unspecified “debates such as the ones in which Las Casas
partook.” The second argument, interestingly enough, is that the Mendocino version of Tenochca history assigns
no role to Huitzilopochtli. The first argument, other than its ad ignorantiam fallacy, is inconclusive, as a Mendoza
commission does not forecloses the involvement local authorities. On the contrary, as the Relación de Michoacán
makes abundantly clear, Mendoza’s commissions relied upon the active involvement of these authorities. Furthermore, Mendoza’s explicit and attested plans to restore forms of “señorío indígena” are consistent with forms of local
vindication. As for the second argument, inconsistency is not exclusive of this instance—in fact, it is characteristic
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Other pictorial documents that form part of the Mendoza Archive are the detailed cadastral
maps known as the Codex Vergara and Codex of Santa María de Asunción, which record the
names of landowners, the perimeter of their plots, and even the composition of plot soils.¹⁰⁶
Through the commission of manuscripts, the viceroy offered a space for local indigenous
authorities to present their claims to authority, fulfilling his mandate to understand better the
land and its customs, while also beseeches royal favor by presenting the Emperor with sumptuous artifacts (see fig. 3.15). A scion of a family of great humanists and manuscript collectors,
Mendoza partook in a culture that valued and appreciated rare manuscripts.
As we have mentioned before, a central aspect of Mendoza’s government was the rehabilitation of local forms of señorío indígena. Reflecting on the matter at the end of his rule, in a letter
to his successor Luis de Velasco, Mendoza would recommend the practice of maintaining the
power of indigenous caciques, gobernadores, alcaldes, and alguaciles: “experience has shown it’s
convenient and necessary for civic order”.¹⁰⁷ In order to do so, it was necessary to understand
how local practices of rulership, a question around which there “has been and there is a lot of
confusion”, and “a wide variety of opinions.”¹⁰⁸
This need for the understanding of rulership is behind the commission of the Relación de
Michoacán and, arguably, the Codex Mendocino. In the Prologue to the Relación, Jerónimo de
of Nahua traditions on the past (see Navarrete Linares, Orígenes de los pueblos.) Furthermore, it is entirely possible
that the absence of Huitzilopochtli is deliberate, as it is consistent with the apologetic aim of the document.
¹⁰⁶Vallen, “Healing Power”.
¹⁰⁷“[L]a experiencia ha mostrado ser vonceniente y necesario para la policía”. In “Relación de Antonio de Mendoza a Luis de Velasco”, s/f, ca. 1550-1; BNM ms 3042, printed in Hanke, Los virreyes , vol. I, doc. 5, 49.
¹⁰⁸“En lo tocante a las elecciones de los caciques y gobernadores de los pueblos de esta Nueva España ha habido y
hay grandes confusiones, porque unos suceden en estos cargos por herencia de sus padres y abuelos, y otros por elecciones, y otros porque Moctezuma los ponía por calpisques en los pueblos, y otros ha habido que los encomenderos
los ponían y los quitaban a los que venían, y otros nombraban los religiosos. Acerca de esto ha habido grandes
variedades de opiniones.” Ibid. Cr. with the attention that the account of the foundation of Mexico gives to the
question of succession.
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Alcalá justified his endeavor as a response to Mendoza’s injunction: “when you came for the
first time to visit this province of Mechoacán, you told me two or three times that I should
write down something about the government of these people”.¹⁰⁹ Similarly, both the “Parecer”
of Jerónimo López and the passage in which Fernández de Oviedo mentions the use of “libros
de figuras” describe the pictorials as dealing with matters of rulership and governemnet.¹¹⁰ According to Oviedo, the pictorial manuscript that the viceroy had commissioned included “with
precise descriptions of the provides, towns, and products of the land, as well as their laws, customs, and the origins of the people.”¹¹¹ In his “Parecer”, López that Gualpuyogualcal’s leatherbound pictorial was to deal with “all the land from the foundation of this city of Mexico”, the
history of its rulers and governors up to the arrival of the Spaniards, etc.¹¹²
Both the Relación de Michoacán and the Mendocino offer detailed reconstructions of the
civil and political constitution of New Spain’s greatest powers in the eve of the conquest:
Mexico-Tenochtitlan and the P’urhépecha state, in modern-day Michoachan.
What is particularly striking, for our present discussion, is the fact that these documents
present the main indigenous states prior to the Conquest full-fledged polities. This is overarch¹⁰⁹“[V]iniendo la primera vez a visitar esta provincia de Mechuacás, me dijo dos o tres veces que por qué no
sacaba algo de la gobernación desta gente” Relación de Michoacán, fol. 2v.
¹¹⁰This is, in my view, one of the strongest reasons in favor of the Mendoza attribution.
¹¹¹“… [c]on un libro, que [el virrey] haçe haçer de la descripçion particular de las provinçias pueblos é fructos de
la tierra, é leyes é costumbre é orígenes de la gente.” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las
Indias, 1851, chap. 50.
¹¹²“Puede haber seis años poco más o menos que entrando un día en casa de un yndio que se decía Francisco
Gualpuyogualcal maestro de los pintores vide en su poder un libro con cubiertas de pergamino e preguntádole qué
era, en secreto me lo mostró e me dijo que lo hacía por mandado de Vuestra Señoría, en el cual había de poner toda
la tierra desde la fundación desta cibdad de México y los señores que la oviesen gobernado e señoreado hasta la
venida de los españoles y las batallas y reencuentros que ovieron y la toma desta gran cibdad y todas las provincias
que señoreó y lo a ellas sujeto y el repartymiento que deseos pueblos e provincias se hizo por Motezuma en los
señores principales desta cibdad y del feudo que le daban cada uno de los encomendatarios de los tributos de los
pueblos que tenía y la traza que llevó en el dicho repartimiento e cómo trazó los pueblos e provincias para ello y
de aquí vinieron estos servicios personales e domésticos y no fue cosa que los españoles nuevamente pusieron y
suscesive a esto el repartimien to que el Marqués del Valle hizo de los dichos pueblos e provincias e los que demás
gobernaron.” Zavala, “Las encomiendas de Nueva España”, 254-5
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ing theme is most striking in the carefully-crafted third section of the Mendocino, that presents
Mexico-Tenochtitlan as an organized polity, consistent of administration of justice, political
institutions, and a regimented civic religion.
Scholars have often noted the uniqueness of the treatment of religion found in the Mendocino. For one thing, the teteoh, and the practice of human sacrifice are entirely absent, even
though the tzompantli in the first folio of the document suggests it. The third section presents
Mexican religion as an eminently civic phenomenon. Instead of the gruesome depictions of human sacrifices seen in other documents, the Mendocino structures Mexican religion around the
idea of personal penance. Throughout the section, an orderly priesthood (fol. 60v, 64r, 65r),
oversees the succession of practices, thus instilling a strong sense of continuity between all the
other customs related to “political” life, such as marriage and the education of children (fol.
60v), or the organization of Montezuma’s government (fol. 69r), who is depicted as presiding
over a teocalli.
Mexican religion is refashioned as one of the defining components of the political order,
as embodied by the city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. These documents are engaged in presenting
the Tenochca view of the city as a civitas, organized around the traditional patters that the
Latin West had attributed to political society. From the Mendoza to Bartolomé de las Casas
and Mendieta, one of the most striking “transvaluation of values” found in New World historiography is the transformation of idolatry and sacrifice as proof of the existence of political
society (policía), and thus as grounds for legitimate dominium. Among these elements, we find
the central role of religion, understood no necessarily as idolatrous, but rather as the foundation
of the political order. A religion not unlike the one that according to the account of origins was
established by the captain Huitzilopochtli.
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The painters of the third part of the Codex Mendocino, perhaps as a laudatio urbis, perhaps as a way to limit the claims of the encomenderos, organized their depiction of MexicoTenochtitlan around the categories that, since the Junta de Burgos (1513), had grounded Indian
right to sovereignty in the existence of a civic order. Roughly contemporary to the publication
of Vitoria’s famous Relectio de Indis, the Mendocino seem to echo Vitoria’s recapitulation of
the arguments according to which if a people led an orderly public life, had organized cities,
marriages and magistrates, rulers and laws, commerce and religion, they deserved “true dominion”.¹¹³ It is not surprising that the Mendocino presented Mexican religion around the notion
of civic religion, of penance and sacrifice, around the lines of Varro’s theologia civil and Livy’s
presentation of Roman religion.
It’s worth noting that these were the terms around which, in the wake of Livy, the early modern period tended to understand the role of religion. This was, for example, on of Machiavelli’s
most contentious thesis in his Discorsi sopra la prima Deca di Tito Livio. In a chapter devoted
to Roman religion, Machiavelli not only stressed the importance of Roman religion for the
prosperity of the republic,¹¹⁴ but went as as far as to commend Roman religion for reasons of
governance and prosperity over Christianity, a religion too concerned with individual salvation. While the presence of Machiavelli in the viceroy’s library remains an open question, the
fact is that for all these authors, thinking about the foundation of political power among pagan
nations is thinking through Livy’s First Decade, arguably the locus clasicus for the Euhemerist
¹¹³“De Indis”, quest. 1, art. 6.4 and concl., in de Vitoria, Political Writings, 251. Vitoria, as some years later Las
Casas in his Apologética historia sumaria, used as criteria for civic life Aristotle’s description of the koinonía politiké
(political society), as found in the Politics (1328b6-22) and Aquina’s influential commentary (A.74-A.93). See
Pagden, The Fall of Natural Man, 68-79.
¹¹⁴“E come la conservanza del culto divino è cagione della grandezza delle republiche, così si dispregio di quello
è cagione della rovina d’esse.” Machiavelli, Discorsi sopra la prima Deca di Tito Livio , bk 1, chap. 11, 42. Stroumsa,
The End of Sacrifice, 151.
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reading of foundational myths.
It has been noted that the first folio of the Mendocino, dedicated precisely to the foundation of Tenochtitlan, makes no mention of Huitzilopochtli. And yet, the picture this document offers of Mexica religion is entirely consistent that the account of the foundation attributes to Huitzilopochtli. In the account we have studied, Huitzilopochtli is assimilated to
other great founders and civilizing heroes, rulers who, by establishing law and “órdenes de sacrificio”, created the basis of political organization. In the case of the Mendoza’s archive, Euhemerism provides the ground for a symbolic continuity aimed as securing viceroyal governance
on the “señorío indígena”. I will conclude by proposing a source that could have inspired the
account of origins.

In 1979, the Mexican art historian Guillermo Tovar de Teresa made public his discovery of a
copy of rare edition of Leon Battista Alberti’s De Reaedificatoria (Paris, 1512) that had belonged
by Antonio de Mendoza.¹¹⁵ The books is heavily annotated by the viceroy, who appended to
the colophon a line stating that he read the book during 1539. [“Hunc librum perlegi Mexico
anno 1539.” Alberti, De Reaedificatoria, frontispiece.] Tovar de Teresa used the book to illustrate Mendoza’s role in the urban planing of Mexico city, as well as to show a direct connection between Renaissance ideals and the foundation of New Spanish cities such as Mexico city,
Puebla and Valladolid (Morelia). In a particularly contentious debate on the origins of the “policy of separation” (ie. the delimitation of living areas for Spanish and Indias), Tovar de Teresa
¹¹⁵Tovar de Teresa, Pintura y escultura del renacimiento en México. Some fragments of the book were reprinted
in @tovardeteresa1987ciudadmexico.
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evoked a section of Alberti’s work (Book IV, Chapter I) that dealt with the idea organization of
the city according to the qualities of its people. However, this very chapter starts with a discussion that links the organization of the ideal city and it’s rulers that seems to provide a pattern
for the account of Tenochtitlan in the Mendoza archive. Alberti discusses the ways in which
“aquellos antiguos varones y esperimentados ordenadores de las cosas publicas y de las leyes, los
quales con estudio, cuydado y diligencia anduuieron en el escudriñar y buscar Semejantes cofas
con grande loor y admiracion de sus inuinciones”, and refers to the actions founding figures such
as Theseus, Solon and Numma and Pentheus, rulers and law-givers whose actions informed the
perfect hierarchies of cities.
Through these assimilations, Mexico-Tenochtitlan was streamlined into long-held Mediterranean notions of rulership and political societies—a status that was connected to the foundational acts of a ruler, bestowed of law and civilization.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have seen that the changing parallels between Huitzilopochtli and two
Mediterranean figures associated to the foundation of cities is more than a mere literary trope.
The parallels conveyed precise ideas about political legitimacy, particularly around the question
of sacrifice and pagan religion at the heart of a Christian polity. Through the correspondence
between Oviedo and Mendoza, it’s possible at the same time to hear the re-accommodation of
the status of rulership and power in central Mexico after the Conquest.
In these documents, the political needs of the present—the establishment of viceroyal governance in the early 1540s—was projected to the past, as if the political legitimacy of the colonial
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order could only be settled and be long lasting if it folded into its own fabric an ancient foundation. The substance of power could only be created once. And so it happened that the new
viceroyalty had to adopt the substance created by an ancient Mexica warrior. “Orchilobos” thus
condensed the idea of original rulership as stemming from military action and conquest, but
also from the establishment of juridical order and public religion. In this economy of limited
and immutable power, the new viceroyal order was symbolically grounded in this construed
“foundational charter.”
The Euhemerization of Huitzilopochtli allow us to grasp this eminently dialectical process
of foundation: if the construction of viceregal governance in 1540 resorted to the foundational
history of Tenochtitlan, recanted as an ancient civitas, the past itself was reworked in the process through new political categories and narrative patterns associated to European political
legitimacy. The “anomaly” of presenting a humanized Huitzilopochtli as lawgiver and founder
of political order, instead of the most common attribution of these attributes to Quetzalcoatl,
should thus be seen as an effect of the dialectical movement itself. In order to become an Hercules Indiano, Huitzilopochtli had to become a Tenochca Quetzalcoatl. In other words, the
ritual ensemble associated to Tenochca legitimacy were folded into the patterns of European
political legitimacy, but did so by adopting the traits and functions of other Nahua teteoh most
widely associated to these ideas.
Perhaps paradoxically, the exegesis of Huitzilopochtli as a historical figure adopted the function of a new, mythical charter.
And yet, these renegotiations of meaning and function were predicated on a perceived similarity between Aztec and Mediterranean antiquities. The conditions for this perceived sense of
commensurability between both worlds are the topic of the following chapter.
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Chapter 4
Apologetics and Commensurability. The Aztec
Pantheon within a World Antiquity
After considering the striking parallels between the myths surrounding the founders of Rome
and Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the Royal Chronicler Fernández de Oviedo concluded with a laconic
remark: “Mucho [se] quieren parecer las fábulas de los indios a las de los antiguos en sus templos
e idolatrías.”¹
And yet, the perceived resemblances between Mesoamerican teteoh and Mediterranean and
other deities has given way to such long-winded forays into comparativism, that Fernández de
Oviedo avowed interpretive restraint seems all the more surprising. For as we shall see, he himself often fell under the allure of fables’ proclivity to resemble one another, and ventured some of
the earliest comparative exegesis in the New World. The apparent proclivity of myths to resemble one another is perhaps one of the reasons behind the persistence of comparisons, from some
of the earliest sixteenth-century accounts to well into the twentieth-century. The persistence
¹Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk. xlv, chap. 11, 67.
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of this intellectual practice across time, changing epistemologies and disciplinarian landscapes,
and seemingly undeterred by increasingly stricter scientific criteria, reveals an almost irrepressible and compulsive aspect. A comparative compulsion: something performed almost against
the will and better judgment, as if the fables themselves had a will to denote and resemble other
fables, indifferent to distance in time and space.²
From the lengthy parallels of fray Juan de Torquemada’s Monarquía indiana (1615), often
described as the chronicle of chronicles, to the most ambitious and unwieldy of these efforts
in Francisco Plancarte y Navarrete’s Prehistoria de México (1923), the intellectual lineage of
the parallels between Precolumbian Mexico and the Ancient world reached into the twentiethcentury.³ And ever since, the new parallels continue to arises now and then, punctuating academic and scientific discourses, even when those discourses ostensibly reflect on the very act of
comparison. This has been the case, for example, in two recent grand exhibitions at world-class
institutions, in which, by setting out to explore the parallels that have been suggested between
Mesoamerica and Egypt and Rome, respectively, the curators and writers inevitably wound up
proposing yet further parallels.⁴
And while the most imaginative of these parallels, together with the diffusionist hypotheses they fostered, seem to have been condemned to the dustbin on disciplinarian history as a
²The classic book-length studies on the topic are Pagden, The Fall of Natural Man and Bernand and Gruzinski, De l’idolâtrie. See also Báez-Jorge, “Quetzacóatl y Cadmó”. On comparativism in the early modern period, see
Miller, “The Antiquary’s Art of Comparison”, and “Taking Paganism Seriously”; Botta, “Towards a Missionary Theory of Polytheism” and “El Politeísmo Como Sistema de Traducción. La Obra Misionera de Toribio de Benavente
Motolinía Frente a La Alteridad Religiosa de La Nueva España”.
³Plancarte y Navarrete, Prehistoria de Mexico, obra postuma. Plancarte, the learned Archbishop of Linares, in
the modern-day Mexican state of Nuevo León, was an erudite student and collector of Mesoamerican antiquties,
particularly in the state of Morelos. His over 3000-piece archaeological collections was one of the centerpieces of
the Mexican exhibit at the Columbian Exposition in Madrid (1892), and the publication of its catalog was one
the foundational moments of modern archaeology in Mexico. See Plancarte y Navarrete, “Exposición históricoamericana de Madrid, para 1892, sección de México”.
⁴Isis y la Serpiente Emplumada,(México, Museo Nacional de Antropología, 2008); The Aztec Pantheon and
the Art of Empire, ( J. Paul Getty Museum, 2010).
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“embarrassment of intellectual history,”⁵ aspects of it can arguably be found nested in the very
notion of a Mesoamerican cultural area, which among many other traits, was deemed to share
a common pantheon. Indeed, the very notion of Mesoamerican “gods” and “pantheons” is indebted to this intellectual lineage.
The comparison between the religious customs and myths of the Old and New Worlds is
a common trope on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century chronicles and histories. It could even
be considered part of the genre of the chronicles of religious orders, in so far as these chronicles
recount the order’s evangelical zeal in pagan lands. Scholars have often been aware of these parallels, but prone to a reflex of disciplinarian history, they have perceived in these parallels the
inchoate ideas of modern disciplines, from cultural anthropology to comparative religion and
religious studies as such.⁶ Comparisons and parallels, as discreet hermeneutical strategies, and
the meaning these strategies convey in specific historical contexts, has received less attention.⁷
In this chapter, I propose to reframe comparisons and parallels within the specific context of
early modern ideas, and in particular, within the immediate context of sixteenth-century Mexico. The chapter thus proposes an archaeology of comparativism, that seeks to underscore both
the political and theological discourses in which it operates, as well as the local forces and agencies of which it is an expression. Thus, if in the context of early modern ideas, comparativism is
inseparable from various apologetic ventures revolving around the political legitimacy of nonChristian polities, considered from the vantage point of central-Mexican history, it appears as
⁵Jeffreys, Views of Ancient Egypt Since Napoleon Bonaparte, 127.
⁶Rowe, “Ethnography and Ethnology in the Sixteenth Century”; Pagden, The Fall of Natural Man; Bernand
and Gruzinski, De l’idolâtrie : une archéologie des sciences religieuses; and more recently, Stroumsa, A New Sciece.
⁷Exceptions are Detienne, “Comparative Historicities” and Detienne, The Creation of Mythology, even though
the author does not considered Iberian contexts.
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the ground for hegemonic rivalries among central-Mexican altepeme. In this chapter, we should
pay equal attention to long-lasting parallels, as well as those that did not take hold.
Following a rejoinder by the German Egyptlologist Jan Assmann, it’s important to stress
from the outset that the “pantheons” of culturally unrelated peoples are never readily comparable. By the time equivalences arise, under the guise of orderly deity lists, the main hermeneutical
groundwork, performed at a cultural-specific level, has been effectively performed. As Assmann
writes, the Babylonian “insight” according to which foreign peoples worshiped the same gods
under different names “must be reckoned among the major cultural achievements of the ancient
world.”⁸ In fact, parallels between Precolumbian and Ancient deities are far from universal even
in Mesoamerica. Thus, for example, they were never explicitly nor systematically proposed in
connection to P’urhépecha, Zapotec, Mixtec or Otomi ritual-iconographic ensembles. It was
only the central Mexican Nahua ritual system—particularly that of Mexico-Tenochtitlan—that
was given this treatment. And following Assmann’s suggestion, behind the clacissized Aztec pantheon lies a protracted hermeneutics of Nahua traditions, that turned the incommensurable
into something commensurable.
The question of commensurability is at the core of this process, and it allows us to ground
this hermeneutical strategies within a concrete early modern context. For the authors we shall
explore in this chapter, what was at sake was the question of the commensurability of all the
peoples of the world. If later centuries would pursue the historical interconnectedness of the
world through diffusionist hypothesis, what is characteristic of the early forays into comparativism in the sixteenth century is the mere possibility of thinking of the world’s peoples as commensurable or comparable. The question went beyond whether all the peoples of the world
⁸Assmann, “Translating Gods,” 26.
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shared a common history—and question satisfied by the monogenesis principle—but rather to
what extent their many ethnic pasts resembled one another, and whether their societies shared
a common morphology. How to bring together and think about peoples with widely differing
histories, languages, origins, and social and religious customs?
As Jan Assmann noted for the ancient Near East, it was precisely by means of the pantheon
that a general translatability of cultures was attained, across a vast and diverse area. Similarly,
it was precisely through religion—and the gods in particular—that those invested in establishing the commensurability of the Old and New Worlds during the early modern period would
focus on. By emphasizing the parallels and similarities—a veritable flare of the comparative
compulsion—between the world’s religious antiquities, these thinkers were invested in establishing the traits of a common humanity.⁹
Going back to the question of the intellectual work involved in this projects, we should note
that in order to pursue this, the authors who engage in it either casually or systematically, were
dependent on two phenomena, or mobilize the production of two distinct forms of knowledge.
The first, and perhaps most familiar one, was drawing on Ancient literature and ancient sources
in their understanding of European antiquity. On this regards, authors had to draw quite creatively on a vast repository of knowledge about the ancient Mediterranean, at a moment when
the great early modern collections of ancient literature and mythography had not yet been published. When Bartolomé de las Casas undertook his systematic comparison of American and
European antiquities, neither Vincenzo Cartari’s Imagini colla sposizione degli dei degli antichi
(1556) nor Natale Conti’s Mythologiae (1567) had been published, and only by the time he
was nearing completion of his work did Giglio Gregorio Giraldi published his De Deis gen⁹See Russo, “An Artistic Humanity”.
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tium (1548)—a work Las Casas would duly reference in his Apologética historia sumaria. By
the time Las Casas begun his project, the only available compendia of ancient mythography was
Boccaccio’s Genealogia Deorum. This counters the traditional model of Peter Burke, according
to whom the “mythologia barbara”—that is, the antiquarian study of non-Western cultures—
emerged after the study of the Mediterranean world was consolidated.¹⁰
However, perhaps more crucially, early modern Iberian authors writing about Mexican antiquities could neither resort to a formed body of knowledge about the Mesoamerican world.
Early compilers and comparatists, such as Oviedo or Las Casas, predated by several decades the
encyclopedic works of Sahagún or Diego Durán, and had limited access to he papers of Motolinía and Andrés de Olmos. Oviedo had a crucial experience in Nicaragua, while Las Casas
had at his disposal a number of works from across the continent. Thus, the incorporation of
central-Mexican deities into a global-scale comparative frame predates local and specific knowledge about them.
In other words, the idea of a global commensurability of pantheons predates both the compilation of grand pan-European mythographic and antiquarian treatises, as well as the creation
of most of the surviving pictorial moral histories (i.e. codices) produced in Mexico. A counterintuitive temporal order, by which universalization precedes local determination and knowledge.
In this chapter, we will explore the establishment of various degrees of commensurability
during the sixteenth century. Operating at different scales and orders of magnitude, they involved both intra-American parallels as well as wider, world-scale ones. The chapter argues that
knowledge about Mexican gods was consolidated through various concentric efforts to inte¹⁰Burke, “Images as Evidence in Seventeenth-Century Europe.”
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grate individual figures first within organized pantheons, and then within the larger context of
the world’s religious antiquity by means of explicit parallels and cotejos. While fray Bernardino
de Sahagún’s Historia universal de las cosas de las Nueva España drew a famous catalog of Aztec
deities and their Greco-Roman parallels, this chapters focuses on several other less-studied instances, the earliest of which predate Sahagún’s catalog by almost half a century. The chapter
begins with an analysis of the earliest systematic parallel between Mediterranean and Mexican
pantheons in the work of the Royal Chronicler, Fernández de Oviedo. This alignment of two
distinct antiquities is predicated on two important epistemic moments: first an intra-American
comparison between central Mexico and Nicaragua, where Oviedo found similar customs and
practices as those of central Mexico, and secondly, Oviedo’s little-known involvement in the
campaigns against witchcraft in Basque country. The chapter then moves to the identification
of a site in which the elaboration of a world antiquity and systematic cotejos were drawn. Around
the turn of the sixteenth-century, a group of mendicant humanists with connections to the Escorial were at work in the pursue of a grand synthesis of world antiquities. Formed by the Jesuit humanist and bibliographer Juan Páez de Castro, the Dominican fray Bartolomé de las Casas, and
the Augustian fray Jerónimo de Román y Zamora. Páez de Castro’s work, in which he explored
“la conformidad que hay entre las costumbres, y religiones destos indios occidentales con las antiguas”, did not survive, but part of its materials were used by Las Casas and Jerónimo Román
to pursue two unique world-scale tableaux of religious customs, in which the commensurability of people’s religious antiquities, and the formal equivalences of their gods was convincingly
established.
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4.1 Alignments Across Time and Space
The earliest instance of what could be called an Mexican “pantheon”–the “gods” presented as an
orderly ensemble–appears in a passage found in Fernández de Oviedo’s description of MexicoTenochtitlan’s Templo Mayor, probably written between 1535 and 1539. The Royal Chronicle
describes the deities venerated in the temple by comparing them to the most important Roman gods. The passage is sparse in hard “ethnographic” data–indeed, as we shall see, in it the
Mesoamerican gods go unnamed–and thus has received but passing cortical attention. However, it is unique in laying bare the various elements through which, like a work of bricolage, a
primitive a Mexican pantheon was first organized.
While the passage draws an explicit parallel between Mexican and ancient, and concretely
Roman, gods, it sits at the crossroads of a wider arrange of historical referents, historiographic attitudes, and personal experiences. Above all, there is the unique epistemic setting through which
Oviedo established himself as the foremost exegete of the New World, the greatest uncovered of
its “secrets”.[^1] After being named Cronista de Indias in 1532 and Capitán of Santo Domingo,
Oviedo established a wide network of correspondents, that stretched to the furthest reaches of
Iberian possessions in America and across Europe. This network, together with the fact that the
Santo Domingo remained the gateway into the Western Indies well into the sixteenth-century,
made available to the Royal Chronicler a great number of personal testimonies, official accounts
and private correspondence of important individuals, that he duly transcribed throughout the
years in the minutas that provided the raw material for his Historia. Regarding Mexico, this included Cortés’s letters to the Emperor as well as conversations in a number of occasions, as well
as the letters of Antonio de Mendoza and several other important figures in the viceroyalty. Fi-
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nally, since his youth as a courtier in Spain and Italy, Oviedo had been amazing a library, stocked
with the works of Classic authors and historians, as well as the Italian writers that Oviedo had
acquired during his youth in the Italian Peninsula. In things connected to religion, the figure
of Titus Livius’s Ab Urbe Condita loomed large, a work that the Royal Chronicler regarded
not only as a historiographic model, particularly in his writings of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, but
as the blueprint for a philosophy of religion: a conception of the role of worship and pagan
gods in civic life and political organization. The parallel of Mexican and Roman gods also invoked an unlikely source: the first Spanish exegesis of Dante’s Inferno. Finally, there was the
bedrock of Oviedo’s authority: his much vaunted experience. In the context of our discussion,
two experiences were fundamental: his familiarity with the campaigns against witchcraft in the
Basque provinces and his two-year stay in Nicaragua. While he never visited central Mexico,
his description of the central Mexican religious customs and the gods drew on Oviedo’s unique
first-hand experience among the Nicarao people of Nicaragua in 1529, at a time when Spanish sovereignty had yet to be established. In what amounts to the earliest episode of inter-ethnic
comparativism in the Americas, Oviedo ascertained–correctly–that the Nicaraos where related
to central-Mexican Nahuas, a thousand miles away, in language, customs and their veneration
of similar gods. The fortuitous alignment of all these elements and perspectives provided the
condition for the earliest formation of knowledge about the Mexican gods, and while aspects
of this knowledge would have varying degrees of success, the discursive constellation that it established would prove to be remarkably persistent.¹¹
The passage in question appears in book 33 of the Historia general, dedicated to “la con¹¹And while the precise contours, and the selected Roman gods who appeared in this identification would
have diverse success–some will have no continuity–Oviedo’s early comparison establishes a theme of extreme persistence.
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quista e pacificación e población de la Nueva España.”¹² Chapter 46 describes the Templo Mayor
of Tenochtitlan, regarded as the symbolic center of Montezuma’s power. Oviedo then describes
the main “cues” or “adoratorios” found therein. In so far as they are connected to Montezuma’s
power, these sites, and the idols they host, are considered the most important of the land.
“Avia otros sessenta qües á la redonda del que es dicho, á manera de yglesias ó templos comunes é parrochias, adonde yban los otros señores inferiores é gente más baxa
é plebea; pero el mayor, con otros tres oratorios, tenia Montecuma, en que sacrificaba al honor de quatro dioses quél tenia, ó ydolos, que á uno tenia por dios de la
guerra, como los gentiles á Marte; é á otro honraba é sacrificaba como á dios de las
aguas, segund los antiguos á Neptuno; otro adoraba por dios del viento, segund los
perdidos gentiles á Eolo; ó otro acataba por su soberano dios, y este era el sol, en
cuyo nombre tenia otro ydolo en mucha veneraçión é acatamiento el señor, é todos
sus vassallos. También tenian otros dioses; é á uno hacían dios de los mahiçales, é le
atribuian la potencia de la guarda é multiplicación dellos, como á Çerere los fabulosos poetas ó antiguos gentiles. É á cada cosa tenian un dios, atribuyéndole lo que
se les antojaba, é dándoles la deidad que no tienen, ni se debe dar sino solo á Dios
verdadero.”¹³
This is not the first time Oviedo described the temples nor the idols venerated in MexicoTenochtitlan. In earlier passages of the Historia, Oviedo described in detail and characteristic
ekphrastic gusto the “principal e más magnifico” of the temples in Mexico and the “bultos e
cuerpo de los ídolos” venerated in Mexico.¹⁴ But this is the first time in which the gods that
those idols were presumed to embody are defined by their function.
The gods of Mexico are, perhaps for the first time, detached from the materiality of idols,
as they are no longer defined by their physical form, but rather by their ritual function and the
aspect of nature over which they preside. This seemingly subtle change, the fragmentation of
¹²Valdés and Bueso, Historia general y natural de las Indias, II, bk. 14 (33), Proemio, 8a.
¹³Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk 33, ch. 46, 503.
¹⁴Valdés and Bueso, Historia general y natural de las Indias, II, bk. 14 (33), ch. 10, 47-8, and ch. 11, 48-9.
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teteoh ensembles into individualized figures presiding over a specific realm of nature or social
life had lasting repercussions, as it determined the nature of these figures according to realms
of propitiatory influence. In order to assess the significance of this transformation, we might
consider Jan Assmann’s reflections on a similar phenomena, occurring in the late Bronze Age in
the Fertile Crescent.
In his article on the translation of pantheons in the Ancient world, Jan Assmann noted that
the Babylonians were the first recorded peoples to create lists of deity equivalencies.¹⁵ The need
for these lists was already predicated on Babylonian diglosia—the coexistence of Akkhadian, a
semitic language, and Sumerian, a non-semitic one, within the same cultural space. However,
Assmann notes that the true challenge arose when Babylonians, as early as the late Bronze age,
tried to establish equivalencies between their own pantheon and those of peoples with different
languages, histories and cultures. In order to compare deities across cultural boundaries, mere
linguistic translation no longer suffices, and what is needed is “theological ingenuity”. In the
trilingual Ugaritic tablets that he examines, Assmann identifies the hermeneutical solution as
“theological onomasyology”.
The term onomasyology refers to a “method that starts from the referent and asks for the
word in opposition to semasiology, which starts from the word and asks for its meaning.”¹⁶ In
the context of deity comparisons, this involves defining the function or the realm of action and
influence (“cosmic manifestation”) of deities within the source language, and then proceeding
to do the same with target language. Equivalences are then grounded not on names, denominations or filiation, but rather on shared function. Self-evident and this might seem to a modern
¹⁵Assmann, “Translating Gods,” 25
¹⁶Assmann, 25.
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reader, Assmann stresses the innovation that theological onomasyology constituted for the Ancient world.¹⁷
One could go further and note that, from a logical perspective, onomasiology has limited
expressive power but, by the same token, a large scope of application. In other words, onomasiology can only express a limited number of predicates (e.g. “X is the god of Y”— Y being an aspect of society or the natural world), but by doing so, can effectively draw equivalences between
different deity taxonomies and arrangements. This, however, is not without consequences for
“origin” pantheons as well as for “target” ones. In so far as onomasiology is predicated on determining the function and realm of influence of individual deities, in effect it tends to substitute
ritual sequences for interpretations. And the notion of limited expressivity also implies that it
proceeds by means of minimal common denominator. A deity could be associated to war and
water, but the principle of onomasiology dictates that only the association that is also found in
a deity in the target pantheon will be selected. And this is a crucial point, as this instance of dialectical determination or micro-comparativism is already embedded in the primary meaning
that the origin pantheon acquires in the process, even before actual high-order equivalencies
are drawn.
This of course posses a number of challenges. As Mesoamerican archaeology knows full well,
in the archaeological record, figures seem to have multiple associations, often with realms that
Western culture would consider incompatible.¹⁸ In the case of Mesoamerica, Gillespie and Joyce,
have also noted how one-to-one correspondences between individual deities with natural phe¹⁷“The conviction that these foreign peoples worshiped the same gods is far from trivial and self-evident. On
the contrary, this insight must be reckoned among the major cultural achievements of the ancient world.” Assmann,
26.
¹⁸A good example, mentioned in the Introduction, is the Tepantitla deity in Teotihuacan, a figure whose female
attributes have evoke notions of fertility, while in fact the deity seems more explicitly linked to warfare. See Mandell,
“Gender Attribution of the ’Great Goddess”’, 41.
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nomena or social practices has produced a lasting and pernicious conflations of figures across
geography time and space. Once a simple referential bond becomes fixed, every Mesoamerica
deity related to the same aspect of nature is assumed to be identical, often across millennia.¹⁹
It possible to see Fernández de Oviedo reflex onomasiology as the beginning of a longlasting hermeneutical strategy that sought to individuate the teteoh according to a propitiatory
function structured along the lines of Western notions of nature and society. At the dawn of
modern Mesoamerican studies, Eduard Seler and the Americanist school of Berlin, would resort
to a similar expedient. Working under the paradigm of a Naturmythologie, Seler would consider
Mesoamerican religious phenomena as veiled mimetic representation of natural cycles: the lunar phases, the cycle of Venus… In this veiled references, the ancient principle of onomasiology
can still be heard.²⁰
It’s important to note that, in Oviedo’s passage, this first redefinition of the Mexican gods
takes place by means of a comparison with Roman gods.²¹ A previous passage of book 33 already
signaled in this direction: “E a cada cosa tienen su ídolo dedicado, al uso de los gentiles,” a passage
strongly reminiscent of Augustine’s disparaging characterization of ancient paganism in the City
of God.²² But in the passage under examination, the parallel is fully developed.
Oviedo presents 5 pagan gods as equivalents to those venerated in Moctezuma’s Templo
Mayor: Mars (“dios de la guerra”), Neptune (“dios de las aguas”), Sol (“soberano dios”), Aeolus
¹⁹See Gillespie and Joyce, “Deity Relationships,” 1998, 280b. For a recent, if unrelated, criticism of the projection of Postclassic figures–in this case Quetzalcoatl–across Mesoamerica and into Classic and even the Formative
periods, see Florescano, ¿Cómo se hace un dios.
²⁰Seler, Collected Works in Mesoamerican Linguistics and Archaeology, IV, 149-175; Neurath, “La escalera del
padre sol.”
²¹Gillespie and Joyce noted that the identification of Mexican gods with “natural phenomena” and “cultural
categories” was probably based on perceived similarities with Graeco-Roman gods, but only mentioned Book I of
the Florentine Codex, a relatively late example. “Deity Relationships,” 1998, 280b.
²²Valdés and Bueso, Historia general y natural de las Indias, II, bk. 14 (33), ch 11, 48b; cf. Agustine, City of God,
bk 7.
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(“dios del viento”) and Ceres (“dios de los mahizales”). As noted before, the fact that, with the
exception of Aeolus, these gods are Roman–and, in fact, closely related to the city of Rome–
is significant, and we shall discuss it shortly.²³ But before, let’s consider the specific parallel up
close. In one of the few extant discussions on Oviedo’s passage, the ethnohistorian Guilhem
Olivier briefly identified some of the figures under question: Mars should be identified with
Huitzilopochtli, Neptune with Tlaloc, and Aeolus with Quetzalcoatl²⁴ The rationale seems so
obvious that is not even explained: Huitzilopochtli is generally characterized as the god of war,
Tlaloc is associated to water, and Quetzalcóatl, at least in what is supposed to be his “advocation”
as Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, hold a connection to the wind (‘ehecatl’ meaning wind.) However, as
we shall see, the identifications are far from having clear, unambiguous referents, as they bring
together two fields that in their internal constitution and structural relations are incommensurable.²⁵ The fact that these parallels seem self-evident today evinces the great success of this
heuristic hypothesis. Let’s proceed to disassemble them.
In Chapter 2 of this dissertation we have discussed the shifting identifications of
Huitzilopochtli as Mars or Hercules, and its ideological implications. As we showed, Oviedo
was largely responsible for the characterization of Huitzilopochtli as Mars, and by extension
as the “god of war,” by means of perceived affinities between the foundation of Rome and the
foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan.[^8] Most other authors, particularly those writing in New
Spain, favored an identification with Hercules, thus establishing parallel between Mexican and
Castilian antiquities, and suggesting the legitimacy of non-noble military rulership. Given that
²³While Aeolus was a Greek god–or three, according to Diodoro Siculo–he played an important role in Virgil’s
Aeneid.
²⁴Olivier, “El Panteón En La Historia General de Las Cosas de Nueva España de Fray Bernardino de Sahagún,”
394–95.
²⁵I understood incommensurability in the sense given to this term by 20th-century philosophy of science. See,
for example, Oberheim and Hoyningen-Huene, “The Incommensurability of Scientific Theories”.
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many sources claim that an idol of Huitzilopochtli presided the north section of the Templo
Mayor, this identification seems correct.²⁶ The identification of Tlaloc with Neptune is already
more intriguing. On the one hand, the association of both figures because of their association
with water seems natural and felicitous, and yet it was never taken up by later writers, including
those like Las Casas or Torquemada who systematized the parallelism between Mexican
and Greco-Roman deities. On the other hand, while the Florentine Codex claims that the
“adoratorio” devoted to Tlaloc sat next to the one devoted to Huitzilopochtli, other sources
dissent. Bernal Díaz claimed that the “bulto”–that he minutely describes–found in it was not
Tlaloc, but Tezcatlipoca, while Torquemada claimed it was Tlacahuepan Cuexcochtzin and
Paynalton, two figures associated to Huitzilopochtli.²⁷ As for Aeolus, the Greek god of wind
that figures prominently in Homer but that Oviedo took from Virgil’s Aeneid, the discovery in
2017 of a round platform across from the Templo Mayor has lent credence to sixteenth-century
reports according to which Ehecatl was venerated in the precinct.²⁸ The identification of
Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl with Aeolus, given both figure’s relation to wind seems natural, and
raises the question of why later writers did not follow upon Oviedo’s lead.²⁹ Furthermore, it’s
remarkable that according to other sources, as well a archaeology, the presence of Ehecatl in
the Templo Mayor was not through a “bulto” or “ídolo”, but rather through the architectural
features.
²⁶Sources, however, suggest war associations to Tlaloc, through sacrifice. See Pastorzy “Aztec Tlaloc…”
²⁷Bernal did describe a third “ídolo” in the Templo Mayor, whose named he had forgotten, but his description
leaves the question open. See the discussion in Boone, “Templo Mayor Research”, 13-4.
²⁸INAH, Boletín Nº 196 ( June 7, 2017). The identification of Ehecatl and Quetzazlcóatl has recently been
called into question by Florescano. See ¿Cómo se hace un dios.
²⁹
2.
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The two remaining parallels are harder to pin down. In the case of Ceres, the problem lays
in the simple fact that “diosa de los mahizales” could refer to a large number of female teteoh
who had associations with corn.³⁰ Almost half a century later, Sahagún drew upon the Roman
goddess Ceres to identify one of them, Chicomecoatl, who the Spanish text describes as “la diosa
de los mantenimiento.”³¹ Following Sahagún’s lead, historians tend to distinguish between this
“diosa de los mantenimientos” and the corn goddess, generally identified with Centéotl (centli:
“maçorca de maiz” [Olmos, 1547]).³² But the structural equivalence between the two passages
where Oviedo introduced these denominations suggests that he used them as synonymous.
The case of Sol is even more complex. While throughout the sixteenth-century a consensus emerged that regarded Tezcatlipoca–whose “idol” sat next Huitzilopochtli at the highest
platform of the Templo Mayor–as the “soberano dios” of the Mexicans, solar associations of
particular teteoh abound.³³ Huitzilopochtli, for instance, according to Cortés and Antonio de
Mendoza’s letters, was associated to the sun. And according to Tezozomoc, Piltzinteuctli, another figure identified with Tonatiuh was also present at the Templo.

It has been suggested that Oviedo’s descriptions of the Nicaros in Nicaragua could have been
influenced by his knowledge of Mexico.[^17] At the same time, is equally likely that his view
³⁰Among the better known are Centeotl, Chicomecoatl, Centeo Itztlicihuatl and Xilonen.
³¹FC, VI, ch. 8.
³²According to Tezozomoc, Centéotl was among the deities brought to the Templo Mayor by one of the 7
calpulli of Tenochtitlan during the celebration of Alvarado Tezozómoc and Orozco y Berra, Cronica mexicana, f.
1r.
³³Tezozomoc, however, claims that the figure of Tezcatlipoca was among those brought to the Templo by the
7 calpulli, and suggest that the main deities venerated in the Temple were Huitzilopuchtli, Tlacolteotl and Mictlanteuctli. Alvarado Tezozómoc and Orozco y Berra, f. 1r.
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of Mexico was influence by his very direct and detailed knowledge of the Nicaros. In Book on
history of Nicaragua, he notes that one of the peoples of Nicaragua spoke the same language as
the Mexicans, and shared a number of customs. Oviedo had first hand experience of the Nicaros
before they were conquered by the Spanish, but later, when he was preparing the Historia, transcribed the important account of Bobadilla, that delved quite deeply in the beliefs and customs
of the Nicaros. In his account of the Nicaragua, Oviedo wrote that the Nicaros venerated the
same gods of war, wind, water, etc.
It was during Oviedo’s third stay in America (1526 - 1530), particularly 1528, where he visited Nicaragua. According to his own testimony, he interviewed the old cacique of Tecoatega,
“por otro nombre llamado Viejo, e su propio nombre era Agateyete”, on January 2, 1528. The
other important document on the ceremonies and rites of the Nicaraos, the Mercedarian friar
Bobadilla’s Información, that Oviedo included verbatim in his Historia, was also compiled in
1528. However,the section devoted to Nicaragua was written much later, between 1540 and
1548. By the time Oviedo actually wrote down his information on the Nicaraos, he had not
only had at his disposition a wealth of information stemming from Mexico, including the letters by the Viceroy Antonio de Mendoza and Cortés’s letters to the Emperor, but had already
completed the books on Mexico in the Historia. This is important because, as noted by Miguel
León-Portilla, this explains why when Oviedo wrote about the Nicaraos he stated from the outset that the Nicaraos spoke the same language as the Mexicans and that they had many religious
ceremonies in common.³⁴ León-Portilla also noted the fact that Oviedo used the term “orchilobos” to refered to Nicarao temples, a “manifiesta interpolación” that, he suggests, Oviedo could
³⁴León-Portilla, “Religión de los nicaraos. Análisis y comparación de tradiciones culturales nahuas,” 24. Speaking of the language spoken in the “gobernación de Nicaragua”, Oviedo noted that “la principal es la que llaman
de Nicaragua y es la mesma que hablan en México o en la Nueva España”, and that “muchos ritos tienen éstos de
Nicaragua, como los de la Nueva España”.
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have picked from reading Cortés’s mention of Huitzilopochtli (Orchilobos) in his letters. The
matter is, in fact, more complex, for in his comments on Mendoza’s account of the foundation of
Mexico, Oviedo holds the hypothesis that in fact, the Mexicans came from the south, precisely
from Nicaragua.³⁵
It is remarkable that the two brief but telling digressions that follow the parallel establish
some of the discursive coordinates and symbolic horizons within which the Mesoamerican gods
would continued to be thought of during the early modern period: anti-superstition literature
and Graeco-Roman antiquity.
The early sixteenth century saw the development in Spain of an anti-superstition literature, based on the historical events of heresy and witchcraft, particularly in the Basque diocese
of Calahorra, Logroño and Durango.³⁶. The historical connections between this experiences
and this literature, and New Spain are extensive and have been well studied. As is well known,
Bishop Zumárraga, first bishop of Mexico, had previously been in charge of the persecution of
witchcraft in the Basque country, and thus the Basque experience will inform the policy of the
suppression of idolatry in New Spain. Fran Andrés de Olmos, also from the Basque country,
translated Castanega’s famous treatise on superstition to Nahuatl in Mexico. According to Del
Río, Oviedo held a copy of Castañega’s treatise in his library at Santo Domingo, a book to which
he would have access when writing on the antiquities of Mexico around 1535. However, Oviedo
had a more direct familiarity with Basque events. But let’s begin by analyzing the digression in
question.
The first digression appears right after the parallel:
³⁵“Por manera que, resolviendo mi opinion, los anteçesores de Monteçuma son de la misma costa del Sur de
Nicaragua é de aquel golpho de Orotiña.” Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias,
1851, 534.
³⁶Bazán Díaz, “Superstición y brujería en el Duranguesado a fines de la Edad Media”
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“É á aquellos quatro ó cinco dioses principales que se han dicho de susso, sacrificaba
Monteçuma cada un año, en ciertos tiempos diferentes, más de cinco mill personas,
por consejo de dos demonios, que decían los indios que andaban en aquellos qües,
que hablaban con ellos é los traian engañados, como lo estuvieron largos tiempos
muchas gentes, é aun lo están hoy por el mundo. Si no, preguntadlo á essos brujos é
brujas, é aun á essotros hereges de la peña de Amboto é sus secaçes de la condenada
seíta de fray Alonso de Mella.”³⁷
Oviedo frames the veneration of gods as instilled by “two demons” and thus as superstitious,
and refers of the events of the Basque country as examples of the persistence of these practices all
the way to the present. The Royal Chronicler was in fact fusing two distinct events, separated
for over 70 years.³⁸ The first event was the well-documented case that took place in Durango
in the 1440s: the “gran heregía” led by fray Antonio de Mella.³⁹ The second refers to the outbreak of witchcraft cases that took hold of Vizcaya during the early years of the 16th century.
During the period, according to some sources, dozens of people were burned in the stake. This
brief mention by the Royal Chronicler is in fact one of the few dozen surviving testimonies of
the events, but it was largely responsible for establishing a historiographic connection between
the heretical movement of Mella, a claim that has recently been called into question.[^21] The
events in question took place between 1499 and 1508. According to his own testimony in the
Quinquagenas, Oviedo spent most of 1504 in Tavira de Durango and, a few years later, in 1506,
was appointed “notario apostólico y secretario del Consejo de la Santa Inquisición.”⁴⁰ This places
³⁷Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1851, bk. xxxiii, ch. 46, 503
³⁸In fact, among the testimonia on what has been called the Durango heresies, it was due to this passage by
Oviedo that both events were considered to be linked, a relation that has recently been refuted.
³⁹The “gran heregía” was described in the Crónica de Juan II and the 4th edition of the “Crónica” of Jiménez
de Rada.
⁴⁰Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Las quinquagenas de la nobleza de España, II, E, 23, fol. 49; Batallas y quinquagenas, prol., xvii. Bazan fails to note that Oviedo was actually present around Amboto, which lends at least
some credence to his claim that the witchcraft cases might have been in fact related to Mella’s group’s ideas.
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Oviedo in strangely similar situation to that of that other duranguense of great importance for
New Spain: fray Juan de Zumárraga, who also left testimony of the Amboto withcracft cases, albeit in a more skeptical tone strongly reminiscent of the the older approach to witchcraft claims
in the Canonici. It must also be remembered that one the earliest mentions of at least one of this
teteoh, Tezcatlipoca, appears in manuals of confession that draw upon this anti-superstitious literature.
Oviedo’s commentary is brief, as is aimed at instilling in the reader a sense of the reality
of Mexico-Tenochtitlán’s Templo Mayor and the sacrifices order there by Moctezuma. And yet,
it’s worth asking whether Oviedo’s comparison of both phenomena was based in anything more
than passing condemnation of the persistence of superstition. While far from conclusive, an interesting clue is found in the one printed account on the witches of Amboto available at the
time when Oviedo took to write about Moctezuma’s temple. The account, first identified by
Menéndez Pelayo, appears in an unlikely source: in the commentary that accompanies the one
sixteenth-century Spanish translation of Dante’s Inferno, published by Pedro Fernández de Villegas in 1515.⁴¹ In his classic study on Oviedo, Antonello Gerbi already documented the Royal
Chronicler’s veritable passion for Dante, and according to the studies of Deymond Turner, in
the Oviedo’s library in Santo Domingo, a Tuscan edition of the Commedia sat quite likely next
to a copy of Villegas’s translation.[^22]
Villegas’s account of the heresies and witchcraft of Vizcaya appear in his commentaries to
some verses found in the IX and XX Canto. The first verse is the one in which Dante comes
across the open sepulchers of heresiarchs (IX, 127-129).⁴² The second, revolves around the fate
⁴¹Fernández de Villegas, La traduccion del Dante en verso castellano, Canto IX, 127-129; Canto XX. For the
classic discussion on the passage, see Menéndez y Pelayo, Heterodoxos españoles, vol. III, chap. 7, 304-5.
⁴²In Villegas’s version: “Los sus cobertores estaban suspensos | y fuera muy duros lamentos salian | con tales
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of the fortunetellers (“’ndivine”), which Villegas translated as “xorquinas”, a Basque word use
for witches (XX, 121-123).⁴³ It’s important to remember that the IX Canto is one in which
Dante considered figures of pagan Antiquity, such as Eryton and the Furies, and that according
to Landino’s Comento—Villegas’s main exegetical sources on the Commedia—were “muerjes
hechiceras y nigrománticas.”⁴⁴. Villega’s commentary on both Cantos emphasize the assimilation of ancient idolatries and Dante’s material to recent events in the persecution of witchcraft
and heresies. Oviedo’s own resort to the events of Amboto elicit the same sense of contemporaneity and proximity to a phenomenon that would otherwise might seem remote. Two telling
details are the shared used of the “secuaces” word, that both Villegas and Oviedo might have
derived.
The second digression, fulfills the paragon, so characteristic of Oviedo, by reframing
the theme under discussion within a Ancient, and concretely Roman imaginary. Much can
be learned from a careful reading of the cues and references in this digression. The second
digression makes clear Oviedo’s deep influence of ancient Rome in understanding New World
religious phenomena, and concretely, and imaginary and an overarching understanding of
pagan religion as understood by Titus Livy. This is particularly striking in his understanding of
Mesoamerican deities and religious practices. This is the quote:
“¿Y qué diremos de aquellos famosos romanos é de sus templos , que ni eran de
más sanctidad ni de menos que los de aquestos indios, errores é desvarios fundados,
clamores que bien parecian | de miseros ser alançados y ofensos | yo dije maestro que pueblos condensos | aqui
sepelidos estan en las arcas | estan me repuso los heresiarcas | con otros sequaces que fueron inmensos.” 3.
⁴³“Veras otras tristes por ser adevinas | dejaron el aspa la rueca y el fuso | fechizos obrando en pestifero uso | de
ymagines cartas y yerbas malinas | sus tratos dañosos de falsas xorguinas.” 3.
⁴⁴
3.
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pues que á cada cosa que se les antojaba hacian dios ó su templo, como hiço Rómulo, que ordenó al dios Júpiter un templo, é púsole nombre Jove ferretro, donde
fuessen ofresçidas las armas y enseñas de los reyes é capitanes que oviessen ávido
de los enemigos que oviessen muerto? É assi mesmo, como, escribió Livio, Rómulo
ordenó aquel templo llamado Estatorio, porque estuviessen quedos é no huyessen
los romanos en aquella cruda batalla con los sabinos, quando las piadosas mugeres
sabinas despartieron á los padres é maridos de aquel notable combatimiento? El
templo de la Dea de la Salud, constituyó Bubulco Çensor por la guerra de los samnites. Pues demás de los dioses vanos, también tenian por diosas á Vénus, Palas, Juno
é otras muchas. Demás desso, qué subjetos á sus auríspices é adevinos fueron! é qué
agoreros é obidientes á vanidades, fundadas sobre religiosidad é falsa sanctimonia!
Quiero decir, que si miramos las cosas de los gentiles en este caso, por tan profanas
é diabólicas las tenemos como las de nuestras Indias.”⁴⁵
The second digression mentions a number of concrete places of Rome’s religious landscape,
gleaned from Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita. Oviedo frames these temples as exempla of the way in
which Roman generals and rulers manipulated their forces, appeasing the populace and the
troops, by such acts of public piety. In the actual digressions, Oviedo conceives of Montezuma’s
religious ceremonies and sacrifices as a way to exert his political power. In doing so, Oviedo
seems to mirror not only Livian material, but also Livy’s general attitude towards religion.
Oviedo seems to mirror Livy’s own ambiguous approach to religion. As scholars have noted,
Livy’s approach to Roman religion, particularly to prodigies and the supernatural intervention
is fundamentally ambiguous: on the one hand, he duly report prodigies and purported divine
interventions, on the other he seems to subject them to a general skepticism. Similarly, in a
single stroke, Oviedo both reports the information and dismisses it as fable and follies, and
his criticism of fable is unforgiving. And yet, in the same as was for Livy, religion, particularly
under the guise of public piety and ordered sacrifices, is essential to power and the city. And yet,
⁴⁵Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés, Historia general y natural de las Indias, 1851, XXXIII, 46, 503.
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as scholars have noted, Livy’s dismissal of prodigies and divine intervention in history might in
fact be an inherent part of Roman public religion; on the other, as recently noted by one scholar,
regardless of his criticism, the Ab Urbe Condita does establish a causal connection between the
fulfillment of public piety and military piety. Oviedo’s attentive reading of Livy preserves that
much, and for the Royal Chronicler, there’s nothing more natural than captains and princes
invoking the power of their gods to secure power and military might.

a shared antiquity
Fernández de Oviedo’s words regarding the similarity between Aztec and Greco-Roman myth,
quoted at the begging of this chapter are not devoid of paradox: if, for the Royal Chronicler, the
parallels were based on perceived similarities between the foundational histories of Rome and
New Spain, he was on the other hand keenly aware of the absence of factual historical connections.⁴⁶ As noted by David Lupher, Oviedo even argued that the discovery of various arts and
industries should be regarded as multi-focal, and hence could not be brought to a single history
of discovery.⁴⁷
A decade after Oviedo, several writers took the comparison again, albeit in a more detailed
and systematic fashion. These authors were far better prepared to undertake the task; for if
Oviedo dabbled in Ancient historiography and was a keen reader of Livy and Pliny, he was
not a humanist, and his knowledge of Latin was limited. The case was different with a series of
authors that took to writing on these topics around the mid-sixteenth century. Drawing on the
⁴⁶It’s important to note that, in so far as the similarities exist, they are already the process of a selection: what survived of Mendoza’s account was precisely that which resembled Livy’s account of Rome. His view was furthermore
that of soldier, familiar with the intricacies and the cunning of power. It is, after all, not a humanist.
⁴⁷Lupher, Romans in a New World.
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privilege position of the Escorial, and the expansive network of Las Casas, these projects were
better suited to undertake the task, and they did it by drawing on a very different intellectual
genealogy than Oviedo.
This is the case the Jesuit humanist and bibliographer Juan Páez de Castro (c.1512 – 1570),
the Dominican fray Bartolomé de las Las Casas (1484 – 1566) and the Augustian fray Jerónimo
de Román y Zamora (1536 - 1597). Two of these figures had strong connections of the Escorial:
Paéz de Castro was involved in drafting it’s original plan, and Jerónimo de Román was its librarian. The Spanish historian Carmelo Saez was among the first to note that Paez, Las Casas and
Román the continuity found among these various intellectual ventures.⁴⁸ Writting at different
moments, this venture would produce two important works: the Apologética historia sumaria
by Las Casas and the Repúblicas del mundo by Román.
In the Memorial de las cosas necesarias para escribir historia (1555) dedicated to Charles V,
the Jesuit humanist and bibliographer Juan Páez de Castro (c.1512 – 1570) claimed to be at
work on a treatise on the topic.
“De todo esto tenemos exemplo bastante en las cosas de las indias en aprobación de
lo que los autores dicen, y lo mostraré más largamente en un tratado que hago de la
conformidad que hay entre las costumbres, y religiones destos indios occidentales
con las antiguas que los historiadores escriben de estas partes que nosotros habitamos.”⁴⁹
The context of the discussion suggests that Paez de Castro not only had access to the
manuscript works of the historians who wrote about the Indies–indeed, his correspondence
⁴⁸“Puestos a otorgar la primacía literaria a uno de los tres [escritores] no dudara yo en suponer que Páez habría
realizado la labor de compulsa y acumulación de datos, que fray Bartolomé los aprovecharía en su misma estructura y que fray Jerónimo los distribuiría sin intentos comparativos en sus Repúblicas.” Sáenz de Santa Maŕia, “Los
Manuscritos de Pedro Cieza de León”, 186-7
⁴⁹Páez de Castro, Memorial de las cosas necesarias para escribir historia, BNE ms. Q-18, 319. Repr. in Courcelles,
Escribir La Historia, Escribir Historias En El Mundo Hispánico, ch. 8, Anexo 2, 316-28.
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shows that he received two manuscripts by Pedro Ciezas de León[^29]–but also to the “libros
de pinturas”, confirming the poems and songs with which peoples from across the world had
preserved their histories before the invention of the alphabet. Páez de Castro, who was a longtime aide and protégé of the famous Diego Hurtado de Mendoza and Francisco de Mendoza y
Bobadilla, Bishop of Burgos—brother and nephew to the first viceroy of Mexico—would have
been in an incomparable position to undertake such project: schooled in Greek, Latin, Arabic
and Hebrew, he had access to Hurtado de Mendoza’s prized collection of Greek manuscripts
and was a collector of manuscripts himself. It seems plausible that, through his connections
with the Mendozas, he would have access to the pictorial manuscripts and historical documents
from New Spain that he discuss in the Memorial, such as the one that Antonio had sent to
Hurtado de Mendoza in Venice according to Ramusio. Unfortunately, neither the treatise nor
the papers related to the project survived.
During the same years, fray Bartolomé de las Casas was also at work in his own version of
comparison between the religious antiquities of the Indies and the ancient world. The result of
these efforts were the Apologética historia sumaria, a book that would remain unpublished but
would be the source material for Román y Zamora’s Repúblicas del mundo. While Las Casas’
work would remain unpublished in the early modern period, his work would be thoroughly
used by the Augustinian fray Jerónimo de Román, librarian of the Escorial. Building upon the
comparative spirit of both Paez and Las Casas, Jerónimo Román expanded his comparison to
all “republics of the world.” By organizing them under the general scheme of “repúblicas cristianas” and “repúblicas gentílicas,” he was able to go further than Las Casas in showing that pagan or non-Christian societies were indeed republics organized politically. The denomination
was fortunate, and when the last great chronicler, Antonio de Torquemada, wrote his “chroni175

cle of chronicles”, we would draw extensively on Las Casas and Jerónimo Román, to frame his
lengthy exposition of New World “repúblicas gentícias”.
Unlike Oviedo, whose sole frame of reference was Livy, Paez de Castro, Las Casas and
Román y Zamora drew upon a wide range of Renaissance traditions. Important among them
were the “invented antiquities”of Annius de Viterbo, who in the eve of the sixteenth-century
had already transformed antiquity into an universal framework that went far beyond the confines of the Graeco-Roman worlds. For Viterbo, antiquity provided the missing link between all
European nations and histories, and his work, edited and well known in Spain, already provided
a blueprint for an enlarged antiquity. Secondly, there was Johannes Boemus, writing just two
decades later, antiquity was the universal background of humankind. His widely popular compendia, the Omnius gentium mores, leges, ritus, ex multis clarissimis rerum scriptobus (1520),
showed the breath and the extension that Antiquity had reached in the early Renaissance; a
concept much larger than the one that the 18th century, in the wake of Wincklemnan, would
narrow down to the “Classical world.” In 1556, the Gaditan humanist Francisco de Támara
translated Boemus’ work as El Libro de las costumbres de todas las gentes del mundo, updating
it to incorporate the new discoveries by appending a short “Suma y breve relación de todas las
Indias y tierras nuevamente descubiertas por gente de España.” For all their novelty, the territories in the West were firmly grounded in the human landscape—the mores, leges et ritus—of a
global Antiquity. In the case of Las Casas, furthermore, he resorted to some of the monuments
of Cinquecento antiquarian erudition, such as Giraldi, whose syntagmas he often references in
his work.
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4.2 Apologetics and Universality
In order to prove the existence of “prudencia política”–that is, of civic society–among indigenous peoples of the New World, Las Casas analyses the existence of all the elements that according to the Politicorum are signs of political organization. Under the sixth heading–namely,
the existence of an organized priesthood–Las Casas embarked on a protracted exposition of
religious institutions and practices throughout the New World. However, instead of presenting a descriptions of indigenous customs, Las Casas conceived this lengthy exposition–of over
123 chapters–as a “demorado cotejo” between Mediterranean, European and American societies. This grand tableau of religious antiquity on a world scale, written during the mid-sixteenth
century, is unprecedented not only in scope, but also in grounding the historical existence of
idolatry and the worship of pagan gods in a new philosophical anthropology.
In an important theoretical chapter, Las Casas presented the argument according to which
idolatry, far from constituting a deviation from the Second commandment, was in fact an expression of the inclination of the rational soul towards worship.⁵⁰ Drawing on the Politicorum,
Aquinas, and on a keen reading of William of Auvergne’s De legibus, Las Casas argued that the
inclination towards worship was natural regardless of whether the object of worship was true
(God) or false (the pagan gods).⁵¹ On the legal side, drawing on canon law and Ulpian, Las
Casas claimed that the easily attested universality of paganism proved that it should be consider part of ius gentium, and hence a hallmark of political society. Within this theological and
legal framework, the aim of this section of the Apologética was to show through sheer accumula⁵⁰Chapter 74.
⁵¹Ethicorum, ch 11; Summa, Sec. sec., quae. 85, art. 1; De legibus, f. 34.
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tion of evidence not only the existence of idolatry, but also the “sobrepujamiento” of the New
World’s religious antiquity to that of the Graeco-Roman world.
Regarding the nature of pagan gods, an interesting argument on the nature of the gods appears also in this theoretical chapter. In so far as this argument frames the exposition of American, and particularly Mexican, gods, it is worth reconstructing in some detail. The question that
Las Casas addresses is why are there so many gods, the existence of “la multitud de los dioses.”
The presentation of the gods of Mexico in the Apologética historia sumaria starts by acknowledging that, among the various regions of the Indies, New Spain is remarkable for the sheer
number of gods and idols there are: “no tenían número, ni se pudiera con suma diligencia por
muchas personas solícitas contar.” Las Casas claims to have personally seen an infinite number
of them, made of precious metals as well as clay, wood and seeds, but also painted. Curiously,
Las Casas brought under the same rubric both monumental sculpture and figurines (“de bulto,
chicas y grandes”) as well as painted manuscripts (“figuras pintadas de pincel”). While some of
these figures had certain recurring features–such as headdresses that resembled bishop miters,
or mortar-like receptacles on top of their head–and human form, many other exhibited animal
forms, such as lions, tigers, dogs or deer, as well as many kinds of serpents, toads, fish and serpents. They also had gods shaped as the sun, the moon and the stars.⁵²
This great variety of forms, understood as direct figurative referents, indicate the specific
field of influence, along the lines of the Augustinian trope according to which pagan gods held
propitiatory roles: “Tenían dios para la tierra, otro de la mar, otro de las aguas, otro para guardar
el vino, otro para las sementeras.” But Las Casas goes one step further in claiming that beyond
such general categories, “para cada especie tenían un dios.” Thus, there was a god for corn, an⁵²Las Casas, Apologética historia sumaria, ch 121, 639.
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other for wheat, and yet another for chickpeas or beans, etc. This fragmentation explained the
infinite number of idols and gods found New Spain, an abundance that Las Casas remarks time
and again.⁵³
Underlying this great multitude of deities, however, there was an organized hierarchy. Above
all, a supreme god, represented by the sun, and whose task was to protect heaven and earth.
Secondly, there was a class of gods that mediated the relation between people and the supreme
god, protecting the people (“guardadores de los hombres”) and interceding before the supreme
god (“como abogados ante aquel gran dios”. Among these principal gods, Las Casas mentions
the “gran diosa de los cielos” who was venetated in a fragrant grove on top of a sierra by the
Totonoacas, and who they regarded as an “abogada ante el gran dios.”⁵⁴
Finally, chapter 122 introduced a third kind of gods:
“Veneraban y adoraban también por dioses a los hombres que habían hecho algunas hazañas señaladas o inventado cosas nuevas en favor y utilidad de la república, o
porque dieron leyes y reglas de vivir, o les enseñaron oficios o sacrificios, o algunas
otras cosas que les parecían buenas y dignas de ser satisfechas con obras de agradecimiento.”⁵⁵
The third kind of gods were deified rulers. In this passage, Las Casas condenses the Euhemerist interpretation of myth with the heurematic tradition (i.e. the literature on invention), in
a way that is characteristic of two of the most important sources on the ancient world used in
the Apologética historia sumaria: Giovanni Boccaccio’s great compendium of ancient myth, the
⁵³Las Casas, ch 121, 639.
⁵⁴Las Casas, ch. 121, 639.
⁵⁵Las Casas, ch. 122, 643.
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Genealogia deorum, and Polydore Virgil’s De inventoribus rebus.⁵⁶ It’s important to note that,
within this double tradition of Euhemerism and heurematism that the Apologética folds into
it’s own argument, the “invention” of sacrifices and the worship of gods was one of the primordial civilizing feats of founding rulers, equivalent in importance to legislation, the invention of
trades such as agriculture, commerce, etc. Thus, in one of the theoretical chapters on the necessary conditions for the existence of a political society, Las Casas presents the paradigmatic example of Lysanias, a Greek Levantine king that Boccaccio, following the Pseudo-Theodontius,
identified as the first Jupiter.⁵⁷ Lysanias, an Athenian by birth, brought to his uncivilized people,
who lived “sin política,” an orderly city life, the rule of a common law, the institution of marriage
and, most importantly, an organized system of worship: priests, temples, altars and sacrifices.
Significantly, when describing the institutions of worship, Las Casas deliberately underplays the
distinction between true and false worship with a laconic, yet striking sleight of hand: Lysanias
“dióles doctrina, reglas y modo como sirviesen y honrasen a Dios o a los dioses.” And for these
reasons, in gratitude for his services, “honráronlo y tuviéronlo por Dios y llamáronlo Júpiter y
hiciéronle rey suyo.”⁵⁸
With the exception of Tlaloc, mentioned as an afterthought in the very last line of the chapter on the gods of Mexico, and occasional mentions of the “dios de las lluvias”, the bulk of Las
⁵⁶The Genealogia is referenced throughout the Apologética, but its material–a good part of it unique to Boccaccio’s compendium–is more frequently used without attribution. Cf. the use of Theodoncius in ch. 49, who
Las Casas calls an “auctor griego y copioso”– an unidentified source of Genealogia that scholars now consider a
pseudonym of Paulo de Perugia, Boccaccio’s mentor in Naples. For Las Casas’s use of Polydore, see the digression
on the pyramids in the ancient world that follows the description of the Templo Mayor, that Las Casas is among
the first to describe as a “pirámide.” A study of Las Casas use of the great mythographic compendia available in the
sixteenth century–Boccaccio, Polydore, Giraldi, el Tostado, etc.–remains to be done.
⁵⁷King Lysanias is mentioned by Josephus (Antiquitates, 14.126)and the Gospel of Luke, (3.1), but neither of
these sources identify him as Jupiter.
⁵⁸Las Casas, ch. 48. Las Casas does not his direct source, but the whole passage is practically a transcription of
the @boccaccio2011genealogia, II, chap. 2, 193.
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Casas’s discussion of Mexican gods largely ignores the most well-known central Mexican figures
associated with nature or aspects of social life, and focuses instead on this purported deified
rulers.⁵⁹ Chapter 122 discusses 4 deified rulers: Huitzilopochtli, Tezcatliploca, Camaxtli and
Quetzalcoatl. All of these figures–including, quite surprisingly, Tezcatlipoca–are firmly placed
within the apotheosic scheme, and to the extent that they are all presented as American Lysaniases, they are all related to specific political entities: Huitzilopochtli to Mexico-Tenochtitlan,
Tezcatlipoca to Texcoco, Camaxtli to Tlaxcala and Huejotzingo, and Quetzalcoatl to Cholula.
As we shall now see in detail, Las Casas constructed what could be regarded as the first truly
New Spanish pantheon; that is, the first arbitrary selection of a group of deities that is no longer
the sublimation of entrenched and partisan altepetl hegemonic claims–particularly MexicoTenochtitlan–but rather an integration of more universal claims, even if this “universalism” is
limited by the contingency of the sources available to Las Casas⁶⁰ and overdetermined by a new
set of hegemonic claims, particularly those that gravitate towards the emerging preponderance
of Quetzalcoatl.

The first deified king that Las Casas discuss is Huitzilopochtli, “cuya estatua estaba en el templo
grande y principal de la ciudad.”⁶¹ Huitzilopochtli gave its name to Tenochtitlan and his own
arms–the prickly pear–are now part of the city’s coat of arms.⁶² Huitzilopochtli bears the traits
of founder that Las Casas would have read in Motolinía’s manuscripts, to which he had access.
⁵⁹“Tuvieron en toda esta tierra otro dios en grande reverencia, y era el dios del agua, que llamaron Tláluc, a
quien ofrecían muy costoso sacrificio, como se dirá.” AHS, ch. 122, 647.
⁶⁰Consider, for instance, the absence or erasure of Tlatelolco and its rulers.
⁶¹Las Casas, Apologética historia sumaria, ch. 122, 643; see also ch. 50, on the Templo Mayor.
⁶²Las Casas refered explicitly to the fruit, but the actual coat, granted in 1523, has a bordure of cactus leaves.
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Las Casas stresses Huitzilopochtli’s role as civil and religious leader: he enlarged the city and undertook the construction of its famous “calzadas,” but also organized the “templos y safricicios
y cereminas de cultu divino.” As part of these reforms, he introduced for the first time human
sacrifice, which had never been practiced before.⁶³ During his lifetime, Huitzilopochtli “quiso
que lo celebrasen por dios,” but according to Las Casas, with considerably less arrogance than
other famous rulers of ancient history, with whom he proceeds to compare him. These figures
are gleaned form the Biblical and Roman histories, but their election does not seem haphazard,
as their stories bear specific similarities with elements of the Huitzilopochtli material. Thus,
Huitzilopochtli compares favorably to Nebuchadnezzar, who dispatched Holofernes, one of
his generals, “para que todos los dioses de la tierra extirpase” so that only he be worshiped as a
god.⁶⁴ And also with the Roman Emperor Caligula, who proclaimed himself son of Jupiter and
established his own worship, with exquisite sacrifices, throughout the empire, and had a golden
statue in his image place at a temple in Rome. In this temple, Caligula ordered the sacrifice of
“pavones y faisanes y otras aves preciosísimas y costos.”⁶⁵ Las Casas then suggests a closer parallel
to Herodes Agrippa, who “poco menos que aquéllos con su soberbia ofendió”, because he merely
tolerated the “divinos honores” given to him by his sycophantic people, which nevertheless was
grave enough for God to send him a pest.⁶⁶ Thus, the parallels that Las Casas establishes with
Huitzilopochtli are neither gods (Mars) nor heroes (Hercules), but famous kings who established their own worship in their kingdoms. In this regard, rather than Euhemerist, his model
should be described as apotheosic.
⁶³Las Casas, ch. 122, 644.
⁶⁴Judith 3, 5-6. Las Casas, ch. 122, 644.
⁶⁵Suetonius; Josephus, Antiquitates, bk. 28, ch 15.
⁶⁶Acts, 12. Las Casas, ch. 122, 644.
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In a similar fashion than Fernández de Oviedo’s Historia general, the Templo Mayor appears as a natural organizing principle of the pantheon. For early writers, the presence of certain gods at the symbolic heart of Moctezuma’s power expressed the importance attributed to
them, and while writers noted the huei teocalli of other altepetl such as Tlatelolco, Texcoco
or Tlaxcala rivaled Tenochtitlan’s in grandeur and importance, it was Tenochtitlan’s Templo
Mayor that became the object of lengthy descriptions and visual representation. Scholars have
reconstructed in detail how the earliest first-hand descriptions of the temple’s layout and architecture were adapted, condensed and misread, resulting in a set of fanciful features that only the
iconographic analyses of Leon y Gama in the late 1790s was able to dispel.⁶⁷ This teleology of
progressive scientific discovery, however, tends to obscure the fact that even the earlier source
provide considerably diverging accounts of the Temple. This is particularly striking in the case of
the teteoh that are said to have been venerated in Templo Mayor. The teleological narrative that
finds truth only in the corroboration of the archaeological record has foreclosed other kinds of
questions, for example, about possible political or ideological motives behind the attribution of
a different set of deities to the temple. In order to gauge Las Casas unique pantheon, let’s briefly
overview of the various identifications of gods Tenochtitlan’s Templo.
In the 1530 edition of De Orbe Novo, Anghiera, collating information gleaned mostly from
Cortés’s letters and perhaps Andrés de Tapia’s account of the Conquest, was the first to assert
the identity of the main “marble statue” (marmoreo simulacro) in the temple as Huitzilopochtli
(lit.: “Uulchilabuchichi”), and compared it’s great height with the Colossus of Rhodes.⁶⁸ The
⁶⁷Specially useful is Boone, “Templo Mayor Research”.
⁶⁸Angleria, De Orbe Novo, dec. V, ch. 4, f. 72r. See @boone1987research 7-8, though, by following a defective
translation in MacNutt’s English version of the Decades (New York, 1912), she claims that the sculpture “was also
accompanied by three human statues” (8), when in fact Anghiera wrote that the sculpture’s height was that of three
men (“virilium statura[rx] triu[n]”, fol. 72r.), which makes sense in the context of a comparison with the Colossus.
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presence of a single, a–literally–colossal sculpture crowning the Templo Mayor was consistent
with the famous Nuremberg map of Tenochtitlan, in which Cortés indeed presented at the
center of the double temple a depiction of a figure reminiscent of the famous statue. In 1552,
Gómara, using the same materials plus some manuscripts by Motolonía, identified the second
great idol at the Templo Mayor as Tezcatlipoca.⁶⁹ Diego Durán and Acosta, using material from
the lost Cronica X, identified the second sculpture as Tlaloc, and this was taken up by most
later historians such as Solis, Clavijero up until Prescott. However, other Franciscans historians
offered slightly different identifications. Sahagún, for example, while confirming the presence
of Tlaloc, identified the main idol with Huitzilopochtli or Tlacuepan Cuezochtzin; Torquemada considered these two different figures, and added Paynal as the third idol, probably based
on Bernal Díaz, who also described a third idol even though he didn’t recall its name. Finally,
in 1598, the noble Nahua historian Fernando de Alvarado Tezozómoc would provide a much
larger list of the gods venerated in the temple by the seven calpulli of the city.⁷⁰ As we shall now
see, Las Casas’s list is unique among sixteenth-century sources.
In an earlier chapter on the city of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, Las Casas described the “magnífico
templo” at the heart of Tenochtitlan, and described some of the oratories and smaller temples
found therein. In his description of the Templo, he noted the presence of two large sculptures,
“grandes como gigantes”⁷¹ located at the two wooden structures at the top of the temple.⁷² And
⁶⁹Boone, 8–9. Boone believes that Gómara might also have had access to other now lost sources.
⁷⁰“Pero, sobre todo, en las partes que llegauan, lo primero hazían hazer el cu o templo de su ydolo, dios de ellos,
Huitzilopochtli, y como benían cantidad dellos, heran de siete barrios, cada uno de su barrio traía el nombre de
su dios, como era Quetzalcoatl, Xocomo y Matla, Xochiquetzal y Chichitic, Çentutl y Piltzinteuctli, Meteutl y
Tezcatlypuca, Mictlanteuctli y Tlamacazqui y otros dioses, que aunque cada barrio de los siete traía señaldo su dios,
traían asimismo otros dioses con ellos, y los que más hablan con los yndios eran Huitzilopuchtli y Tlacolteutl y
Mictlanteuctli”.
⁷¹Las Casas, Apologética historia sumaria, ch. 122.
⁷²“En cada altar de aquellos dos estaba un ídolo de bulto muy grande. Eran ambos como dos grandes gigantes.”
Las Casas, ch. 50.
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in chapter 122, he clarifies that one of those monumental idols was that of Huitzilopochtli. Next
to this, two other sculptures represented either his sons or brothers: these were Tezcatlipoca
and Camaxtli. These two brothers built and ruled over Texcoco and Tlaxcala, respectively, and
“ordenaron sus ritos y sacrificios.” For these reasons, after their deaths, their people “los tuvieron
y veneraron por sus dioses.” Las Casas recounts two short myths, told by the peoples of Texcoco
and Tlaxcala, that relate these founding figures to the “Sierra Nevada” mountains and volcanoes
close to them.⁷³
The two rulers belonged to the people called Chichimecas, and “fueron grandes capitanes
esforzados” who ruled by agreement or sheer force, the provinces of México, Texcoco and Tlaxcala, whose original inhabitants were the Otomies. Readers will be familiar with this narrative, one the numerous iterations of Chichimec migration so widespread in sixteenth-century
sources. It’s likely that Las Casas drew upon the earliest and most detailed account of this migration by Motolinía, that we have studied in the Chapter 1, even though he introduced, by means
of a digression on Livy, Solinus, and other ancient authors, the idea that the Otomies were the
“aborigenes,” that is, the people whose origin was so remote as to be unknown.⁷⁴ Such characterization of the Otomies evokes once again the legendary foundation of Rome, but now it is
conceived not only as the model for the foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, as in Oviedo, but
rather as the blueprint for the foundation of the most important altepeme in the valley of Mexico. This grander scheme becomes more evident if we consider the identity of Huitzilopochtli
purported sons or brothers present at the Templo Mayor.
⁷³Today, this mountain chain is known as the Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt.
⁷⁴“Dícense aborígenes las gentes que habitan en algunas tierras que son tan antiguas que no se sabe dellas de
dónde trujeron oriigen, y así las gentes antiquísimas que se hallaron y poblaron a Italia y estaban derramadas por
ella cuando Eneas vino a ella, se dijeron aborígenes, cuasi sin origen o que no se sabía su origen.” AHC, ch. 122,
643.
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Following the Florentine Codex’s abundant material on Tezcatlipoca, it has become customary to describe this figure as the supreme god of central Mexico. The Florentine described many
of the attributes and functions of Tezcatlipoca, as well a large number of ritual chants and epithets devoted to him. Some of these attributes, such as his frequent characterization as “allseeing,” as a “giver of life and death,” etc., as well as Sahagún’s insistence on his formless and immateriality, made him the ideal candidate for a kind of Mesoamerica supreme being, a topic we’ll
study up close in Chapter 4.⁷⁵ But in Las Casas–in fact, one of the earliest written sources on
Tezcatlipoca–he’s presented as the deified founder and ruler of Texcoco. Las Casas’s account of
Tezcatlipoca runs counter to a long-held distinction between purported “natural deities”, in this
case a creator figure, and local patrons, who are taken to be deified humans. In the Apologética,
Tezcatlipoca is regarded as deified king.⁷⁶
The second figure identified as either a son or brother of Huitzilopochtli is a figure that
Las Casas calls “Camachtl”, “Camachtil” and “Camastle”, who was venerated in Tlaxcala, where
a “muy sumptuoso y notable templo” was dedicated to him. He also notes that Camaxtli was
venerated in Huejotzingo. All this information most probably comes from Motolinía, who described in detail the cult rendered to the great idol of Camaxtli in Tlaxcala, and noted that
the same figure was worshiped in the provinces of Huejotzingo, Tepeaca and Zacatlán.⁷⁷ Based
on Motolinía, most later accounts present Camaxtli either as the “legendary” founder of Tlax⁷⁵In the eighteenth-century, Lorenzo Boturini Benaduci summarized this tradition as follows: “TEZCATLIPOCA, hieroglyph for Divine Providence, the primary Indian deity, meaning that, as our pagans acknowledged, the world was governed by a divine wisdom that had its seat in heaven and all human things in its care.”
Benaduci, Idea of a New General History of North America, 7.
⁷⁶According to the Historia de los mexicanos por sus pinturas, there were several original gods all called Tezcatlipoca, who were brothers. And one of them was called Huitzilopochtli. With the exception of E. Umberger’s
several articles, Tezcatlipoca’s relation to Huitzilopochtli has not been sufficiently investigated.
⁷⁷Motolinía, Historia, ch. 10, 63-5 and ch. 11, 65-7.
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cala or as the “equivalent” of the Mexica Huitzilopochtli.⁷⁸ However, it must be noted that, in
a similar way as Tezcatlipoca, other sources present him as a kind of creator figure. Thus, for
example, the Florentine Codex recounts a length a myth that Cecelio Robelo aptly called the
“theogony of Camaxtle,”⁷⁹ in which the primordial couple bore 4 children, among them Tlatlauhcatezcatlipoca (Red Tezcatlipoca), who was “adorado por los de Tlaxcala y Huexotzinco
bajo el nombre de Camaxtle.”
Finally, Las Casas presents the figure he regards as the “grand dios” of New Spain: Quetzalcoatl.⁸⁰ He describes him as the most celebrated and widely venerated deified ruler of New Spain.
Such was the high esteem in which he was held, that he was the “gran señor” by definition. As
a ruler and “inventor,” he established certain trades, he was a law giver, and most importantly,
he forbade human sacrifices and preach a worship based solely on flowers, bread, etc. Las Casas
also recounts some legends associated to Quetzalcoatl, his provenance, his return, etc. While
Andrés de Tapia and Motolinía had previous written about the cult of Quetzalcoatl in Cholula,
it was really Las Casas who gave the earliest condensation of the legend.⁸¹
In a chapter written around 1536, when Motolinía was the guardian of the Franciscan Convent of Cholula,⁸² Quetzalcoatl was “one of the main gods of the indians”, and his importance
⁷⁸For example Baudot, Utopía e historia en México, 170, and the recent editors of the RAE’s Historia de los
indios de la Nueva España (ch. 10, 64, n. 9 and ch. 11, 65, n. 1). Cf. Robelo, Diccionario de Mitología Nahuatl, 69,
who disputes the identification with Huitzilopochtli on the grounds that, according to Sahagún (see note below),
Camaxtli was the “older brother” of Huitzilopochtli.
⁷⁹Robelo, 67–69.
⁸⁰Discussions of Quetzalcoatl are often mirred by a need to weight the account under examination against a
kind of Grand Unified Account of Quetzalcoatl. Among the many problems of this procedure, is that is obscures
the process of sense-making and interpretation that developed overtime, and thus erasas historical specificity. In
this brief discussion, I follow instead an hermeneutical approach, which focuses only on what was known at a given
point.
⁸¹Gillespie and Joyce, “Deity Relationships,” 1998, 190–1.
⁸²Motolinía described the cult of Quetzalacoatl, who he always described as the “dios del viento” in Cholula
and, in the Epístola Proemial, he recounted the substance of the legend of his return and presents his role in the
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was manifested in the “infinite” number of temples, sculptures and paintings devoted to him
throughout the land.⁸³
Las Casas, by contrast, furnished the reasons why Quetzalcoatl was held in such high esteem
and why they regaled him with such “suaves y devotísimos y voluntarios sacrificios”:⁸⁴ Quetzalcóatl taught the people of Cholula the art of silver work; secondly, he rejected blood sacrifices
of men and animals–for Motolinía, he had establish this practice–and accepted only the offering of bread, roses and other flowers, and perfumes and incenses; third, he was a just ruler, who
absolutely forbade war, and the plunder and murder that ensued from it; finally, he was a chaste
and honest.⁸⁵ The Apologética actually does add significant addition to the Quetzalcoatl narrative, and it could be argued that his image will be influenced by the Apologetica comparative
framework.
I would like to conclude this section noting that the Apologéticas’s presentation of a New
Spanish pantheon as the group of founding rulers of some of the most powerful central-Mexican
altepeme is at the basis of a long-held ethnohistorical tradition that distinguishes between “paestablishment of blood sacrifices. López Austin claimed that Las Casas had little to add to the Motolinía material,
but in fact Las Casas account leaves out the identification with the god of wind, whose worship he had described
in the description of the Templo Mayor, and his emphasis on his role as king and benefactor of the republic is
much more pronounced and adds important detail. In the Epístola Proemial, Motolinía wrote that Quetzalcoatl
was as a “honest and temperate man,” who was the first person to established penitential exercises such as fasting
and blood-letting, and who began to preach “natural law.”[^59]
⁸³“A este Quetzalcóatl tuvieron los indios por uno de los principales de sus dioses, y llamáronle dios del aire y
por todas partes le edificaron infinito número de templos, y levantaron su estatua y pintaron su figura.” Motolinía,
Historia, 12-3.
⁸⁴The fact that the sacrifices were “voluntary” furthers the evocation of Herodes Agrippa that, as discussed
above, was considered less wicked than other ancient kings by merely tolerating, rather than instituting, the worship offered by his people. See above.
⁸⁵A éste canonizaron por su sumo dios y le tuvieron grandísimo amor, reverencia y devoción, y le ofrecieron
suaves y devotísimos y voluntarios sacrificios por tres razones: la primera, porque les enseñó el oficio de la platería,
el cual nunca hasta entonces se había sabido ni visto en aquella tierra, de lo cual mucho se jactan o jactaban todos los
vecinos naturales de aquella ciudad; la segunda, porque nunca quiso ni admitió sacrificios de sangres de hombres ni
de animales, sino solamente de pan y de rosas, y flores y perfumes, y de olores; la tercera, porque vedaba y prohibía
con mucha eficacia las guerras, robos y muertos y otros daños que los hiciesen unos a otros. Las Casas, Apologética
historia sumaria, ch. 122, 645.
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tron gods” and “civilizing heroes,” on the one hand, and “natural” or “cosmic gods” on the other.
As we have seen, it’s remarkable that in this, one of the founding moments of such a distinction,
the figures in fact overlap, and teteoh that throughout the sixteenth-century became, as it were,
disembodied and turn into transcendental numen, appear in the Apologética as deified kings
and inventors. Las Casas’s Pan-New-Spanish pantheon shows to what extent the distinction
between both classes of beings was rather arbitrary, and resulted of a lengthy process of interpretation and selection rather than a simple uncovering of an purportedly emic Mesoamerican
tradition.
Secondly, I would like to emphasize the originality of this integrated pantheon. It’s important to remember that the various figures brought together belong in fact to very different, often
antagonistic, central-Mexican altepeme. The extreme locality of Nahua teteoh, their ascription
to very specific altepeme–and even to specific calpulli, lineages or guilds–was noted early on by
Bernal Díaz del Castillo, who found it a matter of laughter that a “god” venerated in one town
was practically ignored in the next town over.[^58] The Mexican pantheon created by Las Casas
takes all these figures and brings them together in a way that no Nahua altepetl would have done
nor any Nahua writer would do perhaps until Alva Ixtlillxochitl, who presented a more balanced
account of rival altepeme.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have seen how authors such as Fernández de Oviedo, Bartolomé de las Casas,
Páez de Castro and Jerónimo Román undertook the assimilation of the New World into world
history through the notion of a shared antiquity. Unlike later iterations of this notion, for the
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sixteenth-century writers that developed, the idea of a shared antiquity did not necessarily implied diffusionist hypotheses, nor actual contact between far-flung nations, but rather a sense
of commensurability, expressed as a shared social and political morphology.
At the beginning of the chapter we noted the striking temporality of this construction,
that predates local forms of exegesis and interpretation of the past, in the form of pictorial
manuscripts and Mestizo and native histories, but also predates the grand antiquarian and
mythographic syntheses of the Cinquecento. In the absence of such materials, the authors we
have explored proceeded instead through a process of concentric comparisons, moving from
the local to the universal, and from an intra-American framework to a world-scale one.
In the case of Fernández de Oviedo, this took the form of a proto-Mesoamericanist comparativism, that relied upon his experience in Nicaragua to draw comparison between two Nahuaspeaking peoples separated from one another by thousands of miles. In the case of Bartolomé
de las Casas, he integrated all available information about the New World into a grand synthesis. Like no other author of the sixteenth century, Las Casas was responsible for creating the
category of a New World antiquity, a task that was further pursued by other Spanish authors.
Perhaps paradoxically, at the heart of this New World antiquity, only thinly disguised by
the comparatives schemes, lies the symbolic heart of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s political power: the
Templo Mayor. Thus, one of the unintended aberrations of this process was the transformation
of this concrete ritual enclosure into the blueprint for a New World antiquity as a whole. As a
result, the Tenochca ruling elite attained an expanded cultural hegemony, as their Huey Teocalli
was elevated to the rank of an universal scheme.
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Chapter 5
Teotl Deconstructed: The Formation of a
Theologia Mythologica in fray Bernardino de
Sahagun’s Workshops
In 2015, unesco included in its Memory of the World program the three major pictorial
manuscripts composing fray Bernardino de Sahagún’s Historia universal de las cosas de la Nueva
España: the Florentine and the two Madrid codices.¹
Jointly presented by Mexico, Italy and Spain, the Nomination Form’s strategy revolved
around the characterization of Sahagún as a “pioneer of modern anthropology,” and his
manuscripts as the “product of the great ethnographic research in the New Spain of the
mid-16th century.” In so doing, the institutions of these three countries avowedly endorsed an
¹The Madrid codices, generally known as the Primeros memoriales or the Memoriales de Tepepulco, are two separate and individually foliated documents, housed in the Real Academia de Madrid and the Real Palacio. Following Fernando del Paso y Troncoso’s (1842 - 1916) foundational typology, they include the following documents:
Primeros Memoriales; Memoriales Complementarios; Memoriales en Tres Columnas; Memoriales con Escolios and
the Memoriales en español. See Bustamante García, Fray Bernardino de Sahagún, 247-248 and, more recently, Barrio, “Los Códices Matritenses”.
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anachronistic interpretation of Sahagún’s oeuvre firmly rooted in Mexican post-Revolutionary
nationalism, but problematic at many different levels.²
First formulated in a lecture by the Mexican educational reformer and historian Alfonso
Toro (1873-1952) in 1922, the trope of Sahagún as a forerunner forerunner of modern ethnography would have a lasting influence in the historical culture of post-Revolutionary Mexico.
Raised in the positivism of the Porfirian era, and the radical rationalism that coalesced in the
Congreso Pedagógico de Yucatán in 1915, Toro was primarily interested in Sahagún as a protosocial-scientist, capable of making the colonial past more palatable for a national Historia Patria.³ His injunction, however, found a strong echo in a younger generation of historians and
intellectuals who were invested in the vindication of Mesoamerican civilizations and their incorporation into the spiritual fabric of the nationalist project, such as Ángel María Garibay Kintana
(1892 - 1967), Wigberto Jiménez Moreno (1909 - 1985), José Corona Núñez (1906 - 2002),
and Miguel León-Portilla (b. 1926). By the time Garibay Kintana published his sweeping Historia de la literatura náhuatl, in 1953, the trope was fully in place. Garibay went even further, and
presented the whole corpus of Mendicant historiography in New Spain as a “missionary ethnography,” an interpretation that would be developed in great detail by George Baudot’s Utopie et
histoire au Mexique, and become the cornerstone of León-Portilla’s many publications on Sa²unesco: Memory of the World, “The work of Fray Bernardino de Sahagún (1499-1590)” (accessed June 6,
2019). The Nomination Form, prepared by Mexico’s inah, is even more explicit in adopting León-Portilla’s view,
and quotes him: “Sahagún was very interested in the indigenous culture and with the advantage of being in contact
with the indigenous of the Colegio de la Santa Cruz, he began working an anthropologic project” (emphasis in
the original; 5).
³Toro, “Importancia etnográfica y lingüística”. Toro delivered the lecture in 1922, during the 20th International Congress of Americanists in Rio de Janeiro, and was published a year later in the Anales del Instituto de
Antropología e Historia, the institution that two years later he would head. In his own rummages on the teaching
of Historia Patria, however, Toro stopped short of grounding the new nationalism on pre-Columbian civilizations,and proposed instead to lay patriotic claims over a home-grown pioneer “social scientist”. See Gardida, “La
Historia Patria de Alfonso Toro”.
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hagún.⁴
What began as a somewhat facetious remak—Toro compared Sahagún, doing social
antropology, to Moliere’s bourgeois gentilhomme, who spoke in prose without knowing it—
became the unquestioned and blatantly anachronistic way of interpreting Sahagún oeuvre.⁵
For those invested in the reconstruction of the civilization of Pre-Columbian central Mexico,
the ethnographic status of the Sahaguntine manuscripts buttressed claims to its truthfulness
and quasi-objectivity.⁶ And yet, Sahagún qua ethnographer not only fractures the unity of
his output, which included homilies, Nahuatl sermons and psalms—documents significantly
absent from unesco’s inscription—but it also obscures the actual epistemic conditions under
which these manuscripts were created.
It is clear that the ethnographic reading of the Sahaguntine corpus was a way of establishing
the validity and objectivity of this grand encyclopedia of Nahua life, thus laying a solid foundation for the reconstruction of ancient Mexico. As we have discussed before, the perceived
loftiness of the goal, at a time of consolidation of a post-Revolutionary national project, prescribed the relaxation of the high standards of textual and historical criticism in favor of sheer
recuperation of every trace of the Pre-Columbian past.
The ethnographic model, however, obscures the fact that Sahagún and his workshops in
⁴The most representative of these is León-Portilla, Bernardino de Sahagun. The history of this trope has been
sketched out by D’Olwer, Sahagún, 135-6; Browne, “Sahagún and the Transition to Modernity”; and Ríos Castaño,
Translation as Conquest.
⁵“Así como Moliere decía, refiriéndose a uno de sus más reconocidos personajes, que hablaba en prosa sin
saberlo, de igual suerte y parodiando al comediógrafo francés, pudiéramos decir que el P. Fray Bernardino recogía
datos para la etnografía y la lingüística, sin conocer siquiera los nombres de tales ciencias, que son de creación
moderna” (2).
⁶Alternative interpretations of Sahagún’s work have been proposed by Bustamante García, Fray Bernardino de
Sahagún and “Retórica, traducción y responsabilidad histórica”, who portrayed Sahagún as something closer to an
Inquisitor, engaged in the extirpation of idolatry; and by Browne, “Sahagún and the Transition to Modernity” and
Ríos Castaño, Translation as Conquest, who conceive him as a “cultural translator”.
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Mexico, Tlatelolco and Tepepulco were in fact engaged in a more complex, and far more creative
process than the mere noting down cultural facts. And nowhere is the constructivity of the
process more evident than in the case of religion and the Nahua gods. It is not without paradox
that, in its efforts to recuperate the Pre-Columbian world as much as possible, the ethnographic
reading of Sahagún ends up naturalizing categories that emerged in the very process, and reflect
the hermeneutical creativity of the sixteenth-century Nahuas engaged in the process.
Regarding Nahua religion, Sahagún’s workshop were engaged in what Janet Hoskin has described as “finding ‘religion’ in the Indigenous system:” the process of isolating and determining
an autonomous sphere of religion within a given society.
In her book on temporality among the Kodi people of eastern Indonesia, Hoskins noted
the kind of challenges faced by missionaries that first arrived to the island of Sumba in the early
twentieth-century:
The first task the foreign missionaries faced was to isolate the “religious” as a discrete
category of experience from the wide range of loosely differentiated ritual, political,
and economic practices of traditional society.⁷
The Kodi, Hoskin notes, lacked a clean-cut distinction between the spheres that Western
modernity has come to define as the sacred and the secular. As in many traditional societies,
among the Kodi “the different domains of social life were so bound together, that failure to
follow the proper procedure” in one domain of life, would have repercussion on the others. Under these conditions, “finding” of religion is a inventive and contingent process, through which
certain sequences of actions, ritual utterances, and social customs are regarded as integrating an
discreet-and autonomous–sphere. There is much room for arbitrary or strategic decissions, and
the segmentation that ensues remains ambiguous.
⁷Hoskins, The Play of Time, 278.
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Fray Bernardino de Sahagún’s Historica universal de las cosas de la Nueva España was invested in organizing information about Nahua life along discreet sub-systems. For reasons we
shall explore in this chapter, Sahagún, was particularly invested in isolating and defining with
precision what constituted Nahua idolatry. Thus, he devoted the first five books of the Historia
universal to establishing a broad definition of Nahua idolatry, distinguishing it and isolating
if from other spheres, such as “rhetoric and moral philosophy” (Book vi), the art of rulership
(Book viii), the human body (Book x), the natural world (Book xi), or warfare (Book xii).⁸
And yet, it is not at all clear that Mesoamerican peoples would have considered those spheres
as independent for on another. This is particularly strong in the case of the natural world and
religion, the two spheres to which the Florentine Codex devotes the most extensive treatment.
The Nahuas, as many other Mesoamerican peoples, did not distinguish with crystal clarity
between various kinds of animated entities, and between these and other spheres of social life.
Thus, for example, in the Nahuatl Anales de Cuahtitlan, the term teotl was used to refer to
animals of extraordinary color, the hunting of which was part of the ritual performance through
which Chichimeca tribes established their rule over a territory.⁹ Indeed, many Nahuatl terms
for animals and plants, registered by Andrés de Olmos, Molina or Sahagún, include the world
‘teotl’, for example, the teoquechol (Kartunnen: “bird with red plumage”) or the teoquauhxochitl
(Siméon: “plante parasite que pousse sur les branches des arbres”).
Sahagún himself was keenly aware of this polysemy, as much as of the omnipresence of the
term teotl in the Nahuatl vocabulary on the natural world, and the problem this carried with
it not only for the organization of the Historia universal, but for the success of the Franciscan
⁸Florentine Codex, Prólogo,ix.
⁹Annals of Cuahutitlan, 23-7, apud Dupey García and Olivier Durand, “Serpientes, colores y dioses”, 193.
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mission as a whole. That is why it is all the more suggestive that his most significant reflection
on the nature of teotl is not found in the five books devoted to Nahua idolatry, but rather on the
book on natural history, the Libro undécimo que es Bosque, jardín, vergel de lengua Mexicana of
the Historia universal.
Concerned with the theological consequences of the omnipresence of the teotl in the natural world, Sahagún wrote in the Prologue to the Book xi:
Será también esta obra muy oportuna para darlos a entender el valor de las criaturas, para que no las atribuyan divinidad, porque a cualquiera criatura que veían ser
iminente en bien o en mal la llamaban téutl; quiere decir “Dios”. De manera que al
Sol le llamaban téutl, por su lindeza; al mar también, por su grandeza y ferocidad;
y también a muchos de los animales los llamaban por este nombre, por razón de su
espantable, disposición y braveza, donde se infiere que este nombre teutl se torna
en buena y en mala parte, y mucho más se conoce esto cuando está en composición,
como en este nombre teupiltzintli, “niño muy lindo”; teuhpiltontli, “muchacho muy
travieso” o “malo”.¹⁰
According to the Prologue, the wide range of meanings conveyed by the term teotl was problematic from a practical perspective, as it puts the Nahua preacher or neophyte addressed by Sahagún on risk of infringing the First Commandment, by attributing divinity to created things
(“las cosas mas baxas”).
How did Sahagún and his workshop addressed this potentially deadly polysemy? At the
most general level, they did—or tried to do—by dividing the matter into separate spheres: the
sacred, the political, the natural, etc. At this level of analysis, things look unproblematic: the
five books of the Historia universal seem to exhaust everything possibly related to religion:
¹⁰CF, xi, Prologo.
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La orden que se ha tenido en esta historia es que preimeramente, en los primeros
libros, se trató de los dioses y las fiestas, y de sus sacrificios, y de sus templos, y de
todo lo concerniente a su servicio…¹¹
Once teotl has been confined to the sphere of pagan “cosas divinas,” the spheres of secular
life and natural world would become unproblematic. And yet, Book ix shows to what extent
the process is far from unambiguous, as the teteoh persistently upend a purely secular natural
sphere.
As noted in the passage of the Prologue quoted above, the main problem regarding the
Nahua views on the natural world was what we could call the question of natural teophoric
designation. This refers to the omnipresence of the word ‘teotl’ and its cognates in the naming
of natural phenomena in Nahuatl.
Book eleven contains a myriad examples of plants and animals whose name are composed of
the term teotl, but two are particularly illustrative for reasons that we shall see shortly. The first
instance is the semi-precious jet stone, called in Nahuatl teotetl (teō[tl]-etl, lit. ‘god’ + ‘stone’).
The Spanish text explains that the reason of this denomination is the rarity of the stone and the
purity of its black color, not found in any other stone.¹² The second instance is a mushroom
called teonanacatl (teō[tl]-nancatl, lit. ‘god’ + ‘flesh’), or the god’s flesh or sustenance, and was
described as having special— psychotropic—properties.¹³ In both cases, the teophoric designationi conveyed the uniqueness and “eminence” of these natural phenomena.
¹¹Florentine Codex, Prólogo, ix.
¹²“Hay unas piedras que se mman teutetl tienen apriencia de azabache son raras, y tienen un negro muy fino sin
mezcla de ningún color: el cual negro y su fineza y su pureza no se halla en ningún otra piedra…” Florentine Codex,
ix, fol. 360r.
¹³“Hay unos honguillos en esta tierra que se llama teonanacatl [que] se crían debajo del heno en los campos y
páramos son redondos, y tiene el pie altillo y delgado, y redondo comidos, son de mal sabor daña la garganta, y
emborracha[n]. Son medicinales contra la calentura y la gota; hanse de comer dos o tres no más, los que lo comen
ven visiones y sienten bascas en el corazón; a los que comen muchos de ellos provocan lujuria, y aunque sean pocas.”
CF, xi, fol. 130v.
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This predicative notion of teotl is reminiscent of the opinion of fray Gerónimo de Mendieta, who noted that while some Nahuas claimed the gods “were or had been first simply men,”
others claimed that the gods were not men at all, but rather those that “returned or showed
themselves in another shape”, or spoke and acted in ways that suggested they were “more than
men”.¹⁴ Summarizing this problematic meaning of teotl, as an attribute or predicate of animals,
people or natural phenomena, Sahagún ventured a definition of this usage:
Otros muchos vocables se componen de esta misma manera, de la siginificación de
los cuales se puede conjeturar que este vocable téutl, quiere decir “cosa extremada
en bien o en mal.¹⁵
In general, Book xi strives to contain the meaning of teotl within this definition by parsing
the etymology of the term accordingly (i.e. attributing its presence to an eminent or distinguishing feature). In the case of the teonanacatl, it’s remarkable, for example, that the texts of the
Florentine Codex do not explicitly link the mushroom to sacred furor, and thus, to the gods.
Writing a few decades earlier, Motolinía also described the teonancatl, the meaning of which
he formulated as “carne de Dios, o del demonio que ellos adoraban”, and compared the eating
of this mushroom as a satanic parody of the sacrament of communion.¹⁶ In an article on the
origin of names in Book xi of the Florentine Codex, Miguel Aristondo noted that Sahagún’s
Spanish texts often skirt the problem by simply not parsing teo[tl]- in the myriad of words they
contain.¹⁷
¹⁴“Algunos de los indios daban á entender que sus dioses eran ó habian sido primero puros hombres; pero
puestos despues en el número de los dioses, ó por ser señores principales, ó por algunas notables hazañas que en su
tiempo habian hecho. Otros decian que no tenian á los hombres por dioses, sino á los que se volvian ó mostraban ó
aparecian en alguna otra figura, en que hablasen ó hiciesen alguna otra cosa en que pareciesen ser mas que hombres.”
Mendieta, Historia eclesiástica indiana, II, VI.
¹⁵CF, xi, Prologo.
¹⁶“A estos hongos llaman en su lengua Teonacatal, que quiere decir carne de Dios, o del demonio que ellos
adoraban: y de la dicha manera con aquel amargo manjar su cruel Dios los comulgaba”. Motolinía, Historia, ??.
¹⁷Aristondo, “El origen de los nombres”, 11-2.
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Figure 5.1: Teutetl. Florentine Codex, bk. XI, fols. 209v, ca. 1575–1577. Florence, Biblioteca Medicea
Laurenziana, Med. Palat. 218, c. 204v.

And yet, what is intriguing about the jet stone and the psychoactive mushrooms is that their
painted illustrations upend the Book ix’s restricted sense of teotl. The artists who created both illustrations evoked the other meanings of teotl that the redactors of the Florentine Codex strove
to contain within the first five books. On the folio of the teutetl stone, the image presents a
chimeric figure—a man with a hummingbird’s head and animal claws—standing besides the
stone, that is itself depicted in a glyphic form (see fig. 5.1). And in the section on the teonancatl, an illustration depicts five naturalistic mushrooms—they match the description provided
by the text—crowned by the same intriguing chimera (see fig. 5.2). The humming bird element,
generally considered an attribute of Huitzilopochtli, identifies these figures as teteoh.
These telling instances reveal the contingency of the process through which Sahagún and
his workshop of Nahua scholars and painters defined Nahua religion. It is not simply a mater
of organization, as the ethnographic reading of Sahagún would claim, even though the Sahaguntine manuscripts provide ample evidence that the question of organization was of central
concern for Sahagún.¹⁸ The books explicitly devoted to religion, and the gods in particular, the
Historia universal undertook a systematic taming of teotl, dispelling its polysemy and circumscribing it to the notion of “[pagan] god” long established by Franciscan lexicography, while
¹⁸A detailed analysis of the Historia universal’s several organizing schemes can be found in Bustamante García,
Fray Bernardino de Sahagún.
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Figure 5.2: Teonancatl. Florentine Codex, bk. XI, fols. 142v, ca. 1575–1577. Florence, Biblioteca
Medicea Laurenziana, Med. Palat. 218, c. 204v.

defining a secondary meaning (eminence) and assigning it to the book on natural history. Both
the visual discourse, as well as numerous textual gaps and lacunae, suggest that such a distinction was from the start artificial and would thus remain ambiguous. These images suggest the
kind of hermeneutical work that Sahagún and his workshop had to perform.
In this chapter, we will explore the ways in which Sahagún and his workshop of Nahua humanists and painters isolated certain social sequences into the Nahua gods. And more specifically, how did they identified, defined and individualized the Nahua teteoh? We will begin to
answer these questions by re-centering Sahagún’s Historia universal de las cosas de las Nueva
España project, as developed in the Matritense and Florentine Codices, within an epistemic
context defined by the Franciscan mission and early modern knowledge production. We will
then turn our attention to the specific ways in which the Sahaguntine workshops dissentangled
the Nahua teteoh from their ritual, and concretely calendaric, function, through a lexicographic
paradigm.
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5.1

Inventing Nahua Religion

In the prologue to the Historia universal de la Nueva España, written in late 1575, fray
Bernardino de Sahagún presented the version of his grand work prepared under the renovated
support of fray Rodrigo de Sequera by expressing in the broadest terms the rational his
intellectual labors in New Spain:
El médico no puede acertadamente aplicar las medecinas al enfermo sin que
primero conozca de qué humor o de qué causa procede la enfermedad, de manera
que el buen médico conviene sea docto en el conocimiento de las medecinas y
en el de las enfermedades, para aplicar conveniblemente a cada enfermedad la
medecina contraria. Los predicadores y confesores, médicos son de las ánimas;
para curar las enfermedades espirituales conviene tengan esperitia de las medicinas
y de las enfermedades espirituales, el predicador de los vicios de la república, para
enderezar contra ellos su doctrina, y el confesor, para saber preguntar lo que
conviene y entender lo que dixesen tocante a su oficio, conviene mucho que sepan
lo necesario para ejercitar sus oficios.¹⁹
Following the Augustinian trope of Christus medicus and Gregory of Nice’s lasting characterization of the sacred orator as a “physician of the soul,” Sahagún envisions the pastoral
mission of the Franciscans as two-fold: confessors should “heal” the ailments of the soul, while
preacher’s should redress the moral ailments of the republic.²⁰ Sahagún devoted four decades to
the creation of what he deemed the indispensable instruments for the successful pursuit of these
¹⁹CF, I, Prólogo, fol. 1r.
²⁰The locus classicus of the Christus Medicus trope is Matthew 9:12: “But Jesus hearing it, said: They that are in
health need not a physician, but they that are ill.” The theme is widespread in Patristic homiletics, but according
to Arbesmann “Augustine holds the first place” among the Fathers who must used it (“Christus Medicus,” 2). See,
for example, Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, I, spec. Chs. 14-15 and Sermon 87. The Pastor as medicus cordis
figures prominently in Gregory Nazianzus’s popular Liber Pastoralis Curæ (I, spec. Chs. 1, 9 and 11; see also Oration,
2.16). The metaphor also appears in Olmos’s famous Nahuatl translation of Martin de Castañega’s Tratado de las
supersticiones y hechicerías (1529). For a brief discussion on the theme in Medieval homiletics, see Bustamante,
La obra, 63 and Ríos Castaños, Translation as Conquest, 14-6, that nevertheless misattributes the Medicus Cordis
trope to Augustine. The characterization of idolatry as “the ancient disease” appears already in Eusebius, Eccle. His.,
2.3.2).
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“oficios” in the confessionary and the pulpit. At the most basic level, Sahagún’s vast oeuvre—
comprising translations, vocabularies, grammars, poems, treatises, scholia as well as his grand
Historia—can be characterized as the most ambitious program for furnishing New Spain’s confessors and sacred orators with what a modern scholar of late Medieval artes praedicandi has
called the “outillage matériel et mental des prédicateurs.”²¹ Loosing sight of this overarching
intent, summarized in the inextricable unity of the preacher and the confessor as medici cordis,
has lead to the persistent but misguided characterization of fray Bernardino de Sahagún as the
forebear of modern anthropology.
When Sahagún undertook his intellectual work, he had become keenly aware of the limited fruits of the Franciscan endeavors. By the mid-1540s, when he began writing his Sermones
de domínicas in Nahuatl as well as his historical investigations in Tepeapulco, Sahagún had become persuaded that the Franciscan mission—that implied nothing less than the reformation of
Amerindian subjectivity as the basis for the establishment of a Christian republic—hinged on
the adroitness of this outillage. But why? What was the ailment that required such a contrived
and protracted remedy? In the prologue to the Historia, he writes:
Ni conviene se descuiden los ministros desta conversión con decir que entre esta
gente no hay más pecados de borrachera, hurto y carnalidad, porque otros muchos
pecados hay entre ellos muy más graves, y que tienen gran necesidad de remedio:
los pecados de la idolatría y ritos idolátricos, y supresticiones idolátricas y agüeros,
y abusiones y cerimonias idolátricas no son aún perdidas del todo. Para predicar
contra estas cosas, y aun para saber si las hay, menester es de saber cómo las usaban
en tiempo de su idolatría, que por falta de no saber esto en nuestra presencia hacen
muchas cosas idolátricas sin que lo entendamos.²²
²¹Bataillon, “Les instruments de travail des prédicateurs”, 200-3; Roest, “’Ne Effluat in Multiloquium et Habeatur Honerosus”’, 410-1.
²²CF, I, Prólogo, fol. 1r. Sahagún’s suggestion that the suitable medicine is the exact opposite to the ailment
suggests that he’s following Augustine.
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Years after he wrote these words in the Florentine Codex, Sahagún would continue to denounce the persistence of idolatry among the Indians in increasingly irate notes. In the Arte divinatoria, of 1585, he added to his denunciations a bitter reproach to earlier Franciscans, who
had given open leeway for the old customs to survive within a formally Christian worship, and
had been fooled into thinking that the only sins still predominant among recent converts were
those of intemperance, and not the far graver sin of idolatry. While first-generation Franciscans
were content with the destruction of the visible signs of idolatry, for Sahagún it was clear that
idolatry, as a persistent decease, was still entrenched in the hearts of converts, even when all the
visible signs of Christian piety were also observed.
In a certain sense, the problem was not unlike the phenomenon bitterly noted by the Jesuits in Brazil among coastal Tupinambas in the 1540s and defined by the Brazilian anthropologist Viveiros de Castro in a famous essay as the “inconstância da alma selvagem.”²³ While in
Brazil the Jesuits were faced with a problem of lack, predicated on the absence of a structured
religion organized around the cult of “idols”, in New Spain the problem was, on the contrary,
one of excess. For, although since Hernández de Córdoba explorations of Yucatán in 1517 and
Cortés’s campaign to central Mexico there was little doubt that the natives were idolaters—
i.e. worshiped idols and had temples—, the precise contours of idolatry were far less clear.²⁴
Sahagún endeavored to define the syndrome by identifying the customs, practices and utterances that constituted its symptoms.²⁵ For over 40 years Sahagún labored on the diagnosis
of the syndrome, the prognosis of its effects on the budding Christian republic, and developing
²³De Castro, “O mármore e a murta”.
²⁴The association was such that Cabo Catoche, in Yucatán, was named “Gran Cairo” upon arrival. López de
Cogolludo, Historia de Yucathan.
²⁵On diagnosis as the art of reading signs, see Deleuze, Critique et clinique, Avant-propos.
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the “medecinas contrarias” to treat it. As he noted in the Prologue, the main problem faced
by confessors was their lack of the basic tools to distinguish between acceptable and idolatrous
behavior. In the context of confession, this was critical issue, for idolatry was considered a violation of the First Commandment. Early confession manuals and anti-superstition treatises
produced in New Spain included brief descriptions of Nahua idolatry, even mentioning the
name of some Nahua teteoh.²⁶ However, these manuals contained but the most cursory of information. What was needed was a full-fledged reconstruction of Nahua social life, as to better
distinguish between “cosas divinas, o mejor decir idólatricas, humanas y naturales”.
On the other hand, the Hippocratic principle of cure by opposites implied that the language
of idolatry be redirected towards the new faith. Nahua inconstancy was to be attributed in part
to first-generation Franciscan’s inability to of moving the neophyte’s soul in a transformative
way. What was needed was a vernacular sacred oratory, capable of drawing on the efficacy of
Nahua song and ritual expression. Psalmodia Christiana, Sahagún’s only work that made it to
the printing press, bears testimony to the refinement of this new diction.
By the 1540s, Sahagún undertook both tasks. By 1547, he drafted the first Sermones de Dominicas y Santos en lengua mexicana, written directly in Nahuatl. And he also began a compilation of Nahuatl oratory (Huehuetlahtolli) that would later form the basis for the Book VI of
the Florentine Codex, that bears the title “De la Rethorica, y philosophia moral y theologia de
la gente mexicana.” As this remarkable title suggests, the treatise presented Nahua ceremonial
speeches and ritual songs under a favorable light, presenting them not only as a form of vernac²⁶The most significant of these is fray Andrés de Olmos’s Tratado de hechicerías y sortilegios (1553), a Nahuatl adaptation of fray Martín de Castañega’s Tratado muy sotil y bien fundado de las supersticiones y hechicerias
(Logroño, 1529). Olmos, BNM, ms 1488, vol, viii, translated and published in Olmos, Tratado de hechicerías
y sortilegios; See Ríos Castaño, “El Tratado de hechicerías y sortilegios (1553)”; Azoulai, Les péchés du nouveau
monde, 43.
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ular rhetoric, but also assimilating them to such prestigious disciplines as moral philosophy.²⁷
The spirit that animates this, the earliest material of the Florentine Codex, is the conviction that
the language of idolatrous worship can be deployed as a means of conversion.

In the paratext entitled “Al sincero lector”, that appears at the end of the First Book’s Preface, Sahagún offered an invaluable key to how he and his brethren undestood the nature of his project:
Cuando esta obra se comenzó, comenzóse a decir de lo que que lo supieron que
se hacía un calepino. Ciertamente fuera harto provechoso hacer una obra tan útil
para los que quieren deprender esta lengua mexicana, como Ambrosio Calepino la
hizo para lo que quieren deprender la lengua latina y la significación de los vocablos;
pero ciertamente no ha habido oportunidad, porque Calepino sacó los vocablos y
las significationes dellos y sus equivocationes y metáforas de la lección de los poetas
y oradores y de los otros autores de la lengua latina, autorizando todo lo que dice
con los dichos de los autores, el cual fundamento me ha faltado a mí por no haber
letras ni escriptura entre esta gente.²⁸
The work with which Sahagún compared his own was the famous Dictionarium latinum,
by the the Augustinian friar Ambrogio Calepino (c. 1440 – 1510).²⁹ Calepino’s Dictionarium,
²⁷In sixteenth-century Iberian curricula, such as the cátedras that Sahagún would have attended in Salamanca,
moral philosophy refered primarily to Aristotle’s Ethica Eudemia and the so-called Gran moral. See Gutiérrez,
Fray Luis de León, 238; and de Heredia, Cartulario de la universidad de Salamanca, 215-263. For a contemporary
account the state of moral philosophy in Salamanca, see “Del razonamiento que hizo el maestro Fernán Pérez de
Oliva en la oposición a la cátedra de Filosofía moral de Salamanca (marzo de 1530)” in de Heredia, doc. 962, 257262.
²⁸Florentine Codex, I, fol. 35.
²⁹While the passage seems to imply that the “Calepino” moniker was used by others, Gerónimo de Mendieta,
who knew Sahagún and access to his manuscripts, wrote that that was precisely how Sahagún himself refered to the
ongoing work:“[Sahagún,] como hombre que sobre todos más inquirió los secretos y profundidades de esta lengua,
compuso un Calepino (que así lo llamaba él) de doce o trece cuerpos…”; “[L]os cuales libros también compuso con
intento de hacer un Calepino (como él decía) en que diese desmenuzada toda la lengua mexicana…” Mendieta,
Historia eclesiástica indiana, 551, 663. See Bustamante, Sahagún, 220-1.
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first published in Venice in 1502, would become so popular that the name of its author became
the word for ‘dictonary’ par excellence in many European vernaculars.
The Dictionary ran through 165 editions during the sixteenth century alone, and was last
printed in Budapest in 1912. The work began as a monolingual Latin work of reference whose
explicit aim was to help the reader understand ancient authors,³⁰ and thus emphasized classical
usage over later forms of Latin.³¹ The Augustinian lexicographer accomplished this by illustrating each entry, after the grammatical information and a brief definition of the term, with a
wealth of examples drawn from the most renowned ancient authors, along the lines of the later
diccionarios de autoridades—an aspect that set Calepino apart from Medieval lexicography and
closer to the model of Renaissance poetical commentary.³²
While the succesive editions overseen by Calepino himself before 1510 started to incorporate Greek, Hebrew and Italian equivalents to the Latin entries, later editors kept adding equivalences in other European vernaculars, such as Spanish, French, German, Dutch, most often by
expanding of previous editions.³³ The most popular editions of the dictionary provided translations in five or seven languages, while the Basel edition of 1590 added a record of eleven.³⁴ In
³⁰According to Considine, Calepino’s work was “a response to the new printed dissemination of classical Latin
texts,” and thus forms part of a “humanist tradition of lexicography” (29-30), even if the budding philological lexicography first developed by Guillaume Budé (1467 - 1540) found it insufficient. Erasmus spoke highly of the
dictionary (see Epistolas, 1725, 2446), but Luis Vives’s judgment was harsher: he was “a man well suited to gathering material from others, but not well suited to supplying their deficiencies” (homo congerendis quidem illis idoneus,
explendis uero quae deerant, non idoneus; Vives, De tradendis disciplinis, Lib. 3, 297, quoted in Considine, Dictionaries in Early Modern Europe , 30.)
³¹Lazcano notes, however, that Calepino also included examples of modern profane authors, such as Nicholas
Perotti (1429 - 1480) and Lorenzo Valla (c. 1407 - 1457) (Lazcano, 199), both of whom inspired his own work.
³²According to Oglivie, humanist poetical commentaries often gave way to full-fledged encyclopedias of the
Ancient world. A work that could have influenced Calepino was Niccolò Perotti’s famous Cornucopiae (1478), a
commentary of Martial in which every term “was a hook on which Perotti hung a densely woven tissue of linguistic,
historical, and cultura knowledge.” Ogilvie, The Science of Describing, 111.
³³The first edition to incorporate Spanish was the Lyon 1559 one, apud Grifio.
³⁴The 7-language edition (Latin, Hebrew, Greek, Frehcn, Italian, Spanish and German) was reprinted 41 times
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1595, the Jesuits in Japan printed a Latin - Portuguese - Japanese Dictionarium based also on
Calepino’s work. In New Spain, another Franciscan—fray Antonio de Ciudad Real—seemed to
have modeled his now lost six-volume Calepino de la lengua maya de Yucatán (c. 1577-1617).³⁵
This has led most scholars to regard the Calepino as a polyglot dictionary, but this misses
the actual breath of the work. In fact, the polyglot content mostly consisted of brief term equivalences in various vernaculars, but the bulk of each entry remained, as in the Augustinian lexicographer’s original plan, the extensive Latin materials extracted from ancient authors. The
entries are encyclopedic in scope, with information ranging from ancient history, geography
and mythology, to astronomy, medicine and natural history — anything deemed necessary to
understand ancient profane authors.
To conclude, the Calepino was an evolving encyclopedia on the ancient world and an condensed florilegium of classical eloquence. Both aspects explain it’s popularity among Christian
humanist circles, eager to adopt Classical eloquence as a model for preaching. Its popularity
among early Jesuits, for example, is well documented, as well as its widespread presence in New
Spain.³⁶
However, unlike Renaissance humanists, Sahagún could not simply draw from written
sources or authorities to illuminate Nahuatl terms, and in particular, it’s vexing poetical diction.
For this reason, he writes, it was “impossible to make a Calepino”. What he set out to do instead
in the 17th century. The 11 language of the Basel edition are Latin, Hebrew, Flemish, Greek, Spanish, French,
Polish, Italian, Hungarian, German and English.
³⁵4. The information about Ciudad Real’s Calepino comes from López de Cogolludo, Historia de Yucathan, II,
121-237. The manuscripts generally known as the Calpenino de Motul at the John Carter Brown (Codex Ind. 8) is
believed to be an extract of Ciudad Real’s lost work.
³⁶Blair, Too Much to Know , ?. The “Protocolos de Antonio Alonso”, “mercader de libros, vezino desta ynsigne e
muy leal cibdad de Mexico,” mention two editions (of 4 and 5 language) of Calepino (reproduduced by Leonard,
Books of the Brave, 342-343). In his polemical La filosofía en la Nueva España (1885), Agustín Rivero blamed the
“atraso de las ciencias filosóficas” in New Spain to the “doctos” over-reliance on Calepino, “en donde les parece estar
recogidas todas las ciencias útiles” (175).
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was nothing short of creating the textual basis for one—a task he accomplished through the
twelve books of the Historia universal.³⁷
In laying the groundwork for a Nahuatl Calepino, Sahagún was not only creating a dictionary or vocabulario—a task that he seems to have undertaken in the manuscript known as the
Vocabulario trilingüe, based not on Calepino but on Nebrija’s Vocabulario latino—but rather,
repeating the gesture by which preachers had deemed it not only legitimate, but also desirable
to repurpose profane eloquence and ancient lore for Christian pastoral ends. This position is
amply illustrated in Patristic thought, and Sahagún himself echoes perhaps the most forceful
justification of profane literature in Christian history, Saint Basil’s Address to Young Men on
Greek Literature, a popular work in early modern Spain.³⁸
Sahagún writes that it’s only through a minute familiarity with the Nahuatl “implicit text”
that it would be possible to distinguish between idolatry the good and the bad, along of the
lines of Basil’s Address: “So we, if wise, shall take from heathen books whatever befits us and is
allied to the truth, and shall pass over the rest.”³⁹ It’s clear that Sahagún saw himself as having
successfully accomplished this in “De la Rethorica, y philosophia moral y theologia de la gente
mexicana” and in his published Psalmodia Christiana.
In the absence of Cicero or Virgil, Sahagún cast his net over all varieties of speech, including ceremonial an ritual ones. In doing so, trapping under his net “vocablos” and redundancies,
³⁷“Y así me fue imposible hacer calepino; pero eché los fundamentos para quien quisiese con facilidad le pueda
hacer, porque por mi industria se han escripto doce libros de lenguaje propio y natura desta lengua mexicana, donde
allende de ser muy gustosa y provechosa escriptura, hallarse han tambien en ella todas las maneras de hablar, y todos
vocablos que esta lengua usa, tan bien autorizados y ciertos como lo que escribió Vergilio y Cicerón y los demás
autores de la lengua latina.” Florentine Codex, I, fol. 36.
³⁸The Address circulated in two versions: Leonardo Bruni’s Latin translation (1404), and, after 1519, in El
Pinciano’s interlinear version. Martínez Manzano, “El Pinciano y san Basilio,”.
³⁹I adopt the notion of implicit text from the Colombian philosopher Nicolás Suárez Dávila, whose Escolios a
un texto implícito is conceived of as a collection of aphoristic scholia to a “text” that is, by definition, missing. Basil,
Saint Basil on the value of Greek literature, iv.
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Sahagún was in a way simply fulfilling the Aristotelian definition of rhetorics—“the faculty of
observing in any given case the available means of persuasion”⁴⁰— under the assumption that
effective means of persuasion could only be emic, that is, found within the linguistic universe
of the neophyte. The result was one of the most ambitious outils des prédicateurs ever devised:⁴¹
an exhaustive reconstruction of the Nahua implicit text, meant to aid the confessor to detect
the most subtle traces of idolatry and the sacred orator to redirect Nahuatl eloquence so that a
thorough and lasting pistis —both as ‘faith’ and ‘persuasion’—could dawn on the Nahua soul.⁴²

How, then, did Sahagún compiled the materials for a Nahuatl Calepino? In a lengthy passage
in the preface to Book of the Florentine Codex, Sahagún described his method in detail. The
process involved the use of questionaires (a “minuta o memoria”), lenghty conversions with
learned noblemen (“el señor del pueblo”; “los principales”), and the participation of four “latinos,” young noblemen raised in the Christian humanist curriculum then taught at Santa Cruz
de Tlatelolco⁴³. In Tepeapulco, a small town under the jurisdiction of Texcoco, during 1558 and
⁴⁰Aristotles, Rhetorics, I, 2.
⁴¹According to López de Cogolludo and León Pinelo, who was still able to consult one of its two copies in
the library of the Duques del Infantado, Ciudad Real’s work seems to have shared a similar intent with Sahagún’s,
albeit for the Mayan region.
⁴²On the shifting meanings of Aristotelian Πίστις, see Grimaldi, “A Note on the Pisteis”.
⁴³“Como en otros prólogos de esta obra tengo dicho, a mí me fue mandado por santa obediencia de mi prelado
mayor que escribiese en lengua mexicana lo que me pareciese ser útil para la doctrina, cultura y manutenencia de
la cristiandiad e estos naturales de esta Nueva España, y para ayuda de los obreros y ministros que los doctrinan.
Recibido este mandamiento, hice en lengua castellanada una minuta o memoria de todaslas materias de que había
de tratar, que fue lo que está escrito en los doce libros, y la postilla y cánticos, lo cual se puso de primera tijera en el
pueblo de Tepepulco, que es de la provincia de Aculhuacán o Tezcuco; hícose de esta manera. En el dicho pueblo,
hice juntar a todos los principales con el señor del pueblo, que se llamaba don Diego de Mendoza, hombre anciano,
de gran marco y habilidad, muy experimentado en todas las cosas curiales, bélicas y políticas, y aun idolátricas.
Habiédolos juntado, propúselees lo que pretendía hacer y pediles me disen personas hábiles y esperimentadas con
quien pudiera platicar y me supiesen dar razón de lo que los preguntase. Ellos me respondieron que se hablarían
cerca de lo propuesto y que otro día me responderían, y así que se hablarían cerca de lo propuesto y que otro día
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1560, Sahagún and the four “latinos” confered with the local nobles, who produced a pictorial
manuscritps for every matter under discussion:
Con estos principales y gramáticos, también principales, platiqué muchos días,
cerca de dos años, siguiendo la orden de la minuta que yo tenía hecha. Todas las
cosas que conferimos me las dieron por pinturas, que aquella era la escritura que
ellos antiguamente usaban, y los gramáticos las declararon en su lengua, escribiendo
la declaración al pie de la pintura. Tengo aún ahora estos originales.
The preface goes on to explain how this “originals” were then revised, expanded, transcribed,
recast and clean-copied in several stages, first in Tlatelolco and finally in Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
And while it has become traditional to cross-reference these various stages with the surviving
manuscripts, the actual manuscripts suggest a more complex and nuanced genetic dynamic. Furthermore, under close scrutiny, every illustrated folio of the major manuscripts displays an ad
hoc interplay between images and texts; between varying degrees of knowledge, differing perspectives and pictorial solutions.⁴⁴
Without any doubt, this one of the most striking instances of knowledge-production and
early modern scholarship. And yet, historiography on Sahagún remains largely fixated on the
jejune view according to which Sahagún’s workshop anticipated modern ethnographic research.
What was by and large an early modern scriptorium, shaped by a dynamic imposed by the materiality of the manuscript, has been denaturalized into a foreshadowing of the modern ethnogme respondería, y así se despidieron de mí. Otro día vinieron el señor con los principales, y hecho un muy solemne
parlament, como ellos entonces le usaban hacer, señaláronme hasta diez o doce principales ancianos y dijéronme
que con aquellos podía comunicar y que elos me darían razón de todo lo que les preguntase. Estaban también allí
hasta cuatro latinos, a los cuales yo pocos años antes había enseñado la gramática en el Colegio de Santa Cruz de
Tlatelulco.” Florentine Codex, II, Al lector.
⁴⁴See, for example, Katarzyna Granicka’s recent analysis of some of the veintenas in the Primeros memoriales:
“La impresión general después del análisis cuidadoso de estas ilustraciones es que las personas que las realizaron y,
posiblemente, las que proporcionaron los originales a los copistas, no tenían acceso a los rituales más restringidos,
sino que eran participantes de nivel inferior, que sólo podían ver estos elementos de las fiestas que se realizaban en
público, delante de todos.” Granicka, “En torno al origen de las imágenes de la sección de las veintenas”, 221.
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rapher in the field; the complex epistemic setting characteristic of an early modern scriptorium
and its textual and visual practices are erased by a characterization of the “ethnographer” recording social data.
As it should be clear from the ideological and epistemological criticism that this paradigm
has elicited in other regions and critical traditions, this characterization, meant to validate the
truth claims of the Historia universal, does a disfavour to the Nahua humanists, writers, copyists and painters that partook in the process by reducing them to “informants,” devoid of any
agency other than duly transmitting a traditional lore. Most importantly, for the present discussion, the ethnographic characterization of Sahagún’s project tends to erase the ample space for
hermeneutical innovation and the reformulation of tradition that resulted when early modern
practices of knowledge were deployed in the deeply fragmentary context of central Mexico.
It’s important to note that, despite claims of radical originality, Sahagún’s method in fact
followed quite closely the standard ecclesiastic procedures of information-gathering developed
in the Latin West since the Middle Ages: monastic and episcopal visistation, Papal special inquiries known as informatio de statu and processus informativus, and the techniques developed
by the juridical procedure generally known as inquisition. These types of inquiries, by means of
which an ecclesiastic authority required truthful information on an urgent matter, differ considerably from the modern ethnographic investigation not only in aim and method, but also on
its criteria of veracity and verification. Ecclesiastic inquiries traditionally prescribed the use of
questionnaires (informationes) and interviews with relevant witnesses, and they also required
that any information stemming from these be examined and sanctioned by a collegiate body
of people of authority, usually from both religious and civic authorities. In the Middle Ages,
Franciscans already mobilized these techniques, specially the questionnaire, to gather informa211

tion about foreign lands, as they did when William of Rubruck and Giovanni da Piano Carpini
visited the court of the Great Khan.
As Arndt Brendecke has shown, the Spanish crown adopted many of these procedures in the
various reforms through which the administration of a vast empire became increasingly dependent on the collection and processing of useful knowledge.⁴⁵ Albeit with a crucial innovation—
the use of Indigenous “mapas” and “pinturas”—, these procedures became the official and prescribed way of gathering information in the New World at least since 1528, when a royal Instrucción issued by the First Audiencia—and later to become the model for all other American
possessions—required that information to be based on documents (including pictorials), experienced individuals and sworn witnesses, and that it be reviewed and approved by a collegiate
body of civil and religious authorities. As can be gleaned from Sahagún’s account, he followed
this method to the letter.
Collegiate validation is perhaps the most crucial difference between early modern knowledge practices and modern ethnography; a sign of the epistemic discontinuity between two
formally similar procedures. In the present discussion, collegiate validation by “señores y principales” is relevant because it implies that any information was bound to be the result a negotiation between various political factions, ruling lineages and local traditions. As we have seen,
Sahagún wrote that the information first collected at Tepepulco was later revised and corrected
in Tlatelolco, and later in Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
In a context of deep ethnic divides and political rivalries, these procedure cannot be expected
to yield the kind of bedrock symbolic strata implied by modern notions of “culture,” which is
⁴⁵Brendecke, 56-59.
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by definition expected to hold universal validity across social rank and factions. In such context,
collegiate information is always a compromise and a synthesis.
The creation of a Nahua religion took place within this setting. It was updated and
reshaped at various points, incorporating new materials, but also new conceptualities and
categories. Scholarship has traditionally seen the original “minuta o memoria” drafted by
Sahagún as the foundation of the Historia universal.⁴⁶ However, the discourse on the gods that
developed throughout the whole Historia universal shows that this minuta was a simple point
of departure, and that several critical stages the creation of a discourse on the Mexican gods
was made possible by hermeneutical solutions that could not have been decided in advance.
It was, after all, a contingent process, and this contingency can perhaps only be grasped if an
instance of knowledge in the making is analyzed in detail. In what follows, I will analyze the
foundational moment of the Nahua theologia mythologica, to assess the kind of hermeneutical
strategies and decisions that would make it feasible.

The above discussion might suggest a pure instrumental use of of Nahuatl eloquence and lore in
Sahagún’s Historia universal, predicated on the Hippocratic principle of cure by opposites. And
yet, I would like to suggest that such instrumentality in fact blurred by an impulse to redefine
the conversion of the New World within the coordinates of a new historical awareness. The limits and challenges faced by the Franciscan mission in New Spain, evident already in the 1540s,
precipitated a reflection on the historical conditions of conversion and particularly, on Chris⁴⁶Jimenez Moreno; López Austin.
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tianity’s own origines et progressus, which amounted to Christianity’s often fraught relation to
ancient paganism.
Sahagún had grown suspicious of the confidence of the first-generation Franciscans, a period
that mendicant historiography beginning with Motolinía had described as a Golden Age, in
which God had swiftly brought about a “maravillosa conversión.”⁴⁷ In their zeal, he reproached,
the early friars had laid waste the ancient temples and idols, but neglected a true confrontation
with Mexican paganism. The Christian Church itself, however, had not arisen like by means of
a clean-cut historical break, but rather, through a protracted polemical engagement with the
paganism that precede it. It was not by presiding over a wasteland that it had secure it’s footing,
but by growing steadily under the long shadow projected by the idols under the twilight of their
demise. For Sahagún, the Franciscan mission had so far shown that a Church hastily founded on
unrecognizable spoils and ruins would eventually crumble. In order to thrive, the new Church
had to emerge victorious from a deep engagement with Mexican paganism, a confrontation long
overdue when Sahagún took it upon himself to reenact it. The most dramatic expression of this
urge to reenact the beginning of the mission is to be found in Los Coloquio de los doce, a work that
stages the purported dialogues between the 12 Franciscans and the Nahua tlamatinime (wise
men) in 1524, but was written by Sahagún around 1564. By recreating an apologetic origin to
the New Spanish mission, Sahagún was in a way streamlining the (failing) Franciscan mission
along the lines of the historical development of Christianity itself. In this sense, the Historia
universal would be the last-ditch effort to save the new Church by restoring the crepuscular
conditions of Late Antiquity.
⁴⁷“Rrelación de los rritos antiguos, ydolatrías y sacrificios de los Yndios de la Nueva España, y de la maravillosa
conversión que Dios en ellos a obrrado”, the title of one of the surviving manuscripts of Motolinía (ms M). The
theme of the early mission as a Golden Age was developed by Mendieta.
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Indeed, Christianity had acquired it’s self-image and it’s own historical awareness through
the centuries of bitter polemics during the period that scholars have called the “age of Roman
apologetics”. From the first century onwards, Christians, Jews and “Pagans”—proponents of
the ancient cults—living within the Roman empire engaged in oral and written polemics again
one another, developing in the process not only a battery of arguments about their opponents,
but also clarifying their own beliefs and theology, as well as their understanding of their place
in history.[^mf30] Among Christian writers of apologetics treatises—as the genre became defined in the 2nd century AD—a central theme had been Christianity’s relation to the pagan
cultures that surrounded them, and to which many of the early writers belonged. Writers like
Origines, Eusebius, Augustine or Lactantius devised different ways to pose this relation, as well
as various intellectual devices to integrate them into a grander historical scheme. Among them,
two devices had been particularly effective: Euhemerism and the idea of preparatio evangelica,
both fully developed by Eusebius and Lactantius. In the previous chapter, we have sketched out
the great productivity in Euhemerism not only in dealing with the pagan oponent, but also in
integrating all kinds of ethnic pasts into a unitary universal history, and well as it’s effects in
New Spain. And as we shall have opportunity to discuss in a later chapter, preparatio evangelica was another Patristic idea of great consequence during the period of Iberian expansion to
non-Christian societies. And yet, Sahagún approach to the problem of paganism, and hence his
conception of its incorporation into the Christian edifice, differs significantly from these two
Patristic hermeneutical devices, and we should now try to characterize it better.
In his 1953 biography of fray Bernardino de Sahagún, Nicolau D’Olwer noted that unlike
other members of the mendicant orders in New Spain, Sahagún’s did not suscribe the thesis
of what Robert Ricard had called “la preparación providencia”, that is, the idea that certain
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elements in pre-Columbian religious traditions foreshadowed Christian truth and could be
amenable to it. D’Olwer adduced as a proof of this attitude the words of Psalm 95:5, quoted
by Sahagún in his forceful “Confutación” of the First Book of the Florentine Codex: “Así lo
testifica la Sagrada Escritura: Omnes dii gentium daemonia (I, Apen.). Indeed, Sahagún rarely
indulges in the identification of parallels between Nahua traditions and Sacred History that did
occupy later Franciscans and Dominicans, even though in the Breve compendio he establishes
the existence of a form of monotheism in Mexico and in Book 1 of the Florentine Codex he
notes the resemblance between Cihuacoatl and Eve. In fact, he was suspicious of such assimilations, which in his view had open up the way for idolatry to contaminate the budding Christian
republic.
For D’Olwer, the rejection of any possible compromise was tantamount to a tabula rasa policy of conversion, but as the discussion above shows, this was hardly the case⁴⁸. Instead, Sahagún
was following other footsteps, inspired by a Pauline injunction and a Patristic example. The injunction is to be found in the words of Paul in the Epistle to the Romans (5:20), that Sahagún
quotes in the Prologue:
“Es cierto, cosa de grande admiración, que haya nuestro señor Dios tantos siglos
ocultada una silva de tanta de gentes idolátricas, cuyos frutos ubérrimos sólo el Demonio los ha cogido, y en el fuego infernal los tiene atesorados;ni puedo creer que
la iglesia de dios no sea próspera donde la sinagoga de Satanás tanta prosperidad
ha tenido, conforme aquello de Sanct Pablo:”Abundará la gratia adonde abundó el
delicto.” (Florentine Codex, I, Prol., 34)
The reference to Saint Paul brings to mind the Apostle’s own engagement with paganism.
According to the Acts of the Apostles, Paul’s missionary travels eventually led him to Athens, then
⁴⁸“La persecución de la idolatría, pues, según el ánimo de Sahagún, ha de ser total, a fondo, pero inteligente”
D’Olwer, Sahagún, 165).
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the religious epicenter of the eastern empire. There, despite being “revolted at the sight of a city
given over to idolatry,”⁴⁹ Paul seized the opportunity to debate with Jews in the synagogue and
Epicurean and Stoic philosophers in the market place (Acts, 17:16-18). In Acts, Paul goes on to
address his famous speech to the Areopagus, in which a confutation of idolatry is interwoven
with the claim that underlying the Athenian’s errors was an universal and unwavering inkling
of truth—symbolized by the altar of the Unknown God—which, according with the theology
expressed in Romans 1:18-32, had, since the beginning of time, been manifest to all nations.⁵⁰
Sahagún follows in his footsteps when he claims categorically, like the Apostle in his address,
that the inhabitants of the New World belong to the same human family: “Pues es certísimo
que estas gentes todas son nuestros hermanos, procedientes del tronco de Adam como nosotros”
(35). But also when, after quoting Saint Paul’s words, he claims:
“Del saber o sabiduría desta gente hay fama que fue mucha, como parece en el Libro
Décimo, donde, en el capítulo 29, se habla de los primeros pobladores desta tierra,
donde se afirma que fueron perfectos filósofos y astrólogos y muy diestros en todas
las artes mecánicas; de la fortaleza, la cual entre ellos era más estimada que ninguna
otra virtud…”
It’s clear that Sahagún conceptualized his confrontation with Mexican paganism as a Pauline
debate with “perfect” philosophers. The presence of knowledge, wisdom and moral fortitude
among ancient inhabitants of New Spain—as it were, purely secular virtues—made amenable
the kind of apostolate that the Saint Paul had exercised among the Greeks.
But if Saint Paul informs Sahagún’s apostolic vision, it is Augustine who furnished the example and justifies the endeavor. In the Prologue to Book III, he writes:
⁴⁹“Paul waited for them in Athens and there his whole soul was revolted at the sight of a city given over to
idolatry” (Acts, 17:16).
⁵⁰Citar Biblia de Jersulen y comentar. See {Edwards 1999@5-7}, who argues that this passage suggests the
presence of a discourse on “natural theology” already in the New Testament (6).
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“No tuvo por cosa superflua ni vana el divino Agustino tratar de la teología fabulosa de los gentiles en el sexto libro de La Ciudad de Dios, porque como él dice,
conocidas las fábulas y ficciones vanas que los gentiles tenían de sus dioses fingidos,
pudiesen fácilmente darles a entender que aquellos no eran dioses ni podían dar
cosa ninguna que fuese provechosa a la criatura racional.”
In Book VI of the Civitas Dei, Saint Augustine had devoted dozens of pages to a detailed
account of Roman idolatry, and to it’s derision and refutation. As we shall have opportunity to
see, it’s precisely Varro’s Antiquitates, which forms the bases for Augustine’s text, that provides
the blueprint for Sahagún’s reconstruction of Nahua’s “teología fabulosa”.

5.2

The Making of Pagan Gods

The Primeros memoriales was the name given by Francisco del Paso y Troncoso to a set of 88
folios which were divided and integrated into the two volumes of Sahaguntine manuscripts
in Madrid, known as the Codices matritenses.⁵¹ The Primeros memoriales are considered the
earliest of the major manuscripts of Sahagún’s Historia general, created during Sahagún’s stay
in Tepepulco between 1558 and 1560, and are lavishly illustrated with over 500 images. The
manuscript is roughly divided in 4 thematic sections, which following Del Paso y Tronco’s
nomenclature can be described as follows: 1) Of the gods (teteoh), 2) Of Heaven and Hell (ilhuicacayotl iuan mictlanyotl), 3) Of rulership (tlatocayotl) and 4) Of human affairs (tlacayotl).
The section on the gods consists of sections on the veintena festivals and a lengthy description
of over 44 deities and their accouterments.
In 1890, with the publication of two important studies on the Primeros memoriales, the
German scholar Eduard Seler (1849 – 1922) heralded the birth of modern Americanist studies.
⁵¹Ms Real Biblioteca, fols. 250r - 303v and ms. Real Academia de la Historia, 51r – 85v.
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Seler’s two lengthy articles on royal insignia and the paraphernalia of Mexican gods consisted for
the most part on the transcription and translation of the corresponding sections of the Primeros
memoriales, accompanied by a detailed commentary that cross-referenced that material to all existing Mexican pictorials.⁵² The wealth of iconographic and lexical information contained in the
Primeros memoriales was unparalleled by any other source, and provided the key for Seler’s decipherement of the Mexican calendaric systems, ritual divination and the mythological content
of the Borgia group of codices (see fig. 5.8). Of particular importance for the present discussion
is the fact that the central-Mexican system of deities, first sketched out by Seler and his disciples, was based on these folios of the Memoriales, in comparison to which, as he wrote in his
article, the material contained in the Florentine Codex was derivative and second-tier. No other
document has had such an impact in the transformation of Nahua teteoh into pagan gods.⁵³
Through Seler’s studies, the hermeneutical decisions adopted by the creators of this section
of the Primeros Meoriales would have lasting consequences on the understanding of Mesoamerican religion. For one thing, interpretations based on this material places greater emphasis on the
individuality of the teteoh, emphasizing the human body, bearing insignia and paraphernalia,
as a principle of unity and meaning. The implications of this seemingly subtle change in emphasis, and the question of to what extent it reflected traditional views on the nature of teteoh can
only be assess, will be the focus of the following section.
The surviving pictographic documents of central Mexico attest that the figures generally
called “gods” were generally represented in the context of the divinatory almanac (tonalamatl,
⁵²First published as Seler, “Altmexikanische Studien 1. Ein Kapitel aus den in aztekisch Sprache geschrieben
ungendrukten Materialen zu dem Geschichtswerke des P. Sahagún” (Ms. der Biblioteca del Palacio zu Madrid), in
Veröffenliichungen aus dem Köninlichen Museum für Völkerkunde, Band I, 4, Berlin, 1890, 117ff. A more accessible
version was published in 1927 as Einige Kapitel aus dem Geschichtswerk des P. Sahagún, Sttutgart.
⁵³As is well knonw, Seler’s highly conjectural interpretation of central-Mexican deity system tended to equate
it with the celestial-astronomical cults of ancient Babylonia.
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‘book of days’), manuals used to determine the auspiciousness of every important event in
Nahua social life. The tonalamatl was structured according to the sacred 260-day count
(tonalpohualli), and each one of the twenty “trecenas”, or 13-day units, was presided by a deity
figure, who was understood to rule over the period or was identified with it.[^mf54] Central
Mexican divinatory almanacs produced or copied in the early colonial period, such as the
Codex Borbonicus and perhaps the Aubin Tonalamatl, remains close to this ancient tradition.
In the mantic sections of these documents, deities are generally depicted in the midst of ritual
action[^mf55]. In the Borbonicus, a still conservative visual idiom seems already suffused
by an analytical gaze that isolates certain elements of the ritual, as if to clarify its individual
components and aid the glosses that would accompany the images (see fig. 5.3).
By the 1540s, however, a new wave of pictorial manuscripts started to portray deity figures
individually, detached from their traditional divinatory context. A tendency towards autonomization, as well as an increasing emphasis on human body as the organizing principle of figurative elements, can already been seen in several pictorial created around the 1540s, such as
the Codex Tudela and other related documents that comform the Magliabechiano group of
codices (see figs 5.4 and 5.5).The Tudela’s visual idiom is very conservative, and unlike later iterations, like the Codex Magliabecciano, shows little or no influence from European figuration
in an stylistic or iconographic level.⁵⁴
The main section of the Tudela, painted by several tlacuiloque (Nahua painters) in the late
1530s offers an itemized view of various aspects of Nahua social life that, by all accounts, is
unprecedented in Mesoamerican pictography.⁵⁵ The Tudela depicts time-keeping cycles, the
⁵⁴D. Robertson, however, found in the “weakening of linear precision” and the occasional “suggestion of tonal
modulation” as signs indicating European influence., Mexican Manuscript Painting, 128
⁵⁵The remainder folios were painted at a later date, around the 1550s, in a style much closer to European con-
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Figure 5.3: New Fire ceremony. Codex Borbonicus, fol. 16, ca. 1525. Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Assemblée
nationale.
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Figure 5.4: Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, detail. Codex Tudela, fol. 42, ca. 1530-1554. Madrid, Museo de
América.
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Figure 5.5: Xolotl-Quetzalcoatl, detail. Codex Tudela, fol. 43, ca. 1530-1554. Madrid, Museo de
América.
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tonalamatl, the ornamental patterns of ritual mantas, rituals and ceremonies, as well as narrative
cycles associated to various deities.⁵⁶ In the otherwise sparse quarto folios of the Tudela, deities
are abstracted from all mantic and ritual context and bound together into thematic unities (e.g.
“dioses de los borrachos”; “dioses del inframundo”, etc.) or haphazard associations that resulted
from the new medium. Under the new analytic gaze of the Tudela’s tlacuilo, Central-Mexican
deities entered a new visual grammar, through which their identities would become fixed and
be defined by their visual attributes, rather than by the dynamic ritual action that invested them
with meaning. This tendency is pushed further in the Codex Magliabechiano, in which a new
mastery over the medium results in a more orderly disposition of images in the recto pages, and
a running commentary on the verso.⁵⁷
In the Magliabechiano, the analytic abstraction of deities is accompanied by a greater attention to attributes and iconographies, even though the actual depiction of these elements tend
to simplify and condense the elements still distinct in the Tudela.⁵⁸ Both tendencies, in fact,
are only contradictory if they are gauged from an expectation of fidelity to the source that was
probably not shared by the creators of the document. Thus, for example, we find a greater tendency towards iconographic precision in the Magliabechiano’s depiction of Quetzalcoatl (see
fig. 5.6). The Magliabechiano tlacuilo might have misunderstood some of the material he was
copying, but he tended to isolate iconographic components with a more precise use of coloring,
ventions. Rosado, “Nuevas Hipótesis Sobre La Historia Del Códice Tudela O Códice Del Museo de América”,
4-6.
⁵⁶Thus, for example, the pulque-related deities are treated in folios 31r to 41r, while Quetzalcoatl is covered in
a short section formed by folios 42r and 43r.
⁵⁷The actual title of the manuscript is “Libro de la vida que los yndios antiguamente hazían y supersticiones y
malos ritos que tenían y guardavan.”
⁵⁸On the “mistakes” of the Magliabechiano, see Batalla Rosado, specially the case of the fusing of elements into
synthetic forms.
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Figure 5.6: Quetzalcoatl, detail. Codex Magliabechiano, mid 16th century. Florence, Biblioteca
Nazionale Centrale.
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Figure 5.7: The accoutrements of Paynal, Huitzillopochtli and Tezcatlipoca. Bernardino de Sahagún,
Primeros Memoriales, fol. 261v. Madrid, Real Biblioteca.
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Figure 5.8: The accoutrements of Quetzalcoatl. Bernardino de Sahagún, Primeros Memoriales, fol. 261v.
Madrid, Real Biblioteca.

that fits more squarely within the line.⁵⁹ In the case of the deities, great iconographic detail is
coded in their attire, and the tlacuiloque seem particularly interested in clarifying the zoological and botanical referents of the deities’ attire, as well as their use of the patterned “mantas”
that the Magliabechiano famously depict. The Tudela glossator, for example, active at least a
decades after the original paintings were made, used the same pen and ink with which he wrote
to add feline spots to one of the deity’s conical hat that the original tlacuilo had not painted (see
fig. 5.4).⁶⁰

These tendencies reached a new level in the section devoted Nahua teteoh in the Primeros
memoriales⁶¹. An important section of the Primeros memoriales deals with the regalia associ⁵⁹The standard stylistic omparison of the Tudela and Magliabechiano “masters” is to be found in [Robertson,
Mexican Manuscript Painting, 130-33.
⁶⁰Batala Rosado, “El Códice Tudela O Códice Del Museo De América Y El Grupo Magliabechiano,” 196-7.
⁶¹Ms Palacio Real ff-261r-27r, §5.
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ated to specific teteoh. The section bears the following title, added by Sahagún himself: “Inic
v. Parapho ypan mitoa in quenin muchichivaya y çeçeyaca teteu” (Quinto párrafo, en que se
dice cómo se ataviaban cada uno de los dioses)⁶². The section consists of a catalog of forty-one
images of central-Mexican teteoh, and each figure is accompanied by a detailed identification
of the elements that compose their accouterments (see figs. 5.7 and 5.8). These lists, that have
provided modern scholars with precious information for the understanding of Mexican pictography, were, with notable exceptions, barely used in the Florentine Codex.
On the left, every figure is identified by name, and by a descending list of its distinctive insignia (inechichiuh). Each list itemizes the vocabulary associated to the teteoh’s paraphernalia.
While the provenance of these images remains an open question—whether they are the actual
originals provided by the “princiaples” of Tepepulco, copied by the grammarians of Tlatelolco,
or extracted from Pre-Columbian sources—, what is clear is that they appear within a lexicographic device that seems inspired in the kinds of technical vocabularies and dictionaries developed by Nebrija. The lists not only provides the name of the elements, but also simple definitions, often by clarifying the materials of which artifacts were made of. The urgency to convey
as much technical vocabulary as possible results in an interesting twist, as the commentators go
beyond naming artifacts and materials and provide the name for such decidedly iconographic
elements as ornaments and design patterns. Thus, for example Totochin wears “ear plugs” (fol.
261v), Painal has “cagelike design painted across its face” (fol. 261r), Chicomecoatl bears a
“shield with the sun symbol design” (fol. 262v), and Yacatecuhtli’s sandals “are the lordly sandals” and his shield exhibits “the stepped fret design” (fol. 262r). Thus, the Nahuatl text deploys
⁶²Anderson, “Los”Primeros Memoriales” Y El Códice Florentino,” 59.
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Figure 5.9: List of Quetzalcoatl’s accoutrements. Bernardino de Sahagún, Primeros Memoriales, fol. 261v.
Madrid, Real Biblioteca.

an interesting interplay between ekfrasis and lexicography, describing the image as well as identifying the referent of its elements.
This hermeneutical tendency can be better grasped in the frequent cases in which there’s a
disparity between words and images. To focus on the Quetzalcoatl section, the Primeros Memoriales’s list devoted to this figure adds many iconographic elements of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl.
Here we can see his paraphernalia, as depicted in folio 261v (see fig. 5.9).
Besides some elements also recurring the in the Magliabechiano group, the commentator
mentions twice an distinct iconographic element: the “wind design”. In the first occurrence,
the idea is conveyed by the reflexive verb mecaichiuhticac. Seler understood the action of this
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transitive verb to fall on the god’s body, while more recently Sullivan interpreted as referencing
specifically to the face (see fig. 5.8).⁶³
If we follow Seler’s reading, his conclusion certainly ensues: since the wind design is nowhere
visible in the body, the glossator is here referring to an iconographical element not present in
the image. In fact, Seler was hesitant about whether such a motiff can be found in pre-Conquest
iconography. As for Sullivan, her reading was based on the identification of the “vertical line of
[Quetzalcoatl’s] face,”⁶⁴ an unconvincing argument since the line in question lacks the curvature
associated with this motiff in later sources.
These subtle gaps or inconsistencies between word and images, among other things, has lead
scholars to conclude that the Primeros Memoriales’ images were not produced by trained tlacuiloque, familiar with ancient pictographic conventions, but rather with “trilingual grammarians”
copying visual pictographic documents the did not fully understand.⁶⁵
A more interesting hypothesis is that the tlacuiloque involved in the process were engaged in
an active process of iconographic selection. As the various unfinished images show, the Nahua
painters who created these images were trying to visually convey a wealth of lexical information.
To have a good sense of the kind of iconographic selection at play in the Primeros Memoriales,
one must only compare Quetzalcoatl’s depiction with those contained in two important earlysixteenth century Aztec codices, the Borbonicus and the Aubin Tonalamatl (see fig. 5.10). In the
Aubin, deities are not only depicted performing ritual actions that contort their shapes, often in
⁶³Seler translated it as: “[I]st mit Windzeichnungen bedeckt.” For Sullivan’s interpretation, see Sahagun,
Primeros Memoriales, 96, n. 4.
⁶⁴Ibid., 96, n. 14.
⁶⁵Anderson, “Los”Primeros Memoriales” Y El Códice Florentino,” 59.. “The [Primeros Memoriales] artists are
generally competent copyist, even innovative on occasion, but their unfamiliarity with the materia they copied
and their lack of forma artistic training can be seen in the errors that occur…” Baird, The Drawings of Sahagún’s
Primeros Memoriales: Structure and Style, 138.
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Figure 5.10: Quetzalcoatl, Codex Borbonicus, fol. 10, ca. 1525. Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Assemblée nationale.
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Figure 5.11: Quetzalcoatl, detail. Aubin Tonalamatl, fol. 11, ca. 1400-1599. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale
de France.

interaction with other deities, but they convey much richer visual information (see fig. 5.11). In
the calendaric teteoh, regalia and paraphernalia are more pronounced; they tend to overgrow
the bodies that sustain them and impose themselves on visual space. This was in part due to the
“imperative of sense” inherent in ancient pictography, which had to convey with clarity every
relevant trait.⁶⁶
Furthermore, in pre-Conquest pictorials teteoh paraphernalia seems to have lead a life of its
own. As Bodo Spranz’s classic study of Borgia deity iconography amply illustrate,⁶⁷ insignia and
⁶⁶Escalante Gonzalbo, Los códices mesoamericanos, 212, 368.
⁶⁷Spranz, Göttergestalten.
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Figure 5.12: Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, Borgia Codex, fol. 50, ca. 14th to early early 15th c. Rome, Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana.

paraphernalia was in a state of constant flux, mutation and transformation; paraphernalia was
exchange among calendaric figures, passing from one teotl to another, sometimes provisionally
(for example, Xolotl-Quetzalcoatl) sometimes permanently (e.g. Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl). Paraphernalia seems to have been more important that the teteoh themselves.
In other cases, the distinction between glyphs and regalia seems to dissolve, as in the Boriga’s
depiction of Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, in which the teotl’s glyph has become attached to his headdress (see fig. 5.12). In 1959, Donald Robertson described the additive and analytic logic at
play in ancient Mexican pictography, in which human form “is not visually unified.” “The [human] figure, Robertson wrote, is totally created from the addition of the various appendages and
the head to the torso.”⁶⁸ In the Codex Zouche-Nuttall, for example, the torsos—which shows
“surprisingly little variation”—⁶⁹ are a kind of canvas, on which costumes and ornaments are
imprinted. The additive nature of ancient pictography was not only essential for a system based
on a rather limited number of conventions; it also was particularly apt at expressing an essential
aspect of Mesoamerican conceptions of power of rulership and power. In order to understand
⁶⁸Robertson, Mexican Manuscript Painting.
⁶⁹Ibid., 17.
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this, we shall now analyze the role of insignia and paraphernalia among the Nahua and other
Mesoamerican peoples.

Recent scholarship has begun shed light on the importance of insignia and paraphernalia in
central Mexico. For over a decade, the studies of Justyna Olko have stressed the political significance of royal regalia, and distinctions of rank, among the Nahua, particularly in the welldocumented case of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. According to Olko, Nahua regalia, composed of
headdresses, necklaces, capes, sandals and all kinds of staffs, etc, was a complex and strictly codified symbolic system, which encoded all kinds of information about rank, lineage, profession,
gender, etc. Regalia figured prominently in ritual, public displays of power, war and political
interactions with allies and enemies. “[T]here is no doubt about the deep social prestige and religious symbolism of insignia and status items shared by the Nahuas and other ethnic groups.”⁷⁰
While the use of the highest kind of regalia, often made of precious or rare materials, was
generally restricted to the noble classes and rulers, a whole array of insignia bearing high social
prestige could be earned—or lost—through military actions by commoners, or could be granted
to certain guilds such as the long-distance traders or pochteca. An exhortation recorded in the
Primeros memoriales give a sense of the importance that warriors ascribed to the earning of
insignia. Warriors marched into battle with these hard-worn “battle outfits” (tlahuitztli), much
to the dismay of their enemies, according to another recorded battle exhortation. According
to sixteenth-century sources, strict “sumptuary laws” regulated the bestowing, circulation and
⁷⁰Olko, Insignia of Rank in the Nahua World - from the Fifteenth to the Seventeenth Century, 311.
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use of regalia, and breaching them was punishable by death,⁷¹ even though the archaeological
record shows that by the Late Postclassic, an expanding market for sumptuary goods had made
them more widespread than previously thought.
In her work, Olko has argued that Mexico-Tenochtitlan deployed a particularly rich and
complex regalia system as part of its military imperial strategy, which figured prominently in
public displays and through the bestowing of symbols of rank to the elites of the altepeme integrated into the Triple Alliance. In this regard, Olko compares the use of royal regalia by MexicoTenochtitlan to the function of European coats of arms. Indeed, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, when the first Nahua noblemen requested coats of arms from the Emperor, they explicitly claimed that their forebears had been distinguished with them long before the arrival
of Spaniards⁷², and there were efforts to translate Nahua symbols of rank into the language of
European heraldry.
However, it must be noted that insignia and paraphernalia held a relation to Mesoamerican
conceptions of rulership and power that defies any assimilation to European arms and ranks
distinction. In particular, regalia were considered instances of supernatural power. The careful
studies of Olko, for the Nahua, and David Stuart, for the Maya, as well as recent developments
in ritual-action theory and the “ontological turn” in anthropology are beginning to shed light
on deep connections between these artifacts and Mesoamerican conceptions of power.
These studies suggest that, more than mere imperialist propaganda—a characterization that
up until recently had dominated the field—insignia and paraphernalia were critically involved,
through ritual action, in the creation of political power as such. This is particularly salient in the
⁷¹De Alvarado Tezozomoc, Crónica Mexicayotl. Traducción Directa Del Nahuatl Por Adrián León, 181-2;
Durán, II, 212-3. See the disussion on Olko, Insignia of Rank in the Nahua World - from the Fifteenth to the Seventeenth Century, 310-4.
⁷²See Chapter 2.
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widespread depictions of rituals associated to rulership in central Mexico and the Maya area,
particularly those related to the ceremonies of ruler’s accession.
It has long been noted that a fundamental aspect of Mesoamerican coronations was the
likening or even full-identification of incumbent rulers with remote rulers, ancestral figures, and
supernatural beings. These identifications were performed through a number of practices that
involved ritual, royal nomenclature, calendaric and iconographic associations. A prominent element of such multiplicity of identifications was paraphernalia and costume. Thus, for example,
during the investiture of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s huey tlatoani (supreme ruler), the aspiring tlatoani received, at several stages various types of regalia, such as sandals, capes, waistbands, from
priests and the rulers of the other altepetl forming the Triple Alliance. Many of these elements
have been connected to important ancestral figures and calendaric teteoh, such as Camaxtli,
Tezcatlipoca or even Tlaloc and Xipe Totec. According to Olko, “this change of divine costumes probably signals and fosters lordly metamorphoses during the rite of passage, making it
possible to acquire new identities.” These symbolic associations also took place in other events
connected to rulership, such as New Fire ceremonies, a good example of which is the depiction of Moctezuma identified with Xiuhcoatl in the New Fire ceremony of 1507 in the Codex
Borbonicus (see fig. 5.3). Perhaps surprisingly, symbolic identification through regalia also appeared in the funerary rites of tlatoani, just as it did in the Classic Maya area, in which mortuary
bundles were adorned with regalia.
These rituals suggest that the paraphernalia of rulership was invested with a great degree of
power. Good examples of this are the precious headdresses and headbands associated to power
throughout Mesoamerica. Artifacts of unrivaled cultural continuity, they are attested in practically all major Mesoamerican scripts traditions, from Epi-Olmec onward both as signs of ruler236

Figure 5.13: Palenque Tablet. Figurative detail showing the investiture of K’inich K’an Joy Chitam.

ship. In Classic Maya art, the accession of rulers was generally depicted as the granting of royal
regalia, as can be seen, for example in the famous Palenque Tablet (see fig. 5.13). In the figurative part of this tablet, the coronation of K’inich K’an Joy Chitam (ca. 720 AD) is depicted as
the offering of royal regalia by the new king’s parents: the took’ pakal or war emblem, connected
to one of Palenque Triad’ god, GIII, and the sakhuun, or bark-paper headband. This headband
was so important during the ritual of accession that the Maya word for “investiture” was in fact
k’atsakhuun, that David Stuart translates as “headband-fastening.” At the same time, Stuart has
argued that more than a mere crown, the sakhuun was essentially “a direct symbolic evocation
of Juun Ajaw [One Ajaw].” According to the recent reconstruction of this ancient Maya mythological figure, also known in the literature as the Jester God, by David Stuart, Juun Ajaw was
originally associated, through its materiality, to the ficus tree and, through its name, to a calendaric date, and “was associated with primordial ancestry and rulership throughout the Maya
area.” In its lengthy inscription and figurative iconography, the Palenque Tablet emphasizes the
symbolic assimilation of the K’inich K’an Joy Chitam with this figure primordial ruler.
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In the case of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the equivalent artifact was the xiuhuitzolli or turquoise
diadem, and was associated to Xiuhcoatl or turquoise serpent, also an ancient teotl associated
to primordial rulership, fire and the Sun. In central-Mexican genealogies, produced in the
sixteenth-century, the xiuhuitzolli often appears as the sign indicating the ennoblement of
the ruling dynasty of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and also as phonetical marker in logograms that
incorporated the word teuh- (ruler) in a word. As an emblem of rulership, the xiuhuitzolli
appears frequently in the Codex Mendoza, both as a sign of rulership and, according to F.
Berdan, as an ideograph indicating high nobility (tecuhtli).⁷³
In a recent article, Alonso Zamora has argued that the complex, calendaric and iconographic
associations at play in Classic Maya ruler’s accessions cannot be understood as simple displays
of political propaganda, but rather as complex ritual process through which Maya rulers became
powerful. Based on David Stuart’s reading of the small caption that accompanies the sakhuun
in the Palenque Tablet,⁷⁴ Zamora writes:
“[T] the god of paper [ Juun Ahaw] is himself the royal headdress, but there’s an
affinity between this god and the king. So, in a way, myth is embedded in both
agent and object, in a game of mirrors: the substance of the king is identified with
the substance of his power, the royal headdress.”⁷⁵
Through ritual action, paraphernalia such as the Maya sakhuun and Mexica xiuhuitzolli
were involved in the construction of power by giving way to a process of identification and
ontological transformation into powerful beings—ancestors, past rulers and supernatural entities. Such transformations, however, were not meant to be sweeping or definitive, or rather,
⁷³“The repeated appearance of this image in glyphs indicate how closely it was tied to the concept of power and
high rank.” The Essential Mendoza, vol.
⁷⁴“The sakhuun crown almost assumes the role of a parallel character
⁷⁵Zamora, “Deciphering Ontologies:” 84
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they were always considered precarious. It’s interesting to note that the change of costumes,
headdresses and paraphernalia during the Mesoamerican investitures was entirely coherent with
another principle of Amerindian conceptions of power, which was the assimilation and acquisition of multiple identities. In their groundbreaking theory of ritual action, C. Severi and M.
Houseman named this process “ritual condensation,” which they defined as “the simultaneous
existence, within a single sequence of actions, of opposing modes of relation.”⁷⁶ The rites of investiture of Maya and Mexica rulers illustrate in detail this process through which various contradictory identities are acquired at the same time, producing “paradoxical identities” that manifested the nature of Mesoamerican rulership. Thus, for example Mexica huey tlatoani adopted
during the same ritual sequence the attributes of Camaxli, the Chichimec “barbarian” ancestor,
as well as those of Quetzalcoatl, the “Toltec” civilized ruler. In the Palenque Tablet case, David
Stuart has shown that the paper headband permitted a series of complex paradoxical identifications, such as the identification of the new king with contradictory actors of a foundational
myth: both the hunter and the prey.⁷⁷
In a certain way, the fragmentary and additive nature of regalia was conducive to this paradoxical conception of power. Paraphernalia could thus be regarded as partial objects, which bear
the power of supernatural or ancestral beings often through their materiality—turquoise, in the
case of the xiuhuitzolli, or amate-bark paper, in the case of the sakhuun—. Partial objects, never
fully integrated into a singular identity, but through their metonimic power they were able to
invoke the identities of powerful beings. This perhaps explains two phenomena that are entirely
meaningless from the point of view of the paradigm of regalia as mere imperial propaganda: the
⁷⁶Houseman and Severi, Naven or the Other Self, xii
⁷⁷” In this way a new king came to represent both actors of the myth, the hunter and the fallen bird.” Stuart,
“The Name of Paper,” 140
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fact that Mexica tlatoani donned the accouterments of teteoh not only in their accession, but
also in their funeral rites.
Scholars have studied in detail the various ways in which sixteenth-century Nahua painters
responded to an to Renaissance visual culture⁷⁸ and the ensuing liberation of pictography from
its strict scriptural function. In the case of the depiction of Nahua teteoh, the general tendency
in sixteenth-century pictography towards a “naturalization” of the human form had a very concrete effect, for it established the body as a principle of unity over the modularity of paraphernalia. We have seen how this figurative transformation, first deployed in the 5th Paragraph of
the Primeros Memoriales, was paralleled by a transformation in the economy of ritual paraphernalia from the partial objects condensed through ritual action in the construction of rulership,
to the stasis of a visual and lexicalized iconography.
From the perspective of Sahagún’s protracted confrontation with Mexican antiquity, this
implied the transformation of a fluctuating and precarious collection of paraphernalia, bound
together through a dense net of ritual, calendaric and material associations, into a pagan pantheon. It is true that, in the Primeros memoriales, this pantheon is still not fully developed—the
vast majority of the teteoh portrayed therein would not appear in later redactions of the Historia universal —but in this pictorial the fundamental hermeneutical decisions have been made.
The homeostasis of teteoh that we continue to take for granted, its transformation into individuals defined by their regalia—either as cultural heroes or as numinous presences—was in large
part the result of the intellectual work of iconographic selection and abstraction that we have
been describing.
⁷⁸An excellent recent overview can be found in Escalante Gonzalbo, Los Códices Mesoamericanos Antes Y
Después De La Conquista Española: Historia De Un Lenguaje Pictográfico.
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Conclusion
From these pages of the Primeros Memoriales, Aztec gods emerged through some important
hermeneutical decisions. The most important one was the breaking of the bond between teteoh
and the spheres of rulership and the natural world. What was was essentially a single continuum
in Mesoamerica, gave way to separate spheres, along the lines of Varros’s theologia mythologica:
divine and human things.
Rulership, which in Mesoamerica was attained through the ritual performance of paradoxical identities, would become independent from the sphere of influence of the teteoh, even if an
proclivity to identify with powerful figures might still be at work in the enthusiasm with which
Nahuas adopted the names of Spanish rulers and people of power after their conversion. On the
other hand, an autonomous sphere of religion was also born. Devoid of ritual action, this sphere
would ultimate yield an jejune language of advocations, empty symbolic equivalences (“the god
of fire”, “gods of water”, etc.), and could only speak of the complex dynamic of attributes and
paradoxical identities through formulaic notions such as “avatars,” “advocations,” or manifestations. It’s all the more remarkable that, as formal analysis have shown, the same tlacuilo who
painted the section on the insignia of rulers painted the section on the deities’ accouterments.
From the perspective of Sahagún, however, this separation is perfectly consistent with his
project. His stated effort, it must be remembered, was precisely to diagnose the signs of idolatry
from the social body, separating the weed from the chaff. In this particular case, the Primeros
memoriales offered, as it were, a guide to (artificially) distinguishing between attributes of rulership and attributes of religious worship had a very practical implication. The first generation of
Franciscans were open to the use of dance and song in worship—events in which the Nahua
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donned paraphernalia—and even by 1580, Diego Durán described what he deemed an unacceptable form of worship. From this perspective, the meticulous identification of artifacts and
insignia associated to specific gods was essential.
The second important epistemic break was to circumscribe regalia to the body, by which
the gods adopted human shape and proportions. Nicholson noted, about Mesoamerican pictography, its modular nature, in which the attribute the module was the centerpiece, and the
body resulted almost as a side effect of this process of accretion, which as we have suggested is
particularly coherent with process of ritual condensation. In the case of the PM, it could be said
that this logic is definitively reverse, and the attributes are truly just part of an attire, markers of
identity and budding taxonomic criteria.
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Chapter 6
Pictorial Conjectures: Envisioning an Aztec
Monotheism in Colonial Mexico
6.1

Introduction

In the closing remarks of his 400-page monograph on deity iconographies in the Borgia group of
codices—an otherwise extremely technical and formal work—, the German Americanist Bodo
Spranz (1920 – 2007) speculated about whether some iconographic features suggested that
ancient Mexicans were already veering towards a form of “Monotheismus” in the eve of the
Conquest.
More concretely, in the closing paragraph of the book, the German scholar wondered
whether the Borgia codices contained indications that the upper echelons of Pre-Columbian
central Mexico had arrived to “the concept of a supreme being (höchsten Wesens) as initiator
of the whole cosmic edifice,” such that the individual deities that Spranz had so painstakingly
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cataloged were “but mere aspects of this supreme being”.¹ A decade earlier, around the time
Spranz presented an early version of his study as a doctoral dissertation at the University of
Hamburg, the historian Miguel León-Portilla had expounded a similar view. According to the
Mexican historian, there existed, in the Pre-Columbian cities of Central Mexico, a class of wise
men called he called the tlamatinime, that following a passage by the Nahua historian Fernando
de Alva Ixtlillxochitl (1578? - c. 1650), he described as “Nahua philosophers.”² The tlamatinime
were not only dedicated to the sciences and the preservation of historical traditions, but also
of a humanist religious doctrine, that could be aptly described as monotheistic, and revolved
around the cult of a deity called Ometeotl.
One particular instance seems to have spurred Spranz’s otherwise subdued imagination: the
great number of attributes and variation exhibited by the figural character that—following Eduard Seler’s commentary on the Borgia Codex—he identified as Tezcatlipoca, the Mexica god
that the Florentine Codex compared to Jupiter.³
The “versatility” (Vielseitigkeit) and “diversity of aspects” that affected this otherwise recurrent and obviously important figure made it “hard to define,” and Spranz speculated whether
this was not a sign of “his attributes as supreme god.”⁴ He was the most shape-shifting of the
Aztec gods, and among his contradictory attributes, he was regarded as all-seeing, all knowing
¹“Schon den Vertretern dieser theokratischen Kulturen selbst kam das immer mehr sich verdichtende Bild
zum Bewußstein, und bein einzelnen Angehörigen der geistigen Oberschicht führte causales Denken zum Begriff
eines höschsten Wesens als Initiator des ganzen Weltgebäudes, wobei die zahlreichen Gottheiten nur verschiedene
Aspekte diese höchsten Wesens sein konnten.” 5, 432.
²León-Portilla, Filosofía náhuatl, 16.
³The second instance was a set of four deities that exhibited in their attires all the attributes of the calendaric
deities plus other features, such as the atlatl, and that Spranz identified as Quetzalcoatl, Tezcatlipcatl, Tlaloc and
Xiuhtehcutli. In his view, the fact that these four deities all share the same set of attributes, beyond diagnostic ones,
expressed that they were merely the expressions of a single deity. Cf. Dehouve, “Los nombres de los dioses mexicas”,
11.
⁴“Tezcatlipoca ist wegen der Vielseitigkeit seiner Aspekte überhaupt schwer zu definieren. Möglicherweise
zeichnene sich in dieser Vielseitigkeit schon Hochgotteigenschaften ab.” 5, 428.
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and omnipresent. “In its versatility, this Tezcatlipoca perhaps expresses the still hazy idea of a
supreme god.”⁵
Indeed, Tezcatlipoca’s diagnostic attributes are rather consistent, and they include the famous obsidian mirror, the truncated leg, and a characteristic breast plate.⁶ But as illustrated by
Spranz’s study, Tezcatlipoca is larger than life, and his accouterments are present everywhere,
appearing individually, in many other deities, rulers and other ensembles. Myth seems to confirm this shape-shifting and overlapping identity. In the Leyenda de los soles, for example, four
demiurgic gods are referred to as the Four Tezcatlipocas; while other sources speak of two or
three Tezcatlipocas—a red, black and blue one.
Spranz argument was predicated on what we can call Tezcatlipoca’s iconographic entropy:
while his diagnostic attributes are considerably constant, these same attributes appear, in isolation, in a great number of other “deities,” thus making it difficult to considered them as exclusive.
If we remain within the iconographic-taxonomic deity paradigm, and uphold the idea that
attributes denote, pars pro toto, the identity of a unique deity, we could say that Tezcatlipoca
is indeed everywhere. Alternatively, we could see this iconographic dispersion as a sign that
attributes—or rather, the ritual artifacts they denote—seem to lead a life of their own; organs
without bodies, impervious of the identities under which iconographers seek to organize them.⁷
Or we could understand “Tezcatlipocatl” less an individual deity than a set of semantic modifiers
or functions, affecting other figurative ensembles.⁸ Thus, for example, Taube and Miller noted
⁵“Tezcatlipoca ist der Alles-Sehende, Alles-Wisende, der All-Gegenwärtige. Eigenshaften also, die den Gottesbegriff monotheistischer Religionen unfassen. In der Vielseitigkeit dieses Tezcatlipoca drückt sich vielleicht schon
die noch unklare Vorstellung von einem Hochgott aus.” 5, 146.
⁶Batalla Rosado has noted that in central-Mexican codices, he also bears as “tzinn” sign.
⁷Organs without bodies is evidently an inversion of Deleuze’s and Guattari’s famous concept of “bodies without organs” (BwO).
⁸From Missisipian pottery to Moche fineline drawing, studies have shown the use of visual motifs as modifiers
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that “[m]ore than anything Tezcatlipoca appears to be the embodiment of change through conflict.”⁹
It is interesting to note, that when faced with a case that could have potentially shaken the
foundations of his method, Spranz chose to sidestep the problem by positing a vague conjecture
about the existence of a Pre-Columbian monotheism. And yet, his conjecture merely found an
iconographic correlate to an idea already found in sixteenth-century Mendicant documents.
The notion that certain Mexica teteoh were endowed with attributes that resembled the
Judeo-Christian god was already found throughout Post-Conquest manuscripts and pictorials
that, following Seler, Spranz used as the Rosetta Stone in his study of the deity iconographies. In
doing so, the German Americanist rehashed, through a new analytical language, an idea that had
otherwise persisted, from Lorenzo Boturini Benaduci (1698 - 1755) to the Abbé Brasseur de
Boubourg (1814 - 1874), well into the dawn of modern Mesoamerican studies.¹⁰ It could even
be said that, with notable exceptions in the nineteenth-century, such as José Fernando Ramírez
(1804 – 1871) or Alfredo Chavero ((1841–1906), most early students of ancient Mexico entertained a version of it. Speculation about the existence of a veiled Pre-Columbian monotheism
continued to surface in popular works about ancient Mexico, undoubtedly spurred by Miguel
León-Portilla’s Filosofía náhuatl (1956).
And yet, the existence of a Pre-Columbian monotheism remains largely conjectural.
As Alexander von Humboldt already noted at the beginning of the nineteenth-century,
Pre-Columbian religious systems were so rich and complex, that it was not difficult to find
in Amerindian iconographies. A well-known case, for example, is the use of certain motifs as locatives. See Berlo,
“Text and Image in Pre-Columbian Art”, 13; Knight, Iconographic Method, 100-2.
⁹Miller and Taube, An Illustrated Dictionary of the Gods and Symbols of Ancient Mexico and the Maya, 164.
¹⁰See the bibliographic references in Bancroft, The Native Races of the Pacific States, ch. 2.
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equivalencies and parallels with other world religions. Indeed, if one considers, for example,
some of the attributes assigned to Tezcatlipoca in the Florentine Codex, it seems reasonable
to conclude that he was regarded as something akin to the Judeo-Christian god. Tezcatlipoca
is said to be the Knower of Men (teixihmatini), the Lord of Earth (tlalteco), the Benevolent
(icnohuacatzintli) and the Giver of Life (ipalnemohuani). However, the same source describe
him as the Trickster (moquehqueloa), the Tasty One (ahhuiac) or the Sodomite (cuilontepol).¹¹
On the long run, the afterlives of Tezcatlipoca and Ometeotl would diverge considerably.
Tezcatlipoca, under the guise of Mexico’s “Dio de la Providenza”—as Francisco Xavier Clavijero identified him in his Storia antica del Messico (1780)—would reach an apotheosis in the
eighteenth-century Enlightened Catholicism that flourished in New Spain before being disbanded with the expulsion of the Jesuits from the Iberian territories.
Together with the speculation about Quetzalcoatl as Saint Thomas Apostle, and the vindication of the Guadalupe apparitional cause, Tezcatlipoca stirred the patriotic imagination of
eighteenth-century creoles such as Francisco Xavier Clavijero (1731 - 1787), Mariano Fernández de Echeverría y Veytia (1718 - 1780), and the famous fray Servando Teresa de Mier (1765
- 1827), in part as a response to Dutch and German publications that continued to present ancient Mexicans—and their idol Tezcatlipoca—as devil worshipers.
For his part, Ometeotl would remain largely forgotten during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in part because its sole pictorial source—the Codex Vaticanus A—was only
rediscovered by the Mexican Jesuit José Lino Fábrega (1746 - 1797) in the 1790s, and published
by Lord Kingsborough only by the mid nineteenth century.
¹¹This names are ascribed to Tezcatlipoca throughout the Florentine Codex. See Dehouve, “Los nombres de
los dioses mexicas”, 16, for a full list.
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Ometeotl, however, experienced a great rebirth in the fertile climate of Post-Revolutionary
Mexico, arguably after the publication of Miguel León-Portilla’s Filosofía náhuatl (1956). In his
intensely popular book on “Aztec philosophy,” León-Portilla interpreted Ometeotl (Nahuatl:
‘Two - Lord’), as representing a concept of a supreme Duality, and made of this otherwise forgotten deity the pinnacle of Aztec philosophy and religion. León-Portilla’s ideas were adopted and
popularized by the Mexicayotl or Mexicanidad movement that, first in Mexico City and then
in Los Angeles, furnished the emerging Chicano political movement with an undercurrent of
ancient Mexica lore and spirituality, just as the mythic Aztlan provided it with an imaginary
homeland.

But how did the idea of a Nahua monotheism first arose? And why where these two figures
selected as candidates for a supreme gods, instead of other figures that were not only more widely
attested in Mesoamerica but also held most prominent roles in Mexica ritual?
In the following pages, I will try to answer this question by focusing on the history of interpretation of the two Nahua teteoh that came to (dis)embody the notion of a Supreme god:
Ometeotl and Tezcatlipoca. These figures arose from a context of Mendicant and native speculation, and they mark a kind of exegetical specialization in sixteenth-century Mexico.
This chapter investigates the development of a conjecture about the existence of a PreColumbian monotheism in New Spain. I argue that this conjecture, predicated on the new
evidentiary power assigned to pictoriality, was pursued through the interaction of friars, Nahua
painters and indigenous neophytes, specially within Dominican provinces. This question was
of a central concern to the young generation of indigenous neophytes and humanists, as
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much as to the Mendicant orders in New Spain. And yet, scholarship has largely overlooked
it. Ometeotl emerged from a Dominican context, while Tezcatlipoca arose from a Franciscan
one. And the impulse behind them also differs, albeit subtly. Ometeotl arose as result of a
search for traces of Sacred History in Mesoamerica, and hence as an historical, antiquarian and
theological conjecture, inflected by local apologetic aims. As we shall see, the precise juncture
where it appeared is marked by an effort to homologate two cosmological systems within the
frame of single universal history. Tezcatlipoca, on the other hand, did not arise from this kind
of explicit speculation, generally frowned upon by Franciscans, bur rather as a side effect of half
a century of pastoral and sacramental praxis among central-Mexican Nahuas. This protracted
transformation in Bernardino de Sahagún’s efforts to organize and interpret the totality of the
Aztec pantheon along the lines of a Stoic theology.
The chapter situates the emergence of the monotheistic hypothesis within a “lost genre”
of popular sacred antiquarianism that arose, particularly within Dominican circles in the second half of the sixteenth-century. As I will try to show, this unique antiquarian genre was not
the province of Nahua tlamatinime, nor of the “intellectual upper class” that Spranz, inspired
perhaps historiography of Mediterranean antiquity, conjectured, but rather of a wide range of
agents living far from the cultural centers of New Spain and lacking the kind of humanist education of the Franciscans. This unique antiquarian genre offers a view into the creative ways in
which Nahua, Otomi, Zapotec and Mixtec peoples in colonial Mexico creatively deployed new
hermeneutical devices to re-imagine their own pasts.
The argument of the chapter is presented in two parts. The first reconstructs the context of
a “lost genre” of Christian antiquarianism, within which the thesis of a Nahua monotheism first
arose. The second part analysis the two main figures that emerged during the sixteenth century
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as candidates for Nahua supreme deity: Ometeotl and Tezcatlipoca. By studying the diverging
origins and hermeneutical trajectories of these two figures, we shed light on the various forces
and ideological aims behind the conjecture of a Nahua monotheism in sixteenth-century New
Spain.

6.2

A Mexican God Travels to Italy

In 1616, the Paduan egyptologist and antiquarian Lorenzo Pignoria published an updated edition of the most popular mythographic compendium of the cinquecento.¹²
Pignoria illustrated his edition with a wealth of images drawn from ancient artifacts and
recent archaeological findings. This archaeological archive, however, was not restricted to the
Mediterranean. At the end of the volume, Pignoria appended a short treatise, entitled The Images of the Gods of the Indies (Imagini degli Dei Indiani), in which he drew from his groundbreaking studies of Egyptian antiquities to compare the gods of Egypt, India, China, Japan, and
Mexico (see fig. 6.1).
The Mexican deities found in this, the first European treatise on comparative mythology, do
not conform to the traditional pantheon codified during the sixteenth century, as can be seen,
for example, in the Florentine Codex’s catalogue of deities.
Opening Pignoria’s “curious discourse” and presiding over the list we find the “portrait” of
a figure called Homoyoca, never mentioned by Sahagún. The accompanying text describes Homoyoca as the “the God of Mexico” (Dio di Mexico) or as “their Jove” (loro Giove), evoking the
traditional denomination of Jupiter as “father of gods and men” (pater deorum et hominum).
¹²Vincenzo Cartari, Le Imagini degli Dei degli Antichi, nelli cualisono descritte le religione degli Antichi, riti e
ceremonie loro, con l’agiunta di molte principali imagini e con l’esposizione in epilogo di ciascheduna e suo significato,
3rd ed., llustrated by Bolognino Zaltieri, Venice, 1571.
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Figure 6.1: Homeyoca, Dio de Mexico. Pignoria, Imagini (1647), 363.
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Pignoria writes:
“In their tongue this means the Creator of the world as well as its First Cause, and
they also call him Hometeutle, which is to say Lord of Three Dignities, or Lord
Three.”¹³
The engraving further compares Homeyoca to two figures extracted from the bordure of the
Egyptianizing Roman tablet known as the Mensa Isiaca, to which Pignoria devoted a groundbreaking study.
The names ‘Homoyoca’ are ‘Hometeule’ have been reconstructed as Ometeotl or God Two,
from the Nahuatl ‘ome-’ (two) and ‘teotl’. However, everything else about this god is shrouded
in mystery. Very little is known about Ometeotl. No temple dedicated to this supreme deity
has ever been found, and he has not been associated to any known Pre-Columbian ritual cycles.
This has lead several scholars to cast serious doubt about his existence.¹⁴
As for the actual source of the engraving, things are more clear. In the second edition of the
Imagini (1626), that incorporated new materials on Mexico, Pignoria claimed that the portraits
of the Mexican gods had been extraced by Phillipe van Winghe from a “large book housed in
the Vatican Library and compiled by fray Pedro de los Rios”.¹⁵
The book in question, house to this day in the Vatican Library, is a Mexican pictorial codex
generally known as Codex Vaticanus A or Codex Ríos. It is a perplexing document, and defies
traditional categories, disciplines and geographies of knowledge. The Codex consists of around
¹³“Homoyoca, Dio di Mexico, ch’era appresso quella misera Gentilità il loro Gioue. Voleua dire questo in
quell’Idioma tanto, quanto il Creatore del tutto, ouero la prima causa, & lo chiamauano ancora Hometelue, quasi
signore di tre dignità, ò signore tre…” Lorenzo and Cartari, Imagini de gli dei delli antichi, ??.
¹⁴Haly, “Bare Bones”; Mikulska, “Destronando a Ometeotl.”
¹⁵“Un’altra Imagine di Homopoca, o di simile deitè mi è venuto per le mani, la quele però altri chiamano di
Quetzalcoatl & s’è hauuta fuora di certi fogli, che furono di Filippo winghernio da Tornay, dotissimo giouane. &
esso asseriva d’auerla cauata da un Libro grande, ch’è nella Libreria Vaticana, compilato da F. Pietro de los Rios.”
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a hundred painted folios in the tradition of Mesoamerican pictographic style, but the images
are thoroughly glossed and commented in Italian. It was probably created in the 1570s, and was
already found in the Vatican Library by the 1590s.¹⁶
To be sure, the image of Ometeotl appears in the Vatican Codex. In fact, it is found in the
Codex’s imposing first folio. The Italian commentary call him Homeyoca or Hometeule, which
is supposed to mean ‘Lord of Three Dignities’ (see fig. 6.2).
Given that this ensemble of text and image is an hapax legomena, with no precedents in
Pre-Columbian pictography or archaeology, it is safe to assume that it is a sixteenth-century
fabrication. More over, it is what I would like to call a “pictorial conjecture”. In the case of the
first folio of the Vatican Codex, the image inquires and posits the existence of a Pre-Columbian
monotheism through by means of Mesoamerican pictography.
It’s important to note the irony of this instance of Transatlantic exchange of manuscripts,
images and ideas. In his treatment of Mexican antiquities, Lorenzo Pignoria, an Egyptlologist
at the forefront of early modern antiquarianism, adopted at face value the pictorial conjectures
systematized by a little-known Dominican friar, with no humanist training, working at a remote
outpost of New Spain.
To be sure, Pignoria provided a grand comparative scheme, predicated on the wealth of recent archaeological finds and the artifacts from the East and West that converged in seventeenthcentury Rome. Access to these artifacts through the networks of scholarly exchange allowed
Pignoria to compare, for the first time, Mesoamerican and Tahino artifacts with Egyptian and
Japanese ones (see fig. 6.3).
¹⁶Quiñones-Keber, “Collecting Cultures.”
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Figure 6.2: Homeyoca in the Codex Vaticanus 3738.
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Figure 6.3: Mexican, Tahino, Japanese and Egyptian artifacts.

But in the case of Mexican antiquities, the Paduan antiquarian merely transcribed the conjectures formulated decades earlier in New Spain through the interaction of Nahua painters,
ritual experts, and Dominican friars.
The German intellectual historian Martin Mulsow has defined instances such as this as “receptions of receptions”, stressing the circularity of a European interpretation of ethnographic
materials that are already shaped by European categories.¹⁷ For my part, I would like to stress
instead the remarkable coherence that obtained between two seemingly incomparable sites of
knowledge production in the early modern world. In both Padua and the multiethnic Domini¹⁷Mulsow, “Antiquarianism and Idolatry.”
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can provinces of New Spain, we find a common Renaissance inclination to find universal patterns and principles shared by all peoples and cultures.
In particular, the search for inchoate forms of ancient monotheism was shared by both
Mediterranean antiquarianism and Iberian discourses on paganism in the early modern age.
While theologians and apologists such as the Dominican fray Bartolomé de las Casas (14841566) or the Augustinian fray Jerónimo Román y Zamora (1536-1597) had ascertained the
universal inclination to worship, these images of Ometeotl mark a turning point. They signal a
moment when universalism was no longer an abstract theological postulate, predicated on natural law, but began to be pursued as an actual historical hypothesis. The presence of inchoate
monotheism throughout the world bespoke not only of a common humanity, but also of a
densely interconnected ancient world.
On both sides of the Atlantic, this was predicated on a new status assigned to material artifacts and images. Recent scholarship has reconstructed the process through which, in early
modern Europe, images, artifacts and material remains became invested with the status of evidence.¹⁸ In the less studied case of colonial Mexico, the Ometeotl conjecture allows us to assess
the changing status of Mesoamerican pictography. If a generation earlier Mesoamerican pictorials were decried as idolatrous and condemned to fire, during the second-half of the sixteenthcentury ancient pictorials became repositories of suggestive traces and vestiges.
The new evidenciary status assigned to pictorials rendered them available for all kinds of
inquiries. The most prominent among these was the search for traces of prior evangelization in
the New World before the arrival of Spaniards.
¹⁸See, for example, Schnapp, La conquête du passé : aux origines de l’archéologie; Miller, “The Antiquary’s Art
of Comparison”; Miller, Momigliano and Antiquarianism; Morán Turina, La memoria de las piedras.
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The existence of a Pre-Hispanic evangelization of the New World was a contentious hypothesis, and it entailed all kinds of theological and apologetic consequences. It divided the Mendicant orders in New Spain in two camps. The Franciscans, on one side, largely opposed it, in part
because their corporate identity was based on primacy, and they fashioned themselves as the
Apostles of the New World. Dominicans, on the other had, were more favorable to it, as they
showed both in their conversion strategies and in their historiography.

6.3

A Mexican Sacred Antiquarianism

Fray Juan de Torquemada, author of the Monarquía Indiana, the greatest Franciscan chronicle of seventeenth-century New Spain, was the most vehement opponent of any notion of an
evangelization of the New World prior to the arrival of the Seraphic order. In the Monarquía,
Torquemada went at great lengths to refute any notion that the cruciform artifacts and images found throughout the land were signs of Pre-Columbian evangelization. In his view, these
claims not only called into question the toil of the Seraphic order since the arrival of it’s twelve
“Apostles” in 1524, but were an expression of bad faith.
It is quite paradoxical, then, that it’s precisely thanks to Torquemada’s rebukes of such accounts that it’s possible to gain a sense of the popularity and fascination that these claims elicited
among Mendicant orders in sixteenth-century New Spain. According to the preliminary remarks of the chapter Torquemada devoted to the topic (“Of some traces that have been found
that suggests that the Indies had heard about our faith”), it was precisely the popularity of such
egregious accounts that move him to write about them in the first place.¹⁹ As is frequently the
¹⁹“De algunos rastros que se han hallado de qué en algún tiempo en estas Indias hubo noticia de nuestra fe.”
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case in the Monarquía Indiana, the chapter is for the most part a verbatim transcription of
Mendieta’s unpublished Historia Eclesiástica Indiana, but in this case, Torquemada strongly
disagreed with Medieta’s open, albeit tepid, attitude towards those who claimed to have found
traces of a Pre-Hispanic preaching of the Gospel in the New World.²⁰
The chapter in question opens with a telling remark. Torquemada writes that he took to pen
and decided to write about this matters because many people believe such “poorly investigated
claims,” which are to found in “memoranda and manuscript books.” Toruqemada decided to
write about these “baseless claims” just in case the manuscripts “are printed one day.””²¹
Thanks to this unwitting remark, and the testimonies collected by Gerónimo de Mendieta
and many other authors, it’s possible to ascertain the existence of a veritable New Spanish “lost
genre”. The genre was composed of memoriales or hand-written accounts that included texts,
fragments of ritual utterances and, crucially, painted copies of Mesoamerican pictorials. These
works are absent —or rather, expunged— from Torquemada’s own famous list of Franciscan literary output in New Spain, and hence did not made it into Icazbalceta’s pioneer New Spanish
bibliography, nor the most recent reconstruction of New Spanish “manuscript grenres” compiled by González Rodríguez.²²
The genre revolved around a single question: whether Mexican pictorials and figurative art
²⁰Mendieta, Historia eclesiástica indiana, bk. IV, chap. 41, 536-40; Torquemada, Monaquía indiana, bk. XV,
chap. 49, 201-5. Torquemada merely added some preliminary and final remarks to Mendieta’s account, aimed at
casting doubt on the testimonies. Thus, he also excluded Mendieta’s digression on the alleged Jewish origins of
Amerindians: for Mendieta, the testimonies of the presence of the Christian mysteries in the New World “hace[n]
harto en favor de los que han tenido opinión que estos indios descendían del pueblo de los judíos” (205).
²¹“Pero porque algunos, que fácilmente se creen de dichos mal averiguados, y están en algunos memoriales y
libros escritos de mano, quiero (por si en algún tiempo se imprimen) decir lo que dicen, aunque con poco fundamento, por haber corrido en general lo contrario y ser lo probable y cierto.” Torquemada, bk. XV, chap. 49, 201.
²²Rodríguez, “Difusión manuscrita,” 94. In his groundbreaking study, the author counted 23 genres cultivated
by Franciscans throughout New Spain, the vast majority of which never made it —and probably never meant to
make it— to print.
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contained traces that suggested knowledge of Sacred History or the Articles of the Faith. In
other words, whether ancient Mexicans knew about the Old Testament and/or the New Testament.
I would like to call this lost genre a popular sacred antiquarianism, developed in New Spain
during the second half of the sixteenth-century.
As we have seen, fray Juan de Torquemada, in line with many other Franciscans, emphatically
questioned any Pre-Hispanic knowledge of Scripture, even if in their writing they duly reported
the content of many of these documents. The genre, however, found a fertile ground within Dominican circles, particularly in the Dominican provinces situated far from the principal cities
of the viceroyalty and, to a large extent, beyond Nahua-speaking areas. Indeed, Mexican sacred
antiquarianism was something of a Dominican cottage industry, and most of the surviving accounts involve the participation of Dominican friars and vicars.
It was a well-known Dominican —fray Bartolomé de las Casas— who, during his fleeting
tenure as bishop of Chiapas, gave us the earliest and most detailed account of this sort. And it
was another, less well-known Dominican who gave us the broadest and most sweeping account
of what this literature must have looked like during the last quarter of the sixteenth century.
Fray Gregorio García was a Spanish Dominican who spent over a decade in the viceroyalties
of Peru and Mexico. After returning to Spain around 1600, Garcia spent the last years of his life
writing two treatises that he conceived of upon his departure to the New World.
A man of no humble intellectual ambition, upon embarking to Peru, García set himself to
tackle two seemingly intractable questions: what was the origin of the native populations of
the West Indies, and whether the Gospel had reach the New World (comprising, for García,
Asia and America) “in the time of the Apostles” (viviendo los Apóstoles). In 1625, García would
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published the results of his second investigation, under the title Predicación del evangelio en el
Nuevo Mundo viviendo los Apóstoles.²³
García began this treatise by establishing the “fundamentos” laid out by ancient, Biblical,
and Patristic authorities. The matter really revolved around the scope and meaning of a few
Gospel injunctions that commanded the Apostles to proclaim the Gospel throughout the whole
world.²⁴ Against the modern opinion of Jesuits such as Cornelio Alapide and Benito de Pereira,
and the strong opposition of Franciscan such as Juan de Torquemada, Gregorío García reaffirmed the traditional exegesis of Augustine, Aquinas and Fernández de Madrigal “el Tostado”
around the most contentious of these passages in the Epistola ad Romanos. According to these
authorities –who evidently wrote before the Columbian expeditions– the passage in the Epistle
that quotes a Psalm (“Their voice has gone out to all the earth, and their words to the ends of
the world”) should be understood literally.²⁵ García concluded that for the Biblical injunction
to remain valid, the Gospel must have been preached indeed “throughout the world in the time
of the Apostles,” which at the same time implies that both Testaments must have reached the
whole world.²⁶
Interestingly, however, García’s makes a passing remark that grounds us in the popular antiquarian speculation characteristic of Dominican circles in New Spain. He wrote that focus of
his investigation was the likely presence of the New Testament in the New World:
²³García, Predicacion del Evangelio en el Nuevo Mundo.
²⁴For example, “go into all the world and proclaim the good news to the whole creation.” Mat. 28:18, Mark
16:15, Acts 1:8, Rom. 1:8, 10:18, Psalm 18:5, Coloss. 1:5-6, 1:23. Discussion in García, I, ch. 2, 3r-6r. In ch. 3,
6r-15r.
²⁵Ad Romanos, 10:18, Psalm 19:4. García,
²⁶“Supuestos estos fundamentos, y auiendo probado con ellos (de la manera que auemos declarado el segundo)
que el Euangelio se predicò en todo el mundo en tiempo de los Apostoles, bien se sigue q[ue] no solamente se
predicò en el que llamamos Viejo, sino ta[n]bien en el Nuevo que son sus partes.” Garcia, Predicacion del evangelio
en el Nuevo Mundo, viviedo los apostoles, bk 2, fol. 48r-v.
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Our main interests is not to determine whether the Old [Testament] was preached
[in the New World], for that would be an easy task, but rather whether the New
[Testament was preached], a matter of great controversy.²⁷
This remarkable passage suggests that, at least among New Spanish Dominican circles, native knowledge of the Old Testament was a matter of fact, and discussions revolved exclusively
around the New Testament’s presence. García began his actual investigation by assessing the
evidence about the spread of Christianity to Asia and the far East.
Relying on Spanish, Portuguese and Italian sources produced in the context of Iberian
expansion to the East, such as Camporin, Maffei, Lucena, Baronio, Herrera Maldonado and
Rivadeneyra, García was overwhelmed by the evidence. Perusing this Iberian corpus, that
described everything from Malabar liturgies in South India to Nestorian artifacts in China,
García drew a conclusion that we now know to be true: Christianity had indeed reached the
far East prior to early modern expansion (see fig. 6.4).
This lent credence to Biblical authority that spoke about the Gospel reaching “all nations”,
so he was evidently predisposed to find the same traces in the New World.
In New Spain, García walked from convent to convent, collecting information for his second
work. “I was always curious to look, and to ask, and to hear, and to learn about the almost infinite
things found in those lands.”²⁸
García was not content with learning about crosses, stone sculptures or ancient documents,
but requested at every instance a written account, that he would later incorporate into his work.
²⁷“Nuestro interres principal no es aueriguar en particular que se predicasse en el Viejo, q[ue] de esso muy
facilmente salieramos, sino en el Nueuo, en que muchos an puesto dificultad.” García, Predicacion del Evangelio en
el Nuevo Mundo, 48r-v.
²⁸[V]iví en el Perú nueve años, adonde todo este Tiempo, tuve grande curiosidad en ver, preguntar, oir, i saber
casi infinitas cosas , que en aquella Tierra ai. García, Origen de los indios de el Nuevo Mundo e Indias Occidentales,
Proemio, [2v]. García published two out of three of his intended researches: the Origen de los Indios (Baeza, 1607),
and the Predicación del Evangelio (Baeza, 1627).
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Figure 6.4: Saint Thomas cross in Goa, covered with inscriptions. García, Predicación del evangelio.
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Perhaps the earliest account of this kind is an account provided by fray Bartolomé de Las
Casas in the Apologética historia sumaria.²⁹
During the few weeks that Las Casas spent in Campeche, on his way to the bishop see of
Chiapas where he had been appointed in Easter of 1542, Las Casas quickly learned about the
crosses that had been found in Yucatán and the lore surrounding them, as had already been reported in Pietro Martire d’Anghiera’s Fourth Decade.³⁰ Las Casas, however, had new things to
report, things “completely new in the Indies and unheard of elsewhere in there”.³¹ Soon after
his disembarking in Campeche, in his way to the bishopric see of Chiapas, he instructed a priest
called Francisco Hernández, well versed in the local indigenous language to go a preach to the
interior. A year later, Hernández reported by a letter a curious account. The priest reported having encounter a “señor principal” who claimed that his forebears were aware of several articles
of the faith. They not only knew about a supreme God in heaven, but also knew about the Holy
Trinity, the birth of God’s Son (who they called Bacab) from a virgin (called Chiribirías), his passion, crucifixion and resurrection. Las Casas notes that this detailed account was also witnessed
by a Franciscan friar, who Hernández brought with the seeming purpose of authenticating the
señor principal’s account.
Las Casas’s account made no specific references to pictorial documents, but later writers on
Yucatán did. According to the Relación geógrafica de la ciudad de Mérida from 1579, the In²⁹The Apologética manuscripts remained unpublished, but Jerónimo Román y Zamora reproduced it in the
Repúblicas del mundo (ed. 1595, “República de las Indias Occidentales”, bk. I, chap. 2, fols. 127r-129r.), from where
later chroniclers like Torquemada and Ximénez excerpted it.
³⁰“En el reino de Yucatán, cuando los nuestros lo descubrieron, hallaron cruces, y una de cal y canto, de altura
de diez palmos, en medio de un patio o cercado muy lucido y almenado, ajunto a un muy solemne templeo, y muy
visitado de mucha gente devota, en la isla de Cozumel, que está junto a la Tierra Firme de Yucatán.” Las Casas,
Apologética historia sumaria, ch. 133; cf. Angleria, De Orbe Novo, IV, bk, I, ch. 1.
³¹“Otra cosa referiré yo, harto nueva en todas las Indias, y que hasta hoy en ninguna parte dellas se ha hallado…”
Las Casas, Apologética historia sumaria, ch. 133.
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dians of Yucatán knew about the great Deluge and they “painted as a crocodile that signified
the Deluge and earth.”³² And so did the Achies of Guatemala, who according to Medieta “testified that they knew [about the Deluge] based on their ancient paintings”.³³ Las Casas, however,
concluded his reflection on the likelihood of a Pre-Columbian Christianity by noting that Yucatán might still yield some revelations, given the presence in it of “grand, and admirable, and
exquisite buildings of great antiquity and the inscriptions made of certain characters not found
elsewhere.”³⁴
While the presence of a graphic representation of a great deluge is indeed attested in Mayan
epigraphy, the majority of sixteenth-century testimonies that resorted to pictography as evidence of a Precolumbian Christianity come from elsewhere. As we shall now see, they come
from rather peripheral and not predominantly Nahua regions of New Spain, particularly from
areas of strong Mixtec and Zapotec influence, and even, as we shall now see, from the Otomi, a
people not known for their use of pictography.
Thus, for example, the Franciscan fray Diego de Mercado, definidor provincial of the Santo
Evangelio and future bishop of Yucatán and Manila, wrote and signed a memorial about a conversation he held with an “old Otomi indian,” according to whom in ancient times his people
held a book in great veneration..³⁵ The “book of doctrine” was written in two columns, between
which there was a depiction of a crucified Christ, “with a angry-looking expression”: “so, they
³²Apud Rubio Mañé, Notas y acotaciones, ??.
³³“Lo que éstos dijeron del Diluvio, atestiguaron también en Guatemala los indios aehies, afirmando que lo
tenían pintado entre otras sus antiguallas…” Mendieta, Historia eclesiástica indiana, ?; Torquemada, Monaquía
indiana, 204.
³⁴Las Casas, Apologética historia sumaria, chap. 133.
³⁵Mendieta claimed to have met Mercado, and that he was still alive at the time of writing. Torquemada further
identifies him as fray Diego Velázquez de Mercado (Arévalo, 1533 - 1616), future Bishop of Yucatán (1603) and
Manila (1608)(Torquemada, Monaquía indiana, bk. XIX, ch. 32, 120). The account was originally penned down
by Mendieta, from where later authors, such as Torquemada and fray Francisco de Ximénez (Historia, bk. 1, chap.
37, 106-10), would later take it.
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say, God chastised them.” The book was so revered that they used a special stick to pass its pages,
and it was passed down from generation to generation until the arrival of the Spaniards, when
the book was buried and later rot away. The old Otomi indian couldn’t tell much about the
book’s content, but was convinced that, had the book not been lost, fray Diego “would have
found that the doctrine he taught and preach was the same as the one contained in the book .”³⁶
The old Otomi was also able to report that his forebears knew about the Deluge, the survival
of seven people from its destruction (i.e. Noah’s sons)³⁷, and finally about the “embassy that the
angel made to our Lady” (i.e. the Annunciation), which they conveyed through the “metaphor”
of a snow-white feather that descended from the sky and impregnated a virgin. They didn’t
know, whoever, what happened to her son.³⁸
While since Aguiar scholars have read this testimony as part of the Quetzalcoatl/Saint
Thomas legend, I will to draw attention to another aspect of this story. This striking report,
reproduced by Mendieta, Torquemada and Francisco de Ximénez, reveals a carefully crafted
argument about the conmensurability of Precolumbian and Christian antiquities. While it’s
impossible to know whether it the account was forged by Diego Mercado —who Mendieta
and Torquemada held in the highest esteem— or by the anonymous Otomi elder, what is
evident is the careful suggestion that, before the Conquest, the Otomis had a version of the Old
³⁶“En este libro tenían escrita doctrina en dos colunas, por todas las planas del libro, y entre coluna y coluna
estaba pintado Cristo crucificado, con rostro como enojado, y así decían ellos que reñía Dios […]Y preguntándole
este religioso al indio de lo que contenía aquel libro en su doctrina, no le supo dar cuenta en particular, mas de
que le respondió: que si aquel libro no se hubiera perdido, viera cómo la doctrina que él les enseñaba y predicaba,
y la que allí se contenía era una misma; y que el libro se pudrió debajo de tierra, donde lo enterra ron los que lo
guardaban cuando vinieron los españoles.”
³⁷According to Genesis 7:13 there were in fact eight: Noah, Shem, Ham, Japhet and their wives.
³⁸“También le dijo que tuvieron noticia de la destruición del Diluvio, y que solas siete personas se salvaron en
el Arca y todas las demás perecieron con todos los animales y aves, eceto las que allí se salvaron. Tuvieron también
noticia de la embajada que hizo el ángel a nuestra Señora, por una metáfora, diciendo que una cosa muy blanca,
como pluma de ave, cayó del cielo, y una virgen se abajó y la cogió y metió en su vientre y quedó preñada; pero no
sabían decir qué se hizo lo que parió.”
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Testament. Not only does the Otomi “doctrina” described resembles the layout of Medieval
illuminated Bible, but its readers are said to have used a stick (“varita”) reminiscent of a yad or
Torah pointer. Mercado and his Otomi interlocutor even provided an intriguing exegesis of the
common Nahua mytheme of the hero’s partenogelical birth as a figura of the Annunciation.³⁹
Finally, the events of Sacred History recounted by Mercado all belonged to the Old Testament, with one apparent exception: the Annunciation. The event of Gabriel’s “embassy” to
the Mary is recounted in Luke 1:26-38, and its probably because of this that, at the end of the
18th century, Ordoñez y Aguiar, posited in his Historia de la creación del cielo y la tierra that the
Otomi book must have contained both Testaments.⁴⁰ However, the “metaphor” through which
the book described the archangel’s embassy could also be a reference to a traditional Old Testament prototype of the Annuciation, in Isaiah 7:14.⁴¹ In this way, the metaphor of the falling
feather impregnating a virgin stands in structural equivalency to Old Testament prophecies and
Marian types. This possibility seems confirmed by the fact that the old Otomi claimed that their
knowledge of sacred history did not reach the actual fulfillment of the metaphor/prophesy. The
³⁹Sixteenth-century documents attribute the mytheme to Huitzilopochtli (Oviedo, Sahagún) or to Quetzalcoatl (Telleriano-Remensis, Vaticanus A, Durán).
⁴⁰“[P]rueba nada equivoca de que el volumen era comprehensivo de ambos Testamentos…” In León, Bibliografía mexicana del siglo XVIII, 204. The case of the 18th-century antiquarian Ramón Ordóñez y Aguiar (1739
- 1825) merits a passing mention. In his unpublished Historia de la Creación del Cielo y de la Tierra, an erudite
treatise on Mayan antiquities, he quotes the Mercado story, missatributing it to Jerónimo Román, rather than to
Ximénez, from whose manuscript he took it. He prefaced the transcription with what looks like another quote,
and whose provenance I’ve not been able to determine. It must be remembered that Ordoñez y Aguiar had access
to a wealth of manuscripts at the Dominican convent at Guatemala, including the famous Ximénez olograph containing the Popol Vuj. Due to its relevance for the present discussión, I transcribe it: “De este modo propensa, facil,y
dispuesta, siempre á soñar dejarnos ignorantes de la verdadera significacion de sus emblemas, historio la delirante
phantasia Americana, aquel volumen no solo comprehensivo del nuevo, sino tambien del Viejo ‘Testamento, que
en las Pinturas de sus geroglyficos les dexó escrita el Quetzalcohuat, segun los mismos Indios aseverararon á un Religioso Grave, Definidor de la Provincia del Santo Evangelio, Operario zeloso, y de los más exemplares, y penitente de
aquellos tiempos…’ ” (204).
⁴¹“[P]ropter hoc dabit Dominus ipse vobis signum ecce virgo concipiet et pariet filium et vocabitis nomen eius
Emmanuhel.”
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utility of this adaptation is evident, as it presents the preaching of the Gospel as the fulfillment
of local prophecy.
As we noted, fray Diego Mercado’s account on a lost Otomi “doctrina” was reproduced by
many authors, but they all depended in the same hearsay account by Mendieta. And neither
Mercado nor the anonymous Otomi elder who reported the book’s existence in fact saw the
pictorial book.
Something quite different occurs with another episode that was reported by several distinct
writers who also claimed to have seen the paintings. An unstudied case, that nevertheless has
left an intriguing paper trail, and that we shall now reconstruct from the available sources. This
intriguing events were reported by Mendieta and Sahagún.⁴² However, they were also reported
by Gregorio García, in a testimony that has so far escaped the attention of scholars.
In an intriguing digression found in the Spanish column of the Florentine Codex’s Book XI,
that deals with natural history and, fray Bernardino de Sahagún restated his view on the question of whether Gospel had been preached in the New World before the arrival of the Seraphic
order.
Closer to Mendieta than to Torquemada, Sahagún is to be ranked among those Franciscans
that, while adamantly opposing the pastoral implications of acknowledging the possibility of
Precolumbian knowledge of the Gospel in the New World, were nevertheless willing to entertain some of the arguments and evidence about it.⁴³ Thus, in the Book XI’s Spanish digression,
Sahagún wrote that he had always been persuaded that the Gospel had never been heard in the
New World, for he had “never found anything reminiscent of the Catholic faith, but to the con⁴²van Doesburg and Urcid, “Two Fragments”.
⁴³See D’Olwer, Sahagún, 151-2.
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trary, everything [he has found] was very idolatrous.”⁴⁴ And yet, in this section Sahagún wrote
down what he regarded as the weightier arguments that he considered for those who maintained
the opposite view.
The first two arguments he briefly considered were the well-known accounts about the veneration of the Sacred Cross in the Yucatan peninsula and the attested existence of “auricular
confession” among the natives of New Spain, a phenomena about which he had written extensively in the Historia universal⁴⁵
The third argument that Sahagún considered as plausible was an account he had heard of
“around 1570.” Around that time, two trustworthy friars coming from the province of Oaxaca
“certified” to him that they had seen some “very ancient paintings, painted in deer skin, which
contained many things alluding to the preaching of the Gospel.”⁴⁶
Sahagún then describes one these paintings. The painting showed three women wearing
native dress and headdresses, sitting in the floor “in the manner of Indian women.” Two of them
were sitting in the same row, while the third, between the other two, appeared slightly forwards.
This woman donned a wooden Cross, “tied in her hair’s knot”, “according to the meaning of the
painting”. In the ground before them, a naked man laid on top of a cross, his “hands and feet
⁴⁴“Acerca de la predicación del Evangelio en estas partes, ha habido muchas dudas, si han sido predicadas antes
de ahora o no; yo siempre he tenido opinión que nunca les han predicado el Evangelio, porque jamás he hallado cosa
que aluda a la fe católica, sino todo lo contrario, y todo tan idolátrico, que no puedo creer que se les ha predicado
el Evangelio en ningún tiempo.” Sahagún, “FC”, bk. XI, chap. 13, §1, fol. 246r.
⁴⁵“Otra cosa hay que también me inclina a creer que ha habido predicación del Evangelio en estas partes, y es
que tenían confesión auricular en estas partes de México, donde los penitentes contaban sus pecados al sátrapa en
gran secreto, y recibían penitencia de ellos, y les exhortaba el sátrapa a la emienda con gran diligencia.” FC, ibid.
Sahagún had written extensively about the confesión auricular of the Nahuas, particularly in bk. I chap. 12 and bk.
VI, chap. 7, entitled “De la confesión auricular que estos naturales usaban en tiempo de su infidelidad, una vez en
la vida.”
⁴⁶“El año de setenta, o por allí cerca, me certificaron dos religiosos dignos de fe que vieron en Guajaca, que
dista de esta ciudad sesenta leguas hacia el oriente, que vieron unas pinturas muy antiguas, pintadas en pellejos de
venados, en las cuales se contentan muchas cosas que aludían a la predicación del Evangelio.” Sahagún, ibid.
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tied to the cross with strings.⁴⁷
This description gives us an uncanny perspective into Sahagún’s visual imagination. The composition of this purported pictorial image is strikingly reminiscent of 16th-century representations of the Descent from the Cross, a particularly popular motif in the devotional art of New
Spain. The descent of a death Christ from the cross and into the hands of a dismayed Mary is
found throughout New Spain:⁴⁸ alluded to in atrium crosses emblazoned with the arma christi,
painted or sculpted into the façades of churches and convents, and yearly enlivened in the processions of Holy Week, the Descent was particularly popular in Dominican provinces. In Oaxaca, for examples, a Descendimiento crowns the entrance to the Dominican monastery of San
Juan Teitipic, in Central Oaxaca, and a famous Descendimiento by the Sevilian painter Miguel
de Concha is still found today in the original altar at Santo Domingo de Yanhuitlán, in Oaxacan
Mixteca (see fig. 6.5).⁴⁹
Sahagún ventured his own iconographic reading of the Zapotec painting:
This seems to me to allude to the Our Lady and her two sisters and our crucified
Redeemer, which they must have known by an ancient preaching.
As if following 16th-century figurative conventions, as expressed for example in Marco Antonio Raimondi’s 1520 print that served as the model for many New Spanish Descents, Sahagún
⁴⁷“Entre otras [pinturas ] era una de éstas, que estaban tres mujeres vestidas como indias y tocados los cabellos
como indias, estaban sentadas como se sientan las mujeres indias, y las dos estaban a la par, y la tercera estaba delante
de las dos, en el medio, y tenía una cruz de palo, según significaba la pintura, atada en el nodo de los cabellos, y
delante de ellas, estaba en el suelo un hombre desnudo y tendido pies y manos sobre una cruz, y atadas las manos
y los pies a la cruz con unos cordeles. Esto me parece que alude a Nuestra Señora y sus dos hermanas y a Nuestro
Redentor crucificado, lo cual debieron tener por predicación antiguamente.” Sahagún, ibid.
⁴⁸In the Gospels (Matt. 27:57-58; Mark 15: 42-46; Luke 23: 50-53; John 15: 38) Christ’s death body is in fact
requested and received by Joseph of Arimatea, not Mary.
⁴⁹Frassani, “Yanhuitlan and Its Altarpiece”; Frassani, Artistas, mecenas y feligreses, 154-8. In her careful studies
of Yanhuitlán, Frassani has shown the importance of the Yanhuitlan indigenous elite in the commission of the rich
iconographic programs of the Dominican convent.
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Figure 6.5: Descendimiento de la Cruz, Andrés de Concha (1568-1612) at the altarpiece of Santo
Domingo de Yanhuitlán. From Frassani, 153.

identified the figures in the reported painting as the Virgin Mary’s family, who comforted the
weeping Virgin (see fig. 6.6). Envisioning an unseen Zapotec Descent of the Cross, Sahagún
harbors the possibility that they “must have known through an ancient preaching”.⁵⁰
Mendieta’s own reading of the iconography is considerably different. Unlike Sahagún,
Mendieta doesn’t seem to evoke the Descent of the Cross, as his ekphrasis looses sight of
the composition. His identification of the characters, however, suggests that Medieta’s visual
imagination evokes instead depictions of the Sacred Family, as could be seen, for example, in a
contemporary painting by Miguel de Concha in Mexico’s cathedral (see fig. 6.7). On the other
⁵⁰“Esto me parece que alude a Nuestra Señora y sus dos hermanas y a Nuestro Redentor crucificado, lo cual
debieron tener por predicación antiguamente.” Sahagún, “FC”, bk. XI, chap. 13, §1, fol. 246r.
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Figure 6.6: Descent from the Cross, Marco Antonio Raimondi„ 1520.)
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hand, Mendieta’s ekphrasis is hastily anagogic, as he moves beyond the visible to focus on the
meaning of the painting.
According to Mendieta, there were four women: the Virgin Mary, her mother Saint Anne,
and two of her sisters.⁵¹ The woman that “represented Our Lady” was indicated by having a
small wooden cross inserted in the knot of her hair, “by which they indicate that she was more
saintly,” but also, Mendieta writes going beyond what could have been visually represented, “to
indicate that she would give birth to a great prophet that would come from heaven, and that
she would conceived him without the concourse of a male and was to remain virgin.” The chain
of associations continues, and in an hasty sentence, the whole vita christi flies by as if in Holy
Week procession: His passion, crucifixion, resurrection and ascension. And all, one wonder, by
a little cross inserted in the Virgin’s bun.⁵²
Considering that this section of the Florentine Codex was written in the late 1570s —just
a few years after the event recounted— it’s somewhat surprising that Sahagún did not furnish
further details about it. Fortunately, however, Gerónimo de Mendieta’s Historia eclesiástica indiana also reported on what must have been a cause célèbre in the early 1570s. The account of
⁵¹It’s worth noting that in his interpretation of this unseen painting, Mendieta identifies one of the women
with Saint Anne. The Franciscans promoted the cult of Saint Anne –an extra-canonical figure that Apcrypha and
popular devotion identified as Mary’s mothe– particularly in Tlaxcala, where Saint Anne was the namesake of
their convent at Chautempan. In another passage of Book XI, Sahagún condemned this cult as idolatrous, as Tlaxcalans used it as a veiled reference to Toci (Nahuatl: “Our Grandmother”, and hence its assimilation to Jesus’s
grandmother), a female chthonic deity widely attested in Post-Classic Mesoamerica (FC, bk. 12, f. 234v; Gimmel,
“An Ecocritical Evaluation of Book XI”, 176). By drawing on this popular assimilation, Mendieta once again gave
voice to native conjecture.
⁵²“[Y] eran la madre de nuestra Señora y tres hermanas, hijas suyas, que las tenían por santas; y la que representaba a nuestra Señora estaba con el cabello cogido al modo que lo cogen y atan las indias, y en el nudo que
tienen atrás tenía metida una cruz pequeña, por la cual se daba a entender que era más santa; y que de aquélla había
de nacer un gran profeta que había de venir del cielo y lo había de parir sin ayuntamiento de varón, quedando ella
virgen; y que a este gran profeta los de su pueblo lo habían de perseguir y querer mal y lo habían de matar, crucificándolo en una cruz. Y así estaba pintado, crucificado, y tenía atadas las manos y los pies en la cruz sin clavos.
Estaba también pintado el artículo de la resurrección, cómo había de resucitar y subir al cielo.” Mendieta, Historia
eclesiástica indiana, ??. It must be noted that both Sahagún and Mendieta stress the fact that the crucified Christ
was not nailed, but tied, to the cross. I have yet to establish the significance of this detail in theirs accounts.
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Figure 6.7: Saint Anne in sacra conversazione with Mary. Miguel de Concha, Sagrada Familia, México,
1590.
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both Franciscans are sufficiently different as to warrant that they had independent access to
the account. And his account, transmitted by Torquemada, offers more information about the
participants in this discovery.⁵³
According to Medieta, the two saintly Franciscans were the elderly fray Francisco Gómez
—who Medieta claims was still alive at the time of writing— and fray Alonso de Escalona. Fray
Francisco Gómez (1533 - 1611), and particularly fray Alonso de Escalona (1531 - 1585) are
well-documented Franciscans.⁵⁴ Both were eminent lenguas: Gómez penned several works in
Nahuatl, while Escalona wrote a commentary on the Decalogue in Nahuatl, as well as Nahuatl
sermons that he later translated to the Achi language of Guatemala. Both friars were based in
the Provincia del Santo Evangelio before been dispatched to preach in Guatemala.
According to Mendieta, the two friars were returning from Guatemala. On their way to the
capital of the viceroyalty, Gómez and Escalona would have stoped along the Dominican convents along Oaxaca’s Sierra Sur and the Mixteca, eventually meeting Sahagún in Tlatelolco and
Medieta in Xochimilco at the end of their journey. It was precisely in one of those Dominican convents, at Nejapa, a necessary stop between Tehuantepec and the city of Oaxaca, where
Gómez and Escalona claimed to have seen the paintings.
At Nejapa, Mendienta writes, the Dominican vicar showed Gómez and Escalona:
[S]ome painted papers drawn from very ancient paintings, made on long scrolls of
very smoked leather, that represented three or four things related to our faith…⁵⁵
⁵³See note above for references to Medienta and Torquemada’s chapters.
⁵⁴Basic bio-blbliographic information on them is found in Vetancour, Pinelo and Beristain. See Muñoz y Manzano, Bibliografía española de lenguas indígenas de América, num. 737 and 738 (p. 248) and 914 (p. 269).
⁵⁵“[P]asando por el pueblo de Nexapa, de la provincia de Guaxaca, el vicario de aquel convento [de Santo
Domingo de Nejapa], que es de la orden de Santo Domingo, les mostró unos papleles pintados que habían sacado
de unas pinturas antiquísimas, hechas en unos cueros largos, rollizos y muy ahumados, donde estaban tres o cuatro
cosas tocantes a nuestra fe…” Mendieta, Historia eclesiástica indiana, ??.
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Mendieta thus adds an important detail, not mentioned by Sahagún: what the Franciscans
saw were painted copies, in paper, of what must seems to have been an original deer-skin screenfold, similar to Mixtec screenfolds such as the Codex Zouche-Nuttall. This fact is crucial on
several accounts, that we shall now overview.
The district of Nejapa, in the modern-day state of Oaxaca, had strong Dominican presence
at least since 1545, and by 1560 the Order of Preachers had established there the second largest
convent of the province. Around the same time, Nejapa split from the vast alcadía of Villa Alta, a
timely event that brought an influx of Zapotec and Mixtec peoples from the Sierra to an already
multiethnic milieu.⁵⁶ According to Burgoa’s Geográfica descripción, writting in the last quarter
of the 17th-century, Nejapa was composed of Mixes (Ayuk), Oaxacan Chontales (Lajltyaygi or
Tsome), Nahua and Zapotecs, the latter groups known for their use of pictography.
Thanks to the archaeological project led by Stacie M. King since 2007 in the area, archaeologists have found traces of of Zapotec-style pictography in stone and ceramics.⁵⁷ However, the
presence of Mesoamerican pictography at Nejapa was recently revealed in a stunning discovery.
In 2001, a team of researchers from the Instituto de Órganos Históricos de Oaxaca, in a visit
to the Baroque pipe organ at San Bartolo Yautepec a few miles south of Nejapa, was shown by
the local authorities two wooden trunks housed at the choir of the local church. The trunks were
filled with liturgical and musical books and manuscripts from the 16th to the 19th-century. The
oldest of these documents had been from from the Dominican convent at Nejapa, and included
a 16th-century a Gregorian chant manuscript that had been bound with two polychrome fragments of a Mesoamerican pictorial (see fig. 6.8).⁵⁸
⁵⁶Chance, Conquest of the Sierra, 29–32.
⁵⁷King, “Hidden Transcripts, Contested Landscapes, and Long-Term Indigenous History in Oaxaca, Mexico.”
⁵⁸The cache of documents were brought from Nejapa to San Bartolo Yautepec by the maestro de
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Martin Jansen and Aurora Pérez Jiménez have named these two fragments the Codex Yautepec, and have classified them as part of the group of mantic-ritual codices generally known as the
Borgia Group.⁵⁹ According to a recent study by Sebastián van Doesburg and Javier Urcid, the
two fragments are mantic or divinatory in content, and they are painted in “late pre-Hispanic
inter-regional scribal tradition (a.d. 1250 -1550)” predominant in South Western Mesoamerica, which doesn’t necessarily entail they are pre-Hispanic.⁶⁰ Their analysis confirmed that the
manuscripts are painted on deerskin, and that they used to form part of larger screen fold, similar in size and form to the Codex Laud or Vatican B. As to their provenance, van Doesburg and
Urcid do not discount the possibility that they were painted at Nejapa, an important center
before and after the arrival of the Mendicant orders. If this is the case, the “fragments [would]
constitute the only currently known direct evidence of an ancient indigenous manuscript from
the southeastern mountains of Oaxaca.” At any rate, its presence in this remote corner of the
Souther Sierra suggest the existence of “extensive networks of interaction” throughout South
Western Mesoamerica; an interaction across an extremely fragmented linguistic landscape that
nevertheless shared a “common visual language”.⁶¹
As to the iconography of the Codex Yautepec, Michael Lind has identified the female figure
in the lower right corner of (b) as Pitao Huichaana, a female deity first identified by Eduard
Seler in the Zapotec murals in Mitla (Oaxaca).⁶² In his Zapotec dictionary, Juan de Córdova
capilla Domingo Flores. “The Presentation of the Treasures of San Bartolo Yautepec”, Feb. 2009, IOHIO,
http://iohio.org.mx/eng/fest2009.htm (consulted January 2019); Urcid and Van Doesburg, “Restos de Un
Códice Mántico. San Bartolo Yautepec, Oaxaca”, 80-1.
⁵⁹Jansen and Pérez Jiménez, Time and the Ancestors, 57. Jansen and Pérez Jiménez have renamed the group as
the Teoamoxli Group, and it includes codices such as the Borbonicus, Borgia, Vaticanus B, Cospi, etc.
⁶⁰Van Doesburg and Urcid, “Two Fragments,” 403–5.
⁶¹Van Doesburg and Urcid, 420.
⁶²Lind, Ancient Zapotec Religion; Seler, in Bowditch et al., Mexican and Central American Antiquities, Calendar Systems, and History, 288-90.
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Figure 6.8: Codex Yautepec, with added contour lines. From van Doesburg and Urcid, 408.
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translated ‘Huichaana’ as “god or goddess of children and childbearing, to whom those who
have given birth offered sacrifices” and as “creator of men and fish.”⁶³ Significantly, the German
Americanists identified this female deity by the T-shape nose ornament —a trait shared by many
other Mesoamerican deities that goes back at least to the Formative period. In Classic Mayan
art, for example, T-shaped pendants conveys the materiality of jade as well the notion of wind,
as the Mayan ik’ glyph (

) –meaning ‘wind’– is shaped as a T. These associations form part of

widespread Mesoamerican tradition, whose origins go back to the Formative period.⁶⁴
Could Zapotec and Mixtec T-shaped ornaments, still visible in the Yautepec Codex and
in the mural paintings in Mitla, have been construed as crosses? While it’s unlikely that the
two-folio Codex Yautepec was the very pictorial that the Dominicans of Nejapa claimed to
contained visual passages of Scripture, the interpretation of T-shaped Mayan glyphs as crosses
was common since the earliest accounts of the peninsula by Grijalva and others.
At any rate, the presence of the Yuatepec Codex and other perplexing artifacts at Nejapa
suggests that it was an ideal site for the kind of antiquarian speculation.

It’s possible that all of these pictorial Bibles were the effect of the presence of sacred images in
New Spain. On this respect, event the more clear-headed Franciscans like Torquemada were
wrong: the diffusion of sacred images preceded the arrival of the Franciscans. Even before the
⁶³“dios ò diosa de los niños ò de la generacion, à quienes las paridas sacrifivacan”, and on another entry as “criador
asi de los hombres como de los peces.” Juan, Arte del idioma zapoteco.
⁶⁴“[A] pan-Mesoamerican tradition of the wind symbolism that originated in a form of the Formative jade
spoons and wind god veneration from the Gulf Coast, Costa Rican jade clam pendants and avian imagery”
(Azarova, “Maya Jade T-Shape Pendants Within Mesoamerican Wind-Jewel Tradition”, 29-30; 89-91). Wind imagery was associated in central Mexico to Ehécatl, and in the Mixtec to Nine Wind.
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Figure 6.9: Pedro de Gante preaching with images. Diego Valadés, Rhetorica Christiana, 206.

Conquest of Mexico had ended, Cortés asked Moctezuma to commission a wide range of artifacts and artworks. According to his own account, among these “Cortesian objects”, the Captain
commissioned the creation of “images, crucifixes, medals,” artifacts that likely combined Spanish designs with Nahua techniques, such as featherwork or lost-wax casting.⁶⁵
The Second Letter also tells about the substitution of sacred images in the teocali of MexicoTenochtitlan. Two decades later, central Mexican elites were commissioning complex featherwork mosaics, such as the Misa de San Gregorio (see fig. 6.10). Created in 1539, the intricate
feather mosaic precedes by two decades the establishment of the Dominican provinces and convents such as Nejapa, where the news of pictorial Bibles and vestiges hailed from. Shortly after
the Misa de San Gregorio was made in central Mexico, Bartolomé de las Casas, upon disembarking in Campeche, dispatched friars to preach in the interior, carrying with them “formas”,
which might or might no have included images or diagrams. In his Retorica Christiana, a systematization of Franciscan preaching techniques in New Spain, Diego Valadés described the
⁶⁵“Otras [cosas] que yo le di figuradas y él las mandó hacer de oro, así como imágenes, crucifijos, medallas, joyeles
y collares y muchas cosas de las nuestras que le hice contrahacer.” Cortés, Segunda Carta, 230-31. See discussion
in Russo, “Cortés’s Objects”, spec. 10-1.
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Figure 6.10: Misa de San Gregorio, México, 1539.

use of images and painting as pedagogical tools, that he attributed to fray Pedro de Gante and
the first generation of Franciscans that arrived in 1524 (see fig. 6.9).⁶⁶
Considering this early diffusion of sacred images throughout New Spain, and the lives that
this images led beyond their instrumental usage by the mendicant orders, it’s feasible to venture
that when later friars encountered in the outskirts of New Spain were the protracted effects of
those earliest images. In his rebuke of the legends of miraculous crosses in New Spain, Torque⁶⁶The so-called Testerian manuscripts are not included in this lists, as recent studies date them as late as the
18th-century.
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mada had convincingly shown that many of these crosses had in fact been established a generation earlier by Franciscans or by Cortés himself, as in the case of the cross in Huatulco.⁶⁷ Could
the Otomi Torahs and the Zapotec Bibles be the outcrops of the seminal images planted by
Cortés on his way to Mexico-Tenochtitlan? Images endowed with a life of their own, that bespeak of an unknown circulation of sacred images among indigenous peoples. At any rate, what
is clear is that the early sacred images implanted in New Spain, as enzymes in a new body, transformed and precipitated Mesoamerican visuality to unforeseen possibilities. One of them was
the possibility that they held traces of the sacred history, that had possibly escaped the awareness of people who created them. And this is precisely what the painters and redactors of the
Codex Vaticanus A set out to uncover.

6.4

Bricolage Monotheism

It was in the context of this search for traces of Sacred History in Mesoamerican pictography
that arose in Dominican circles that the hypothesis of a Pre-Columbian monotheism first arose.
In order to explore this in more detail, we shall now return to fray Gregorio García’s Predicación del evangelio viviendo los apóstoles (1627). Among the testimonies collected by Garcia
during his years in New Spain, one has escaped so far the attention of moderns scholars. The
testimony is crucial, because it helps reframe a surviving sixteenth-century pictorial as perhaps
the only surviving document of this genre of popular Sacred antiquarianism in New Spain. At
the same time, it helps us firmly ground the hypothesis of a Pre-Columbian monotheism within
this Dominican manuscript production.
⁶⁷A similar point was made by Rubio Mañé, Notas y acotaciones, who actually claimed, in the 1950s, to have
seen one of these cross in a private collection in Campeche. {ref }
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Gregorio García’s testimony has been forgotten by modern historiography, in part because
of the rarity of the Predicación del evangelio, of which only a few copies are known to exist.⁶⁸ In
the eighteenth century, the Pueblan historian Mariano Fernández de Echeverría y Veytia (1718
– 1780) still had access to the book in Mexico, and he reproduced García’s testimony in a chapter of his Historia antigua de México on the topic. Finished in the same year as Claviero’s better
known Storia antica del Messico (1780), Echeverría y Veytia’s Historia would remain unpublished until 1836, when it appeared in a Mexican edition.⁶⁹
The passage was printed once again in the nineteenth-century, in the incomplete selection
of Echeverría y Veytia’s writings included by Lord Kingsborough in the eighth volume of of
his Antiquities of Mexico, published posthumously in 1848. It was from Kingsborough that the
last scholar that, to my knowledge, mentioned the passage, took it from. In 1896, the French
archaeologist Eugène Beauvois (1835-1912) excerpted some fragments of García’s testimony
in order to advance the conjecture of an European—concretely Scandinavian—colonization
of the New World before the Columbian expeditions.⁷⁰ The unhinged diffusionist musings advanced by Beauvois seems to have earned him the eternal scorn of his discipline, which perhaps
explaining why Gregorio’s precious testimony was relegated into oblivion ever after.
The testimony appears in a chapter entitled “De dos relaciones, la una de una Imagen de
muger hecha de piedra en una Capilla, la otra de una Biblia que tenian los Indios, con solas figuras de cosas que tocan a nuestra Santa Fè.”⁷¹ As we mentioned at the begining of this chapter,
⁶⁸During the Summer of 2018, I was able to study one of few surviving copies of García’s work at the John
Carter Brown Library, in Providence, RI.
⁶⁹The chapter is entitled “Los vestigios que se hayan en la Nueva España de las obras de Quetzalcoahuatl, denotan haber sido alguno de los santos Apóstoles. Veytia, Historia antiqua de Méjico , chap. 15.
⁷⁰Beauvois, “Traces d’influence européenne”.
⁷¹García, Predicacion del Evangelio en el Nuevo Mundo, v, chap. 7.
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in pursuing his investigations throughout New Spain and Peru, Gregorio García was not content with hearing reports, and requested from those willing to share their testimonies to write
them down for him. One of these casual informants was the Vicar of the Dominican Convent of
Veracruz—probably the Convent of Nuestra Señora Guía del Puerto de Veracruz—but whose
name García could not recall. The Predicación reproduces in extenso the “relación” that this
anonymous Dominican friar gave to García, “escrito de su mano.”
“When the Friars of the Order of our father Saint Dominic entered into the Zapotec Province to convert the Indians and preach to them the Holy Gospel, they
arrived to a town called Quic Chapa (Quiechapa).⁷² They found that the Cacique
of those lands owned a Bible made exclusively of images (una Biblia de solas figuras)
and it was the custom of the Indians to explain one another their meaning. Painted
in that Bible were many of the things that we believe in our own. There they had
painted the Creation of the world, the Deluge, the Babel Tower, the passage of the
sons of Israel, and the Annunciation. And they had painted Our Lady in the manner
of Indian women, with Nahuas and Huaypil…⁷³
The Veracruz account follows the standard narrative found in similar testimonies: some friars arrive to a town and are shown, by the local authorities, a painted book said to contain elements of the sacred doctrine. To their amazement, the friars peruse the document and find the
authorities’s claims to be true. In some instances, the friars claim to have copied the paintings
to paper.
⁷²Modern-day San Pedro Mártir Quiechapa, in the district of Yautepec. The town was founded in the sixteenth
century, as has a church from the same period. Quiechapa derives from a Zapotec word that means ‘woman of sone’,
and García recounts and intriguing stoy about a stone scultpure of a woman venerated in the area.
⁷³Enpahsis added. [“]Cuando entraron los Religiosos de la Orden de nuestro padre santo Domingo en la Prouincia de la Zapoteca para auer de conuertir a los Indios, y predicarles santo Euangelio, llegaron a vn pueblo que se
llama Quic Chapa, adonde hallaron en poder del Cacique de aquella tierra vna Biblia de solas figuras y por tradicion seyuan enseñando vnos Indios a otros lo que significauan. Estauan pintadas en aquella Biblica muchas cosas
de las que creemos de la nuestra. Porque alli estua pintada la creacion, y el diluuio, la torr de Babel, el passage de los
hijos de Israel, y la Anu[n]ciacion. Y tenia[n] pintada a nuestra Señora en habito de India, con Nahuas y Huaypil…”
García, bk. v, chap. 7, 193ff.
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Figure 6.11: “La Anunciación a la Virgen María”, Juan Correa, Mexico, second half of the 16th century.
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However, the Veracruz account is unique in describing with such detail the actual content of
one of these mysterious pictorials, as well as the iconographies present in the images. The topics
depicted by pictorial images, according to the Vicar from Veracruz, are emphasized in the quote
above. They include a number of themes deriving from the Old Testmanent, the Creed, and the
Gospels, but also more visual tropes such as the Annunciation and the Holy Family, that as we
have seen, were mentioned by other testimonies.
I would like to posit the hypothesis that this list of themes coincides almost to the letter with
the content of a sixteenth-century pictorial document that we have discussed above: the Codex
Vaticanus A (see fig. 6.12). Indeed, as originally noted by the French historian Pierre Ragon,
the first section of Vatican Codex A is invested in drawing parallels between Sacred History
and Nahua traditions of the past by means of pictography.⁷⁴ And some of this parallels were
also picked up by Lorenzo Pignoria in the Imagini, for example, the Vatican Codex’s mention
of the god Citlalatonac’s “embassy” to a virgin, in which the Paduan antiquarian saw a gestural
similarity to the traditional motif of the Annunciation (see fig. 6.11 and fig. 6.13).
The vicar’s account published by Gregorio García as part of his evidence about a PreColumbian preaching of the Gospel in the New World helps us reframe the Vatican Codex A
as perhaps the sole survivor of this uniquely New Spanish form of Sacred antiquarianism. The
Codex has generally been studied as an invaluable source on Ancient Mesoamerica, and in fact
it became something of a Mesoamerican Rosseta Stone, ever since the exiled Mexican Jesuit
José Lino Fábrega used in the Vatican Library as an aid in the decipherment of the Borgia
Codex—an event that can be regarded as the birth of modern Mesoamerican studies.
⁷⁴Ragon, “Pedro de los Ríos.”
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Figure 6.12: Biblical parallels in the Codex Vaticanus A. From left to right: The Deluge (fol. 4v), the
Cholula-Babel Tower (fol. 10v), the Crossing of the
Red Sea (fol. 9v), the Annunciation (fol. 2v).
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Figure 6.13: “Ambasciatore del Dio Citlallatonac mandato a una Virgine.” Lorenzo Pignoria, Imagini,
368.
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Reframing the Codex Vaticanus A as part of a larger genre allows us to better assess its interpretative strategies and, perhaps more crucially, its numerous innovations and conjectures.
It also allows us to study its images not as a mere trascriptions of Precolumbian lore, but as
instances through which Nahua painters and neophytes were actively engaged in the interpretation of their ancient customs. The most intriguing of this conjecture was the one that posited
the existence of an ancient Nahua monotheism, and that evidence of it could be found in the
Mexican “libros de pinturas”.

It should as come as no surprise that the pictorial conjecture about a Pre-Columbian monotheism is set within the Vatican Codex A’s parallels.
As I noted earlier, the figure of Homeyoca (Ometeotl) appears in the codex’s first folio (see
fig. 6.2). I also noted that the codex’s commentary identifies Homeyoca as a Creator god, and
interprets the meaning of his name as “Lord of Three Dignities,” which evidently implies an
assimilation to the Christian Trinity.
However, the commentary offers other intriguing characterizations. The Italian text claims
that Homeyoca also refers to the “place” (luogo) where this Creator is located. In his role of
Creator, the gloss also identifies Homeyoca as the “First Cause” (Prima Causa).⁷⁵
So Homeyoca is both the Creator and the space where he dwells. In order to make sens of
this, it is necessary to consider the image as a whole.
⁷⁵“Homeyoca … Questo vuol tanto dire come il luogo dov’ è il Creatore del tutto, ò la prima causa. Chiamanlo
per un’altro nome Hometeule, che vuol tanto dire como sig[nor]e di tre dignità…”. fol. 1v.
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The image is actually divided between the first two folios of the codex. This composite image
is meant to depict the fundamental structure of Mesoamerican cosmology, which is here shown
to be formed of thirteen levels or planes of existence
It’s important to note that for decades, this image was seen as the definitive visual representation of Mesoamerican cosmology, and when scholars set out to reconstruct a Mesoamerican
worldview, it was this visual scheme they had in mind.
However, more recent studies have shown to what extent this schemes is influenced by Western cosmology.⁷⁶ As we known, Aristotelian and Ptolemaic cosmology conceived of the universe as a series of concentric spheres, with the planets and stars in the upper reaches. In the
Medieval version of this model, the outter sphere received the name of empireum, and was conceived as the “place” (locuorum) of the Godhead—the Aristotelian first cause of movement.
As noted by the art historian Ana Díaz, the first two folios of the Codex Vaticanus A are
invested in mapping the topology of Mesoamerican view of the cosmos into the scheme of
Aristotelian-Ptolemaic cosmology. As this cosmology was interpreted in the Latin West, the
Aristotelian primum movens became the predominant metaphor to describe the Christian
god.⁷⁷ In the Vaticanus, Homeyoca adopts that role and, as fulcrum, crowns the articulariton
of Nahua conceptions of the cosmos and European cosmology.
Where did this figure came from? The painters who assembled the Vaticaus’s images used
the effigy of another figure that appears n the same manuscript in order to illustrate this place or
principle. Indeed, the same figure is presented in another section under the name of Tonacatecuhtli.
⁷⁶See Knowlton and Vail, “Hybrid Cosmologies in Mesoamerica,” and @diazalvarez2009primeralamina.
⁷⁷Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, I, 9, 1.
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As for the name of Homeyoca (Ometeotl), that as we have seen literally means Two-God,
it seems feasible that it was drived from an epithet used in a ritual context. This common procedure through which several Aztec gods were produced during the sixteenth century. In particular, it was the way in which, I argue, the other main candidate for Aztec surpreme god arose.

Sixteenth century documents, specially those produced by Franciscans, unanimously present
Tezcatlipoca not only as the most important Mexica deity, but also as foreshadowing of the
Christian god.
In Sahagún’s Primeros Memoriales, for example, Tezcatlipoca’s list of attributes include the
following: “he creates things; he creates men” (tlacoyuca, teyocuya).⁷⁸ And as we have seen, the
Florentine Codex’s catalog compares Tezcatlipoca to Jupiter, evoking this god’s advocation as
“father of gods and men” (pater deorum et hominum). According to the Spanish text, “[e]l dios
llamado Tezcatlipoca era tenido por verdadero dios, y invisible, el cual andaba en todo lugar:
en el Cielo, en la Tierra y en el Infierno.” A later passage adds that Tezcatlipoca was considered
“[el] criador del cielo y de la tierra y era todopoderoso, el cual daba a los vivos todo cuanto era
menester de comer y beber y riquezas.”⁷⁹
Throughout Sahagún’s manuscripts, Tezcatlipoca was consistently presented both as creator
of the universe and an aniconic and invisible numen, unlike most other Mexican gods, that
Sahagún generally present as euhemerized men and women.⁸⁰ This idea became so established,
that when Sahagún systematized his views on Nahua religion in the form of a letter addressed
⁷⁸PM, §10, fol. 270; Sahagún and Sullivan, Primeros Memoriales, 121.
⁷⁹FC, i, ch. 3; ii, ch. 3.
⁸⁰Olivier, “El Panteón Mexica a La Luz Del Politeísmo Grecolatino,” 9.
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to Pope Pious V on Christmas of 1571, (Breve compendio de los ritos idolátricos), the Franciscan
did not hesitate to affirm that the Mexicans were familiar with the idea of supreme god:
Entre los philosophos antiguos vnos dixeron que ningun dios auia y desta opinion
fueron muchos. Ximocrates dixo que auia ocho dioses y no mas. Antistenes dixo que
auia muchos dioses populares, pero solo vno todo poderoso y criador y gouernador
de todas las cosas. Esta opinión o creentia es la que e hallado en esta Nueua España.
Tienen que ay un dios que es puro espíritu, todo poderoso criador y gobernador
de todas las cosas: al qual llamauan Tezcatlibuca o Titlacaoan (estos dos eran sus
comunes nombres aunque tenía otros quatro o cinco nombres no tan comunes).
[Sahagún,⁸¹ fol. 3.)
This is, by all accounts, a remarkable statement. Not only does it contradicts Sahagún’s otherwise pervasive disbelief in any form of praeparatio evangelica, but it also offers a clue about
his conceptual model for the organization the Mexica pantheon: Cicero’s dialogue De natura
deorum.⁸²
The Breve compendio made explicit the criteria that warranted this identification: aniconicity. Tezcatlipoca’s lack of visual representation stands in contrasts to every other Mexica deity,
which the Breve compendio subsumed under the category of “dioses ymaginarios”or gods that
were represented pictorially.⁸³ These included the “popular and domestic gods”, terms drawn
from Cicero’s dialogue and that, for Sahagún, included human beings that had been “canonized” into the rank of the gods.⁸⁴
⁸¹Breve compendio de los ritos idolatricos de Nueva España
⁸²The opinions that Sahagún quotes are in De nat. deo, I, 32 and I, 34. Particularly telling is the passage on
Xenocrates, who is said to have avoided, in his own book, the description of the gods’s semblance (nulla species
divina describitur).
⁸³“Ay otra manera de dioses ymaginarios que esta gente adoraua, unos en ymagen de hombres y otros en ymagen
de mugeres” Sahagún, “FC”, fol. 3r.
⁸⁴“Los dioses populares y domesticos que estos yndios mexicanos adorauan eran muchos, los quales sabian que
auian sido hombres mortales y que auian hecho cosas notables y hazañas en la republica, y por estas sus obras los
canonizaron por dioses.” fol. 3v.
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Figure 6.14: Tezcatlipocatl, detail. Bernardino de Sahagún, Primeros memoriales*, fol. 261r.

And yet, Tezcatlipoca’s purported aniconicity stands in contrast to pictorial evidence—
particularly within the Borgia group of codices—and even to Sahagún’s Historia universal
taken as a whole. The Primeros memoriales, for instance, includes not only a depiction of
Tezcatlipoca, but also a list of his accroutrements (see fig. 6.14). And the Relación de Texcoco
describes in great detail Tezcatlipoca’s monumental sculpture a the teocalli of Texcoco.
So where did the idea of Tezcatlipoca’s invisibility arose from?
The answer to this leads us to earliest history of Mendicant preaching in New Spain. Sahagún’s workshop based this interpretation on some of the recorded epithets of Tezcatlipoca,
that his workshop decoumented profusely. Arguably the most important of these was tloque
nahuaque. Interestingly, since the earliest Christian documents produced in New Spain, this
epithet was used as a translation of the word ‘god’.⁸⁵ In the Tratado de hechicerías y sortilegios
(1553), Andrés de Olmos used this term as an apt Nahuatl periphrasis for the concept of God
(Olmos,⁸⁶ 13). Similarly, Alonso de Molina’s Vocabulario en lengua castellana y mexicana (1555,
⁸⁵Ríos Castaño, Translation as Conquest, 5.
⁸⁶Tratado de hechicerías y sortilegios
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1571) defined tloque nahuaque as “cabe quien está el ser de todas las cosas, conservándolas y
sustentándolas.” Many of the epithets that Franciscan catechisms and doctrines used to refer to
God were drawn from the lengthy list of Tezcatlipoca’s epithets.
While the doctrinal and catechetical usages of these epithets made no reference to Tezcatlipoca, and abstracted all the terms from their context in ritual, they constant usage seems
to have prepared the way for a reassessment of this central Mexican teotl. Unlike Ometeotl,
Tezcatlipoca did not emerged from Mendicant speculation, for rather as a protracted sedimentation; the side effect of liturgical and sacramental practices of several decades. By the time Sahagún dispatched his Stoic interpretation of Nahua religion to the Pope, in the last years of
his life, a new Aztec supreme god had taken hold. And unlike Ometeotl, whose visual depiction would remain a hapax legomenon, Tezcatlipoca’s would endure well into the eighteenth
century.

Conclusion
The Nahua painters, neophytes and friars who jointly construed this Pre-Columbian supreme
gods proceeded as bricoleurs, deploying strategic misinterpretations, extracting effigies and epithets from ritual settings and calendaric manuscripts, and imagining parallels that delved in
pictorial traditions to create new meanings. This was rendered possible by a changing status of
pictography, that after an initial phase of condemnation acquired an evidentiary status. In doing so, friars—particularly Dominicans—and Nahua neophytes and painters not only investigated and interpreted Pre-Columbian screen folds, but also produced a whole new set of painted
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manuscripts and envisioned, through the old medium, new pictorial conjectures. Many of the
“pictorial moral histories” that survive from the sixteenth century are the result of this venture.
Together with the invention of a Nahua vernacular sacred oratory and decades-long
sacramental practices, two teteoh emerged as autochtonous forerunners of the Christian
god. I would like to conclude by considering some of the apologetic consequences that these
conjectures of a Pre-Columbian monotheism had in Colonial Mexico and beyond.
During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the idea was strategically used by various indigenous agents and rival towns. Thus, for example, in the Relación de Texcoco written in 1582,
the mestizo Juan Bautista Pomar suggested that the ancient kings of Texcoco were already engaged in a form of monotheistic worship, centered on the figure of Tezcatlipoca, as opposed to
Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the rival polity devoted to idolatry and human sacrifice.
As for Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the distinction between two purported kinds of PreColumbian religion gained traction. One was a sacrificial and polytheistic one, the other
a proto-monotheistic doctrine that promoted morality and penance, and forbid human
sacrifices. This second strand revolved around the legendary figure of Quetzalcoatl, who
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century writers identified with Saint Thomas, the fabled apostle
that was said to have preached in the East. This theme, famously expounded by fray Servando
de Teresa de Mier in a 1794 sermon, galvanized creole proto-nationalist sentiment in the wake
of Independence.
In the particular case of Ometeotl, his apologetic efficacy did not stop in the seventeenth
century.. Ometeotl arose once again at the center of the vindication of Pre-Columbian cultures
in Post-Revolutionary Mexico.
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In 1956, Miguel León-Portilla published his Filosofía Náhuatl estudiada a partir de sus
fuentes, an international bestseller that had lasting consequences not only for Mexican culture,
but for the study of Mesoamerica as a whole. In this book, through a creative use of Nahuatl
lyric and prose, León-Portilla posited the existence of a kind of humanist philosophy in ancient Mexico. At the center of the purported religious philosophy of the tlamatinime or Nahua
philosophers, León-Portilla placed Ometeotl, who he characterised as: “… the cosmic principle
by which all that exists is conceived and begotten.”
The work of nationalist historians and translators such as León-Portilla or Angel María
Garibay founds its way into many Neo-Indian revivalist movements in Mexico and the United
States. Perhaps for the first time since its inception in the pages of the Vatican Codex A, Ometeotl became the object of worship, as it began to figure prominently in Neo-Aztec ritual and
prayer.
In 2018, after the election of Andrés Manuel López Obrador as President of Mexico, Ometeotl appeared quite literally at the national center stage. The incoming President decided to
begin his term with a public investiture at the Plaza de Armas (Zócalo) of Mexico City. The
ceremony took the form of an “entrega de bastón de mando”—a custom of many indigenous
communities in modern-day Mexico—in which López Obrador was granted authority by representatives of over three dozen indigenous groups from Mexico (including Afro-Mexicans), as
well as a delegation of Native Americans from the United States. At the height of the ceremony,
the incoming President was asked to kneel down, as the person leading the ceremony began a
prayer… to Ometeotl (see fig. 6.15). Once again, the bond between rulership and the teteoh
occupied the symbolic heart of the nation.
It has been, to be sure, a lasting construction The Nahua painters, neophytes and Domini295

Figure 6.15: Investiture ceremony of Andrés Manuel López Obrador, Zocalo of Mexico City, 2018.

can friars that partook in it not only added a new member to the Aztec pantheon, but also
established an apologetic strategy of unrivaled efficacy.
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Conclusion
The sixteenth century saw the transformation of Mexica teteoh into pagan gods. Like other
Amerindian non-human entities, Nahua teteoh are better thought of as epiphenomena of ritual processes, conducted through the usage of powerful artifacts and ritual enunciation. The
agentivitiy of these artifacts—the fact that they were endowed not only with power, but also
with agency—suggests that the teteoh were emergent processes rather than individual entities,
arising from ritual processes. Their proper names folded ritual action into utterances, and their
myriad names,epithets and periphrases, like a litany, marked the rhythm of the whole. Unlike
ancient Mediterranean deities, the teteoh were choreographies of powerful regalia, and as such,
could adopt anything that went into the mix: a new precious object, a new beautiful name. Perhaps even a novel interpretation?
In this dissertation, I have analyzed the transformation of Nahua teteoh into pagan gods
as a protracted historical process, that took place during the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries. In the introduction, I described these procedure through the notion of aberrations
of coherence, to be understood as the epistemic artifacts that arise in the horizon of interpretation and become naturalized as objects. We can briefly summarize some of the outcomes of this
research by resort to this notion.
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The first chapter traced the earliest forms of Euhemerism interpretation in New Spanish
documents, showing that this interpretation arose in relation to the historicization of the
Nahua past. This process in turn was presented as the unfolding of the crystal-like structure
of Mesoamerican social memory into historical chronology. The earliest Euhemerist accounts
of Quetzalcoatl arose from the re-mapping of the principle of structural contiguity into
chronological diachronicity. Once unfolded into historical time, a figure that could adopt
many structurally equivalent positions could only preserve its primacy by appearing as the
beginning of the chronological axis, as a founder.
The second chapter pursued the path open by Euhemerism and studied the transformation
of Huitzilopochtli as a teotl closely associated to Tenochca rulership and legitimacy into the role
of the historical founder of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. In this case, the aberration arose as a result
from the need to translate Mesoamerican conceptions of rulership into a Mediterranean system
of sovereignty, along the lines of an ancient Mediterranean trope that understood the nature of
political power as deriving from sacrifices and foundation of cities.
The third chapter studied the aberration of commensurability, by which the notion of connectedness and universality of peoples within a global antiquity enforced a sense of equivalency,
thus reshaping the Mesoamerican religious past in the mirror of a Mediterranean antiquity.
The fourth aberration was the definition of a strict sphere of Aztec religion, and in particular
an Aztec notion of the gods, in the Historia universal of Sahagún. This definition implied the
isolation of the teteoh from a continuum of social practices that included rulership and the
natural world. In doing so so, Sahagún’s workshop effected a series of epistemological brakes,
that implied the re-negotiation of meaning within the setting on an early modern manuscript
workshop, as the enforcement of an iconographic analysis, of lexicographic inspiration, that
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defined the teteoh according to their accouterments.
The fifth chapter focused on one of the most lasting aberrations: the one that lead to the
idea according to which the ancient Nahuas were familiar with the notion of supreme god even
before the arrival of Spanish forces. Centered on the figures of Tezcatlipoca and Ometeotl, this
conjectural Mexica monotheism was the result of two intertwining processes: the development
of Nahua translations of Christian concepts within Franciscan circles, and the speculation of
Dominican friars and non-Nahua indigenous neophytes that lead to the creation of a lost genre
of New Spanish sacred antiquarianism. The lasting aberrations that thus arose were further compounded by their apologetic utility, and have continue to do so until the present day.

And yet, it’s important to note that while the outcome of this transformation was a standardized and seemingly fixed Aztec pantheon, the process itself should be conceived of as one of
emergence, in the philosophical sense of the word. As an emergent phenomenon, the Aztec
pantheon was not the product of a deliberate rationality, but rather through a process of overdetermination and contingency. It was neither the result of sheer misinterpretation, the limitations of understanding, or the projection of European categories; but neither was it simply
a deliberate misconstruction of Pre-Columbian traditions made to please Colonial authorities.
As I have tried to show in these pages, the Aztec pantheon arose at the intersection of political
forces and apologetic motives, but also as a side effect of hermeneutical practices, knowledge
practices, and conceptual frameworks. As a process, it is marked by deliberate adaptions, but
also by unforeseen assimilations, often evoking deep schemata and patterns that were not necessarily evident even to those who evoked them. The assimilation of the Nahua teteoh to early
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modern Iberian ideas about pagan gods has often disclosed an undercurrent of ancient ideas,
motifs and forms, interacting freely behind the seeming fixity of the Aztec pantheon. From one
end to the other, the teteoh/gods seem to behave as pure formations of the unconscious, freely
condensing and superimposing meanings, adopting, like masks, all kinds of partial identities,
undeterred by the strict disjunctive logic of waking life.
Assessing the expansive tangle of allusions behind the Aztec pantheon has been possible
thanks to the nature of the early modern archive that forms the basis of this research. Unlike later
historiography, encumbered by a proclivity for grand narratives and fully self-consistent reconstructions, the sixteenth century pictorials, manuscripts and published works we have studied
reveal, in their lacunae, inconsistencies and gaps the artificiality of the whole process. Read under the correct light, these documents allow us to grasp the semantic displacements, trails of
allusions, and the adoption of new schemata, through which the Aztec pantheon arose.
The sources have not only shown the constructed nature of the gods, but also their contingency, that we can define in this context as a space of negotiation and maneuver. Contingency
defines a complex interaction between collective motives, political forces, and hermeneutical
decisions. In this dissertation, I have tried to show how, under the conditions of such an horizon, meanings, successful interpretations, and their aberrant side effects, gradually sediment
and became naturalized into cultural entities endowed with historical density of their own.
Among some of the procedures I have identified, the most important is what I have called
“aberrations of coherence,” and can be considered as the side effects of successful interpretation
strategies. Aberrations tend to acquire the semblance of positivity, and thus tend to be naturalized, refolded as cultural entities of long duration. The process has been described as a gradual
accretion and sedimentation, and one of the objectives of this dissertation has been to find ways
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of deconstructing them. The Aztec gods, as they became standardized in the sixteenth century,
are essentially the sedimentation of a protracted and gradual process.
A question that remains open is how emerging entities such as Quetzalcoatl, Huitzilopochtli
or Tezcatlipoca were also refolded into Mesoamerican social practices, as this official pantheon
radiated from Mexico-Tenochtitlan across New Spain. The corpus of the Relaciones geográficas,
for example, suggests that the diffusion of the Aztec gods throughout New Spain offered an opportunity to local communities to renegotiate their own identities in reference to their ancient
Mexica overlords, either by rejecting any identification with the Aztec pantheon, or by using it
as a mirror in which to reflect about their own pasts. An ancillary question, that remains to be
explored, is the interactions of the Aztec pantheon with the expressions of popular devotion
that sprung throughout New Spain in the remainder of the Colonial period.
As I have tried to show, the Aztec gods gained historical density at the crux of conceptualities, forms of knowledge, exegetical practices, and intellectual exchanges. At the same time, we
have explored phenomena that cannot be satisfactorily explained by traditional critical terms
such as hybridity, cultural translation or mestizaje. My dissertation has tried to identify a number of procedures and mechanisms, and to extend the critical vocabulary we can use to analyze
them. Next to essential notions such as condensation and over-determination, I have identified
the presence of schemata, deep patterns of meaning, cognitive metaphors and aberrations of
coherence. I have also shown how, in the images and narrative accounts surrounding the Aztec
gods, we find a phenomena that goes beyond cultural translation or hybridity, and that can now
be define more clearly as the adoption of etic schemata to fulfill emic functions. Thus, for example, we have seen that during the first have of the sixteenth-century, Huitzilopochtli effectively
adopted the (etic) patterns and traits of the Iberian Hercules, but in doing so, it managed to
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preserve the (emic) function of Huitzilopochtli as he from whom Tenochca political power
derived, by morphing into the historical founder of the city.
Read through the lens of philosophical hermeneutics and textual analysis, sixteenth century
sources allow us to pose the question of cultural continuity in a new light. This dissertation has
shown that regardless of their profound transformations, the teteoh that became more consistently afforded the treatment of pagan gods were those in some way connected to rulership.
What is significant is that the shape-shifting nature of these Pre-Columbian figures was extended to their interpretation during the sixteenth-century. We have made use of two important notions derived from structural anthropology: degree of variation as relative importance
and structural equivalency. Could it be argued that these principles continued to operate in
the textual and pictorial accounts sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that have otherwise subjected the Mesoamerican teteoh to other frameworks and conceptualities? Can we extend our
argument and posit that historical narratives about the Aztec gods, while operating under the
paradigm of History and chronological time, preserved if not the content, at least the structural logic of Mesoamerican myth and ritual? Can the notion of structural equivalency be still
be found in Colonial historical narratives?
As we have seen, structural equivalency defines the relation between similar figures or ritual
sequences within central Mexican altepeme. Huitzilopochtli and Camaxtle, for example, shared
an equivalent structural position in the transmission of rulership in Mexico-Tenochtitlan and
Tlaxcala, which does not mean they were regarded as the same individual.
If, following the basic tenets of structural anthropology, we consider that individual “deities”
are just positions at the crux of structural relations—the primacy of the structure over explicit
content—we can understand that this logic is extensible, and there is in principle no reason
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why it should stop short of incorporating figures that from another level of analysis we could
regard extraneous or anachronic. This extensibility across ethnic and linguistic boundaries was
already found throughout Mesoamerican societies before the Conquest. And this what seems
to have been the case with the sequence of identifications Huitzilopochtli-Quetzalcoatl-Cortés
discussed in chapter 2.
And yet, it could be argued that the same sequence proceeded in the other direction, and
tacitly identified Huitzilopochtli with Hercules, that Iberian mythography and historiography
described in a similar structural relation as the founder of rulership. From a structural perspective, equivalences and assimilations work both ways.
Thus, if Huitzilopochtli emerged in the sixteenth century as a kind of Hercules Indiano, it is
equally valid to claim that Hercules was incorporated as the Caxtillan Huitzilopochtli. In other
words, that the idea of the foundation of political power is preserved, regardless—or because—
Huitzilopochtli has acquired the traits of the Iberian Hercules. The fact that sixteenth-century
New Spanish exegesis magnified even more the degree of variation of these figures, providing
radically different accounts of these deities, suggests that the relative importance of this figures
persisted into the Colonial period.
These seemingly abstract and logical games are in fact a testimony of the capacity of indigenous peoples to adapt to new circumstances in the sixteenth century and beyond. Scholarship
intent on apprehending forms of indigenous agency in the Colonial period has largely focused
on forms of resistance or open subversion, and yet, it was usually through deft adaptation, often
a at records speeds, that indigenous communities were able to survive the exploitative Colonial
system.
Indeed, the case of the Aztec gods show that the logic of oppositions and exclusive dis303

Figure 6.16: Ometeotl, painting by Chicome Itzcuintli, 2017.
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junctions is an unwarranted critical projection, as sixteenth-century Nahuas, like many other
Amerindian peoples, were more prone to assimilate and strategically adapt to changing circumstances. Recent studies have shown the “cosmopolitan” and multi-ethnic composition of
Mesoamerican communities, a cosmopolitanism displayed by teotl regalia, that incorporated
into its compositional logic precious artifacts and materials for far-flung places.
Contemporary ethnography continues to show that Amerindian peoples are particularly
deft at adapting to changing circumstances, and largely unconcern with expectations of cultural fidelity, as they constantly refold external events—be it national mestizo culture or urban
experience—into their social systems and ritual economy. Only thinly-veiled prejudices move
us to consider Indigenous societies as traditional as opposed to modern; as fixed in ancient traditions or in the atemporal worldview, instead of being in constant flux and transformation.
In an article published in 2017, the Austrian-Mexican anthropologist Johannes Neurath
summarized many perplexing instances of the adaptation of urban cultural phenomena to the
ritual economies of contemporary indigenous societies across Mexico. This remarkable text deserves to be quoted in full, as a timely corrective for scholarly expectations about the purported
cultural conservatism of Indigenous peoples:
Jacques Galinier describe cómo en el carnaval otomí de la Huasteca emergen los
seres del inframundo: diablos, hacendados, vaqueros, doctores, ingenieros, políticos, estrellas de Hollywood, comanches, travestis y las mujeres de la publicidad de
cerveza. Pedro Pitarch nos reporta que dentro de la montaña sagrada maya no solamente se ubica un paraíso agrícola, como se ha descrito muchas veces en las etnografías, también está un mundo brillante de la tecnología donde los espíritus tienen
una vida al estilo de las clases medias (sub)urbanas: manejan coches último modelo y constantemente van a gasolineras, cantinas y restaurantes donde escuchan la
música popular entre los mestizos o ladinos. En otros casos, de acuerdo con David
Lorente, se informa que los espíritus texcocanos del agua usan el metro. Alessandro Questa reporta que las viviendas de los espíritus de la Sierra Norte de Puebla se
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parecen a los sets de las novelas de Televisa… En diversas obras se describe cómo el
chamán acude a juzgados para promover acusaciones y quejas, o a edificios llenos de
burócratas para realizar gestiones y trámites, a veces sobornando a las deidades con
regalitos.⁸⁷
And if modern-day Otomies, Nahuas, Totonacs and Maya-Quiches fold the elements of national cultures, urban experience, or popular media back into their own ritual processes and
myths, why do we keep expecting cultural coherence under the form of a fidelity to Mesoamerican cosmovisión? Why do we expect sixteenth-century peoples as remain loyal to an ethnic identity that is largely a modern projection? Why do we expect them to behave either as Tenochca
or Caxtillan? It is they who have always been modern.
In the case of sixteenth-century Nahuas, nothing illustrates this cultural vitality that the
Aztec gods. If Tezcatlipoca was already the Lord of Men and the great Sodomite, why not also
the disembodied Judeo-Christian god? And in a painting by the contemporary Mexico-Citybased Chicano artists Chicome Itzcuintli, the sixteenth-century Aztec god Ometeotl affirms its
existence even beyond the philological criticism that has disproved him (see fig. 6.16).⁸⁸
Perhaps the greatest paradox unveiled by this dissertation is the fact that these aberrations
of exegetical coherence—the Aztec gods—preserved many of the functions of the teteoh and
their ritual substrate. It is no coincidence that from the myriad of teteoh ensembles, the ones
that survive into the Colonial period and were integrate into a pantheon were those connected
to rulership and power.
“The gods do not understand metaphors,” reads the title of an article by Roberto González
Martínez.⁸⁹ We must add that neither do they understand or care for cultural boundaries, his⁸⁷Neurath, “Ser más que uno,” 41.
⁸⁸I would like to express my gratitude to the artist for authorizing this reproduction.
⁸⁹Martínez González, “Los dioses no entienden las metáforas.”
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torical periodization, chronological time, nor provenance or origin. The one thing the teotl understand perfectly well is power, and, as is the case among many Amerindian peoples, nothing
embodies power more palpably that foreigners and formidable enemies. Huitzilopochtli is otro
Hercules, who is otro Huitzilopochtli. From this perspective is hardly surprising that the military forces that disembarked in Veracruz in 1519 were precisely addressed as teteoh, or that
in his encounter with Montezuma’s ambassadors, as reported by Book XII of the Florentine
Codex, Hernán Cortés received the accoutrements of four teteoh associated to rulership and
power.
This capacity to adapt, to digest the identities and “gods” of powerful enemies, beyond the
limits imposed by our overzealous historical awareness, is a lasting testament to the resilience
and vitality of Indigenous peoples of central Mexico after the Conquest.
Finally, the study of these adaptations and transformations of the Aztec gods shows the need
for scholarship in the humanities to go beyond our attachment to grand narratives, pictureperfect constructions and models, and to recover the power of perplexity. In this case, not only
perplexity of our encounter with etic concepts that defy the foundations of our episteme, and
call for the power of our imagination and our capacity for empathy But also to consider the
presence of paradox, and enigmatic phenomena as an essential component of Amerindian expression, material culture, and ritual.
In the epigraph to this dissertation, I quoted the words of a contemporary ethnographer
apropos the basic rule of ethnographic courtesy: to grant to others the possibility of a detached
view from their own beliefs. In the case at hand, the only attitude that seems consistent with
this initial courtesy is a general disposition that can only be described by a word that is rarely
mentioned in academic discourse: love. Nothing triggers the imagination, methodological in307

novation and the capacity for thought like love, provided that, as true love, it is love of the
unknown.
For this reason, it seems pertinent to conclude with a passage by arguably Latin America’s
greatest twentieth-Century mythographer: the Cuban poet and novelist José Lezama Lima
(1910 - 1976). At one point in the endless converstaion between the protagonist José Cemí
and his two friends, Foción and Fronesis, the former offers his peers an interpretation of an
intriguing Greek myth. Like another Boccaccio, unraveling the meanings of the non-existent
Demogorgon, Foción’s display of exegetical gusto seems all the more pertinent for, as scholars
of Lezama Lima have noted, the passage revolves around a non-existent Greek myth. And yet,
this perhaps involuntary figment of the Cuban writer’s imagination illustrates the natural tendency of interpretation to overstep its own boundaries, and invent new realities. But also, as
Boccaccio knew well, new possibilities for thought:
Cuando Electra creyó que había parido un dragón, vio que el monstruo lloraba
porque quería ser lactado; sin vacilaciones le da su pecho, saliendo después la leche
mezclada con sangre. Aunque había parido un monstruo, cosa que tendría que desconcertarla, sabía que su respuesta tenía que no ser dejarlo morir de hambre, pues
la grandeza del hombre consiste en que puede asimilar lo que le es desconocido.⁹⁰
Dumbarton Oaks, Washington DC, July, 2019.

⁹⁰Lezama Lima, Paradiso, 249.
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